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IREFACE. 

The thesis is coricerned with a sayinGs tradition that is 

d-tscernible in the text of the Markan Gospel. I have given the 

thesis the title, 'Jesus and the Gospel of ark' because the 

evangelist appears to be aware of handling a very early Jesus 

tradition, quite possibly originating with Jesus himself. It is 

hoped tiiat this study will throw some new li6lit on the subject 

of the origins and methods used in the creation of the earliest 

Gospel Tradition. 

In an attempt to unravel the layers of traditions in the 

karkan Gospel-Anorder to establish this sayings tradition, it has 

been necessary to queStion the whole nature of the documentary 

hypotheses. It is far beyond tdie scope of the thesis to propose 

ail alternative theory, although a different approach to the Synoptic. 
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The twilight period of creative Gospel developme. nt lying 

behind our canonical Gospels is sufficiently revealed to stimulate 

much speculation but, to a. large'exent, eludes constructive 

conclusions. Form critical analysis of Gospel material has 

indicated existing collections of elements of tradition behind 

the present Gospelsý, originally independent of one another. These 

elements comprise, on the one hand, sayings, parables and discourses (1), 

and on the other, rudimentary frame-. work and narratives dealing 

with the events in Jesus' life (2). Therefore, to find a way -- 

into one, -such, collection and establish its pre-Gospel independence 

would be the first step towards building up our scanty knowledge 

of Gospel development. Such a collection would constitute 8. 

pivot between the oriLpinal tradition and its present form in 

our Gospels. 

Many traditional units, and collections have been cited. All 

have one fact in common; the tradition has been absorbed in block 

form by the Evangelists. This is not due to any lack of imatination 

or intuition on the part of the Evangelists, but'such a 

formidable subject must be carefully approached. Such selective 

methods have produced certain useful results, albeit limited ones. 

These conclusions musi now be used to form the starting point 

for further investigations. 

1) The existence of these elements of tradition i5' clarified by 
R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, Oxford, Blackwell, 
1972 as Apophtherms and dominical styint; s and by III. Dibelius, 
From Tradition to Gospel, London, 14icholson and Vlatson, 1934, as 
Paradigms. 
2) Again, in Form Critical terms: Miracle stories, Tales and 
Legends. 
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It is proposed th, %, tthis. inquiry should consider a possible 

traditional collection, whose presence is indicated by the 

recurrent appearance of a stereotyped form, rather than a block 

of material. For this purpose, the introductory formula 

M(rW (aUTOES ), which is largely confined to the Gospel of 

blark, has been selected as an obvious example of such a recurring 

fiDrmula. 

It is necessary to present the general problems for this 

inquiry in the next few pages and possible resulutions to them, 

before conmentrating upon the specific introductory formula. 

4 
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1) CRITICAL METHODS, IMK AND THE SYNOPTIC TRADITION. 

Consideration of traditional material used in the composition 

-of the Gospel of Mark 41, s been limited. In ti, e first place, 

the statement of Eusabius I/C OTIS 1/6- 900 U 

(/ -I OU1146VTOL rjý, rt 

T'; V70 TO UWf(FtO_U ý"Vn4 k7l seems to leave no grounds for- 

further traditions to supplement the Gospel (2). A second 

long-established opinion, that Ilatthew was the first written 

Gospel, took Mark to be just an abbreviated account of Matthew. 

The diffeiences between the two gospels were explained as a 

pro7cess of redaction, thereby leaving little room for the presence 

of other Markan sources (3)- 

In this century, the general acceptance of the two document 

hypothesis and Markan priority has done little to encourage any 

Source Critical studies on-Mark itself. Whereas Matthew and Luke 

hn: ve a starting point in Mark, the Markan Gospel has no such text 

for co-, Tiparison.. Neverthelessp an interest in the early Gospel 

traditions and their subsequent formulation in the finished 

canonical Gospels has lect to some research into the question 

of the possible presence of tr aditional material in the Markan- 

Gospel. Two literary studies illustrate-the basic line of the 

1) Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History and the Martyrs of 
PalestiLiL2. L III 39: 15t Papias is quoted. 
2) The exact meaning. of is dubious and could suggest 
something more than i5i'rlipld memorization. ' 
3) In 'the last few years there has been a revival in a sympathetic 
study of Matthaean priority. It is posý-, ible that renewed interest 
'in liatthaean priority and its rel-, tionship to the other Gospels 
may throw new light on Markan sources. 
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research into 11irk. A. T. Cadoux (1) proposed thz,. t thre". --ources 

covered the vast proportion of material in 11ark. These three 

sources reflect distinct periods in the Church's development; 

ie. the lalestinian Gospel, the Gospel of the Dispersion and the 

Gentile Gospel. Large- portions of these sources have becn 

interwoven to create the present form of the Gospel. Cadoux (2) 

com:,. ented upon the Form Critical school's failure to recognise 

the existence of extensive source material lying. behind the 

Gospel. Knox (3) in his study of Markan sources also stres. -ed 

the limitations of Form Criticism in neglecting the Evangelist's 

ability to use source material and work it into the Gospel 

framework. Knox cites many sources which have been acknowledged 

prior to his study. The sources fall predominantly into unified 

blocks which follow'on from one another in the IJarkan framework. 

The concept of sources being absorbed, almost untouched, into 

a Gospel account, with little evidence of editorial reworking has, 

to some extent, 'been rectified by the advent of Redaction Criticism. 

lorm Criticism brought into prominence the activity of the 

Church in formulating isolated units of tradition, and Literary 

Criticism, the proinin6nce of pre-Cospel sources. In both cases 

the role of the hvanýelist was reduced to a mere compiler of 

existing material. Redaction Gwiticism pioneered the Evangelirts' 

1)'A. T. Ca(toux, The Sources of the Second Gospel, London, J. Clarke 

and Co, N. D. 
2ý A. T. Cadoux, ibid., P-15 
3 W. L. Knox, The Sources of the Synoptic Gospels: Cark, vc)l. j, 
Camtiýdge, CUP, 19539 P-1 
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claim to originality. 'An interest; ar6se in how Mark the Evangelist 

handled his material rather than in the material itself. 

bevertheless, the same problem confronted the students of 

Redaction Criticism as it did those of Literary Criticiý; m: how 

to compensate for the lack of written sources for Mark. The 

two document hypothesis again hindered any unbiased research. 

However, Redaction Critical'methods can be turned to good use, 

in a literary study of 1.7, arkan. material. The general isolation 

of elements which can be termed 'redactional' has left a large 

proportion'of 'unclaimed' material. From this material rerrin (1) 

and Fuller (2) amongst many, *have found a spring-board to tile 

pre-Markan tradition. The absence of Idarkan traits alone does 

not automatically tu&; est the presence of ýLuthentic tradition, 

so supplementary criteria have to be establish, ýd to support the 

possibility that certain passageSin 114ark are traditional. 

To begin any study it is necessary to establish working 

propositions. The application of critical methods to the Larkan 

Gospel in order to reveal pre-Mlarkan tradition has highlighted two 

major weaknesses. In the first place, pre-conceived notions con- 

cerning Synoptic dependence have led to a premature abandonment of 

the quest for pre-Larkan traditions. It is possible that the tables 

mighf be turned, and a study of T, ýarkan material on equal terms 

with 1,,! atthew and Luke could throw lialit upon the relationship 

1) N. Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus, London, SM., 
1967, P-35f- 
2) I--H. Fuller, The Foundations of New Testament Christolon, 
London, Collins, 1, )69, p. 16f. 
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between the Synoptic Gospels rather than fit the Gospels initially 

into a prior mould. It if; therefore, intended that the study of 

Earkan texts will not be submitted to any pre-conceived plan. 

To see Mark's Gospel as an equal companion with Vatthew and 

Luke will not only help to elucidate pre-Markan material but 

may result in a reappraisal of Synoptic dependence. 

The second problem is concerned with supplementing Redaction 

Critical methods. These criteria fall into two-catagories: 

a) criteria to dibtinguish pre-Markan tradition from the hand of 

the Evangelist, (this material could be termed Primitive Tradition), 

and b) criteria to determine if the pre-Mp. rkan tradition is part 

of the original Jesus Tradition, '(this material could be called 

Authentic tradition). 



. 

2) GRlTEhIA TO DISTINGUISH 1RZ-44, 'ýRXAN IMI)ITION. 

hatUrally, Redaction Criticism highlights all material 

that is&void of 1,, iarkan redaction. dhen dealing with* sayings 

which represent a small part of a larger context, the absence 

of redactional elements on its own is very insubstantial evidence. 

It is necessary, in, such cases, to supplement Redaction Critical 

analysis. The following criteria are suggested. 

Stereotyped Forms. 

This is particularly appropriate for introductory formulas (1). 

The recu-rrance of a particular form is of iriterpst, especially 

if it appears where no introduction is necessary; eg. in the 

middle of a discourse, thus making a definite break between 

precevding sayings material and the su'6sequently re-introduced 

saying. 

An introductory phraseseen as a sterotyped form by some, is 

explained by others as an editorial feature. The recurrence of 

a form would seem to justify this opiiiir)n. However, two observations 

negate this argument. In the first place, the stereotyped forms 

are not always the Aole prerogative of one Gospel (2). Secondly, 

1) Cf. A('ýKet '11, f6v's which appears to be the recun! Lngr introduct6ry 
formula in thb Oxyrhynchus Papyri. 1,. P%ýNright, Alterations of 
the Words of Jesus, 'ias. -achusetts, Harvard University Press, 1952, 

11 , P-14 sugUests the 
, 
use of it represents a reasonable attempt 

at quotation. Also H. A. Guy, 'A Sayings Collection in Mark's 
GospeV, MS-, 42,19419 PP-173-6 states thpt the use of regular 
formulasfor quotations suggests a refe3tnce to a collection of 
sayings. 
2) cf. the distinctivenzSof thep(4.11, / formula in the gospels. 

III Nkn sayings (par. ) with pMlv form: 9: 21,10: 15,29,13: 30- 

,s 
(NA. only with(/, ' P, ', kn sayinp ) 41v form; 9: 11,23,41t 14: 9,16- 

h1kn sayings (Ik. on 
ý 

witht*ýIjfj/ form: 12: 43?. 
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it must be remembered that althou6h this inquiry is conceyntrated 

upon one particular introductory form,. that form is by no means the 

anýrone. Terms such as T0c, ()0 , 
(1) could 0 -K 

reflect the presence of stereotyped forms, where traditional 

material has been inserted into the Gospel framework. 

ii) jiscrepancies between Pericope and Saying. 

jilthough some sayings are preserv I ed I in apparent isolation 

from any context or setting, it is the occpsiaiz where both 

narrative and sayings trad. ition merge that detaibi contradictions 

occur. It is natural to assume that a saying within a pericope 

shaid form a harmonious unit with the narrative. Therefore, 

discrepancies arising between the narrative and saying within 

the same pericope are not easily explained. The full implications 

of this criterion will be revealed within the course of this 

inquiry. 

Incorisiste, iii S tage"s of Trdditionýl Develo. pment. 

This criteriorf'is akin to the previous one discussed. 

d1owever, this criterion'does'-n6t, deal with minor details that 
I 

2) St'. -kn. sayings with P)yo 
'4 , 
IV form Nit. and/or. Lk. witho t IV f orTj: 

3: 2B(Mt. ), 8: 12(Mt/Lk. ), 14: 24(Lk. ), 14: 30(Lk. ) 
Lkn. sayings with 0 'vf form- 12: 37,23: 43 
Mtn. sayings with"PlIb/form: 5: 18,6: 2,5916,10: 23,42,18: 18,19, 
21: 31,24: 349 25: ýý94,45- 
Mtn sayings with lmijv form found in Lk. without 44jqj"form: 5: 26, 
8: 10,10: 159 ll: lrt 13: 17,17: 20,18: 13p 23: 36t 24: 47? 
Mtn. sayings withk 1.7#/ form found in Yk. without t4jj/ form: 19: 23,24: 2 
Jn. uses form 

Merally. 

1) R. Bultmann, K. Kundsin, Form Criticism, New York, Harper arrA Bros, 
1962, - p. 26 
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could easily have been eliminated by editorial reworking. 

Gospel Tradition developed in line with a growing Church. 

There was a need to clarify, expand and modify the Jesus Traditions 

in order to Pecommodate this growth. Evidence of different 

stages of development between saying and narrative tradition 

will indicate that certain pericopes ore composite constructions. 

It is really only as, 4. supplement to a Redaction Critical 

approach to the texts that these criteria are wilid. The role 

of Redaction Criticism is to distinEuiph the Evaneelists' use of 

existing material. The use of these sup-leme ntary criteria is 

to'establish this material as pre-ý,, Iarkan. 

In the , ýbove criteria, mention is made of a narrative and 

sayings tradition. AlthouCh there is no doubt of a considerable 

overlap of traditions, these broad categories shed important 

light on the transmission and deveiopment of Gospel Tradition. 

Particularly intbresting'to this inquiry is the role of sayings 

material. 



. 

GENE., AL Ab, OF l, 'fddtA2IVE A[U) SAMM TRADITION'. 

The possibility that sayings material was transmitted more 

conservatively than narrative traditions has not gone unnotice4. 

Comparisons between Synoptic pericopes comprising both narrative 

and sayings material have revealed that on a number of occasions 

the narratives differ widely from one another, whereas the content 

of the sayings remains constant (1). 

(kn initial impulse is to 2rject out of hand the extreme view 

put forward by Reisenfeld. (2) and Gerhardsson*(3), who claimed 

Jesus drilled selected disciples to be the memory banks for the 

first generation of Christians. Nevertheless, there may be a 

considerable amount of truth underlying this theory. Not only is 

it possible to imagine that the leaders of the Early Church had 

a part in cr. )stallising words of Jesus into a form acceptable for 

recitation and transmission, but that such an aim was close to 

the heart of Jesus himself W- It would be very rash to conclude 

that strict control of the transmission of sayings traditions 

has led'to the preservation of every saying in its original form. 

It cannot be doubted that sayings were subject to development and 

refinement, interpretaion and m)dificatLon by the Church. 

1) E. Schweizer, Jesus, London, SM,., 1971, PP-7-8- H. H. Lightfoot, 
The Gospel 16kessagre of 'it, Mark, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1952, p. 28 
2) II. Riesenfeld, The Gospel 

- 
Tradition and its BeCinnings, London, 

A. R. Mowbray and Co., 1957. 
3) B. Gerhardsson, N: emory and 1, ýanuscript, lipsala, (%'W. K. Gleerup, 
1961, also, Tradition and Transmission in Early Christianity, 
Lund, C. W. K. Gleerup, 1964- 
4) of. reference to remembering Jesus' words, Mk. 14: 72 par., 
IvIt. 27: 63, Lk. 24: 68, Jn. 2: 17,22,12: 16, Ac. 11: 16 
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Ilevertheless, if certain sayings were crystallised at an 

early stage in Gospel development, it is possible that the additional 

outer layers of a saying can be peeled off*to reveal the saying 

in its original form. Comparisons within the Synoptic framework 

will inevitably help to distiluish these layers. In a comparison 

of the words of Jesus at the Last Supper in the Synoptic Gospe3s 

(YA. 26: 26-8, Xk. 14: 22-24, Lk. 22: 19-20ý a, d I Corinthians 11: 23f., 

Bruce (1) raises the interesting point that 'the main deeds and 

words are fixed, but interrmAtive glosses are added and conflation 

is practised'. These developments are not just arbitary but are 

to stress or clarify liturgical points. The continuation of 

such a practi ce is witnessed in the later Church presentation of 

these words (2). 

This method of detecting layers of traditions in sayings 

cannot so easily be applied to narrative material.. Althouah 

someadiitionp, l development may be obvious, iri a comparison of 

the Synoptic accounts, the remainine material is by nature. a" 

second hand account explaining what Jesus did. Such tradiiion 

could quite easily be, and no doubt is, a Church interiýretation- 

of Jesus' actions. Thereforev the origins of narrative tradition 

are shrouded by subj6ctivity. It would be d fair assessment to 

make that the development of the sayihgs tradition -is relatively 

more reliable than that of narrative material both in authenticity 

and transmission. 

The sayings to be fowid in the Canonical Gospels are an end 

product of the period of transmission (3). It would be of Great 

1 F. F. Bruep, Tradition old and. New, Exeter, I'aternoster, Press, 19709 P-33 
-? F. F. Bruce, jbid., PP-34-6 

3 The written word is a culmin'. ation of free and developing oral 
tradition. It must not be assumed, however, tr, at the written form 
stopped oral develol-ment in its tracks overnight. 
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value to this inquiry if the form these sayings took prior to their 

present existence could be discovered. Material is very limited 

indeed for such a task, but for generalised concluF; ions the evidence 

is very promisin6. 

The Muline Epistles are the most otvious startinC point. It 

is very tempting to deviate from the main line of this dicusaion and 

consider the use of the Jesus Tradition in the Pauline corpus. 

Keeping strictly to the main point at issue, however, a few considerations 

may be noted. The list of Synoptic sayings paralleled in the Pauline 

Epistles and set out by Davies, (based on a criti. cal selection of 

sayings parallels cited by Resch) (1), illustrates Paul's use of cited 

and uncited sayings. Allusions to words of Jesus are in preponderance 

to a small handful. of those cited. Maybe the Fauline Epistles harl-our 

even more quotations but the Synoptic material can be the only accepted 

compaxison (2). Although a completely untried theory, it is possible 

that the numerous allusions to the words of Jesus by Paul reflects 

a use of these sayings akin to a use of the Old Testament texts. On 

many occasions. use is made of the Old Testament quotations without 

citing refevace or introductory form. However, it would be difficult 

to-establish a case that Paul was either ignorant of any sayings of 

Jesus or chose to ignore-them (3)- Dibelius (4) and Davies (5) 

1ý W. D,. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, London, SPCK., 1970, P-138f 
2 of. Ac. 20: 35 
3) R. Bultmann, Theolocy of the New Testament, vol. I, London, SCM., 
1971, P-35. 
4) M.. Dibi, -liu*s, From Tradition to Cospel, London, Nicholson and Watson, 
1934o pp. 238f. 
5) 'N. D. Davies, op-cit , P-136 
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associate the presence of words of Jesus in Paul's letters with 

ethical teaching and claim that the sources for this teaching ate 

to be found in collections of sayings (1). There is evidence of the 

use of sayines collections in other early Christian documents, cf. I Clem. 

13:. 2, Polycarp to the Philippians 2: 3, Adache 1: 3f. The title 'Didachel 

itself reflects the nature of the material. Although controversy still 

continues about the importance of the Gospel of Thomas and its actual 

date, certain early elements cannot be-iEnored. InInrticular, it is 

of great interest that this document, composed entirely of unconnected 

sayin6s, designed to instruct, is called a 'Gospel'(2). 

The fact is that sayings collections have been unearthed behind 

the Synoptic framework. Extreme scepticism concerning the IQ' source 

will become obvious within the course of this inquiry, but it is 

interesting that this material comprises, with one or two exceptions, 

sayings. Dodd (3) argues with the aid of Synoptic material that 

sayings material falls under the headings desirned for instruction. 

Considerable eviddnce has been produced on the presence of 

catechetical material in the lqeW Testament. (A Catechism is a precise 

form of didactic material). Although no New Testament book is a 

1) also cf. A. P. 11unter, Paul and his Predecessors, Londoni- ISXA'Press, 
and 1149: tst4ro 1940, - pP-52-61 
2) An interesting exzercise would be to-qualify the terkn 'Gospel'. 
Is it necessary to include narrative material to pass as a Gospel 
form? Is some form of birth narrative essential? If s, o, what has- 
happened to 11ark and John? '. IS the witness of Resurrection appearances 
necessary? Again Nlark is sadly lacking. 
3) C. H. Dodd, 'The "Primitive Catechism" and 

, 
the sayings of Jesus', 

Aore New Testament Studies, Manchester, MUP., 1968, ppll-29. 
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catechetical treatise, the labours of Sdwyn (1) and Carrington (2) 

have revealed that catechetical material lies behind certain passa! -, es 

in the Epistles. Again, it is ge-erally accepted that the words of 

Jesus for, 'ii the basis for these Catechisms (3). The problem arisinp,, 

however, concerns the relationship between the words of Jesus and the 

Catechism. G. Schille (4) proposes that the catechisms found their 

origin in the teaching of Jesusý whereas C. F. D. Moule (5) gives evidence 

to favour the view that catechetical. influence was later brought to 

bear upon sayin8s of Jesus. Davies (6) is probably correct when he 

states that words of Jesus both antedate and transcend the use for 

catechisms. 

The c6mnon theme, linking all these sayings is that they are a 

nedium for instruction. The existence of this form for transmitting 

instruction is very credible. 

Returning to the words of Jesus in the Pauline corpus, one more 

pQint must be raised. Davies (7) seJ, 
"'sseayings 

ase purely in terms of 

didactic rather than keryEmatic material. However, the actual 

record of the Institution of the Last Supper (I Cor. 11: 23f-) is 

surely in opposition to this claim. If the Kerygma is concerned 

with the role of Jesus as Saviour, *surely thIs section fits the 

1) E. G. Sel-qn, The First Epistle of St. Peter, London, Macmillan & Co., 
1947, PP-365-46-6. 
2) P. Cprrington, The Primitive Christian Catecbism, Cambridge, CUP., 1940. 
3) cf. D. b. Dungan, The Sayin, -s of Jesus in the Churches of rauL, Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1971, p. xxiiiq and-AA;. 11unter, op. cit., p. 68. 
4) G. Schille, 'Bermerkune: en zur Forme; eschichtc des Evang , eliurs Rahmen 
und. Aufbau des Viarkus-Evangeliums', NTS., 4,1957, pp. 1-24. 
5) C. F. D. Moule, 'The Use of larables and Sayings as Illustrative 
Material in Early Christian Catechisis', ITS., 3,1952, PP-75-9- 
6) 1W. D. Davies, The Setting of the Sermon on the : ount, Camblidee, 
CUP., 1964, P-386 

. 7) W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, London, S11CX., 1970, P-142 
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definition 1jerfectly (1). It is necessay to clarify the terms 

'Didachel and'Kerygmal. 

Didache and Kery: ra. It is generally accripted that the term 'Didachel 

stands for the transmission of ethical and moral teaching by the 

Church. Such teachirg was really for audiences who were Christian 

converts or interested listeners (2). Furthermore, it has been 

sugLested that the Church received the basis for its teaching from 

the sayings of Jesus. Therefore, the transmission of the. words of 

Jesus and the Qhurch's Didache go hand in hand (3)- 

Althou, -. h the use of the term 'Didachel is not really disputed, 

it is closely linked with the more. controversial term 'Kerygm. nl. 

The content of the Keryema is the proclaimation of Jesus as Messiah 

and is, therefore, essbntially to convince and convert; having 

basically a missionary setting (4). Althoiigh it is probable that the 

'Didaciiel would be of no interest to non-committed audien-es, as it 

tends to deal with the daily running of the Christian community 

and its moral code, the 'Keryemal wotild certainly be of immense 

interest to're*cent converts who wished fo*r more knowledge about 

Jesus, as well as Christians of long-standing,. Therefore, the 

distinction between 'Didachelas a tern for Church teaching and 

'Kerygmal relating to missionarý teaching is not do readi. 1y accepted 

1) D. L. -Dungan, op. cit., P. Xxxii realis-es the difficulty I Cor. 11: 23f, 
pre, errbs. 
2) C. H. Dodd, The AposMic Preaching and its Development, London, 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1935, P-7. 
3ý This will. become evident in the course of tAs inquiry. 
4 C. H.. Dodd, op. cit , P-7 5) R. A. Bartels, Nery,,, ma or Gospel Tradition. Vihich came First? 
Minneapolis, Augsburg Publishing House, 1961, p. 101 
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Another difference between 'Didachel and 'Keryt", mal, whichis more 

important than its setting and the audience, is the ori(, in of the 

respective material. Rengstorf (1) clearly defines the areas of 

origin for both Didache and Kerygma as stemming from the Gospel 

Tradition. 'Didachelg as already stated, originates from the trans- 

mission of words of Jesus, and 'Kerygmal from the collections of 

narrative material. Bartels (2) agrees that the Kerygna is from 

narrative material and he suCCests that the Gospel. tradition is 

basically biographical material rather than sayings, If the Kery. ma. 

is wholl. y the product of narrative material then the origin is ohce 

removed. from the historical Jesus (3). In this case, Bultnanh's (4) 

statement that the Kerygma masks rather than reveals the original 

Jesus is quite valid. 

However, the o, Anion that the Kerygma is material about Jesus, 

rather than from Jesus, does not co undisputed. Jeremias (5) says 

that the KeryGma must have originated with Jesus. The Early Church 

acknowledged this by supplementing the Kerygma with the Didache. 

kt no time was there a Kerygma. without Didache. Therefore, it 

CATI be assumed that Jeremias sees a link. between 'Didlachel and 

'Kerygmal in that the KeryGma owes some of its origins to the Didache. 

Bartels (6) Eimilarly suý&, ests that the origins of the Keryp 
., ma may 

1) Rengstorf, WT., vol. Il P-145. 
2) R. A. Bartels, ý0, PP-38-52 
3) cf. R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, wl. I, London, 
QM-, 1971, P-3, 'Christian Kerygma; ie. a kerytma proclaiming 
Jesus Christ. He was so proclained in the KeryMa of the Early 
Church, not in the message of the historical Jesus'. 
4) cf. the arý,, uement for this statement in the previous list of 
criteria: 'General Assessment of Narrative and Sayings Tradition'. 
5) J. Jeremias, The Problem of the Historical Jesus, Philadelphia', 
Fortress tress, 1971, P. M. 
6) J. Jeremias, ibid., P-14. R. A. Bartels, 

_op. cit., p. 101. 
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be attibuted in p. ý. rt to Jesus. 

It will be seen during this inquiry that kerygmatic material 

is. to be found in the sayings of Jesus. Therefore, it is difficult 

to accept the'neat dividing line botween Kery[Tna and Didache. The 

definition of'Didachel as moral teaching and 'Kei-. %nal as proclakmatýon 

about Jesus is plauF-, ible. Althou[-; h the Didache is of more interest 

to the Church, the Kerygma gains an audience for believers and 

, ma can claim prior unb-lievers alike. 14either the Didache nor Keryg 

existence, nor one form thebasis for the other. Both areas of 

instruction originate with Jesus and both contain a wealth of 

deveýOpment. 
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ClUTERIA TO DlSTINGIJISII AUTHEU. TICITY. 

It must now be decided to what stage in the development of 

the Goslel Tradition these sayings are to be attributed. So far, 

our criteria have helled to isolate pre-Markan mate rial. Iýow it 

is necessary to distinguish between the various stages of Church 

development and interpretation. 

Words of Jesus can reflect elements of development from either 

a Hellenistic or Palestinian background, or both. It is possible' 

that a saying is completely formulated under Hellenistic influence, 

in which case, any hope of finding a factual basis for the saying 

is impossible. On the other hand, a saying of Jesus may reflect only 

a partial development, in the form of an inserted or appended phras(! 

which can be separated from an earlier stratum of material. Such 

lstrippýedl sayings could be examples of authentic sayings. 

A step-back from the Hellenistic influence (1) into the 

Palestinian world brings both its advantaUes and disadvantages. 

Clearly, many of the. duthentic sayingd would reflect the contemporary 

Jewish environment, but the reverse is true; the sayings which 

have originated or been drastically developed by the Jewish community 

will, in essence, be nb different from these sayings of Jesus. 

Although 6Vidence of a Jewis h background brings the formation of 

sayings closer to the actual words of Jesus, it does not guarantee 

authenticity. 

1) The term 'step-back' is used metaphorically not chronolgically 
in this instance for the Jewish and llellez-iistic worlds co-existed. 
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The criteria to be employed in this present investigation 

have been used in recent studies, in which it is stressed that no 

11 one criterion can indicate either authenticity or primitiveness (1). 

Rather, criteria must be used jointly to* gain any measure of objectivity. 

The first two criteria firmly establish sayings within a Palestinian 

setting. 

The presence of semitisms doe-- indicate that the sayings concerned 

originated in a Jewish rather than a Hellenistic environment. Whether 

or not semitisms can be a criterion for primitiveness, however, is 

more difficult to assesr--.. 

Recently, Sanders (2) has questioned the ividespreaduse of 

this criterion of semitisms. From his catalogues of semitisms, 

Sanders has drawn certain conclusions. To begin with, the list 

of semitisms in later manu--cripts reveals a slight tendency to 

preserve semitisms in late Gospel texts (3)- On a. number of 

occasions, however, this tendency could be the result of texts 

being copied inasemitic-speakinG environment, or conflation of 

Gospel hannonies (4) 

Concerned with the distribution of semitisms in the Canonical 

dospels, Sanders queries the opinion many scholars have held, 

linking the presence of semitisms with the priority of Mark to 

Matthew and Luke; the general conclusion being that Matthew and 

Luke correct Markan semitisms. Sandersý list indicates that this 

1) cf. N. Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus, London, 
SCM., 1967, PP-32. 
2) E. I-. Sanders,. The Tendencýsof the Synoptic Tradition, Cwnbridj,, e, 
CUP., 1969, pp. 190-255- 
3ý E. P. Sanders, Lbid., pp. 228-32. 
4 D. L. Dungan, 'The Impact of E. Y. Sanders, l Book and a Proposal for 
Fiitujýe Jlee6archl, (paper "read at STITS Conference, August, 1973, as 
yet unpublished). * 
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theory of de-semi. tisine by ', Iatthew and Luke does riot always hold 

true. Infact, at times, the reverse appears true. Saýdersl tendencies 

of synoptic Tradition are based upon a rigid two document theory. 

Under this hypothesis, the opinion that semitisms are to be equated 

with original material does appear difficult to accept. This does 

not destroy the efficacy 6f this criterion. It is possible that 

the distribution of semitisms suggests primitive material in all 

thr6e Gospels, thus questioning the validity of the two document 

hypothesis rather than the criterion of semitisms. ' 

Sanders' study of the role of semitimms in the Gospels and 

textual variants has warned a6ainst some Pit7fallsq but rather than 

destroying the validity of this criterion, it has provided safeguards 

against its misuse. 

Therefore, a careful use of this criterion can produce a very 

valid contribution to this study. The presence of semitic n-ý'mes 

and phrases at once puts sayings into a Palestinian setting. Also, 

if sayings, put into Aramaic, reveal a pun or some other literary 

feature not apparent in the Greek, this would further tend to 

support a view that it was originally Aramaic. Any further indication 

of minor semitisms within a saying could help to establish such 

sayings firmly within 1% Palestinian background. The probability 

that a saying was originally formed in Aramaic does not immediately 

imply authenticity, itonly opens the possibility to such a claim. 

The presence of Old Testament'quotations in Words of Jesus 

can also be a factor for eatablishing primitive tradition. Initially, 

many Old Testament quotations must be excluded. Fuller (1) points 

1), R. 11.1'uller, op. cit-9 P-19. 
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to the use of beptuagintal quotations which can only reflect a 

Hellenistic Jewish stratum of the Gospel tradition. Similarly, 

many Old Testarnent quotations reflect later thought in justifying 

certain words and actions of Jesus and developing christological 

motif S. 

On a more positive note some Old Testament references may 

find an origin in ITimitive Tradition. To begin with, taraumic 

quotations reflect a Jewish-setting, but as with the presence of 

semitisms in sayings, they do not necessarily indicate authenticity. 

However, it is impossible to know exactly how Jesus used the 

Old Testament, as quotations have been attached to sayings !t later 

stages of development. There are few pointers to possible original 

references. Quotations may be oriCinal if they form the basis afor 

are fundamental to an otherwise authentic saying. Also, quotations 

which are of no benefit to the Early Church or are used within 

sayings in a way contrary to later Christian interpretation may reflect 

an authentic text. 

If s,: Lyings reflect Jewish traitso then futther criteria must 

be produced to build on the possibility that certain sayings 

-indicating this strongly Alestianian Jewish bias may p resorve actual 

words of Jesus. 

C) toe criterion'of-dissimilarityo so-called by Perrin (11, 

finds its roots as far back as the work of Bultmann (2). This 

critekon operates on the principle that a saying of Jesus muit 

be unique, haviM links neither with JieWiSbc nor Church thouaht. 

14.1errin, OT-)-cit-, P-39-43. 
2 Acknowledged by Perrin, --il-id-9 P-40. 
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In this way, Yerrin (1) hoped -to fin(I an objective method of 

establishing, with 'reasonable certainZtyl, the beginnings of the 

Jerý, us Tradition. lie ziined to establish a sna. 11 nucleus of' sayin1l, 's 

with this criterion, and then proceed to enlarge the scoiLe of the 

sayinGs in'the Jesus Tradition by applying further criteria (2). 

It is not intendedg howeverg to use this criterion in the 

exact way proposed by Perrin. For Perrin, this criterion was . to 

establish the extent of the Jesus Traclition as ivell as determining 

primitive characteristics. For this inquiry a corpus of sayi1q', z. 

is already selected. Therefore, it is not esEential to isolate 

material. Jeremias (3) criticised the criterion of dissimilarity 

for excluding so many sayings. AlthoVgh this priticism appe, 'rs 

" little harsh on the line of research Perrin was taking, it is 

" valid observation for'the present study of sayings. Therefore, 

in one respect, the criterion has been modified. It is obvious that 

words of Jesus would not influence Jewish Literature (4), so any 

saying finding a parallel 
I 

with Rabbinic thought must, on the basis 

of this criterion reflect a Jewish development within the saying. 

-It 
is not sMested that Jesus made no literary allusions to 

Rabbinic tradition, but in such caves, other factors have to point 

independently to the authenticity of- the jezuL cayirja. 

_On 
the other hand, similarity between the words of Jesus and 

the Church's teaching is not so clear-cut, for it would be ludicrous 

1) N. Perrin, ibid., P-39. 
2) The second criterion is of coherency, PP-43-5, and the third, 
the criterion of multiple attestation, PP-45-6. 

3). '. I-jbi-.! as,, Ncw Testament Theolon, vol. I, Jandon, GCV., 1971, p. 2. 
4) Material written after Jesus' ministry would be anti-Christian. 
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could 
to suggest that under no circumstanceSA a saying of Jesus would 

influence Church teaching. In Perrin's study, the exclusion of 

any kind of influence in the formulation of a saying is an acceptable 

premise, blAt for t1jis investigation, an understanding of the relation- 

ship between a saying arid Church teaching may help in determining 

the reason for the existp-nce of such a sayings tradition. 

Neverthelesst there is the possibility that sayings were 

formulated or developed on the basis of Chunh teaching. It is, 

therefore, proposed that the presence of any inconsistgneies 

between a saying and Church teaching, relating to the same subject, 

should act as a qualified criterion of dissimilprity. This would 

suggest that the saying is prior to the Church's teaching and has 

not been developed to fit the precepts of subsequent dogma and 

doctrine. This would indicate the authenticity of the saying. 

The prominence of teaching in the ministry of Jesus is generilly 

acknowledged. It has been assumed that the parable constitutes 

the basis teaching form of Jesus (1). It is, therefore, possiblp 

that other ýedagogic and mnemonic methods of teaching and transmission 

should be us. ed bý Jesusi- 

Gehard! nm (2) suggests a number of techniques belonging to 

the oral traditions ot the Rabbinic schools which Jesus could have 

used. These include: 

keywords, or linking phrases joining a string of ideas together (3); 

1) cf. C. II. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom, London, Fontana, 19659 
also, J. Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, London, SCA., 1954, etc. 
2ý B. Gerhardsson, Vemory anti ', Ij. -nuscript, Upsala, C. K. J. Gleerup, 1961. 
3 B. Gerhardsson, ibid., PP-148-53, MI. Black, An Aramaic Approach to 
the Gospels arid Acts, Oxf6rd, Clarendon Press, 1967, pl). 160-F35- 
4) B. Gerhardsson, op. cit., PP-154-5- 
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a text'of zcripture u&ed to recall a nwnbrýr oC i(I-eau, (1); 

a. numter of key-words, letters or phrarnc- v. hich-hrir,. - to mind 

lon, ýer TacsaUcs (2); and 

lrhytaiml F. -r(I IcLjnti) in a, passage to rnýLke, an eesilV -mentorised 

fo M_ 

It is unlikely that many examples of the second and third 

methods remain intact in the present written form in the Gospels, 

although hints of these forms may be evident. Evaluation of sayincs 

in the light of these transmission techniques could indicate the 

crystallisation of sayings at a very early stage. of the Gospel. 

Tradition. 

The final criterion to be suggested is concerned, with the 

relationship of the sayings to the narrative tradition. There 

are certain indications that sayings form the basis for the de-w1opment 

of narratives. Form Criticism has singled out a number of caseF 

, where a saying is preserved in a narrative setting, whose whole 

-purpose is to be a frame on which to hang the sayin, ý: (4). In 

other cases there exist fulfilment narratives which give 'historical' 

significance to prophetic words of Jesus (5)- It is possible 

that sayings of Jesus in some instances do form tl-te basis for 

hagaadic development in the Gospel material. 

1ý B. Gerhardsson, op; cit , PP-154-5 
2 Merhardsson, Lbid. 9 PP-155-6 
3) B. Gerhards6on, ibid., PP-156-7- M. Black, op-cit , PP-142-6o. 
4ý ie. Paradigms or Pronouncement sayings. 
5 Id. Wlilcox, 'The Denial Sequence in Yark 14: 20-31, ý6-71', NTS-, 
17,1971, pp-426-36; also, 'The Composition of John 13: 21-30', 
Neotestainentica et Semitica, ed. E. Ellis, 1,,.. Wilcox, Edinburgh, 
T. & T. Clarke, 1971, i, P-143-56. 
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Now that method and criteria have been selected and discussed, 

it isýtime to turn to a discussion of the actual sayings which 

form the basis of this inquiry. 
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5) I-10, "VlOUS TREATI-^11,1T OF T11E PORI-AULA. 

The use of the imperfect C)ýCyf-V in Vark has not escaped I- 

comment in various studies, but no systematic treatment on the 

use of the phrase Klt(, (11cff (IwrorS ) has been tackled. Voihat 

cormients have been made are very interesting and it is necessary 

to enumerate previous discussions on the subject. 

Generally, remarks an the C/ - introductory formula have 

centred around the parables chapter (, 'Aark ch-4), where the abundance of 

the I-ACriV (Ahrý15 ) formula is bound to cause comment. It would 

appear to be the 6eneral opinion of Jeremias (1), Marxsen (2) and 

Butler (3) that Marlused this introductory form to represent old 

tradition. Jeremias and Marxsen differeniate between 

material, forming an oriGinal traditional source, and tV4 ý/1-1/ 

44/706 introducing additional sayings redacted into the source by 

I. Ark. Whether the introductory forms themselves were created by 

the Evangelist or received by tradition, Jeremias and Marxsen 

agree that the material Mark uses is traditionally based. The 

same applies for Butler's case. He sees the introductory form as 

'an editorial mannerism when normal connexion has been broken 

through Mark deserting his source'. It is interesting to note 

ti, at the source Butlei refers to is Tlatthew. Therefore, Vatthew 

and Piark diverge at this point. 

-Butler also notes the presence of the w Ocyril (Abriij 

fotmila in passaGes other than the Markan parables chapter, cf. 

Mark 2: 27,6: 10,7: 9, where the-formula appears to initiate words 

of Jesus rather than exp, -ind existing sayings material. Butler 

l') J. Jeremias, op-cit , P-14 n. 11 
2) W. Ilarxsen, Iliedaktions&eschichtliche Erkl, 'irung der songenannten 
Parabeltheorie des l7arkusl, ZTK., 52,1955t pp. 255-71. 
ý 23. C. Butler The Originali7t7y-'ýf St. Matthew, Cambridge, CUP., ý51, 

pj). 89-96 
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y 
ascribes tb, Inormal usage I the presence of (AC-1/tV in Ilk. 7: 27, V 

6: 4,8: 21 but does not jiistify such clearly defined divisions. 

There would appear to be no obvious reason why the introductory 

% 11 J. - K41 (ArW (, W-*OtS ') could not represent a divergence from- Vark's 

primary source, whether Matthew or not, in both uses of the formula. 

It The proposition that the eAC rCy ) formula repre. sents 

an introduction for traditional sayinCs material can be traced 

back tb Bultmann. Bultinann (1) notes the us'e of the formula in 

t1k. 2; 27,7: 9,9: 1. 

A different opinion from those stated above is expressed by 

Gils'. (2) study of Mark 2: 23-8//, Ithe Plucking of the Corn on the 

Sabbath'. Ile notes theobvious interruption into the context made 

by the introduct6ry, formula and saying (1.1k. 2: 27), both of which 

are absent from Matthew and Luke. The same formula is pinpointed 

at r, 1-4: 2,11,21,24,26,6: 10,7: 9,8: 21,9: 1. Cils sugUests that 

%V)- 

. the ývx Oc PI/ "To is formula i,, ý a Xar! ýan technique for re-working 

traditional material, which is found faithfully presented in 

Matthew and Luke. Like Butler, Gils draws attention in these 

instances to a Synoptic relationship different from Vie standard 

two document hypothesis, but unlike 1-utler, ascribes the differences 

between IN'ark and N,,, tthew entirely to redaction rather than any 

traditional intrusion. However, Gils notes that some Narkan sajings 

are n ot reflected in Matthew or Lu,, e, cf. 1.1k. 2: 27,4: 21,24,26, so 

it would be very hard to assume re-working of traditional material 

1) R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1972, pp. 16-17, p. 121. 
2) F. Gils, 'Le Sabbat a ete fait pour Phomme et non Llhomme pour 
le Sabbat -14c 11: 27'9 LiB. ', 69,1962, PP-506-23- 
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present in the Vatthaean and Lukan parallels in these cases. Gils' (1) 

conclusions are drawn from limited data and are probably biased. 

A most interesting note by Essame (2), also commenting on the 

use of xAk CAVV in the parables chapter, throws a completely 

new light on the formula. Ile has noted a similarity between the 

Hebrew construction 1>ýý XTI X-7t-l an4 &., iý which recurrently 

appears in Pirke jiboth and is translated by the imperfect in the 

Danby lAshnah, (cf., Firke Aboth 1: 20,13,14,2: 4,697,89161 3: 11, 

15917918,4: 3,8,21,22). Essame says that these sayings-represent 

carefully prepared statements which were memorised and handed 

down. There is little doubt that this form of transmission was 

a popular method of preserving rabbinic sayings and there is a 

possibility that this introductory formula'b)ý( -I iij preceded 

material that was carefully transmitted. It is not a far step 

from there toreachtýte possibility that the Early Church preserved 

and transmitted sayings of Jesus iinder groups of sayings formiae. 

The similarity in meaning b6tween 16ý0 #1 Xl,: -l and tA", L. jýfr-V 

is very appealing. 

t 

Evid6ntly, the tVAl CA fpv- formu*la has been seen as 

-a Markan technique for, introducing traditional material into his 

primary'source. HoweVer, only a limited selection of cas"es of this 

introductory formula has ever been discussed at one time. ýhis 

has not only le'd to the neglect of many other uses of the formula 

1. ) It must be pointed out that no Markan redactional elements are 
evident in the cited passages (cf. Study) and Gils has no constructive 
reasoning for disagreeing with the consensus-of opinion. 
2) W. G. Essame, C"1kci4v in I'lark 4: 21,24,26,30', B'x. T., 77,1065-6, 
p. 121. 
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but also the presentation of little or no explanation for such a 

selective process. Essame's silgCestion that the K4 fYA(ri/ formula 

specifically relates to carefully memorised sayings, opensthe way, 

however precariously, to contemplate the possibility of a defined 

tradition lying behind this specific sayings formula. 
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THE DITIRIBUTION OF W EAEYEV 

t) The Grammatical Implications of CIA( r Ev . 

From a pure])., grammatical standpoint the imperfect MVV may 

be used either to introduce longer discourses or string together 

additional sayings (1). It cannot be denied that blýyiv' fitsý 

into this pattern on many occasions (cf. flk. 6: 10,9: 31,11: 17,7: 27, 

12: 35,14: 36). However, if a sayings. traditin lies behind the use 

of the introductory form it is inevitable that 

the material would consiýt of discourses and multiple sayings. 

It appears that this grammatical explanation of the use of 

ýLn OyV introdu 
. 
ctory form does not adequately cover its use in 

Mark. Previous comments on the use of Tv have not tended to 

be grammatically orientat6d (2). Levertheless, the precise inter- 

pretation ofcACriv' is of some importance to this inquiry. 

Two lines of inverstigation must now be followed. In the 

vr first place, it would be rash to equate the presence of 

immediately with a pre-Synoptic tradition. Therefore, it is 

necessary to isolate traditional material from occasions where 

(ýACIICV is used genuinely to indicate an imperfect in its context. 

Secondly, the use of r-Acrill 6utside the Markan framework must not 

be ignored, as such peripheral studies usually produce interesting 

side-lights on the main thesis. As the presence of an ClIrpr 

introductory form is so basic to this present inquiry, it in essential 

1) F. Blass, A. Debrumier, R. W. Funkv A Greek GraMT,,, ar of tbo New restpment 
and other Early Christian Literature, Cambridge, CUP., 

ý,, ýlq6l, 
p-l70(-2T-- 

2) cf. previous section: Previous Treatment of the K4CcACyCV formula. 
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that a comprehensive study of the use of the verb is carried out. 

V The Distribution of fA(rW in the Synoptic Gospels. 

is part of the verb J( 61V* reflecting the past continuous. 

It can be translated in at least two ways: a) to suaj,, est the 

process of repetitionie.! he used to say', 'he repeatedly said', 

or 'he kept on saying'; and b) that what someone wa. s saying, motivateýd a 

certain action as a consequence (1). The first appropriate test 

of E-AIL/iv must be its use in Yark's Gospel. 

FirBtg there are a few occp. sions where r'. -'After, is used to 

emphasiserepetition. The section between Mark 6: 14-16 narrates 

the view of certain people concerning the identity of Jesus. 

Three groups are first cited and then Herod's view is recorded. 

It is an interesting fact that the three groups all have their 

opinions introduced by the ver b eA(rCV as well as Herod's introduced 

by CAe1W. Therefore,, the correct translation of these phrases 

would probably be as, follows: I ... and some were saying that... 

and others were saying that... but when Herod heard, he kept saying 

This verb is used in a similar way in 1.1ark 15: 12,14 where Pilate 

repeatedly asks the crowd about Jesus' fate. Viark 8: 24 relates 

the words of the blind man, and in this case it could be used as 

a detailed expression of the excited state of the man who was 

anticipating the idea of normal sight. Thus the phrase would 

run: land looking upt he kept saying... I The confessional cry of 

1) N. Turner, (, J. 1i. hioulton), A Greek Grammar of New Testament Greek, 
vol. III, Edinburgh, T. & T. Cl 

, 1963, p., 6476'1, illustrates the 
ineaninj; of imperfect tenses along these lines. - 
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the father of the epileptic boy in lark 9: 24 could be a repetLtive 

plea for Jesus to help his son and belongs to tbe development of 

the story. 

The second use of this verb iS to be found in the account of 

the Geresene mpLdman at Mr-irk 5: 8- In this case, it is Jesus speaking. 

It is apparent from the context that the man's outburst is in 

response to Jesus' attempt . at exorcism. Therefore, this introduction 

to the saying should run something like: 'For he (Jesus) was saying 

to him... I Mark, again, records words Jesus spoke which appear 

to be firmly anchored in the narrative of the woman with a haemorrhage. 

As in Mark 6: 14-16, not only Jesus' words are introduced by 

but the corresponding comment of his disciples also begin with CACV01 . 
'I It is as if the use of (, AP(C-il in 5: 30 forms the beginhing of a 

parenthesis. Jesus turns aroundv not in consequence of the immediate 

sensation of withdrawal of strength, but P. t the requont of his 

. 
disciples. His immediate reaction is to ask his disciples, not 

the crowd, who touched him. The words could possibly be translated: 

land immediately Jesus knowing in himself power had drained out of 

him, turned in the. midst of the crowd; (he was saying, "Who touched 

my garment? " and his disciples were saying to him, 'Look at the 

crowd thronging you"), and said, 'Who touchrýd me? " I At this 

point, only when Jesus asks the crowd, does the woman hear Jesus 
I 

and come forward. Mark 6: 18 should read, that because of John's 

accusation that Herod's marriage to Herodias was unlawful, Herod 

had John thrown into prison. 

The words of the woman in Mark 5: 28 can be translated either 

as an indication of repetition, ie. I ... for she kept on saying, 

"If only I touch his garineA I will be healed, "! or similarly, 
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it could indicate that the woman goes with the crowd to see Jesus 

in consequence of this sugaestion. 

ii, number of conclusions can be drawn from the use of 

in Nark. It is interesting to note that only tvrice is 

used in its ordinary force for Jesus' words. The other occasions, 

wherek C- rIrV is used grar, -Liatically, are when other people speak. 

Therefore, all C-. 'Afrv' introduced sayings in Mark, which are attributed 

to people other than Je, -ýus, may be left to one side for our purposes, 

ý'urthermore, the ex6lusion of the above sayings for this 

inquiry tends to hiGhlight a stereotyped formula even more. Besides 

the use of the phrase (IICIW in llark 7: 20 and 
) 0. 

gut in i, '-ark 7: 27, where the context necessitates a change in the 

formula, all noticeable irregular positioning of eAC 
, 
(xv in introducing 

phrases apart from the stereotyped form (dV761,5 ) has 

been omitted. There are a few occasions where Vie formula is 

broken by inserted phrases (1), but these are more lii, ýely to be 

due to modification of the formula within a defined setting. Therefore, 

V+tt Acjrv (ýtv'Tots )' would appear to represent the obvious introductory 

formula for. the Marxan sayings tradilion. 

Arrther interesiing fact about those sayinGs using 

aammatically is that hey belong exclusively to narratives and 

fOrm an intn(ýraL part of them. It is true that some of the sayinus 
9- 

contaýining the ;, (/A, (A Irv formula arealso found in pericopes as 

1) ie. Mk-7: 14 W 
llk. 12: 35 kiA, (ýMVýOflis 6) Mr v' 

lAk. 12: 38 r4t ((Výj REVNAýj oroz 
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opposed to instructional or teacidng blocks, but on a number of 

occasions these sayings constitute call-lines or pronouncement 

sayings (1), and, tlierefore, have precedeace over the narrative (2). 

The presence of the verb in i'vatthevi ýLnd Luke must 

not be neglected. 

The use of in Katthew is vory sparse. In fact, it only 

occurs three times. Twice he parallels the use of the verb found 

in Mark 5: 28 (Tdt. 9: 21) and 6: 18 (14t. 14: 4). On both occasions where 

Platthew reproduces the same tense as 1-11ark, its use is graruiatical 

and does not sug gest a knowlrdge of the Varkan rA ýAErEV 

material. The other occasion where Mlatthew alone records a ivA 

V CA(yW introduction is in the account of the healing of Jairus' 

daughter in fjatthex 9: 23. Jesus is telling the crowd of mourners 

and players to leave and it is quite possible that dtpý/ is used 

in a continuous sense. Therefore, it is not proven from the use 

of V(V in 1, ýatthew that the verb rppreserts a sayings tradition 

akin to-Mark's Gospel. 

- The use of 1A(I. Ify' in th e Lukan Gospel yields more interesting 

results. The word to introduce sayings occurs sixteen times. In 

two cases, the introduction and the sayings are parallel to gark: 

Luke-6: 5 (Al-,. 2: 27) and 13: 18 (Mk-4: 30), and in both cases Luke 

reveals a certain knowledCe of the kjarkan material without explicitly 

recording it (3)- Out of the other fourteen times the verb appears, 

1) ie., 11k. 2: 27 -8,6: 49-7: 27 (esP. T. A. Lurkill, 'The His . torical Development 
of the Story of the byrophoenician Woman', NT., 9,19679 pp. 161-77), 
8: 21,11: 17- 
2) These are Mark 3: 23-7,6: 10,14: 36, which appears to be isolated 
units withinýa pericope. \ 11 3) cf - the section on these Llarkan e^ (krV' texts An the Study. 
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eight are without any Synoptic parallels (1). Four occasions 

are not words spoken by Jesus. The use of the verb appears to 

reflect an ordinary use. of similar to that in Marl. Twice 

in 1, Wte 3: 7,11 the term applies to words spoken by John the Baptist. 

It would appear from the context that the verb could be translated: 

'heuse to say'; ie. 3: 7 - 'he u. -. ed to say to the crowds that came 

to be baptised by him... I and then an example of his message is 

given. Similarly, in 5: 11, '... the crowds saying, "what then shall 

we do? " and he used to say to them... I and an example answer is 

given. It would appear that Luke is trying to indicate an outline 

of JoJin the Baptist's teaching. Another occasion is used 

is within the ilarable of the Unjust Stewardt and here again, the 

verb trahslated as 'he used to say... I fits well the flow of the 

sentence. The plea. of tlvpenitent thief in Luke 23: 42 reveals, a 

grammatical use of The criminal repeatedly urges Jesus to 

xemember him. 

The use ofjkýO/ in Luke to introduce sayings is by no means 

as wel. 1- preserved as the MC (ov! jTcjs ) formula in Mark. 

Nevertheless, it appears evident that Luke preserves a small 

corpus of sayings which derive their form from thetVA (ATýV 

sayings material. Not only is an overlapping of tradition to-be 

found in two sayings , but also, the introduction in Luke, as with 

Mark, is largely confined to the, w'ords. of Jesus (2). 

There is no doubt that Mark, and to a certain extent Luke, 

1ý cf. Lk-3: 11,12: 54,13: 6,14: 79129 16: 1,. 18: ll 23: 42. 
2 Only Luke contains an instance-of teaching by John the Baptist. 
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contain an introdýictory sayings formula. which demands explanation. 

The extent of the formula has been limited. As a furCher check 

on the conclusions of this section, an additional note on the use 

of 
I/ 

EW in other New Testament and Old Testament texts must briefly 

be considered. 

Note on the Iresence of 0 Cv' in the Old and Uew Testaments 

(excluding the Synoptic Gospels). 

The limited distribution of throughout the Lew Testament 

is not sufficient to merit any detailed analysis. Furthermore, 

besides the Gospel of John and Actsp there is little scopq for 

introductory phrases. Tnfact, V( 
j/ only occurs once outide of re 

John and Acts, in Romans 7: 7, and this introduces an Old Testament 

quotation. 

I/ 
It is possible that the. presence of (AýjAv/ in John is due in 

the rrýaj?? -Uy to a stylistic feature of the Evangelist. The imperfect 
)I 

third person plurRl, 6AEpI/, is used twenty-nine times in John (1), 

)e je 
and 

iAf(W twelve times (2). On a number of occasionsq 

are found grouped together within a pericope. Also, all but two 

introductions can be easily explained as grammatically correct 

Therefore, it seems unlikely that in John reflects anything 

remotely similar to the. Markan use of UI 11/1' 

1) Jn-4: 33,42,5: 10,6: 14942,7: 11912,25,31,4001,8: 19,22,25, 
9: 8,9,10,16,10: 20,21,24,34t 11: 36,56,12: 29,16: 18,19: 3,21,20: 25- 
2) in. 2: 21,22,5: 18,19,6: 6,65,71,8: 23,31,12: 29,33- 
3) in-5: 141,6: 65 are difficult to translate and maintain any relevant 
sehee of repetition, 
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In Acts, only four instances ofe)CrCil are recorded. Twice, 

the presence of (ArV reflects a grammatical use (1). In Acts 

28: 17, the words oy,, 4rký%)V A'AYfeýv 61efil( 0"J765 ... begins 

the last Pauline speech. The most interesting use of outside 

the 1%'Iarkan Gospel, however, is to be found in Acts 11: 16, where 

0ý words of Jesus are quoted: IMV 

(ýATCV /1/j; IVT/? /ItV V, 77TOM/ 
ý&r (, A 61 

This saying ties up with a saying of the Risen 

Lord in Acts 1: 5- Although it would be impractical on such limited 

evidence to surmise that the saying in Acts 11: 16 reflects the same 

sayings tradition found in Iiiark, it may be feasible that the use 

V 
of Pili'p, in both Acts 11: 16 arid Mark repre'sents a formula for 

It , 

recording words of Jes-us. 

It would be fruitless and tedious to make a detailed study 

of the use ofdCýW in the Old Testament. A'note on iAYCY-1(, 1G Y01/ 

by Hawkins (2) reveals that the imperfect occurs relatively infrequent 

in the SeptuaGuint next to other verbs of saying, The forty instances 

the verb is-used, however, indicato tha. t the later Old Testament 

books tend to lose the'imperfect sense of'continuity or repetition. 

survey of the, use of 
Opyýjl in the Synoptic Gospels has shown that 

the use of the form of the. . verb to express repetition'is by no 

means extinct in the New Testament'times, but the freer use of 

in some Old Testament books allows some scope for 

the use ofFA(jqV as an introductory formula where a less precise 

translation of the verb is essential. 
I 

1) Acts 4: 32,13: 25 
2) J. C. Hawkins, Home Synopticae, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1968, P-52. 
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THE ADIAS At%, D GO11SIDERATIONS OF THIS INqUIRY. 

14ow that both criteria and subject matter have been stated, 

all Viat is left to be considered in this introductory chapter is 

the form. that this inquiry will take. Basically, the thcSIS will 

fall into three sections. 

a), A study of the selected t. exts will concerntrate on how far the 

formula reflects an authentic sayings tradition and what are-the 

characteristics of such a tradition. Prom this study, two further 

lines of investigation will be followed. 

b) The Kkt ýA(ICV tradition is an example of how ýTl-trk viewed and' 
ý 1, 

used traditional material. Therefore, an examination of Markan 

redactional style may be useful for future. 14arkan studies. 

c) The pr esence of a pre-Syhaptic Markan tradition has repercussions 

on the principal Synoptic theories. It is important to place the 

tradi-tion within the context of S3nioptic and Gospel 

development. 



ii. 

, fHE STUDY. 



THE STUDY: 

1) TIHE PASSION PREDICTIOl.. S 
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The karkan unit 8: 27-10: 52 contains five of the seven 

suffering Son of Man sayings recorded in the Gospel (8: 31, 

9: 12ý 9: 31,10: 33f, 10: 45).. The other two cayings are placed 

in near proximity to the Passion story itself (14: 21,14: 44). 

The three Predictions of the Passion (8: 31,9: 31,10; 3f)o 

are found in the first unit (8; 27-10: 52). Of these three 

sayings, the second Prediction is introduced in 1-ark by a 

K& IV formula. It is intended that this saying should 

form the test case for this study. The reason for choosing 

I this particular saying as a primary exa, itple to develop the 

case f or a M, ( sayings tradition is the readily available 

two-fold comparison: 

a) the comparison between the Synoptic Gospels to help evaluate 

the characteristics of this saying, and 

b) the comparison of the three Prediction sayings found within 

the &arkan Gospel itself. 

The three Ti-ediction sayings in J, -ark are not only concerned 

with the Passion of the Son of I-an, but also with his Resurrection. 

It is proposed that this two-part logion should be seen as 

incorporating a Paseion sayinG and a Resurrection saying, which 

will be dealt with separately. This is not to assume that 

these two sayins are totally alien to one another and have oply 

been connected under the Evange3ist's pen. There is a noticeable 

tendency in the hynoptic Gospels to record the sayinas in isolation 

from each other. Thus, a number of Fassion sayings without re"erence 

to the Resurrection are recorded (Mt. 26: 2, Pk. 9: 12, t. 17: 12, 

Mk. 10: 45 par., hk. 14: 21 par., Lk. 17: 25). 
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t"ven within the three Son of Man Passion Predictions, LuRce 9: 44 

records only the iassion saying in the second I)rediction. In 

Matthew 27: 63, the Resurrection saying, in isolation fro. -I the 

I-assion saying, is recorded as a sayind of Jesus. There is 

also the difficulty of the two Fesurrection for;. iu1. as: /, 4JrA 

-lark (also of 14t. 27: 63) and rij?, 445 being found in 1, 

being found in Matthew and Luke, which sugjests two 

sharply-defined traditions of Resurrection sayings used in 

conjunction with the lassion sayings. Therefore, it will be 

more profitable to deal with each saying separately and then 

discuss their relationship to one another. 

With the aid of the criteria suggested in the Introduction, each 

prediction will be examined, within the 11', ynoptic frarmework, with 

a view to discerning: 

a) the , ýost probable original form and m! eaning of the predictions 

and 

b) the interpretation given to the three sayings by each Evangelist. 

Likewise, the same form of approach will be uzed in dealing 

with the Itesurrection sayings, but this will be dealt with as 

one individual'saytnd, dnd not three. 



. 

i) THE FIRST IASýAOJ IRLIEDICT10, L:. 

ý'ýk. 8: 31 (S, A.. 16: 21,1, k. 9: 22) 

Only the first I-assion Prediction is introduced in the 

Synoptic Gospels with the term SCI 
. IfO'dt investiCates the -precise 

meaning of this word and draws the basic concept of the teni from 

the Sel; tuagint rendering of Laniel 2: 28 A 

noil (1) The4jý , here, is an interpretation of the future 

tense in the ori&inal Armaic text. This brings the text into 

line with an apocaýptic eschatoloE; ical concept. T6dt finds that 

the ter. 1i employed in the Yarkan Apocalypse (13: 7,10), ' 

appertains to-the events preceeding the End, and not the Bnd itself. 

Weing the son of Kan as & EschatoloCical fiare, he says that 

the. M' 
carinot refer to this figure but rather to-'the history of 

salvation founded in Jesus Christ' '(21 To"dt-sees M isolated 

from the bon of i. an in Lýaniel 2: 28. Instead of Cri beina combiiied 

with the sayings on the Son of ý: an, it is combined with the 

picture of the stone uhattering the itnaCe. 

Ti3dt equates L% with Mtý I of I-Aark . 56: 12. 

Having earlier discussed the two texts (I. ", k-0: 31,9: 12) and 

identified theta as parallel formationsby referring to scriptural 

evideiice adduced in Psalm 118: 22, T8dt coiAiriues to say, 'the 

I'must'lin , ý. aik. 8: 31 thus has the s&-ne meanin[; as the phrare in 

H.., 4,. TO'dt, The boil of ll. an in the IynoPtic Tradition, London, 
SCII., 1965, P-168-f- 

li.. U. Todt, Lb-irl., p. 190 
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jl, '. Ark 9: 12b, Illt is written" 1 (1). 

To'dt's assumption that the apocalyptic 
t(ý 

recorde, ', in 

Daniel 2: 28 is completely isolated from the Son of i, an concept 

must be questioned. . 1, lack (2). quotes a number of occasions 

where the bon is Aniked to a stone-typolo67 by virtue of' an 

Aramaic word-play on which in turn could be an allusion to 

the Son of Fan 1, essiah inspired by Daniel. He-points out, in 

what is probably the earliest rAdraSh on Darliel-2: 34-5, (the 

picture of the stone shatterini, ; the ima,,,, e) in IV 3Jzra 13: 6f., 

that the 'stone cut without hands' which shatters the iuaý,, e 

and then becomes a mountain, is portrayed here as the )on, 

Furthermore, IV Ezra 13: 3 co. gunents 'this 11ý, an flew with the, 

clouds of heavent, which appears to be an allusion to. the bon 

of I., an in Daniel 7: 13f- It is interestin, if this is the case, 

to lotige tiv. ie interpretation of '. Son of 'an' as 'this Yaril, which 

could quite feasibly reflect the meaning of the ,, ram= 0,7 )a (3). 

Therefore, there is a case to put forward for suppo, ýdnG 

týie possibility of a link between ýrj 
, V,, e stone cut without 

hands of Daniel 2-. 26,34, arid the Son of i an. 

This, however, rjoes riot ieccsvarily indicate that TO'cit's 

final avsociation 8f ý, C-t with the fulfil. -nent of scripture is 

1) II. E. Todt, ibid P. 191 
2) M. Black, 'Tile Gh±istoloaical Use of the Old Testament in the 
1,1ew Testament', i, ýT! D, 18,1971, pp. 12-13- H'lack arý,, ues from the 
premise that the Son of Lan is a Christoloý, ical figure, but 
G. Vermes, in V1.131ack, An. Arai, iaic Approach to the Cospel's arid Aots, 
Oxford, Clarendon Iress, 1967, P-32'j, says, 'I would put it oa 
record that fLOt One I-AA0AWS the hundreds of exariples scrutinived 
by me suL, 6e,. -, ts that bar riash(a) was ever e, iployed as a messianic 
desXignationl 
3) G. Ver. ies, ibid, I)-320f. 
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invalid. Thef(t' represents the apocalyptic fulfilmen't of the 

Son of 1an role. In Daniel, the Son of lilan may be represented 

by the Stone, but this is through a later form of interpretive 

midrash (ie. IV 'Ezra 13: 6f).. It is necessary to relate the Son 

of Lian to a better known stone-typology. In this instance, 

Adt (1) is'correct in his assumption that the underlying link 

between the fi-it 
arid Son of lian is I-salm 118: 22. 

The association of this rassion saying with I salm 118: 22 

revolves around the phrase KA4 k-IOS4e;? 6aV, 11( which is the 

same verb as is used in the Septuagint translation. Here, there 

is a direct link- between the rejection of the stone in_lsalm 

118: 22 and the rejection of the Son of ban in (-ark 8: 31. The 

I 
phrase 770M; MR8011 is in juxtaposition to at I'M10hkýVA(AVIt-, ft I 
the latter phrase having been Ilifted' from the I'salm. 'i-ow 

1, ýarxsen, in a study of rark 1: 4, relates the paradoxical phrase 

611 ýOVUO to the midrashic quotation in Vark 1: 2-3 (2), 

Here, he finds that 'the wilderness' does not represent'a 

geoaaphical location, but is a theolo, ical coment on the role of 

John the Dqptist. In the same way, it is suMested that in nark 8: 31 

k) there is a similar theolodical approach, where tM 

1) H. E. Mt, pp. 161-70. Also, C. H. Dodd, Accordinr to 
the "criptures, London, Fontana, 1965, p. 69, and A. Black, op. cit., 
p. 11, see reflected in Lk. 20: 18, the end of the Farable of the 
Wicked flusbandmen, (cf. Black, p. 12, the Yarable of the Rejected 
Son), a link between the stone of rejection - Is. 110: 22, the stone 
of stumbling - Lk. 8: 14 and the stone of Dn. 2: 34, Dodd says this 
could possibly reflect the presence of a testimonium, but thinks 
the link indicates a later, rather than a primitive, stage. Feither 
Dodd or Black recobnNes theb-A as referring to OW: 34; another 
link between these passabes. The eschatological implications of 
MOW related to Ps. 118: 22, suggest a primitive rather than 
secondary sta0e as Dodd sug6ests. 
2) A. narxsen, 'tark the ; -, vangelist, N. Y., %bingdon 1ress, 1969 
pp-31-38 
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is an interprEfitive text relating to the role of the Sufferiiig 

Son of *.. -ýan (1). Yarxsen (2) equates the phrase CV' ýij ýVWo 

with the theological interpretation of. the redactor imposed 

upon traditional i-iiaterial, but in this case such a position 

must not be assumed uiAil Mark 9: 12b has been taken into co-ti- 

sideration. 

,, ark 9: 12b represents a similar 1'assion saying to that in 
k) 

ark 8: 31, except that K4, ( is substituted for 

The use of this verb corresponds with* the 

quotation of Psalm. 118: 22 found in Acts. 4: 11f- Tezniasl (3) 

attempt to nake. t4is phrase correspond to Isaiah 53: 3 and thus, to 

see the saying in the light of the Isaianic Suffering ý)erva: it, has 

been overwhelmingly refuted by i, ichaelie, ' (4) proof that the 

words E, PV ajid ^kýtt are syýionyiaous. fC oxý 

For this reason, the use of different verbý , whether reflecting 

1) -4ilcox, 'The 
., )enial Sequetice in , ark 14: 26-31,66-721, 

17,1971, I)P. 429-31, refers to a similar break-dovin oC a. 
Jesus sayinEý in I, k. 14: 27, where '01t. U)! v-7ý5 
is explicitly related to Zechariah 13: 7 within the'sayin6. The 
direct relationship between the trio texts puts ., esus' saying on 
a par with the quotation and represents the sayini,, - of _iesus as 
quasi-cayionical. ailcox su&6ests the po,, sibility that thir, 
scriptural allusion -could have. been- ori, --irial to ý'esus, but 
unless one accepts the idea put forward by )I,. Gerhardsson, I! --emory 
and anuscript, O. W. K. Gleerup, Uppsala, 1961, that .: esus * used 
carefully plaiined rabbinic methods of transmission ard preservation 
of. teachinj, \ a direct association of the words of Jesus with a 
scriptural iaterpretive quote is a secondary construction. 
, owever, the use of the saying., of* Jesus as qua-_i-canonical, to 
stand alonL; side scripture and interpret it (ýIilcox, o. P. cit., 
P-436) could be applied to i;. k. 8: 31. lhere is a difference, 
however, that here it is Is. 118: 22 which interprets the Son 
of ý_aiils role as suffering and not vice versa. 
2) W., ý, arxseti, OP-cit-, P-37 
3) i. jer'e; Aas, -eyr Testament leheoloLX, vol. 1, bondon, 
1.972,1). 2ý15 n2 
4) kiichaelis, T. Dj. T, Vol. V, PP-914-5 
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two different versions of the Septuagint or twd different trails- 

lations of one Aramaic or Hebrew text is resolved, and To'dt (1) 

is justified in seeing them as parallel formulations. Therefore, 

there are two traditions ill 8: 31 and 9: 12b relatinE; to the same 

sayin, g and interpretation. Wilcox (2) suegests that the textual 

variant ill Acts 4: 11f could be due to influence of ý'ar].,. 9: 12b, as 

could the use of the verb in the Lukan narrative of Herod's 

humiliation of Jesus (Lk. 23: 8-12). It is stranae, if this is 

the case, that Luke's parallel saying of the first lassion Irediction 

(Lk. 9-22) and also buke 17: 25 have been unaffected in his use 

of 0) ridOKý4100ýý C ý! oreover, Acts 4: 11f. could'be earlier 

than I'jark 9: 12 as it occurs in one of the early speeches in 

Acts. - It is possible that both Acts 4: 11f. and T, 'ark 9: 12b 

originate from a similar tradition which was taken up by each 

Evacigelist and assimilated into the mainstream trac-. ition they 

were preserving. In spite of the permeation of this phrase into 

the existing tradition, it had no effects other than this single 

mention. 

Also, there is some reasonable claim for supposing ''ark 9: 12b 

is pre-i. iarican apart from the use of instead of the 

ý)eptuagint rendering. The- use of ivp instead of alt, sugFests 

a mistranslation of the Ar&naic and this is peculiar to this 

Piarkan saying. This possibly sug&ests that the sayinG has its 

origin in a I'alestiniari language area. The verb (ýOJ(VeeJ 

1) II. E. T'Odt, op. cit., p. 168 
2) T,.. Jilcox, The Seritisms in Acts, Oxford, Clarendon Iress 
1965, P-173 
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does not relate to any particular acent of rejection, but in 

6: 31 471-OhKýMj w(, is represented as being at the hands of 

U NI/ V (1). 1, ýark -076)11 TýO NA T(ýV oR 

8: 31 could be a further midrashic expansion of Isalm 118: 22 to 

answer the question of who -were tile OIKO imWft of the verse (2). 

If I-ark, 9: 12b is pre-Markan, this would imply that Vark 8: 31 

was either an embellishment of 9: 12b or that T-ark was drawing 

from a different version of the same sayiný, -. It is generally 

understood that the three lassion Iredictions are firmly embedded 

in the Synoptic context 1,, ark 8: 27-10: 52 which reflects pre-! -arkan 

traditions. Jeremias (3) says that the number of"lassion l-redictions 

recorded is purely arbitary, and just testifies to a certain 

number of traditions preserving the Yassion Predictions of which 

XarK knew. Jeremias (4) however, is in a minority, and the 

general opinion is that the three I'assion I-redictions are recorded 

in a systematic arrangemelit leading to a climax. Even if the 

pre-II, jarkan unit did explicitly lirA the lassion Iredictions with 

-the context, t here is reason to suppose'that the Tassion trediction 

was originally isolated from its original. context. 1'errin (5) 

sees in T.. ark that his Christoloeical titles are teinipered by the 

settiri&- of the Son-oi Ilian title in juxtaposition to 
, k/A'd roS and 

Son of God. 'Lhis would ijaply that the '3on of title, whilst 

1) A small koint of interest here is that Vt /Lk. use the more 
idiomatic ... against AI; 6rrb 

... This is 
just one of the numerous Semitisms recorded by A. /A. a0inst Mt. 
which cannot be explained by IQ' or some common source, and replaceS 
a better Greek word recorded in A. This theme will be Wen up 
in more detail later on in this inquiry. 
2) A. A. Todt, 

_op. 
cit., P-171 

3) O. JereLdas, 'Die Drei-Tag-Aorte der Evangelien't Tradition 
und "laube Yestgabe fur A. G. Kuhn, Ottingen, Vandenhoeck J. 
Ruprecht, 1971, p. 228 
4) cf. Werrin, 'The Christoloq of ýark: A Study in lethodoloLY', 
M, 51,1971, P-179 
5) 11. lerrin, ' ibid., i)P. 179-80 
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seen by Yark as a Christological title, would nevertheless 

have GOMC interprNive and modifying influence on the other 

Christological titles. This saying, however, does not reflect 

a Christological bon of tan but an eschatological fiare. The 

stone typoloa, like the nj-tS imagery (1) was used by the Church 

prior to an Christoloeical interpretation. RothinU in Vark 

8: 31 suggests a Christological origin but rather one related 

to Daniel 2 and the eschatological stone typology. lerrin (2) 

says that the original Son of Pan was not a Christological concept 

but was 'givea such a connotation Wen-set within the Synoptic 

context. This appears the'case in lark 8: 31, It is only 

the surrounding context which assumes the saying is a' 

Christological statement: the saying itself does not. Therefore, 

the saying was not oriCinally associated ivith the eve. its of 

Caesarea Ihilippi (3)- The use of direct scriptural q, otation 

in such a precise form shows the 'sajint; has definitely been 

1),,. The question of the original non-Yessianic interpretation of 
rr, ejS in the 1, Oarly Church revolves round the question of its 

association with the Suffering Servant of Isaiah 53. Despite 

-the numerous atteinpts to assert a 111'essiaric si6nificance in these 
passages, which was current in Jewish thought around the first 
centuries B. C. -A. D., 1ý. Hooker, Jesus 'and the IServant, London, 
SICK, 19599 PP-53-8, de. f. onstrates this is a minority view and 
suggests the Servant was interpreted collectively as either 
Israel or the Righteous within Israel. Also, a much overlooked 
interpretation is that of the Servant as Isaac; qf. R. A. Rosenburg, 
'Jesus, 'Isaac and the Suffering Servant', JIM, 84,1965, PP-381-8. 
This study of the concept of the Suffering Servant as a non- 
Messianic fibure may throw new light on the use of this term 
by Jesus and its early, but brief, use in the Church; ie, that 
-its noji-Yessianic connotations led to a phasing out of the title 
rfii5 and. a reinterpretation of Isa-53 along strictly kerygmatic 
lines. 
2) ji. lerrin, op. cit., p. 181 
3) cf. R. H. Fuller, The Foundations of ; ew Tecta-r. ent Christolopy, 
London, Collins, 1969, pp. 100, -11.1 
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expanded, if not formulated, by the Church, but a non-Christological 

use of the Son of Van title and its interpr&tive text sugpests an 

early formation. 

Turning to the parallel passabe in i7atthew 16: 13-23, the narritive 

is more Christologically orientated than in T., ark, with the Tassion 

Irediction relating to ff(Jrý'5 instead of the Son of i4an. 

A TAtthaean insertion into the text betiveen 16: 17-19 stresses 

Jesus' praise of 1'eter's confession that Jesus is the Christ. 

Todt (1) justifies the omission of the title Son of' ; an vdthin 

the saying itself by indicating that the 'oon of ji. an in 1-atthew 

16: 13 applies to the whole passage. Therefore, to save repetition, 

the Evangelist substitutes the title Son of 15an for 

The 'bon of llan'in -, -, Latthew 16: 13 acts as a heading to a new 

period of the Church initiatiated by 1'eter's confession. 'Whereas 

for [-.. arl,, 8: 31, the Son of 1,. Lan is used as an alternative toylOT059 

to 1,11atthew it forms a complementary-title. A noticeable difference 

between Yark 8: 31 and Yatthew 16: 21 is the lack of the Isalm 

110: 22 quotation KAZ 01'jTofo&ý4W-V Wt, and in the Latthapan parallel 

of filark 9: 12b at 1'1: 12, again MZ is lacking. The 
I 

absence of this interpr&ive phrase does suggest that Tatthew 

knew of a tradition'which did not record I&Alm 118: 22 in combination 

with this particular saying (2). As the A of Matthew 16: 21 

1) HAMM, opocil, P-150 2) cf. a recent article by M. Wilcox, 'later and the Rock: A Fresh 
Look at Mt. 16: 17-11, NTS, 22,1976, PP-73-88, where it is suMested 
that this incident is a stone midrash, rcplacing the ref=nce to 
PS. 118. 
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and , let of' 17: 12b does not. indicate this scriptural basis, the 

necessity of the lassion has to b6 found elsewhere. 'The beeinning 

C, 1 
11 

), 2) of the saying runs OU 
S6 4uro er, 5 

rAt .... in which thelfii is in immediate relationship to Jerusalem. 

lt appears in this cor-text that the necessity. is that Jesus must 

go to Jerusalem to suffer. In ?, ýatthew 17: 12b, as with Mark 9: 12b, 

the fassion saying is found in a block of teaching on Elijah 

having already come, which is appended to the Transfiguration. 

Also, the Lukan account of this incident mentions the words 

that 1.,. oses and Elijah speak to Jesus conceaf Lxg hb delatre - IV 1 1,1 V 01 

Again, found in Luke 13; 33 is 'a reference to a 

prophecy by Jesus - o'Tt oýiK ei(d(ýPrAc iý-, n-741jrv lff'aieapiv ife-3 

Even within the third 1assion Prediction, reference 

is made to the lassion of the Sot) of Lan being specifically related 

to Jerusalem. This does suggest that some form of prophecy 

was known relatind to Jerusalem as the city in which the Passion 

story výas to be enacted. The lack of any scriptural evidence 

texids to sug,, ý, est the babis-'of this. ' ophepy'is to be found, riot pr 

in. a scriptural pas., -: age, but possibly-in a ýr'ophetic saying, of 

- Jesus which was fulfilled in the nourse of historical events 

TheCfj of Natthew 16: 21 could even refer to the saying of Jesus 

found in Luke 13: 33 but there is no foundation for sugCentinj 

such a claim as anything more than hypothetical. Ilowever, it 

does appear that this'conception of the necessity to suffer in 

Jerusalem as a condition of ýulfilment of the 'Son. o, f fan role, 

1) The lack of scrij)tural quotation also miggests the interpretative 
phrase was secondary in as far as the saying was originally devoid 
of such a connotation. 
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(cf. Fik-10: 33f-par. ), was the same condition by which Vatthew 

interpreted the first Passion Irediction. 

, rext to the larkan first lassion Frediction, it con be 

seen that ý. Iattbew uses a form of the saying which is drained of 

its eschatolo6ical and primitive associdtions with Isalm 118: 22, 
1411 S 1"S 

makini, it easier 'for . ', atthew to reinterpret,, 
ýjl 

a, id make it 

nore combatible. with the heightened christological context. 

Luke preserves the IVA 4'170ý0ry, 0001ý11ij , j. of the 'Iarkan tradition 

recorded in 8: 31, both in the parallel saying, LiAe 9: 22, and 

Luke 17: 25, but 'in spite of this, Luke reinterprets the sayina. 

within his own gospel framework. Conzelmann (2) sums up the 

situation by stating 'it is characteristic of Luke that although 

he develops a Christolo6-j of his own, he is no longer aware of 

the original peculiarities of titles such as 'Son of 'an' etc. 

He has taken the-a over from the tradition and interpreted them 

according to his own conceptionsI. This is what is found con- 

tained in this saying. 

The Jj of the saying no lonLer rests upon a particular 

passaLe of scripture as bark. 9: 12b explicitly states. The tervi 

- ýcj is a comtoonly used word in Luke/Acts, appeari. ig no -loss 
than forty-one timel in different situations(S It is used , 

a number of times in the Lukan Fassion sayings (9: 22,17: 25 

24.7,26: 44) whereas Vatthew and dark only preserve the term 

1) Although the Yatthaean tradition is drained of aay primitive 
association with Is. 116: 22, it does not mean that the Jesus 
saying'is not Primitive. 
2). !,. (jonzelmann, The Theolon of Saint Iuke, London, Aber and 
Faber, 1969, pp-170-1 
3) Grundgmam, TWT, vol. II, p. 22 
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once in the Passion sayings - that of the first Prediction. 

Conzelmann (1) notes that Luke does riot use 
ý(ý 

eschatolo(, ý-ically 

in these cases, but as a reference to the Passion. The eschato- 

loaical character of Jj in Idark 8: 31 has been modified to fit 

in with Luke's vir_W of Redemptive Fistory. 

On the other hand, the Luke/Acts meanint,, of' Ua'Win Lome 

circumstances being syrionomous-with 'to die' (2), is notsuper- 

imposed upon the saying. Some of the Lukan lassion sayinjs 

(22: 15,24: 26,46) use 0ý671 as referring to his. death, but the 

pre-Lukan sayinc in 9: 22 does not contain this same comparison. 

The presence of 900; in conjunction with W51/and the association' 

01 with A770rro Afat illuminates the Luke/Acts association of 

with death (3)- 

It appears -from Luke's adaptation of this text that the 

preservation of the tradition in such an exact forpi only allows 

the Evangelist to work within the confines of that transmitted 

text. His theology can be imposed upon the saying but it 

must not alter the construction. - 

The form of the first Passion Prediction demonstrates 

its pre-Synoptic origin; the use of Psalm 118: 22 as an inter- 

pretative quotation*of the role of the Son of Win sui,, -gests it 

is a keryaatic statement, but forned at an early period when 

the stone typology was associated witA the eschaiological Son 

1) II. Conzelmann, op-cit , P-153 n3 
2) Michaelis, TIV4 vol-V, P-913 
cf. 1A. 22: 15,24: 26,46, Ac-1: 3,3: 18,17: 3. Also cf. a similar 
use of the verb in Hebrews and 1 Feter, pl). 917-9 
3) ItAchaelis, ibid., P-914 
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of Man and not the Christ. Mark's use of the Irediction does 

not betray whether he understood the original significance of 

the interpretive quotation, but its use as an alternative to 

the proclalmation'of Jesus' Kessiahship does not suaest this. 

It'is obvious, from the other gospels, that they either did not 

know the connection of Isalm 118: 22 with this saying as in 

ratthew, or did not understand it, as seems to be the case with 

Me. 
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ii) M SECOi-D IAS'-. IOi4 HOOICT10ii. 

llk. 9: 31 (, At-17:? 2, Lk-9: 44). 

The second Irediction of the Passion is situated between the 

account of the Healing of the Epileptic Boy and the Dispute on 

Greatness. The Passion saying is not found within a parrative 

context, as is the first Passion Prediction, but appears to be an 

inserted, isolated saying. It is possible-that Mark 9: 30 is an 

editorial verse constructed for the purpose of giving the saying a 

context. The phrase kAj O&, K 
Pow IVA Its vc,, could refer to the 

secrecy motif which is a frequently used theological feature of 

the Evai,. [,, elist. Not only does the introductory verse bear the 

marks of an editoiial hand, but also the conclusion to the saying, 

where the disciples' reaction, as one of fear, is recorded in 9: 32. 

It would appear that the Evangelist has enshrined this saying in 

. 
an editorially constructed7 context, which sugGests that he saw it 

as siLýnificant or important enough to'give it a separate context, 

rather than insert the saying into a narrative framework or a speech. 

The lassion saying in 14ark 9: 31 is introduced by KAA C (j4-1 au-, 015. 

It is at once noticeable that this saying is not just a variant of 

I. I. ark 8: 31, but is-recorded as a different saying; so from the 

start, it does not have to be discussed which of the sayings is 

the , econdary form of th@ other. The use of the verb "F46'02V 

is fairly common in the Son of Van Passion sayings M-10: 33, par., 

14: 21, par., 14: 41, Mt. 26: 459 JAt. 26: 2, Lk. 22: 48,24: 27). 

The further use of this verb in certain kerygmatic statements in 

the Epistles, (I Cor. 11: 23, Rom-4: 25,8: 32, Gal. 2: 20, Eph-5: 2) 

has led Jeremias (1) to presuppose a formula. To'dt's 

J. Jeren. ias, (daimmerli), The Servant of God, London, SCIM, 1957, p. 96 
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definition of a formula as 'an order of words of a somewhat 

stereotyped uniform structure and context as well as a concepý 

which is comparatively self-contained... I does not d6scribe 

the use of v 
, ý, 

Ak, yj where it is only in connection with its 

context that the precice meaning of the verb is ascertained, (1). 

Jeremias (2) says that underlyinC the phrase 77ý, m fife", It is an 

, Illusion to Isaiah 53 and the Suffering Servant. Todt (2) points 

out that the use of in Isaiah 53 is used in conjunction 

with other important phrases. This is reflected in the letter to 

the Romans, where 4: 25 and 8: 32 represent a pre-Pauline creda. 1 

statement (4) and the allusion to Isaiah 53 is-a Church formulation. 

On the other hand, the uscS of Trýohtoo, ( with the Son of T'an 

in the Gospels are combined with no intorpretive phrases similar 

to those in Isaiah 53. To'dt (5) concludes from this survey of the 

use of irP1Cpj(J'C'ýAA that the variety of meanings of TT. ýV, rt t 

and the lack of a unifying dependence on Isaiah 53 in te Synoptic 

Gospels show ITI 
'/' 

ý 
St Sý 

1//, t is not used as a formula. 

Emptying the phrase of any kerygmatic connotation, Todt 

proceeds to reveal further the early use of Ile 

notes the consistent use of 'Christ' with the term 'died' and of 

'Son of Man' with 'to 6 delivered'. Even the use of TTV), q1(r(ý-, jt 

in the Epistles reflects early titles such as God's Son or Lord 

1) H. E. To'dt, op-cit P-159. 
2) J. Jeremias,. 2p-_cit P. 90. 
3) II. E. Tddt, eip. cit , p. 160. 
4) ie. statements of belief which could have formed part of early 
confesvional statements or kerygmatic material. 
5) H. E. Adt, ib-id., pp-159-61. 
6) fl. ý;. To'dt, ibid., p. 161. 
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Jesus, (I Cor. 11; 23, Izom-4: 25f. 9 8: 329 Gal. 2: 20). The catat;. orical 

use of these terms together suagest they wore not both formulated 

within the same church. HavinE; ascribed the phrase 'Christ died' 

to the pre-Pauline Hellenistic Chi-, rchq Tbdt (1) therefore pre- 

supposes the Predictions of'; the.: Passion fall within the sphere 

of the Palestinian Church. 

T13dt's conclusion suggests the possibility that the use 

of rTVO, <fV. 4m in the Passion F'redictions and soyings on th.: ý 

one hand, and credal statements oii the other, reflec% a 

non-Hellenistic tradition, especially as it is always used in 

I combination with Eýon of J. an or other early desiGnations. Can 

the primitive use of in Mark 9: 31. be further 

justified, for the verb itself reflects neither a Semitic or 

Greek background? 

Within the sayina in L'icark 9: 31 itself, there is nuch 

justification to suppose an early origin. BUchsel (2) points 

'out the phrase ýinto the hands of ... is more like-ly to be 

the result of Semitic influence, and Jeremi, ý. s (3) refers to an 

Arairiaic word play on Son of Man and men. Therefore, the origir, al 

saying probably would, have run something like: 

(4) xwJ -1.2 P6 
7" T 

The lack of detail and sufficient vaguenesG of this saying 

not only quC; 8ests an early origin but -Uso that its composition 

1) II. E. Ti3dt, jbid., p. 161. 
fl Oftchsel, ', VDV2. q vol-II, p. 169. 
3 J. Jeremias, op. cit , p. 102.0) 

ITOO 4) The text of Codex Bezae records a varijxnt res. ding: OU LT'Oe TOV A V"14 

, T2,,. 1 PkJ, JOTAC arA(OaS At, ý,;! 4t,, 17TOLI . The bo. till parallel text, however, 
still retains the more usual form of the plural. Yhe Greek text 
of tIje Codex Eezac could be preserving a different form of the i3aying. 
An Aramaic pun in this case would be even more pronounced. 
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dates from before the actual event it sets out to describe (1). 

At least its non-kerygmatic quality shows the sayina was consolidated 

in its present form at an early stage. 

If both the credal statements of the Epistles and r, "Ark 9: 31 

originate from the same tradition, (the forj, ier of which has Leen 

formulated by the Church, 'and the latter ureLfrected), can any lirfl- 

be found to sugL, -est some connection between a saying of Jesus and 

a kery&-matic statement? It is possible that these credal st4ements 

find their origin in a saying of Jesus rather than that they are 

completely isolated from any historical lin]ýc with Jesus , as 

presumed by D-ultmanri-(2). 

The most frequent use of . Týoat(SOV"AA after its use in conliection 

with the Son of Man is with the figure of Judas. Not 

only that, but there are, -certain sayings which link the betrayal 

of the Son of Ilan exclusively with Judas, (TAk. 14: 21, par., 14: 41/ 

kt. 26: 459 Lk. 22: 48). The reason for the preservation of a Judas 

tradition is completely centred around his betrayal of Jesus. 

Frequently the epithet nýoae(ýOuS is civen to Judas, 111k, 3.19 

1) It is overwhelmingly accepted that hark 9: 31 represents the 
earliest form of all the three Passion sayings. J. Jeremias 
hew Testament Theolou, volA, London, SM, 1972, pp. 281-2 states the. 
the sayinC could have been formulated prior to the events described, -, 

but many scholars including, A. J. D. HiMins, Jesus and thn Son of 
Mm, London, Lutterworth Press, 196A PP-34-6, MA. Mlius, Wom 
Tradition to Goppel, London, Vicholcon and Watson Ltd., 1934, 
pp. 225-6, HAMA, op. cit. 9 p. 20, find it difficult to 
accept that the saying is original, although all date it early. 
This is usually due to the fact that the rejection ofMint&rpretation 
that is putwo&the text leads to the rejection of the sayinG also. 
2) R. Bultmam-i,, The Theology of the hew Testament, vol. I, London, 
SCM-9 1971, P-3 
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par., also cf. Jn. 12: 4,13: 2.18: 2). There are also occasions 

wbere the title is used in place of Judas, (cf. ýk. 14: 41/1',! t. 26: 46 

14: 444ý'A. 26: 48). ' Wilcox (1) has argued that the use of the betraý'al 

of Judas at the Last oupper in John 13: 21-30 reflects trio elements 

of tradition. One is the non-Synoptic tradition similar to the 

credal statement of I Corinthians 11: 23f., arA the other which 

preserves sayings of Jesus, reflects a sayinjs source comrlon Wltb 

Lark. The preservation of the judas tradition, riot only in the 

credal statement of I Corinthians 11: 23f, but also in the sayings C. ) 

of jesus does sugGest that at sometime, a certain ariount of 

importance was attached to the role of Judas. 

A saying, concerning both the Son of Yan and the Betrayer is 

found in L'ark 14: 21, the account of the Last Supper. where Jesus- 

speaks of the 
.,, etrcayer. It could be assumed that MOýj fjý 1, wrimc 

44j, -00 refers to the illusion to I'salm 41: 10 in Lark 14: 18t U 

It 
-appears, 11oviever, that the Old Testament quotation jS linkrA 

to the sayine in Lark 14: 18a rather than 14: 21 and stands as a 

comment on that saying, a proce/dure which coulAindicate a 

redactional feature of the Evanaelint (31 The sunestion put 

forward by Wilcox (4) that the sayinCs of Oesus in the parallel. 

section in John's Go6pel are used as cationical should be-applied 

.1 to this passage. MOC-')s jjtý, 417YOX, does riot necessarily have to 

0. entIttL S 
1) Y. 'Nilcox, 'The C ition of John 13: 21-30, ' T)i). 143-56 

tý StXm P't 
0GL,: StU&. s in Honwr of NWDf. w &ack. 

ed. E. PUlis, Edinburah, T. & T. Cla g e, 1969 
2) V. Taylor, TO GOSPeL_ OYIdin 

.... 
St. mak, London, T acmillan 

and Co., 1969, P- 542 says the only Old Testament quotation 
which could possibly refer to this sayina is Daniel 7: 21 
3) cf. i. ý- Wilcox, oi), cit-, P. 145, also 1-: k. 13: 31 with the 
interpolated text of iz. 116-? 2 
4) 1, Wilcox, op. cit , 1)- 153-4 
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depend on an Old Testament quotation, but rather it rray be 

I. rofitable to look for an ap, -, -vpriAe sayinj; of Jesus. to which it 

may refer. 

Taylor (I. ) says that the use of ,G 
to introduce 14: 21 sug-rests 

the origirLal saying was independe. fit of the context ar, the term is 

substituted for an original introductory sayinj_s formula. There 

also appears to be an Aramaic word-play similar to that found in 

Llark 9: 31 between Son of P. an and that man: 

:7 XW i -)a C)4 -7,1 ý1 x tv i 
The quotation nowhere refers explicitly to Judas although in the 

light of subsequent events it is obyious that Judas is referred to. 
X 

It is possible that W, 965 ff MN could refer to the im-niediate words 

in 14: 21b, but noting the similarity- between 9: 31 and 14: 21b, it 

is possible that the quotation introduction refers to the saying 

now known as the . 5econd I assion Prediction (2). If this is so, what 

then is the relation between thek; e two verses? It was )ioted 

earlier that the Judad tradition is completely centred around the 

It could-be that 14: 21b'is an "haegadic' ver b 

, interpreta, tioii of Imen' in 9: 31. Judas, is representatilve of those 

who betray Jesus. The subtlety of meanintr instilled into 

as used in the I'astiTon. account further reflects the interpretation 

of 'men'. Althoul, 11 TTYd((#'Ytj does not reflect a fotmula as 

J. eremias proposes, it neverthelests seems to represent a series of 

'I'v, idrashic' interpretations on the sayin, of I-ark 9: 31. The 

1) V. Taylor, op. cit , 1)- 542 
2) Polloviing the readilic of Codex Eezae, cited at P-559 n. 1, the 

similarity between these two texts aPpears more acute. It is 
difficul. t to state whether 9: 31 prev. erved iýi (, odex . ýýe-, ae or 14: 21 
is the earlier. It is pocsible that 14: 21 could have influenced 
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closest 'haggadic' interpretatioi, of this therae is seen in the 

dudas tradition and specifically 14: 21, where direct reference is 

made to the sa,; ini, of Jesus. The --A 
, 
4, A 51 FOI-AV tradition has even 

found. its way into the credal. formula of the Church. I Corinthians 

11: 23 begins: (r, (, 
ý 

ry((K 1VTjZ15-(V 7(ý VUKTI 1i ITt,,,, J("(fKO 
... If, 

Y, 

Freed (1) draws atte-tion to the view that the III )( Y/ V 
in i Corinthians 15: 3f. need riot necessarily refer to uld Testament 

proof texts, but may be rather found in sayinGs of Jesus which very 

early r ecelved canonical status. This illustrates furt er the 

suppoAtion that underlyinE kerjgmatic statements are references 

to. the words of Jesus. It could even be inferred that the words 

of Jesus at one*point were the credal statements used by the 

Church instead of Ust the basis for'them. 

Jerei, iias (2) sa, ys that the formation of the sayin. -- ar, a j, un 

and the reaction of the disciples of mystification corcernino the 

ineaninjS'of the ýayine in 9: 32, reflect a basic teachiii, form of 

jesus. As well as the use of the parable as an origrinal paedagogic 

technique, a pri. mitive teaching form can be detected in the use 

of riddles. c' i (r Kcv in 
. ',: 31 could also r6f. 1 ect the 

view that the Evangelist still saw thir saying as a tdaching- 

sayind although the-. C; wne Verb is used'to introduce the first 

lassion Irediction. It could be quite possible, however, that 

the Evangelist applied the verb to the. first passion prediCtion 

the readin, ý; of 9: 31 in Codex rezae. 
1) E. 1). Freed, TM OLd RMAgOt tatloos bi- the Gospeý-q 
U64n, Leiden, J. Brill, 1965, P-119f. 
2) J. Jeremias, op. cit., p. 182 
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either to link the two passion sayixias thereby accerituatinj the 

three-fold motif as a unity, pr similarly, that 

8: 31 refers to the saying as a Church teaching implicit in the 

vsalm 116: 22 interpretation, and fP(f; Ad'Kf, / in 9: 31 refers to -an 

original teachings saying of Jesus. 

In ti-ie ',, 'iatthaean parallel of the saying, 1-7 -22, the 5vanr, -elist . 

does not record the Ilarkan-secrecy motif. :, either is the disciples' 

reaction one of'jqystification at the mea-iiijE; of the sayiný. -,. 'Pl-le 

reactio-i of the disciples is that of those who view the sayine 

in the light of subsequent events. 1--, ýatthevi brings the saying 

more in line with a straight prediction than with a riddle and 

teaching saying. The disciples utiderstand the implications of 

the saying and are sorrowful. Luke appeTids the second Pas. -ion 

Irediction in 9: 44 to the Story of, the Epileptic Boy, thus 

creating a context for the sayinjý;. The introductory phra,, e to 

the Lukan saying is very interesting. -ot only does the phrase 

6096 (ý14JE PS TA tSrO (ý, WV TOLIý IlOrOVý) rOV7, OUS contain a 

seiaitism, (1) but the meaning su,,, rgests a determined effort on 

behalf of Jesus to ma'týe his disciples learn this saying ('2) 

This reflents more forcefully the teaching concept found 

i-ii the Tilarkaii account, and sugfvsts that buke unconsciously or 

purposely recorded thismayina as a teachiha cayina of Jesus. 

The interesting point of these parallel passaUes is iiot 

T 
1) The redundyt preposition and noun in the vccU:; ative f 1-0 
instead of wS WT(, 
2) cf. B. Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript, W. K. Gleerup 
bppsala, 1961, yasAm. for Jewish and Christian methods of 
transmission. 
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so much the differenccs of context netting and subsequent interpreta- 

tion, but the interpretation of the saying itse3f. Both Vatthew 

and huke use a different form of tT-s, 4Adcv, ( fromthat of T,: ark. 

in Park 9: 31 is a simple present passive, whereas 

Matthew and Liuke have ideittically changed it to a future pasnive 

construction with /11 iAA( k, plus the infinitive 7, -, rA6vQQt 

Jeremias (1) says this change is not sarisin8, for they are only 

altering a difficult reading in Park. The use of the present 

passivi reflects an Aramaic participle which Eatthew and Luke 

subsequently rectify. This view rests on the assumption that 

the Resurrection saying is an introral part of the Passion 

saying recorded in hatthew and Luke, which, quite evides fr"I 

Luke 9: 44, is not the case. The absence of the Resurrection 

sayin6 in the Lukan parallel suMests that the change is not 

due to my' aammatical correctioi. Hooker (2) arneshat the 

change of tense is more significant than just a grammatical 

rectification. She sbýys that the corresponds to the 

of the first Passion Frediction saying. Yatthew and buke 

reflect the necessity of scriptural evidence to support the 

Nediction. bArk, on the other hand, represents a purer form 

of the saying where the words of Jesus stand as evidence in 

themselves and do not require Old Testament references. The 

reliance on scriptural proof reflected in the bynoptic parallels 

1) J. Jeremias, op. cit. ', pp. 261-2 
2) ii. D. Hooker, OP- -cit-, P- 95 
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sugEsest'S4 that ýatthew and buke are recordinU a different tradition 

from that of x, ark. It seems sarprisirýg, otherwise, that they. 

both reproduce the necessity of' scriptural backiný, which is 

introduced by the same phrase, although no specific quotation 

is given. 

The study of the second Passion Prediction has looduced some 

interestinL conclusions. The foria of tradition recorded in 

A: ark 9: 31 reflects an Aramaic origin and lack. of detail sug6ests- 

that this could even be an original saying of Jesus (1). The 

absence of any kery6matic inferences in this sayinj may be due to 

the 'canonical' quality of the saying which from an early st&6e 

preserved it from corruption. Puriherinore, the saying al)Fears 

to have been used as a basis from which various Church hagGodot 

and credal statcmnts grew. It is even possible that at sometime 

the saying was u8ed as a credal statement itself. Furthermore, it 

appears prob"le that this saying constitutes a recognized teaching 

form of Jesus and is reco6nised as such by the Evarigelist. The 

parallel sayin6s in le,, atthew and Luke seem to reflect a. different 

form of this sayin6. ln their tradition, the sayina has riot 

been so faithfully preserved in its primitive form but is 

developed by the Church, which pre-supposes a later traditiou than 

that recorded in TWArk. 

1) It is obvious froin the context of Mk. 14: 21. that the ,; on of 
Dian is not a title but in the Aramaic expression for 'P. cf. 
G. Vermes. The Uses . of Vj 3 '): 1 in J ewish Aramaic 

vi. -. -aacK, An AMMOir, APP. Mull 'to TV GOS e Cc aeActs, Oxford 
Clarendon Iress, 1967, I)P- 310-30. TM6 probably also true of 
its use in 1,1. ý: 31. Therefore, as, in 'ek. 8: 31, this title is 

riot used christologically. 
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iii) TIU, ' TillitD -'FRSSIOII 

Lik-10: 33-34, (Mt. 20: 18-199 Lk. 18: 31-33). 

The similarity, at'first Glance, between the second and 

third I-assion Predictions has led to the conclusion that 

the. Eie sayings either come from the same tradition (1) or one. is a 

development of the other (2). Having shown grounds for believing 

that Ilark 9: 31 originated from a pre-l,,. arkan source in the 

previous section, any view that Mlark 10: 33f. forms the basis for 

Iark 9: 31 can be excluded. On the other hand, the explicit mention 

of the Jewish authorities in lb: 33f- could be a direct development 

from Lark 8: 31 rather than 9: 31 thus weakening the link fietween 

the second and third I'assion Predictions. Therefore, two alter- 

natives are to be considered. The third Pa-spion Prediction is 

either a 1arkan formation or is preserving a different'tradition 

. from that of the first two Passion Predictions. 

As Taylor (3) pointed out, the context setiln of the third 

lassion Prediction is the same as'that of the second Passion 

prediction : namely the journey up to Jerusalem. The reference 

to fear and amazement in 10: 32 and the setting of a journey 

to Jerusalem all sugCest familiar redp. ctional features similar 

to those introducing the second Passion Prediction. This 

redactional verse su&, ests that the saying originally existed 

1) Id. D. ftooker, The Son of Man in ?; lark, London, SPCK., 1967, P-134. 
2) This view is more widely he. 1d, cf., A. J. B. Iligg-ins, Jesus and 
the Son of Man, Lutterworth Fress, 1964, P-35- 
37-V7T-aylor, The Gospel accordinj,, ' to Saint Yark, London, Macmillan 
and Co. Ltd., 19599 P-436 
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without any context setting and was given one by 17ark, or possibly 

not only the saying, but the context of ýVork 9: 31 has 'heen preserved 

when 10: 33 was formulate, -I. by the Evari(., -, eli.,; t. This seems less 

likely as we have questioned the assumption that 10: 53f- is 

based on 9: 31-- Tt is , therefore, more probable t1lat 10: 32 ref'b-, ts 

standard Markan redactional techniques for introducing a saying 

with no previous context. This would supGest a pre-Markan 

constructed saying such as paralle1l in 1,: ark 9: 31; thjs we must 

consider more closely. 

The phrase: ý': 
' II 'A C, ' !A appears . rL (&0) pVýlCyjtj oý- e 

to be an introduction to the Passion Prediction within the saying 

itself. It could be that this phrase is a fuifhýr redactional 

element comprising a link between the sayinC, itself and the constructed 

context. This would seem pointless, however, whether the saying. 

is pre-Markan or a redactional composition. If the Passion 

. 
Prediction is a pre-Vlarkan tradition, the idea of a linking phrase 

between contructed context and saying is not necessary, as no 

similar. reference is required in the parallel construction of 

Tolark 9: 31, while if the sayin, 3 is a Markan composition, the 

Evangelist would have no reason to introduce a linking phrase 

between context and saying because both were constructed by the 

same author. Vhat appears more likely is that, this phrase is an 

iniricate part of the Passion Prediction and that the context has 

been shaped around it. This is reflected in the Lukan parallel 

(Lk. 18: 31 where Luke ignores the Markan context, but still 

preserves this Iffirpse. This further suggests a pre-, 'ýIarkan source. 

The saying itnelf must be considered next. It. is at once 
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noticed that the saying comprises two adjacent phrases both 

introduced by the verb 'The f irs t part referb to 

the actions of the Jewish authorities, and the second to the 

actions of the Gentiles. '; uch a detailed sayinC, seeiris to point 

to a knowledge of some fassion account and not to the undetailed 

lassion Irediction. of ýark ý: 31 as a basis. Therefore, it appears 

necessary to disregard the assumption of any form of link with 

the previous Passion Predictions, and to t-orn to the actual 
, 

tradition of thep assion event itself. The problem at hand 

is whether 10: 33f is based upon the )yaoptic Passion account and 

therefore probably constructed by Lark from this waterial, or 

whether the saying reflects a passion account which is unknown 

pt for its preservation in this saying (1ý "his to L. ark exce 

would necessitate a pre-I.,, arkan construction. 

.1 
The use of Oroc could suagest a reliance in 

ý'. ark 9: 31, but as has been already discussed, the verb frequently 

occurs in association. with the lassion. rioAhOifi-r-w here 

refers to the Arrest which is the begijining of the lassion 

ýccount recorded in the 'Synoptic Tradition. (21 Todt (3') points 

1) A. E. To'dt, London, 1, )65,1). 175 suggests a further 

possibility that the non-Synoptic form of' the Passion account was 
known to ,.: ark and it was from this that 1:! ark constructed the 
details of this saying. There are two objections to'this' 

view, however. In the first place if Nark knew of atother passion 
account, why does it not influence the ýjynoptic versionT :: )econdly 
it seems stranuve that 1.,,, ark should base a Szjylmeb Stif aP -ssion 
accoiint instead of using the one he draws on for the end ol' his 
Gospel and thus bring the sayin& and account into line with each 
other. It is therefore. sug6ested that any evidence of a non- 
Synoptic Passion account, MUBt reflect a pre-Ptarkan origin to thiý-. 
sayiný,,. 
2) Of V. Tay)njA The. I? assion, NarraUve, Qf S. t. Luke,, Cambridge 
U.. [-., 19'12, a study of the 1, ukan laBsion account which F-6t: - out a 
comprehensive claim for believing Wke used a non-carkan ), ccount. 
3) -11. Le. T'0'dt, ibid., ýP-175 
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out that from the number of occasions where the 'ewish authorities 

are linked with the death of Jesus, the sayings aT, pear to 

correspond to kerygmatic 1. zonouncements. 'j. he e. xplicit reference 

to the . ýeivisfi authorities could imply a reliance on : ark 8: 31, but 

the jewish authorities in ý., arlk 10: 33f are eý. iphasised as being 

more Builty of. the deatn of Jesus. 

than (blk. 8: 

different event: that of the arrest 

The phrase: 

, Ore forceful (1-1.10: 33) is m 

31) and also strest-. es a rather 

or betvayal rather than the 

rejection. At first glance, however, the act of putting ,, esus 

to death described as totally under the guidance of the Jewish 

authorities (Mk. 9: 31) app ears mordi danning'than the judgenient. of 

death and turnin., over to the Gentiles described in 10: 34 but 

Todt (1) points out that in several kery4ý; natic pronoiulcementE; in 

Acts, the Jews are reproached for havine executed Jesus throu6h 

the hands of IaWIM' men. ' In some circles this would appear 

more abhorrent than killing Jesus themselves. 

The second part of the lassion saying, deals with the 

actions of the Romans after the Jews have conderrined the ý, on of 

, %'. an. TOdt (2) deals. with the incidents in the I'assion Account 

which record the mocking of Jesus. 'These sections are: 

I, '. ark 14: 65, where abuse and ill-treatment are administered by 

the Jews after the nocturnal trial; "Yark 15: 29-32, the mocking 

at the cross by the Jewish high-priests; and l, ', ark 15: 16-20, the 

only instance of Roman mockery mentioned, which taices place in the 

11. E Týdt, jjjd., P-175 
11. E: Todt, ibid. ', pp-173-4 
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Iraetorium as a prelude to the crucifixion. Tie concludes that 

the P-arkan accounts of the mockings are centred around the Jewish 

part of the lassion story rather than the Romar, part, to e; nj., ha.,,. -'is15 

the gLzilt of the Jewish authorities in their active cotidemnation 

of Jesus, whereas in Yark 10: 34, the auilt of the Jews lay with the 

fact that they handed. the Son of Man over to the Gentiles to 

perform such atrocities. (1) This iaea, as has been remarked 

earlier, is reflected in the kerygmatic statements in 
.;, ct:; but is 

riot so in the Markan recension of the ! -, ynoptic Account of the 

lAssion. 

A study of the individual words used in the prediction nay 

throw more libht upon the relationship between the saying and the 

Synoptic lassion Account or an unknown J'assion ji, ýarrative. Yhe 

'I first term as To'dt (2) points out, is a comprehensive 

phrase incorporatinG all the "iliating acts meted out to Jesus 

Q. 15: 20, A. 22: 63,2301). The action of mockine in the 

lassion story is a5tvibed to both the Rogm and the Jews. Abe 

6eneral use of this tenn in the passion story of the Synoptic 

Gospels does Pot assume any link with the use of this term in 

any version of this lassion krediction. 

Tr-r(jCro(lj. (V is found lacking from the 11, 'atthaean. : rediction. 

'The use of this verb in the lassion Account appears in Varr, 14: 65 

at the Jewish nocturnal. trial, ard Nark 15: 19 at the Praetorium 

and in the respective hatthaean parallels, but nowhere in the 

Lukailpassion accounts. Bultinann (3) sayn that the Lukan form of 

1) 1!. Todt, Lb-id-, P-175 
2) li. E. Todt, ibid., 1). 173 
3) It. Eultmann, 'Me, IListory of the, Synoptic Tradition, OYfor(!, 
B-laciviell, 1963, jj. 2'jl 

- 
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the mockin6 immediately after the death sentence given by the 

Jews (A. 22: 62-5) is a more originpl form than that of 

Park 14: 65. The verb, not appearing in the Lukan forta, suCgests 

Kat its presence is secondary in the raxkan account. Arther- 

more, the incident of the mocking at the iraetorium ic-ý 

convidered by Bultmann (1) to be aAoLpatic development of 

i,,! ark 15: 15a, which again could indicate that the verb 

I is secondary to the original lassion Account used by the 

Snoptics. Mereas the mockino at the Iraetorium could hwe 

been a 11.1arkan development of 15: 15a, it appears nore probable 

that the account of the Jewish mocking in 14: 65 is a pre- 

YArkan source which is just misplaced (2). It could tentatively 

be suaested that the verb mom probably applies to the 

Jewish rather than Roman incident in the Syoptic lasFion 

Account whereas the verb in the third laszzion Iredictior ap! llies 

to Roman mocking. The preservation of -41rrrUeClVo-tt1 

in the Iliukan Passion 1'rediction further suUge,,. ts the saying 

is not based upon the form of the la, -sion Account with which 

iuke wasec. quainted. 

The thiid act -of scorn mentioned in "ark 10: 34 is the 

most interestinU in ielation to the Syroptic Pasýion Account. 

114ff 6-C ( )11,60 croud-j v is used by the thre e Evangelists in this 

1) It. liultinaim, p. 272 
2) f. 'aric's first Saw, hedrin meeting (rj,, k. 14: 55f) invites 
complications. J. uke does not record a nocturnal meetiijg. 
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saying, but nowhere does this verb appear in the Synoptic I'assion 

account. The mention of scourging in Yark 15: 15 (TA. 27: 26) 

by the Romans is represented by a different verb: W drnrr" `rAs 
. 

The only occasion ofý/IýIfrt Tot/L7-tv used is in the accowit of 

the Roman trial narrated iij John 19: 1. 

Conclusions drawn from this survey of the terms Pf. scorn 

uLed in the passion prediction saying are thece. VP; -MEýOOTCV 

is a general. term, in the Synoptic I'assion Account and does not 

reflect any special feature. Therefore its uý., e in the, Pas-sion 

Prediction sayinUs is very neutral.. 7CU 0-0 u6rc V appears 

to reflect a secondary element in the Synoptic Passion 

account, but it is more alien to the Roman mocking thar) the 

Jewish fnocking,. This could reflect a knowledge of a (lifferent 

I'assion J, iarrative u-ed as a basis of. I zrk 10: 34. The most 

pror-Urient difference between the I'assion Irediction saying and 

the bynoptic lassion Account is found in the term 

which is a different verb from*that found in the Synoptic 

Account. The. most probableýconclusion to be drawn from T'O'dtýs 

study'of the qhif.. tint; role the Jewo j)]. ayed in Jesus, death, in 

'- this lineuistic survey; is that the ýhird lassion 1'redicticia 

reflects a differentVassion Account from that. found in the 

Synoptic Gospels. This further substantiates earlier evidence 

given for supposing that Yark 10: 33f is a pre-4,, ', arkan saying. 

It is obvious froa the detailed dencription of tho Passioa 

saying, and cor4lusive if it is a, [-; reed that the, basis of the 

lassion saying is recallini,,, - a lassion Narrative, that the wi, -ing 

represents a Church formation. Vie ca, ii everi further (lefine the 

characteristics of thir, Church-formulated sayiiijý;. The lan6uaý, e 
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of the sayinG betrays a primitiveness. Black (1) points out that 

- 11jark 10: 33f is a typical parataxis in the Markan Gospel. AlthouGh 

this saying is formed with hindsight to the event, the tectu-iical 

q term 'to crucify' is absent just as the nore general terr "Gentilet 

is used instead of 'Roman'. Tile lassion saying it; centred around 

the fit; ure of the Son of not Jesus or the Christ. As the 

title son of iý'an was quite early eliminated from any Church or 

kerg-ymatic statements, this further bears witness to the early 

character of this sayinG. The graninatical structure of the 

saying with the combination of the primitive title Son of ; 'ýan 

and an unkezi, yi-aatic use of terms leadc to the conclusion that 

the third las,, ion Irediction saying, althouSh a Church formula- 

tion, reflects an early employment of an ancient Iassion 

x. iarrative as its basis, pre-.,., arkan both in content and construction. 

In the parallel passage in liattliew and l. U-e, a number 

of differences are at once noticeable. The problem presenting 

itself here, is whether the variations reflect a knowledge of a 

different fori-a of this sayine from that recorded in Yark, or if 

the variations reflect editorial changes. in order to make, this 

saying conform with any preconceived idear of the individual 

EvanLelists. 

The first part of the lassion saying in Ratthew. 20: 16-19 

is vý&rbajlY almogt- identical to the Markan tradition. The 

second part, concerning the handling over of the Son of ýwan to 

the Gentiles, preserves a number of variations. The finite 

verbs are changed to infinitives and the act of apitting, in the 

1) !,.. Black, op. cit., p. 63 
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description of the mocking is abseyit. The phrase 'to be killed' 

is replaced with the 'kery(, matic Crrpy, '6A The first (A. ) -t 

part of the sayind, being identical with ! ark, creater, ijo 

problem of origin, but the second section could suggest the origin 

of a different tradition. The first phrase of' the seconei section 

however, is still ideotical to the , arkan verýsion: 

Ailtov The central area of difference is contained 

in the description of the derisive actions and the death 

sentence. It is possible that the differences here ca. be 

ascribed to the influence of ja0hew 23: 34. This verse ir, 

contained in the section of the vioes abainst the Tharisees in 

which the representatives of the Jewish authorities are accused 

of persecuting -Iý/% 7AS tV, 4 O-OjOUS &tt The verse rF 

A(7C, and/jj; 1d-ry6j(rý: TX' The parallel section speaks of f-( 

in LuLce 11: 49 does not contain these tcrms. ' Acceptine the use 

of as a co, Tprehensive te3mi refJecting all the 

OLnj. 
actions listed in the sayiný,,,,, therefore less like'. Iy to have I, een 

affected by this saying, the aboence of (ý, VITU'fOCIPV and. the 

ube of could be to brino the passion of the 

,. 'on of Pan in line with the persecution afid death of former 

prophets and. pien of God recorded in VatLhew 23: 34. This is the 

only occasion. in ,, '. atthew where the two terms. 

and orra ýV &J 6-Al. come together. The use of the infinitive 

is much more impersonal than tVý () 0 UI (V Iv rA tt... - 

in the ýarkan account which further sumpts this idea of the 

Soi) of ',, 'aii as the last in a line of persecuted servants of God. 

It is therefore possible, that the Jatthaean J'assion sayint-, is 
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essentially the same as i'ark; the differences due to a te, idency to 

equate jesus' death in Jerusalem with tliat of the foriner prop. ietr, 

of God. 

The saying found in Luke 18: 31-3 presents much more of a. 

problem than that of latthew. The first part of the sayiný; 

records completely differerit material coxiceraine the everits in 

Jerusalem appertaining to the bon of jan as fulfilment of 

prophecy, and the second part of the 1 assion saying- -has the 

-adflition of (a Oi'o f -rol to the acts of'Mockery. It apF. ears 

to be a frequently used theme in -. uke that the death of ý! esus 

is Jbretold by scripture. 'The presence of this saying, here 

sugLests its Lukan formulation. The use of the title Son of 

Lian provides a link between this Lukan saying and the second 

section of the 1, assion saying. It is imost probable that T-uke 

knew the complete passion sayin6 in a form similar to that in 

4ýiark aný chote to substitute the first part for another saying, 

rather than that Luke knew anly of the sayingr in the form in 

which it is recorded, for the use of Son of i-'. an as a lim, 

between the Jukan saying and the second half of this Passion* 

- saying reveals a knowledLe of the iasnion sayinr, as Son of : 'an 

I orientated I- (2). - 

It is possible to see bukan influence in the second part 
f 

even more clearly. The additional term ATA4 ý1(val 
1) Hooker, opecit., P-137 
2) Similarly, the introductory phrase within the saying concernina 
the journey up to Jerusalem, which in an original part of the 
Markan sayinb, is psed as a link to introduca the special Man 
saying on fulfilment of scripture. 
3) 

ýIqIV'36) 
oc(; urs only fivo times in the ). evi Testament; in 

I It 20: 6,1 Thess. 2: 2 and three times in 1ýuke/Acts - IA. 1-1: 45 
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could possibly reflect the Man pericope of Jesus before lerod 

(l, k. 23. -. 6-12) where ýi. similar nialtreatment of Jesus is recorded 

by the use of the verb 6ýOUAvljo-05 'Aie pl)-rwe t7"6'(10ýJ-tTjC 

is only related to the. COVCO-(V (1) and not to the Jewish 

authorities. i; y altering the 3-rediction, id-ce bringi, the saying 

- is more in line with his form of the Fasýdon Account, where it 

only the Romans that corideimý Jesus to death, not the '; anhedriri(, 2). ' 

lt would appear, therefore, that this Lukan lassion 

. 1rediction, which at first giGht seemed to reprecent a different 

sayinG tradition from that found in cark 10: 33f, can be explained 

by ap,., ealin, ý; to kaown bukan redactioiial features and that the 

basis of this sa,, ine is the one recorded in ! atthp. vt and j,, lark. 

The third I, as3ioa 1'rediction represents a saying which 

is a pre, arkan Church construction. Its early origiv is 

atte8ted by the u,,: e of bon of 1,. *an in' combination with a brief 

outline of a I-assion Account which differs from the Synoptic 

Account. We can see here another possible develop-nent of the 

Yý (, 'J rr 01 in Mark 9: 31 by the early Church other than the 

Judas tradition already discussed (3) In rark 10: 33f, the 

IIi 10: 32, Acts 14: 5. It is possible that is a 1. 'Lika.,: ism. 
1) P. larker, 14, ýark, Acts and Galilaeaxi Ghristianity, ' : TS, 16 
1969-70, p. 2ý9, -says in certain passaý.., es in Jiuke's Go. s. lTe-1, IF"Con 
does refer to lsrdel and riot Gentiles, eg. Lk. 7: 5,23: 2 
2) If P. I-arker, ibid., -. 299 is correctinassuraing the fluid 
meaninG of in the bukan Gospel, the term here could be 
seen as refeiTing to the Jews arid therefore Luke viould not be 
brin6ing the saying into line with his passion account. 
3) The term Av'qvw7raw could be the linýý between the second 
and third P ias s ion Bredic tions. klot so much that 10: 33f is 
based upon ý: 31, but that this pre-, ý', arkan saying is seen in 
the light of 9: 31 as an exposition of -Avýlw' 

; (OV, 
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are the Jews and the Geiitiles, whereas in T, ukr., the IT& 

term only refers to the latter. The developments of the saying 

found in , atthew and Mike are alonU the lines of' the ftil. filment 

of scripture by the enactment of the I-as.; ion. This tendef, cy 

is more noticeable feature in the Lukan sayinG. 
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iv) TIM RESUPREMCij. SAYLIGS 
t 

The Resurrection sayin& appended to each of the lassion 

ITedictions reflects two different traditions, one which P, 

constantly us-ed by ', atihew and reflect6d in the uIcan sa.,, rings; 

P, I and the o th er Whi ch isf o-L Lrid exclusively 

(1). The sugiSestion in 

that these two terms are interci-miCeable and represent the 

same length of time (2) side-steps theAssue that, whether these 

terms have id entical meanings or not, two separate hesurrection 

traditions are preserved. The first consideratiop A to 

analyse the use of these two Resurrection sayings found in the 

Gospel tradition and also in the kerygmatic staVents, of the 

Church, -before drawing an conclusions as to the nature and 

reasons for a preservation of the two Resurrection sayings 

traditions. 

The credal statments found in the speeches in Acts and 

the Epistles reflect the fact that Jestis rose, or was raised 

from the dead, rather than that he rose at a specific point in 

time. Besides the Resurrection sayinj; s of the Gospels, two 

further passaLes'recordinG both the act of visiting and the 

' Of 
\IýI 

time involved are thý credal statements Acts 1.0: 40: rouhýqv C) 06 jqpClA( 

- 11 

4: ,, ?I1 11 
/ 'r . 

TI Ttl Pý (t I rl IPTA and I Corinthians 15: 6 ýl V 
(t -/ it ý"` 

The phrase, lon the third day' rather than lakter three days', 

1) also cf. the uj-jusual use of 1m(-rA F4CIS iplý-IAS ir). 'I't. 27: 63 
2) Ackrthur, IC)n the Third Day', M) , so cf. M 109 1971, P-85 al. 
J. Jere-Aas, I. Die Drei-lraa-'Norte der i-, vange lien I, 
und Glaube-' F6s, tgabe. fitz Ký G'.. Kuhn., (; Zttivigen, Vanderihoeck &- 
Ruprecht, p. 22'1 
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was accepted a-, pirt of the keryLmatic formula. - This is further 

attested in its consistcnt use in All subsequent Church creeds (1). 

Even in the Gospels, emphasis is laid on the third day as the 

Resurrection day. 

The use of the verb does not a-PPear to be as 

consistent as the phrase 'on the third dayl in tile 1'eiv Testament. 

At first sight. -'it:. would'iseem to be interchant;, eable with AVtOTIJýtt 

1ý1 and this suggests that the use of C? yoCl in Acts' 10: 40 and 

I Corinthians 15: 4 is not kerygmatic and could have been 

I/ 
substituted for jVtOTj 1/1,10 This would weaken the idea that 

t1fese two passages represent a stereotyped Resurrection formula, 

A study of the use of (fýýO(xv/ and A ý1LOTi. 111A, 
_ 

in connection with the 

Resurrection of Jesus in the Pew Testament reveals that, althouCh 

1ý1 is used extensively throughout, there is only one 

case of the use of 4ý1(j-tti 
, 41c outside the Gospel and Acts, namely 

in I Thessalonians 4: 14,16 and here the Resurrection of Jesus is 

related to the Resurrection of the Christians at the Last Day. 

A survey of the use of ýVjerll tt in the Gospels and Acts 

produces further interesting results. The verb is extonsively 

used in Acts'and would at first si6ht appear to be interchanGeakle 

1) There is virtually no referencetoei2y5tklitesurrection ýormula 
in the writings of the. Apo' . 1014 Fathers. In a long crodal statemont 
in the 14ý. pistle of I6-natius to the 

, 
Trallneans' 9: 2, lie says Jesus 

rose but mentions no time concernýng this event. In 
the Vi ions of Ifermas III: VIII/7,1OCrA P95 is used in a 
context quite possibly relating to the gener al Resurrection of the 
saints at the Last Day. The possible use of this -phrase in an 
eschatological context could be interesting, in the light of sub- 
sequent discussion in this section. 

However, despite the lack of any early documented evidence 
bet; inning with the Nicene creed of 334 AD. the iiso of the third 
day became the normal statement to use in the Christian Church. 
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with the term 'ýIilcox (2). s ugt, ests that the 

prominent use of VýdTJJIVý as well as ilq(. Win Acts cou. 1d be 

due to the author's connection of the raising of Jesus with that 

of the raising of a prophet like Moses recorded in Deuteronomy 

18: 15,16. This Old Testament reference is twice quoted in Acts 

which folbis the Septuagint. translation in incorporating the 

verb AVAU-111jY(I . It is suýýUcsted that was the traditional 

formula used to d,. -scribe the Resurrection of Jesus which 

Luke adapted to fit in with his theolor,, y of the Risen Lord. 

On three occasions in Luke's Gospel where reference is maAe 

to Jesus being raised on the third day, the verb AVjj7', '*1j4V is 

used. It is interesting to note, however, that 6f -1. -ho -three. 

references, two are in special Lukan material. (4) and Are utuall: ý 

thouLlit of as Lukan foriniulations (5), and the other reference is 

the third Passion lrediction, which we have noted has been 

extensively rewritten by the Divangelist (6). The presence of 

ýVI'6TJýjf. in Luke/Acts is conceivably due to the redaction 

of the Evangelist rather than the influence of tradition, and 

the preservation of in Acts 10: 40, could further 

'Indicate that Luke was recordina a stereotyped Resurrection formula. 

1) The use of the two verbs in Acts are relatively evenly 
istributed: AnTrqIV4 : 2: 24,32P 3: 26,13: 33,34,. 17: 31 

3: 15,4: 109 5: 30,10: 40,13: 30,37,26: 6. 
2ýýt4M. vdcox, 'lite semitisms in Acts, Oxfordq Clarendon Press, 
19659 PP-79-80 
3) Acts 3: 22,7: 37. 
4ý Luke 24: 7,46. 
5 H. E. Tddt, op. cit., p. 181. M, Black, IT; e "Son of 'ýanll 
Passion Sayings in the Gospel Tradition', YNd, 60,1969, P. 7 
arc-ues , ing Lk. 24: 6 preserves ir; aint this General view, propo, - 
an ancient tradition. 
6) See above study of Lk. 18: 31-3- 
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I 1,11atthew reflects a consistant use of (), 6ý4(w throughout. (1), 

In the three I-assion 1'redictions, his 'Resurrection sayings all., 

c6mpletely in line with the credal statements mentioned above 

using Iq JýIA A and The special ),. atthaean 

pericope of the Guard at the Tomb in ['atLhew 27: 62-66, however 

reveals a very interesting situation. The Jews ask Pilate to set 

up a guard over the Tomb of Jesus fw.; vIS ývirtI5 141frIll< which ; /V - 
falls into line with the Kerygmatic statements concerning the day 

of the expected Resurrection of jesus. The, Jews justify the need 

for this request by quoting a saying which they attribute to 

-OAS C fýýfdt . The use of efý(ClpffA is Jesus: tti'rA 

consiste. nt with Datthew's use of the verb but/,, fý P65 lllltyýfs is 

contrary to the period of time stated in the next verse. Thi. r, 

pericope reveals a very complex tradition and a detailed analysis 

of this narrative is outside the scope of the present study, but 

the pericope primarily appears to enshrine a sayinýý of Jesus that 

Goes contrary to the chronolo6ical order established in the 

1, atthaean Gospel. ' lt is pos-sible that the saying represents a 

tradition older than the narrative which surrounds it. 

lllthoujýh the ýohaiinine Gospel uees the terms, *4V(orj ý4(,, c and 

sparih4; ly, it appears to have a g' y eneral teridenc 

to use AVffCýý for the Resurrection at the Last bay (2) and 
A/ 

to de., ote the Resurrection of Jesus (3). This use is 

1) Cf Oepke, 11ý. ýAý'Y, vol. II, p. 335 
2) Jn. 6: 39,40,44,54,11: 23,24 
3) 1.6. Jzi. 2: 19,20,22,12: 3,9, l'j, (this is especially 
relemant if the raisirle; of Lazar= is seen as a prototype of 
the raising of , eSILS), 21: 14. 
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riot totally consistent, however (1). 'J. 'he one reference ., ihich 

could possibly Claim any parallel to a cre(lal Resurrectioji saying 
k 

is in John 2: 19-22. Llere, the Temple logion: A'viw ro';, mt1o'., ro-Vco/ IV., f 
0 

(v ýOmrli/ v,. vais which appears to have entered 
1 

PN ýVcov 

the 6ospel tradition in at least four versioijs (2,, and must 

therefore have constituted an important a.,! d controversial saying 

of Jesus in the Early Church, is explicitly interpreted in John 

as refeLýin6 to theResurrection of jesus. If an interpretation 

relatinb this saying to the ReLurrection is aiýparently secondary 

, 
it, As *-. possible that John's interpretation has influenced the 

ntructure of the sayint; to place it within the verbal sphere of 

the kery6matic Ilesurrection statements'(4). 

Jeremias'(5) study of the three-days sayings found in the 

Cospels has Ixoduced some interesting results. He (6) concludes 

from his survey that all these sayings are free from any Church 

Wolo, and are part of the pre-Easter tradition. The inter- 

chanbeability of 
Syt 

and I V, in the Temple logia indicates 

translation variAnts of the semitic 3; This can be translated as 

either 'within' or 'after the course of'. jeremias accepts 

1) Jn. 20: 91 9. Vj9TjAtk is uý: ed to refer to Jesus' Resurrection 
Jn. 5: 21 - tfiy,? ýLv describes the action of the Yather raising 
the uead. i. e. the General Resurrection. 
2) Lark 14-52/1-4t. 26: 61, Ik. 15: 29/rIt. 27: 39, !,, k. 13-2(D W it Cyp) 
in. 2: 19 Also hots 4: 13, Gospel o! Thomas loo'. 71: 2 
3) F. I. Cheethain, 'St. in. 2: 1.9 - 11jestroy this Teiiiple and in 
timee days I will raise it up', olj'S, 2/1,1ý)22-3,1w. 31.5-7 
4) G. ff. Uodd, ýTbq ILtstorica. 1 'Tradition of the Fourth GosEel, 
Cambrid6e., University 1ress I 11903, -P. 90 suel, ests the possibility 
that ý, (CtýOfjr instead of Ot, &04ý1, ((V could be due to Johanalrie 
interpretation, but does not think this view totally acceptable. 
5) J. Jere, oias, or). cit., p. 231-8 
6) i. e. R-k. 14: 58 Par. -, I. k. 13.32f, Jn. 16: 16-19 
7) J. Jeremias, op. cit., p.. 222 
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the second translation, within the, context of the TeMple louion 

as a correct one. The saying refers to the consummation of the 

New Age equatea with the raising of the new Temple. Thus, the saying 

represents a pre-Easter, eschatological logion. 

The Temple logion appears in A,,: ark's Gospel three times (1). 

It is only in Lark 13: 2 (2) that the saying is actually pnt into 

the mouth of Jesus. It is set within an Apocalyptic framenork 

which reflects the true meaning of the nayingý Here we find a 

stri, -king parallel between the IArkan Resurrection sayiras attached 

to the I'a 
, 
ssion Predictions: 4iNV ij1 cý4 v correspoiids 

cis to 1, vrA Y. ̂ ' t, and A e- Cil J- C rP. is conmon to both. T 

A su&; estion put forward by Dodd (3), which has some support 

is that the Resurrection sayings find a verbal link in Hosea 

6: 2 (5). Black (6) further points out that the Targum on Hosea 

6: 2 is interpreted as refening to the Resurrection of the Dead 

on the Last Day. 

It seems possible that both the Temple logion and the 

Resurrection sayinGs in i4ark find a common tradition in the 

eschatol. ogical setting. LinSuistic similarities betwaon these 

T-'d',. 1.3: 2,14: 589 15: 29. 
2) The Temple saying in the Church had an importance which 
su6brests it was an original controversial sayinG of. Jesus. It 
is suprisinG tMt only in the Western texts such a reference is 
found'relating the saying explicitly to Jesus. The view that 
Codex Bezae may be preserving early non-. jynoptic inat , prial mentioned 
earlier in connection with ! iark 9: 31 is further att0ste(I here. 
3) C. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, London, Fontana, 1965, 
P-77. 
4) D-Black, ot)-cit , Pl)-4-5, and 11. N. T*0'dt, op. e. it , P-05. 
5) H. Conzelmann, 'On the Analysis of the Confessional Formula 
in I Corinthians 15: 3-5, Interpretation, 20,1966, p. 21. 
Conzelmann says that the connection between the sa, yin,,,, and 1, rosea 
6: 2 does not necessarily mean that the saying was constructed to 
refer explicitly 16o Hosea, but rath. r that. the t1osea inter 1, re tation 
was imposed upon, an already existing t7,. -adition. 
6) ý--. Black, op. cit, p. 5. 
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two sayinUs suggest an even stronger lin], c. We hý)ve noticed 

how the Temple lo6ion (as preserved, for exinplt-, in "ark 13: 2) 

has been the basis for a developed keryrriatic Resurrection statement 

in John 2: 19-22. It is possible that -.,, -e ca: n see a similax develop- 

ment takin& place in the Synoptic parallels of the 1, -Arkan - 

Resurrection sayings. ' Jeremias (1) suggests that the siying-s are 

pre-E'aster and eschatological, and therefore, in a similar vein 

to the Temple loGion. I. atthew and Luke, however, betray ovidence 

of a keryLmatising influence'by sl, ecifically relating the s; ýying 

to the Resurrection of Jesus rather than to the general !, arkan 

eschatological situati6n (2). 

Therefore, there are preserved two pre-Easter eschn. tolof,, -ical. 

sayings which have been taken up by, and become important to, the 

Church, both being interpreted in the light of historical events. 

The Resurrection sayiN; s transmitted by ýark appear-to have been 

. 
the basis from which the keryematic Resurrection sayings were 

develoj. ed. This procr-Iss is similar to that already zýoted in 

connection with the second Passion Ilredicti. -, n in Tark 9: 31, where 

an original sayinG of Jesus forms the basis for the keryrpatic 

tradition. 

It has been su,, -gested that originally the sayings of the 

Suffering 6on of blan circulated in isola. tion from the Resurrection 

sayings. If this was sounder what circumstances, and for what 

reasons were the two sayings joined together? Llack (3) han 

fl J. Jeremias, op. cit p. 285- 
2 H. B. TO*dt, op-cit , P-164 quotes Schekle, who says that 
the Resurrection sayings in 1, At-thew and Dike are 'bound. by the 
credal formula which was in process of formulation'. 
3) Y. '.. Dl, 3. ck, o-p. ci ., P-7. Also cf. C. K. Barrett, Jesus arid the' 
Gospel Tradition, London, MICK., 1967, p. 86-7. 
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su, ýbested that one of the earliest forms of the Sufferii)j; :; oyi of 

T, ', an traditioji may have referred t5 the Son ol I-an's rejection 

and exaltatioii without reference to'his Resurrection. In the 

Johanni)ie oon of an sayiniýs (Jn- 3: 14,12: 32), the verb 0ý 
11.111. t 

is used. !. lthoueh in Greek it cao have only one mea; An6: 'to be 

lifted up' or 'exalted', in Aramaic: r7'P-j 1, ý it has a further 

meanin6: 'to be prucified. llierefore John incor orated ari 

exaltation/crucifixion notif in one word. 

In ! -'ark's present text of the secoad Ji-assion ýrediction 

(Piar. K 9: 31), the meaning, of the words Jesus spoke are riot so . 

obsure, but Ulack (1) suC6ests it is possible that this tradition 

of exaltation/crucifixion underlies the motif of the failure of 

the disciples to understand. If this is so, there was uo difficulty 

in attachinij arl eschatological sayiný,, to the I assion I redictions 

used in iiark,. aq the lassion Iredictioi, included an implicit 

reference to Jesus' Resurrection, and his imAineat return and 

larousia was a natural-progression (2). 

Thi. s, however., do'es not appear to be the case with the 

I, aWiaean and 1"U'sayin6s' which appareatly la: clz the knowledUe 

of such a tradition. Therefore, it appears necesnary to cbange 

, 
the oribinal meanAL'of the eachatoloCical sayina ti r elateitto the 

1) ' ii, BlaCk, or). 
2) It is a widely accepted attitude to see the early Church living" 
iii full expectation tha 

,t 
Jesus wai-i to return as 1. essiah, IT) the 

immediate future and brina the Eschatori. This belief would be hard 
to ti; ider. stand if its seeds had riot been sowii wit1iin the lifetime 
of Jerws. ý-dth the lap. se in ti-ne between the Resurrectloll a-ld the 
unfulfilled Eschaton, the modification of Vie Church't, view Is 
qiiite marked. f-, uch phra&es as 'Christ was raisod to 1-ife - the 
first fruits of the jjarvest of the dead' (I Cor. 15: 20) help to 
reconstruct a lauline and probably an early ý,; hristian theoloL, y of 
'the 

-Lesurrection of jesus i; ý, mefliate'iy initiatiii& the L,: sch,,! xton. 
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Resurrection of Jesus. It is only in the I.: arkan ', ion of ýan 

i af-;,; iori krediction in ý: 31 that the verb 
il7oK('(VW is used twice: 

4rlO,,, CtCVO6r(V OV-IOV, I'd Arl0&TAv9elj1jVrP This phrase seems 

to establish a link between the sufferia and death of the 6on of 

j. an on the one harld, and his death and 1, esurrection oi) the other. 
f 

lf, however, UVC4j 
17 
rl, "L underlies the 6on of ý. 'an tradition, it 

could fom the link between the nuffering and crucifixion, a. d the 

exaltation and the I-arousia. The link between tI-e lassion sajing 

and hesurrection sayin6; would be a verbal tally pivotin,; on the 

word which is now obse-Ltre ill the arkan tradition 

recorded in 9: 31, 

Itom this study of the Resurrection sayinas attached to the 

Tassion 1'redictions, a case has been made for estdblishinL-the 

i. arkan forin of the Resurrection sayin. - as pre-'j,, asLer &id therefore 

as quite probably ori6inal words of Jesiis, relatinj; to the 

eschatolo6ical cowing of the b0h of ý an at the East Day (1).. This 

saying is attached to the Sufferin6 ý; on of Ian Iredictions throurh 

a link with the exaltation theme akin to that found in John; iteelf 

probably beine an early form of the Suffering 1,1ýori of "an sayings, 

- This would sugiest that such a lin.,,, was formed at an early stat-g. 

j: arK 9: 31 su&ebts this link more obviously than any other saying 

but even so, it is very obscure and would appear to have been 

accepted rather than understool. . ý`urthermore, it appears that the 

1) G. Strecker, 'The Passion - and Resurrectionýlredictions in 
11. . ark's Gospel', Intei-prethtion, 22,1.968, P- 429'further establishos 
the Resurrection saSing as pre-ý, arkan, as the tirae 'after three 
days... I is not cormisterLt with the ý arxan narrative ajid this 
indicates the u,. )e of a special tradition. 
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Larkan Resurrection saying forms the basis for the kerygmiatic 

developments found in the lipioptic parallels arid pocsibly the 

later kery, (, matic Resurrection statements. It is possible that 

this saý(iijL played a similar role to that of the second 1-assion 

Irediction, in that an original Eaýint; of Jesus is found to UAerline 

the-credal statements of the Church. 

9 
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V) C; UýXLUDL, G 

It is now time to enumerate the conolusior4which. -: cdn be drawn 

froýa this detailed analysis of the three Synoptic Pa., 3sion Predictions, 

A) The Original oitz-im-Leben. 

11'rom our study of the three .1 assion J redictions, it 'has 

become apparent that they represent an. old pre-'ýarkan tradition. 

Even the third lassion Irediction, which is usually mentioned as a' 

highly-devdloped, ex-eventu piece of traditio: i at best (1) or a 

sayin- that was extensively redacted by the 
--, vangelist himself 

iaodelled ul, on existing tradition (2ý has been set within an early 

period of the Church. The first Fassion Iredictioii appears to 

bear marks of an even earlier origin. This is primarily a pre- 

"aster saýin6 which has, been overlaid with a primitive Church 

interpretation. 

lt is, howev(r, the second lassion 1rediction, (the t4/. -t (/I(rjV 
0 

sayint; ), that betrays no obvious si6m of Church development or 

interpretation, a-d reveals the Most noticeable marks of 

authenticity. ilt the same time, it appears to have formed the 

basis for a midrash (3) on the woýd (4) which is 

detectable throuShout the '., -. ew Testament, and even possibly is 

behind the credal siatements concerning the death o. f. ' Jesus in Acts 

9 

J- lliueins, pp. 34-6 1ý cf: ý1: 
Streckeri 2 

_g. U. cit., pp. 421-2 
3) ". lerrin, mark 14: 26, The And Froduct of a Christian Pesher 
Tradition? ' YT8,12,1965-6, pp. 150-5 sets out a case for the 
development of an original saying of Jesus along siwilar lines 
to the view advanced in this chapter concernin8 " certain saying 
of Jesus. 
4) It would be an interestitz study, but outside the realn of 
the present thesis, to follow throaQ the widrawhic development of 

I IS() IrA4, iri the beptuagint. 
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and the Epistles. The link between the lassion 1, rediction and -the 

Resufrection saying in 9: 31 seems to be more intrinsic than in the 

other lassion Iredictions. The role of the Resurrection sayini, is 

similar to that of the lassion Irediction, representing a rri; -, Iitive 

credal statement that is developed in the bynoptic parallels and 

XeryCma. This would account for an early stereot, ping of the 

a period which i, -tijht loosely be described as 1pre- saying durint, 

kerygmati: c' . The words of Jesus in this. instance waiild be 

preserved as quasi- canonical . 'The techniq. ties, employed in using 

this sayin6 betray a sirlilar use to that employed in the use of 

the Old Testament in )*ewish Literature and the 11ýew 'j, 'estanient by 

the Church Fathers, which further acce; ituates this theory. 

It is at this staLe that a review of tile form ir, which the 

second lassion Irediction is cast may throw li&ht upon its role 

and function. 

B) The Forin of ",, ark 9: 31- 

On the basis of Jeremias' study concerning this arkan 

sayinL;, it appears that the sayine represe; its thp form of a riddle. 

The basis of this areuqvient rests upon ait, Ara aic word-play Oil 

, 
XV j Ij -1 j: E It has, been noted that there are further 

double meaiiiiiLs within the sayini, -, nai-iely the apparpritly lost 

iriea. tiing of the cracifixioji/exaltatiori motif and the original 

eschatolo6ical sayinU. T"hese ambibuities accetitliate the claim 

that the sayin6 is a riddle. The riddle should be set along side 

the parable as an original didactic technique used by Jesus. 

The teachin& of Jesus not only covered attitudes aod reactions 
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to various situations in life which later formed, the jroundinj; 

for Church discipline and Jewish-Christian controversy, but also 

covered teaching concernin,, his own person, nature and purpose. 

Whcreas the first form of original teachino became the bosis 

q, the for the Church manual of discipline, i. e. 

teachinL-, Jesus gave concerning himself' became the basis for 

confessional statements and creeds, i. e. 

C) The v'irst Otep towards unfolding the (I/ saying 

Tradition. 

The characteristics which have been put forward concerning 

the saying of the P,, assion Prediction must now 

be applied to a wider context. i, ". ot only liave the criteria 

proved to be valid but their use has ME; hlighted certain 

features which could indicate the characteristics of the 

sayings tradition itself. 

From the study of just one ýAvm/ sayine. -, it appears 

that the following characteristics have emerUed: 

a) The tradition in question refiects 6reat authenticity. 

b) The sayin6s of Jesus have receivea a Vasi-canonical status. 

C) The saying is prpsented in a teaching form and could suU, st 

some catechetical purpose underlyinj the tradition. 

d) -"ark's presentati6n of the saying sug, ests that he did not 

Vite understand the exact meaning of the tradition he was 

preservina, but at the same time knew it to be important' arid 

essential to preserve (1). The Synoptic parallels show a 

1) E. Best, The Te=tation and the Passion, Cambridge, CUP., 1965, 

. p. 163 says of the Passion Predictions, altWgh it couid apply to 

other sayings, that Mark 'may have preserved it' Qe. the I'assion 
Predictions) 'either because it haJ meaning to 

, 
him or because its 

I 
wining had been lost and it had become almost magical in its use, 
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different attitude and approach, althoiqji there is a possibility 

that LuIce understood the quality of the saying a little nore 

than liatthew, for he emphasises the teachint-, nature of the sayinG. 

These conclusions are based upon one rAL (At), ýV sa.,, -ing and 

in the course of investiL-ations, some points may have to be 

modified, and others added. 

This detailed study of týie Passion Predictions miýy -ecm too 

extensive for only one sayinG, but it was essential to provide a 

test case as a controlfor as little as possible should be taken 

for granted. From the results of this individual study the reg. st 

of this iliquiry can proc6ed. 



THE STUDY: 

THE FAIUBLES. 
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Ma. mon's (1) list of parableS is a comprehensive 1, mide to 

all the sayings and similes found in Mark's Gospel that could. 

possibly be put under the heading of parables. Usine this list 

as a starting point, it is interesting to note the position of the 

6A(f(V parables irý it. Ilanson records eienteen parables 

found in Mark's Gospel, and of these eighteen, nine are introduced 

by r1A. M( These nine parables appear be wleen Iuark 3: 3- 

7: 27 and within this block n6 other parables are recorded. 

'k V The ", t (A(Y(V parables fall largely within two blocks of 

teachin6 material found in 4: 1-34 (2) and 7: 1-23 (3), which are 

separated by a block of narrative and miracle traditions -some 

containing K/, t 
jAf(V 

sayings other than parables (4). 

The 1, eaning of rTJýIýJOAJ 

The meaning of ', I in Uark's Gospel presents itself Tjýr-)AOA 
, 

-in two apparently paradoxical situations: either as a method of 

clarification for even the simplest of audiences, or as an attempt 

1) T. VI. Ilanson, The Teaching, of Jesus, Cambridce, University Iress, 
1959, pp. 66-7 
2) The parables ddsigmated in 3: 23-7 do riot appear to be part of 
the original settin, -. The pericope itself seems to be misplaced 
and did not originally belong to its present position. G. H. Doobyer, 
Mhe -It6dacti6n of. 111ark-ýIV: 1-Wo NTS, 8,19619 p. 64 sees a link 
between the sayines on parables, 4: 11f- and the saYi"C: S*iri 3: 23-7 
which will be discussed at a later stage in this section. Therefore, 
although riot linked to chapter 4 by position and context, it is 
closely lirdzed by application arid content. 
3) Althou&h the teachinC section rarvjes from 7: lf- 7: 9 contains "y a saying, it is general accepted that 7: 14 is the ly 

P begiruiiTe of a new section. (The VXt f14yIj( saying, which appears 
in the Pericope of ýhe Healing of the 'Syrophoenician Woman,, Daughter 
is contnined within the similar contextual settinC; of the &'? q); 
motif'as that of the sayintýs in 3: 23-7)- 
4) P. J. 'ichtemeier, 'Towards the Isolation of Pre-nlzrkan T. Urnele 
Catanael, ZLL, 89,1970, pp. 265-91t isolates all the narratives 
and teaching stories between 4: 35-8: 26 which include MA" 
material, and in doing so, uriveils two narrative catariaý 
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to mystify and confuse the, listener as stated in Mark 4: 11 (1). 

This saying has been set within such a context that 4: 10-f. 

immedim. tely sugCests ,: t deliberate desire on behalf of Jesur, to 

'ifi&Aom of God, and there- witbbold the means of understanding the ý 

fore salvation, from all but a ch6scii few. If the saying is not 

isolated from its immediate context, however, it need not relate 

to the use of parables as a means of my8tification. vather, it 

could indicate that the nsympathetic approach of many listeners 

to the words of jesus leads to a total misunderstanding of the meaninE: 

behind the parables (2). h7-t is, more interestinu than the oricinal 

application of the saying for this present study, is the meaninC 

of the terra ROj)/jNkq in this instwice and if this concept found 

here reflects the General use of the terms in the Gospels. 

dith raspect to this saying, Ioobyer (3) picks up and 

develops Plebig's concept of the parable (4). ý he use of the 

j 
. 

term i1jIý/L'P111 in the I.; ew Testament is similar to the Hebrew 

)CIA 
which had a very fluid ineaning ircorporatirig not only 

figuraiive phrases and stories, but also riddles and puns. 

Therefore, - Doobyer (5) sue, -,, ests that the parables referred to in 

Vllf. did not directly relate to the parable reqited jnst 

previously (6), or for th# natter any-other parable, but Jesus' 

teaching 6enerally. This is further suLijested by týe use of, 

1) W. I., -arxsen, 
'Redaktionsgeschichtliche Erkla'runj; der 5acenarmten 

l1arabel-Theorie des j,., arkus', 529 1)55, p. 255- 
2) of. (;.., I. I'oisker, 'Konseku-4ves W in 1-tarkus 4.121, ZNW-o 59, 
19639 pp. 126-7 
3) G., i. ljoobyer, op. cit. 9 I)P-5ý-70- 
4) also of, Hauck, vol. v, pp-750-1, vihere FiebiUs 'Inalol'ies 
are citeA and tlieories are set out. 
5) G. 11.13oobyer, oi,. cit. 9 p. 61. 
6) ie. The Farable of the Sower, j,;, k- 4: 3-";. 
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TI-1 instead of the siriCular in 4: 10 (1). )jloobyer 

even widens the field of application for the tein in the liE', t of 

the refein-ice to the Targum on Isaiah 6: 9-10 within Vie sayinG. 

11ot only does it refer to the lack of hearing but also to the lack. 

of seeing. Ile su, -, 3ests that this is an implicit reference to the 

actions of Jesus as well as his teaching. Boobyer helped much in 

his development of the tern, IJPýOvlj to remove the usual confiniriE.; 

definitions. 

A 6eneral survey of the use of tiie term 171ý. 046A I in ark's 

Gospel indicates that ark uses, it to relate to teaching material 

as well as parables (2). Both 3: 23-7 a-d 7: 14-23 are desiL-nated 

parables by Markzand yet are technically sayings. The interestinf, 

point of t his comparison is that both sections contain MA 

material. Boobyer (3) points out that there are only three 

occasions in Elark (4)p*ere he uses the term parable although it 

is obvious that the teaching concerned does not fall within'the 

usual meaning of the word. 

TMrefore, the parables in the V4L tradition contain 

certain sayinGs which are introduced under the title of rj)'w, 30, ýd 

althouCh not strictly parables in the usually limited sense of 

the word. One further definition of the term by Ambolic (5) 

introduces another concept of the use of the phrase which includes 

a further saying Lanson does not list in his parable chart. 

1) cf. Lk. 6: 9- 
2) G. 11.13oobyer, op. cit., pp. 61-6 
3) G. H. Boobyer, ibid., 'p. 62. 
4) ie. 3: 23-7,7: 14,13: 20. 
5) A. 1,11. AmboZic, 11dark's Concept of the Iarable', 2ý), 1ýi, 67, 
pp. 220-227. 
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jaitbolic (I. ) Pays that the actions and words referred to in the use 

of the iri ! -. ark 4.11 relate, tiot j-ust to iristructim) 

but also to decisions and decrees. f, ark 7: 15 is EýPen in the 

interpretation of 17-19 as both a parable and an ecclesiastical 
, 11 

rule. To a certain extent, the M11 F,, ' saying in 2: 27-A 

althou6h not classified as a parable (2), fits this definitijn 

very well. It is proposed therefore, to include thi, 3 sayin6 

amounL; the parable sayinLs to be reviewed in this chapter. 

,-"/. 
1, 

.- 
ii) The Use of i,, If in , ark 4 

The difficulties in atteýnpting to discem traditional 

and redactional influences in Park 4 are well enou&h -nowii 

In ail attempt to create some s-ense of order into f erk 4, Jeremias (4) 

sett, out three staý; es of development. To be,,, in with, the 

three parablec of tile bower, tile ! -, eed GrowinL Secretly, and tho 

M, u, -; tzjrd beed . rere brought to6etlier by a Oommon liný- of subject 

matter, and circulated as an Adependent unit, verbally linked by 

"V M( CA( i a-1 Secondly the tradition was developed by the addition 

of a co4extual setting in 4: 10 a"d 33, and the interpretation 

. of tile faxable of the Sower (4: 13-20), probably prior to . ; irk. 

'1he third developmedt was introduced by the ý. Iva. ný, eli,. t himself 

who inserted 4: 11,21-3,24f, by the introductory formula ml, ( 

C-A(r-' OWTVý and the developed framework found in 4: 10f. 

I, liarxsen (5) also comeb to similar conclusimm, uLreei-týý; with 

1) Ivribalic, ibid., p. 226 
2) A. Y. ".. jkyaboZic, ibid., p. 226 
j) Lowrie cited by C. E. N. Cranfield, 'St. Mark 4: 1-34, A V, 
&T, 1951, P-400: Q do not find it possible to comment in on 
orderly manner upon so disoiderly a chapter. 
4) J. Jeremias, The Tarables of Jesus, landon, SCM Prese, 196) 
P; 14 all 
5 4. Marxsen, opecity pp. 250-9. 
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Apý Jeremias that the ý, Iintroduction represents a traditional 

source whereas cl[frV /-yr,, 715 is a i-arkan formula used to 

introduce old material. 

Two difficulties arise froo this solution to the ! ark 

cojitplex, Kovýever. ln the first. place, the I arable of the 'Awer 

iý- introduced by IVIt e1jr V and not I-v! / 611ý4.11' . Jeremias (1) Y", 

I^ 
says that the use of r, 0,1 r 

kýv 
in 4: 2 ic redactional 

but if so, why has ', iarc made thiE-: chanLe in order to imply that it 

may riot come from the same tradition as the other lteedlparables. 

-arxsen 
(2) sugGests the old traditional source was introduced by 

Eýomethin6 si: ailar* to the wording found in 4: 2: K/A' (S'(f1JXf if- 
I 

(0 ýj)4CL'urj) (v ill tAoilfjy (rro1I1I; ) therefore implying 

(Av/ "4410-"'6 could be redactional, but it seems ýArange that a. 
V 

saying or parable source should lack any introductory formula. 

1 10 is reJactional however, it is just as possible that 

Secondly, t'arxsen says the formula ? /, I r/tfjr-, / applies to 

the larable of the ')ower by linkinG it to 4: 9, as well as the other 

two i<.. O( f1l parables, 4: 26f, 30f)-liark 4: 9, however, ititroduces 

a separate sayinG and certainly is not an inircral I )art of the 
1. ) 

ýjower parable (4). If tl'( introduces a specific tradition 

I J. Jerei-dits, or). cit 1). 14 I'll 
2) W. ý, arxseri, op. cit p. 262 
3) cý. the redactional influences in the context of ',, k. 9: 31 
a saying. UeO study p. 59 
4) The larable of the ýower in the Covpel of Thomaký, lo,, ý. 9 does 
riot conclude with this little sayiriEý, althoueh it Conas the 
conclusion of the )arable of the dise Pisherman in the immediate. 1y 

preceeding lo6io ;. Ii. herefore both the Uorpels of Mark and Thorflos, 
althouk; h ascociating this saying with -the Sower Parable, acknowledj'c 
it as a separate lo6ion. 
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I 

4: 5 would be used an an introduction to the J arables of Uic .; eed 

Growing Secretly and the kustard Seed, and not as a call-line to 

the larable of the 'Ijower. The conclusions drav; n froiii the i(lea of 

two sepýivtte ý, ources would mean that the j arable of the )ower was 

part of a different source from the arables of thp '-, e(, rl Growing 

becretly and the , uAard Seed.. 'J'his is difficiAt to accept (1). 

Confinirib the survey to the use of these introductory 

formulas in ark 4 can easily lead to bianed conclusions, so it 

is necensary to see whether or not Jeremias! and arxsen's claims 

about IK4i c r(vlrAt. are sub, Aantiated by tile use of 

these formulas in Lark's Gospel &-enerally. The niziber of 

occasions on which is used in ay- introductory formula in 

P. ark is thirty-one in all. In fifteen of these, I I/ 
ir-, 

is used. (2). A further nine times, where different forms are wed 

the sayings introduced are spo-en by people other than Jesus k3). 

(The al). varerit Imistereotypp. d' use of O! r/ to introduce 

'1: 20 is quite possibly due to redaction. '-'he sayinU is es,,: entially 

in'eant to be a continuation of 7: 17-1ý and wf)uld 3nin more smoothly 
1, '%" 

without any introductory formula at all. The phrase 

does, riot promineatly emphasiarthe divisioci betweeii the two sections 

as would 't,, df rl! ( Afurther six introductory formulas are 

introduced by Mj (Ayhl 'J. 'hree are Sound in chapter 

4: 10,21,24, aud two in 12: 35,30. '-j'he introduction to the sajing 

1) fl. Black, An Aramaic Approach'to the Gospels and Acts, Oxford 
Clarendon I'rcsý, 196't, pp. 162-6. All three parabler, have similar 
Aramaic word-plays. 
2) 2: 27,3: 23,4: 2,10,21t 24,6: AP 10,1 7V 

' -, 
's 14, . 27-, (modification 

of iýtl to I .i), 8: 21,9: 1,31,11-17 
3) 5: 6,28,30 (althoulli spoken by Jesus, intricate part of 
iiarrative), 6: 16,18,8: 24,9: 24,15: 12,14 
4) 4: 9,26,309 12: 35,38,14: 36 
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in 14: 36 is spokeri by Jesus when alone, arld therefore woitl. (l have 

been modified to make sense. 

It is suL-týested that a possible reason for the use of 

I 'If 
II- 

P I/ in these five cases (1), rather thart 

lies with the lack of a defined context. Yhe --ayiyi(-,, in rirk 4-: 9 

is appended to the ! arable of the bower, and 4: 26f aid 4: 30f to the 

collection of sayin8 on the right use of parables, (Ak. 4: 21-54 

Similarly, 12; 35f and 38f are appended to the *prece dinf; discussio)'s 
I 

in the Temple. In both cases, the thenselves do ijot posse-ýs 

a self-contained context or a setting within a narrative pericope, 

and'the introductory formula is modified accordinaly. 

One further question to be raised concerning this subject is 

which of the two formulas is original? one ou&ht not to be too 

pedantic here, but the tendency in the ý, ospel to use 

,, iore than aiiy other form and the almort reduodant inciusion of" 

A, Iýt F, 3 in certain contexts on. occasions sue6es'ts that the 

lon6er forni was the more original and that ;,,. ark f ourA it necessary 

to iiiodifyif in a few instances. 

-. iii) jýiark 4: 1-20, . '1 - 14-23 

, 'ý. parallel between these two teaching sections has been 

j, oted iii a nimber or -, tudies (2). Discussion coricernini; the 

original meaning of the parables and the problems of interpretation I 

1) 4: 9,26,30,12-359 36 
2) cf. G. 11. Doobyer, op. cit., pp. 62-63. ', Wrý-de, j'kjgj- ssiq -IQ 

mic 

Secret, London, J. Clarke and Go. Ltd., 1971, p. 61, T. Wellhausen 
iý-siýangelium Maxci, Berlin, G. Reimer, 1503, P-, '7-8 
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is api. arently haripered by the context settinL; for the sayirq; s. 

Two articles, discussin6- the simil;. irities betweun the two sections 

have done much to help olve thi. -. difL'iCUlty. It is worth briefly 

lookin. -I at -them as a starting point for further coý(qwrifý-ion. 

, L; aube (1) looks at the forn of teachirij; followed irt four Cosl-el 

pas. -a. -es. 'zhe plan follows the. form of a luolic l. ronointcoment 

about which the Talmidim ask, in private afterv;; ý-rds, for its true 

mea, iin, sý and recr3*ve a! A eýxplanatioji. Two of these four iinrratives 

are i ark 4.1-20 and 7: 14-23- I)aube's conteýition iý Viat the layout 

of theý_; e four sectiorsreveals an oripinal. context to that 

usually portrayed in literature on habbinic discussionr-. 1'e 

therefore ai.,, reetu with the usual atisumptiori that althouEli the pub) ic 

sayino is oriGinal, the reVest for an explanation and the 

% Iz 
subsequent answer are redactional. We position of the cýfi-, cjl 

tradition D these sections is that both the vayings, 4: 3-8 and 

7: 15, and part of the-explanation, 4.11-12,7: 20-3, are introduced 

by this foriTula. The Sitz-ini-Leben of the context for these 

sa, yiri, ý; s, however, does tiot esse., AiaLly' relate to the sayinj, "s. 

ther-i'Selves-, which could. have- berm 'earlier in ori6in (2). It has 

- become increaoint; ly evident that the sayii1t; - 'on 1mrables io ar. k 

4: 11f did not originally r'efer to the .. ower but that, - it is rei'nt*cr- 

preted as such within the confi. nes of the pretýent context. lilldr, 

conclusion does not necessaxýily jacan that the de: velopment of such 

contexts for variou,,,, sayings le,,; -en,! -the likelihood of the 

orii,, ina-lity of the say-in,,,,. -thernselves. The creation of ouch 

1) A. Daube, 1-ubiic Pronouncemen t aria , rivate nxplana tion in the 
Gospels, ' ET, 57,1945-6, PP- 175-7 
2) 'wiereas uaube ibid. P-177 coiisiders the context a reworked 
tradition, j. Jeremias, op. cit., p. 98 considerv it redactional. 
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contexts may have been an attempt by the Church to preserve sayings 

of Jesus arid j, -ive them an authority equal. to those in 'ewish 

tradition. As seca in the study of the lassion iredictions, . -6nusl 

words carry a certain quasi-cario -ical. scriptural authority, and 

have been fraiied as such by subsequent tradition- so it is 

equaliy po:. -sible that words of Jesus are herepreserved in ,, arly 

'.; hurch traditions, to reflect hi,,. tcac! ýing authority. Uthou& 

baube riý; htly question.; the asswný)tion that certain sayinf, -, in 

these teachings sections are not oriGinal, hi, ý- conclusions 

throw more light on thew -9-e made of oriainal Eayin,,., within the 

Christian tradition than, on the nature of the sayings themselves. 

Marxsen (1), in his discussion of the parable theory in 

Mark's Goz-, pei also sees si-milarities tetween ark 4 and 7. fie 

says tark 'f records a purer form thao, Marl, 4, for the inserte(3 

sectiong 4: 10-12, inteVipts' the flow of the plan (2). 'fowever 

w1jen the two teachi-iU -ciections are compared, it can be seeil that 

he fails to reco6nise the idea of a double interpretation Uiven 

to the parable. The r. 1A (A( P/ interpretation ill 7: 20-C is not 

once mentioned by ., -. rxsen and 4: 11 is coiarAdered to be i -)I)osed 

upori the ýkisting coiltext. fie therefore nees the layout of the&e 

two sections as a -,, ayina or parable jaonciýnerqent, followed by an 

explanation ý, ive, i to a small &roup of diociples. It is preoicely 

the double ii, terpretation wbich makev tl-. )e.,, e two teachiný,, sections 

special a, jd thic fact ha. ý, beeii iýpiored by both "arxsei. and .: 
Daube. 

1) W. Jarxsen, op. cit., 'pp. 257-61 
2) 4. -arxsen, ibid., p. 262 
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At this sta6e, it would be i., iost profitub)e to place the two 

teaching sections parallel to each other and'see what further 

si-ailarities ; appear. This might help to illiviiiiate the method of 

composition and suggest reasons for the placing of these sayings 

within their preý,; ent form and context. 

Chapter 
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A parallel pattern clearly emer6eq. The L tstemerit- m; 3de 

to the crowd, in each case, is introdaced by the MI f, j(ýrv FC? "MUld. 

'L; oth beCin with a call to IiEAeri-and finish with a formi0a of 

exhortation (1), which in JIark 4.9 is Litroduced by a 

forviula. Then comes a chafibe of scej, e where , esiýs, alone with 

his di5ciples (2), is questiwied about the prececdiný, p; tr, ýbleM, 

in each case two explapatioas are (5iven. k. iie is ii, troduced 

NIA I" by and the othpr by k1i -tl J'ark 7. i't-23 

has the two explanations in rever-e order to ., 'ark 4 10-20. 

The inconbruity of' the framework to the sayinl, -; is obvious 

in the on I arables, %here its meariijnU in the pref-ent 

context is co, ifined just to one parable whereas the Fayint, 

itself au66ests application to t: je ftill rwiZýe of Jesus' teaching. 

This sui,, Geý; ts that the oriGinal sayi-, i,., i here ; ire pre, -, rrved within 

a ti? aditiona), it-ichan,; ed framework. also, "arl, '1 17 introklitces the 

a motif. This IfLotif could possibly be a pre-rlarkan 

frameworit. up-m which various sayings and stories h.,. tve been huncý. 

Therefore. it appears most probable that in both these teachine 

sections. two saying. c. plus the. t,,,, jo explanations are framed within 

- quasi-stereotyped framework. 

,i niuber of ixobleit-is must be dealt with. 

a) The sui6estion that the fraiqework artd sayin&, - do iot form an 

1) 7: 16 is occasionally lef t OUt Of ( rCfAZ Tn-,,. ý, rlp of the mss. 
Lhat cuntains triis exhortury verve is Codex cý.,, ae. 
2) 

.; 'hero- has beea some conconi over thr2 ! -ieariiiig, of 
, er a, id le., -, s ii-Ain-Ae (, roitp 70iS ýr(#A 

, which sujýL, ests a much larj-, 
than the immediate' disciples of Jesus. IZ.. ' . k'eye, iJark 4: 10 
'Those about 'Lim with the '. L'welve, l Studia EvanEplica. 

_, 
11,1963 

pp. 211-8, says that the phrase could be translatp. d as certain 
'belont; in,,, to' the '. 0welve. 
3) of - ýIvvjark ý: 10 7: 17 par. 
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orif, inal cohesive unit, j; oses the question; what was the roason for 

settiriL out the sayines in this'way? 

b) Vhat is the relationship between the s ayings aild two ex!, la, -latioris'. 7' 

and 

c) ý, an any 'Kerý%matiý,, ingl influence be seen in the explatiations'e 

i. c. I. re the explanations ýýhurch interpretations of the sayin-!: -s 

of - esus'.,, 

virst, the arrantýcrnent of 4.1-20 rlu.,. t be inve,, tieated. ': 'he 

.I context of týe Iarable of the ower and the two interpretations i-- 

6reatly modiiied in ' atthew aid Dike. OnIf , ark introducess- a 

complete chanoe of scene between the parable arid the first 

interpretation. , attliew and Luke mention the request for ar, 

explanation by Je8us' disciples, but riot that the request is made 

on aj-other occasion when alone. n1vo they viodif., V- the que, -t-i. on put 

to Jesus. In Vark 4.10 the question-about pa. rAblef, is incojo6rous 

to both the imwediate context arid the wider mea-iiiac; of the sayint,,. 
I 

However, in ýýatthew 13-10, the diuciples ask why -tesus speaks in 

parables and Luke 8: 9 confiries the quer,, tiot, to the I'arable of the 

oower itbelf, therebd resolvi"g any difficultim. "he clear-cut 

divi8ion between the first second iiiterpreLn-tion is not muted 

in i,, ark. tý-, axk 4: 13 positively introduces the necond explanation 

with the Klý Ai qlet /c/rct, 5 formula and a. couiiter-popstion 

both of which are missing in i, '-atthew and uke. It wolild a. [, ppq. r 

that j, -. atthe, -, aiia !. uke have lost the clear-cut division, apparent 

ir, , arx, of a parable plus two explanations. i,. lso, the ; arkan 

context shows a faller awareness of the wide meaninj; t1: at'c. )1jld be 

attribiAed to tLe saying it' 4: 11f despite the fact that he had 

Ltiaei: ted it into a cantext cauFAnj!, it to refer to on] y one paral)] e 

1) This reflects a similar feature to tl: at found in i,! ar, - 9: 31 where the 
context does riot do justice to tl, -, e full impli. c., tions of the sayiiig. 
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A comparison of the . 1. )ayinjU on 1jtrables itself , recorded j. n 

the three Gospels 04t. 13: 11-14, Hk. 4: 11-12, Lk. 0: 1.0) reveals an 

interestinU sittiation. ', a. tthe,. 7 and Luke agree in construction 

a, -, aiii: jt ark. Both 
. 

introcluce the wordfp)ý,, I( and use the 

plural TA ý/i (/: --T (kj , which tends to al ter the meaning. Also 

another quotation from Isaiah 6: 9-10 appears, for ý'. ark sides ,, tith tke 

\''I -% 
TarLiLm by concluding the quotation with VA p, 4jTosS which 

is abzýent in Natthew and Luke. The same quotation appears in 

Joll-m 12: 39'and Acts 28: 27. On both occasions, the concludin., 

phrase, CATqj1,0A ALqyý, reflects the Septuagint and T, '. as. 3orCfj(. 

texts. An absence of either conclusion in f. att ew and J; alfle is 

rather stra. n&e. It is evident that the quotation in johy, 0.1-ld 

Acts represents a proof of the Jews' blindness, prod-. 11cedhOmscripture. 

un tile other ha, id, such a, use of the text is not so evident in 

!.. ark (1). Althouý,, h the complexities of Va-tthaean and Lukan ement 

yill be dealt with at a. later sta6e in this inquiry, it vroi, ild 

a lar, ppear that on some occasions when 11 Ic is preserving his A 

tradition, - attliew and Luke retaifi ýthe s, -i. me "Synoptic' traditioi) 

wnich is usually ascribed to M, ark. 

Contrary to the ceneral opinion that the allegorical intexi- 

pretation of the Parablý of the Soaer (4: 13-20) is secondary (2. ), 

Gerhardsson (3) sucuests that Parable and its interpretation jo 

to, Lýether. The Parable of the Sower itself is Iýenerally accepted 

as oriL; inal (4) and there is no reason to suc,, ý; est ot'ielvise. 

1) see L)tudy, P-55. 
2) V. Taylor, 'J. "ine t'o. pel AccordinL, to St. i-ark, London, i. xacraillan, 
and Co. Ltd., 196ý, p. 258 cites a. number of scholars who accepted 
this view. 
3) B. Gerhirds soil, 'The larables of the ., o,;; er and its Tilterpretatioll't 
!, T'S., 149 1967-8, Pi). 190-1'1'1- 
4T V. Taylor, op. ci ., p. 250- 
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Therefore, if the I'arable is orit. -ioal, the it)Lorp-retatJorl I'lur-A be 

also. (ArhardEson (1) says that the larable is recotmted is a 

fixed text which was learnt by heart as a. rricthod. of traiismittiiij, ' 

Jecun' teachiiit,. The interpretation, however, could litive been 

vautly developed and chaný, -ed froiq its I; robable oriýjmal meaidliý.. 

r T'herefore, it was esý-, eritial to traiismit strict. 1y certain ýziayin.. z 

of Jesus, whereai, other sayini, s were developed to act as a corwneiitary 

or interpre-tation on carefully pre,. ented ý., ayiiiz, s . of-lpsus which 

prebuinably formed the core of his' teachiiia. A. lthouph the sayinCý 

on larables (4: 11f) acts as aj) interprptation of the pa. r, )I)le of 

the ýýower, no attempt to chan6ýe the actual wording of the ý-, ayin, - 

is discernable. This first interpretation of the parable is 

therefore essentially in a different caiAgory from the second 

ifiterpre tation. 

Anothf(conclusion Gerhardrson (2) draws from his exarqinatlon 

of* the 'Synoptic texts ir, that the 1, -, attliaean account is more orifs-inal. 

Underlyin&- the parable interpretation in ,: atthew it, the text of 

i)euterpriomy 6: 4f which relates the four ways by w1aich :. od caii be 

lionoured accordin, to the Shema to. four typps of ý)eoplv. 'Aie Mikan 

parallel interpretation has obvious Christian developmei)ts and is 

not concerned with r; cordinj, the reaction of carefully defined 

types of people (3),, `, ArkIs interpretation, on the other harid, takes 

the- form of an initial headiri6 that the seed is Interpretecl as i.; be 

-Word arid then sets out a table of four catagorins of people 

1) 13. Gerhardw: ozi, "The . 1-arable of tile ', io-acr and itr J)Aprpretationl 
L-T-S, 14,1067-8, P-150-1 
2) 13. CArhardsvon, Ibid., P-175-9 
3) b. Gerhaxdý,; ý; on, 

_Lbid., 
I)j)-1-10-4 
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represented bj the different soils (1). It is at once'iioticeaýle 

d4t the form the interpretatiois in V. atthev and i ark. t4ke have 

simil ariti VS. with a haUý,, adic midra sh, (rather than the urual 

explanation)that it is an allej; orical interpretatiori (2). 1ric, tead 

of _ark usial; an underlyin; _ 
Cld 'zectatyient qiiotation to -ubstantiate 

the parable a,,. d interpretation as in atthevi, the parable iLself 

form. -ý the sole basis of the interpretation (3). This is not 

necessarily due to a later tradition than that recorded L. ý. atthev 

as (, erhards, _on arEumes. The words of -Jesus could be tite'scriptural' 

baiAs for both parable aid interpretatioi- JUst aS :., ar. ", c probably 

I, -new the basic Synoptic tradition of the Saying on I Larables (4-11f) 

and has ouperimpozed on it the older M. q tradition, vo here 

-nown the basic tradition renorded in atthew also , 'ark may have 11 

but chose his alternative tradition. Vtie Larkarl interpretation 

(4: 13-20) ýmphazdses riot oidy four caLa6ories of people but alw 

the importance of 'the Word') i. e. Jesus teachine. Whether US 

alteration to the com, rientary is ; arkan or pre-jý. ': arkan is difficillt 

to tell, althout, 11 Jeremias (4) su&:, ests that the conclusion is 

pre-j, 'arkan. 

The conlusions drawn -from this section -ark 4: 1-20 are 

subs taj itial ly differLt. from the usual view of the con. struction 

and dpvelop-iieat of the '; yzioptic tradition (5). The framework is 

1) J. Jerýmia;,, _oi). cit-., *j). 79 
2) R. hultmann, The History of the bywojkc Trajjtion, Oxford 
131ackwell, 1972) p. 187 
3) A similar situation found in the secood Xpsioo Prediction 
supports the view that these wayin, s represert a more priwitive 
form, later sayims Wing hi6her inciecnces of proof texts 
ulderlyina them. 
4) J. Jeremias, op. cit., P-79 
5) cf. J. Jeremias, ibil., p. 10 Al., D. w. Riddle, 'Laxk 1: 1-34 
the Evolution of a Uoppel Ahadition, j& %jll-, 56,1937, PP-77-90 
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used primarily to accentuate the role of the words of Jesus: a 

parable of Jesus has been interpreted by another 'parable' which 

althouCh originally concerned with a different situation, iv here 

applied. directly to the larable of t1s Sower. The second interpre- 

tation is in the form of a midrashic exposition of the firot parable 

which, althou6h again pre-narkan, and its method betrayina Jewish 

rather than Greek influence, cannot be thouLht of in its present 

form as original. Tais layout reflects a Jewish midrashic 

technique where one (Ad Testament quotation may be interpreted 

by another, the quotations are taken completely out of their original 

context but linked by subject or lingistic similarities j, whibh 

in turn are interpreted by a commentary tending to be more fluid. 

It would seem that the words of Jesus are used, as with the second 

J'assion I rediction, scripturally and the i' ý01(f sayine 

corresponds to an early commentary form. 

The next step is to put into practice the conclusiuns drawn 

from the teachin, ý i-ection im 4: 1-20 and see whether a si-, lil,, r 

pattern cart be discerned in 7: 14-23. Although only part of a 

, er teachi. n,, : -ýection starting froo -1.1 conceriii-iij, - ritual washJrL,,, loý. -g 

it iv. t; enerall, a6-reod that 7': 14 begins as a new detached section 

I iwlced oýily by the common theme of uncleannest, (2). here we find 

a similar layout. the p, -ý, rable is spoken, then two explanations in 

II. priVate are Oiven. The substantial diffepence is that the rV., Ai-! 

explanation preceeas the MI 'i Literpretation. Lookirq,, at the 

hatthacan parallel, (15: 10-19)o certai" differences are to be found(3). 

The mont important one which concerrus us here iE the 

1) W. marxsen, op, 
_cit., 

p. 264 
2) J. Wellhaueen P-57 
3) A. abseLce of, 74tvImotif, and ieter, not the discirles, questioning 
Jesus abont the parabJe. 
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of the two explanations into one continuous exposition. It has, 

already been noticed the. t flark's u. se of his m.,! terial flas 

led to certain iricouF-istajices in the text of 4: 1-20, and. 7: 14-23 

appears to be no exception. -ar- ýas k, ýpt the order of sayin,, -s 

established ir -the tradition known to him as recorder! in ; a. tthevi 

and 1, uke, and therefore, the explanations ir, 7: 14f al. -q., ear if) 

rev(-., r,, e order to, those in 4: 1-20. 

The correspondini, . atthaeari teachinE; section 15: 10f P. tte'-. I)ts 

to f orm a unity with the 1, recezdii teachirj, ý,, ' on ritij R-1 wa'shia-- 15: lf - 

J-l: atthew 15: 20 sums up the whole teachiiia bection by'brinýjniý it 

back to its oriE; inal startinC point. The modified list of vices, in 

15: 19 fits those listed in the l. ecalogue more precisely than the 

Parkarl list (1), and the emphasis on the vices which are spoken or 

thott6ht tends to brin6 the list iiore in line with the imnediat, e 

controveray. 

The ',, arkari section makes a clear-cut divisioh between the 

two explanatior)s ie. 7: 18-19,20-3, arid at the end of the first 

one, inserts the statement 11111is 

iiiuilediatel, y put., t. e tayii16 on a levej. with ertcl et-iastical 

pxonouricementr, made by the Church and not Jesi. 1s. Yhe statemerit 

is also Gra, -9ý-. aticalfy awkwýird in its context which . 9imi 1 tix. l y 

sugLests that it may not be part of the original aircussion. whe 

f0st interpretation, 7418-19 is similar to 4: 13-20.5he explanation 

hac beei introduced by the Church for didiactic rpavorr- T! 1ir' 

interpretation, elevatino the Laying to the role of a decren, should 

naturally exclude any further iaterpretation, but the tr-adition 

1 ari, was workinc, frr-)n i, cludod a further separate explanation. If 

i. ark 7: 10-11 was taken out of its prenent-context, 7: 15,20-3 would 

G. C, )rl,. -torl, 
t "The tli,, ). t J)efil. ell (1,, 'k- 7: 14) and the lavi 

in ; ýatthew and jwark, l 15,1966, p. 50 
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run toether smoothly and recall Lite layout in 4: 3-12.1-fie rief)(I to 

iiisert the other explanation ýn arcordarice with the orcler of 

the basic ',; ynoptic Tradition known to !, ark, has I. erL to the 

unnecessary incluLio,, of two ex, lanatio, is. 

Me second explanation begin- 06 aýýes to atter'lpt 

as in latthew, to relate bac, to the original discussion, 7: 1f, but 

only relates it to the 'parable' in verse 15- '. Lhe explar). q. tion 'iere 

is concerned with i: iora)- instructio, ri rpther than ritual interpretation. 

The first ex,, laiiation fits well within the ppriod of the (ýhurch 

where such practicalitieg as Jewish dietary and cleaijsii-)i, laws- we: re 

reviewed in the liht of the Lrowing number of ý.; entile Cliristiqns. 

Dibelius (1) says that the double explanation of' verse 15 caji only 

be uiiderQýtood froýii the Church's interest in the food qveEtion, but 

t, he seconO. explanation is not concer, -ied with food and doe,, - not 

betray any obvious Sit;,, 
-im-Leben by its contents. iiultmann (2) 

and others (3) 
. 

imruediately assurne a list such as this must be 

the product bf the Jewish flellenistic Church. 

The division of the list under the lipadin,; 

, 7a, -ct%qt, into two parts, each 'containing, -ix vices su(!, y.,, ests that 

it is set OUt in thir-, way to aid easy jiiemori,, ation. Taylor 

proposes a closenese to ionline vocabulary, but it contains certaQ 

words not used at all in the lauline epistles. A is usually 

ass=ed that a vice list which, bears no direct relationship to the 

becalopye or similar lists in the Oewish literature, mupt necessarily 

1) iý,. i)ibeliw., From Tradition to Gosp2j., Lo, idon, NiCIMI-SOlt and 
Vlatsorl, 1954, P- 2yl' 
2) R. Bultmann, op. cit , 1;.. 1.66 
3) cf V. Taylor, op. cit , P-A7 
4) C. Carlston, op. cit., p. 90 
5) cf comparibun li,,, t of words in the .! ew Testotwit in, V. 'Naylor 
0.1ý .. cit., 1). 346 
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be t; eilenistic in ori8in (1), but tbere is evidence in Qt; ýiiran (2) 

and the Didache (3) that such lists were constructed which wore not 

obviously connecteu with the hellenistic lists aiid sinilar[y not 

directly dependent on the ; Ad Te,, tament. Taylor (4) says that 

'(: 2U-23 showo sit, -ru: of an early -hrieýtian c, ý. techetical interpret, -LtiO, -. 

,e 5) is s-uprised, however, that the Uhurch z; till neede(I the teechiiij-; 

of laul oi, food baws arid the' discussion, that ensued, consideriný, - 

there were already two -, hristian ! 'arjvms on the sajinL. If, ho -. ever 

the ori6inal interpretation of ve7. se 15 mr'. - verý-! F, 20-3, refl. ectir,,, 

a -noral expD-ulatilon of the sayind, and the ritual expl, i-ation was 

--uj)eri, t, -ur, e(J upon the text at a later sta,, e, the full ir.. ipl i cations 

of the saying coulo easily give rise to discussion and aebate. 

As 7: 18-11 is a secondary commentary, similar to that of 4: 13-20 F., 

form, the implications of the interpretatLon are more fluid and 

can be seen reflected in the discussions subsequentl, put forward 

in the ýew Testament 

A final problem must be discussed. 

,, hat was the roie the! ýe group- of cayini; r, played in the early Chijrdh'. e 

., 
E. are faithfully presirvod ard It lias been iioted that the 

that any developwej,, t is only introduced in the context or im the 

additional cwvaentarý. in both cases, the two ,. youps appoar to 

represent some form of catechetical instruction. Amittedly, at 

1) G. H. liodu, More New Testament Studieq, arichester, k. niversity 
ýre. is, p. 25 
2' ý). wibbli"IUI LýýTygen! ý und Lasterkatalogq.. in Ilquen Testament, 
berlin, Alfred 'vopelmaxin, 1959P p. 60: 'Das bietet keine direl. ten 
paral IeIen1 
3) U. i)auue, The 11ew Testam6nt and Rabbinic -Judaism, Loodon, jklthorie 
. Lres., , 1ý56,1). I()4-lu5 
4) V. Taylor, OP- Cit-, P-341 
5) v- 'Taylor, Lhi Li. , 1) - 343 
b/ loma-rts 14: 14 even citeo tl)iS baYilk, Of I'Pf; UE in relation to tý-Ie 
f ood ', aws. 

0 
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firkA si6ht, chapter 4: 1-20 does 
. -ot appear to . how oi, a 

C-atectletical Lifluerice. 'i'liere is iiothinL ta E. u&, escL Vie ori6Lal 

conLext of tire paroble when fir, -it Lipoken. , -! owever 

sees reflected in the interl, retation, ; ý. atte IA to titrn the p, rahle 

into at, admonition addre&.,. ed to coiLverts. ITI thir ca., C, tile 

converted are repre-zented noi, bý the crowd -but by th, 3 disci.,, les. 

It would al-pear lo6ical to assume toat the disciples -would be 

re,. ar(ied as the oriý-Jiiaj. converts. Thereýore, the i-, tp-rprr-. -tatLor,, - 

a,. d 1. o.: ýAbly the prable, al'. so wa. u riot meant foiý every, )ne, but for 

those converts who viere willint, to receive inArl., ction. '01 Le 

larable of the ý)ower bei,, ins wit1h a call to li. tell a rl e, d', with a 

little sayii-6 exhorting the listeners, aLain, to take note. The 

streus oii-hearin,, is so that it cai be c--), --i-, Ated to merlory (2). 

Codex -e-. cie adus e, brLilý; ing in the concept of 

ut; derstandin., as well. T1*pTfSMC-(f iheriSCi recipiejit- of the 

instructiou, alon6 with tl. ie e ýphý, sis or-, teachiiij;, brint'- to r1ind 

a , ettiný, siý, ilar 'to the secoud ias. ii. )n rediction. 

iýgain, 7: 14-23 reflects the idea of a sinall iToup of disci-. rAp.. -, 

rece-tving sl, ecial i., straction, also cnntainiri. ý- cind e: -)phaý, iF Lit the 

need to liý-ten and under,, tand 3). i-urtherý. o: re, the k/, 

explanation ir, 7: 20-3 seems phrased in such a iva. yasta render it 

easier to cora. iit to memory. 

The use'of these original sayin_s of Jesus appears to confirm 

an opbdon Vlready stated in the conclusio"a on the Jamion 

1) j. iereiai, s, oil. cit 
2) cf Lk. 9: 44 which is the introducti on to the second rmcf3jon 

. 
Prediet. i. on, where .. uko stresý-. es the .! eed to livtefi. 
3) 7: 14,15,113 
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J redictions that the words of' jesus, havinjS receive(] in some ci-es 

,a quasi- carioijical status in the Church, becime the basis for 

catechetical iris truct ions. The rekult was that, wh, -1n the ,, aý, in,, s 

eliý; t misur, der, ta: Willc of the orij, ]I were drawij upon by the o, 'van, 
- I ,i al 

nieaiýii, 6- of the E-a., int;, - led to differei-A interpretatiofic, I)c,, i, 8 

Lýposed oji them by the Ghurch (I. ) 
) 

Aespite the 
. ýva; )6elist havint; 

suca--ýdpd in pre-crvin, ý the exact wordiriE, and its nuthorit., -, as 

faithfully as posAble, within the existini. ' fra, ieviork. 

iv) i-ark 4: 21-32 

The continuation and conclusion of the 'Iarable section in 

ark falls into two p, -, rts: a) i6ark 4: 21-5, which contains a uumber 

of short sayin6s; b) 1,1ark 4: 25-32 a pair of parables: the '-. ecd 

Growiiib 6ecretly (4: 26-29) and the Mustard Seed (4: 30-2). either 

unit is attached to any form of context but hanGs upon the orit; ina. 1 

settind in oark 4: 1-2 

a) -i-ark 4: 21-5 

ýAbelius (2) suggests that these verses are a continivtion and 

concli-ision to the interl, retatioo of the Pýiv)ble of Vie '-ow, ýr. An 

aFýý, u., -ipUon like this, ho,.. -ever, is. difficult to stib. -talitiýjte, for 

as Jereiiias points out, any meanin,, s attached to these sayi, -(js are 

work of the Lvangelist, for the ori. Inal. cotittp. xt is irretrievable. 

Theoretically, this section is a collection of four sayin6z 

but the layout preE; ent,,; them in a secial way. Ylie queFtion arises 

whether the arranGement is aue to the 'emni; elist, or to the tradition 

which lie may have used. Jeremias (3) s4yo the grouping of the-, e 

I)- ef 4. t: ', arxsen, or). nit.,. f). 256 sugme-ts the Synoptic coDectors 
preserve traditions wýiich they did wot J. -rOlbOrly LlnderFta; iý!. 
2) t,;. i)ibelius, op. cit , p. 227 
3) J. Jereminz, op. cit., p. ý). 
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four bayin.., s in this section i. r: secondary, but it. is more im portant 

to ascertain whether this Groupint, is dve to reda. ctiOtL (ie. the 

, Nan6elist) or tradition (ie. pre--C, arkan). There is no reason to 

assume that the sayinGs precented iri this foria were once attached 

to a I, articular colitext, and the uj-ju-, ua1 maiwer of presentation 

for %ark (ie. of' no direct context on which to han,., the-, e bayiný, s) 

su66es-ts Liýat the EvanLelist is draviiýq_ý from a colloction of 

ii. oluted sayincý. J. eiinedy (1) notes a similarit3, betwein tlie, -e 

sayin, Ls and the rezA of chapter 4. 'Aie Litrod. uctorý for-jul%L in 

1,: 21,24 occurs a iiumber of ottier times in thi,, cl-ta-Pter, which 'he 

says indicates I., ark's coiiscious u., -e of it stereo-typed traditioki. 

The artificial arrbLn6en, ent -and orderly preEentation of the sayini's 

has siniilarly sugekted to Taylor (2) that j ark is preiervillý; a 

, ýource. C 

'Iuriiiný; to the section itself, the indicatiowL, of a stero- 

typed tradition and tIAe sut; kebtion of a link iiith the, ireviously 

%Y 
meiitioued 1ý/, 4 (i flf/ bayinGs in the chapter are eazily -e-zil. 'Plle I/ f 

four sayin, s are ý. et out iii a. pv. ir of double or parables. 

The dow, le parables, arc verj si. Alar in coilstructioii. '. oth 

be(jri with the for=ýU t1.4 which introduces the riiqiile; 
I/ -I 

this is interpreted Ij an explanatory sayin.., which is attached -to it 

'by the conjunction rr ,, 
0 . It is noted by Jerer-iias (3) that the 

division of these four sayings into a pair'of double parables is 

even marked by /j/jr'/7rr( T(' A &OV97C (Mk- 4: 24a, cf 4 . 3a) r 

atýocl((v *MOfXýrQ(, '4jk- 4: 23. ) (4) lt is with exa(! tly the Eame phrw. e 

in ; ark, 4: 9 that the A arable of the Liower is li,; Iced with the 

I-, 'eriyiedy, 
l(The compositiot'l of ark 4 2.1-5- L studj in 

the 
: 
ynoptic iroblem, ýLT, 25 1913-4,1, -ý05 

2) V. Taylor, op. cit., pp. 262-3 
3) J. Jeremias, op. cit., P. 51 
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.. I the subsequent interpretatioi. s. Jimilarly, the phrase ri ('W*rf- 

(i, A. 4: ýA) recalls the u. -e of Ako(rTc to introduce the begimdng 

of the I'arable of the '-, ower (cf 1*1- 4: 3) (1), 

The use of the,. e sayini, --s i5i atthew arid Luke iridicateri a 

co., ipletely different application and presenta. tiori. ',, he four 

sayings are represented individually in separate contexts in both 

1.,, atthew and jiuke, a fact which is usually assLuned to indicate a 

reliance on The 'interpretive' sayinG of the seco-d parable 

(Wk. 4: 25) is reproduced a second time in , fit.,. hevi 13; 12, Ahe 

atthaen parallel of the reason for iarables (cf k. 4: 10-L2). 

As Kennedy (2) points out, this is the only indication in the 

vatthaean parables section that the 1ý'vantelist may have been 

aqainted with the -arkan inaterial. '. 'Phe addition of r. 4 

in 
. atthew 13ý12 appears in the saj, ie sa. iin, _-, 

in atthew 25-29, but 

neither in ý--Iark nor in the apparent I' pas-a,, e ia .: uke 3.9: 20. 

Its inclusion within the same section as that in ý, ark, at most 

indicates a very dim recollection of the arkmn material but on 

the whole it could be assuiied that j, atI. he , was directly infliienced 

by a non-ýarkan source. 

luke, on the pther hand, besideýi recordinf, the individual 

4) ýi. j. boader, ', ý, ark 4: 23,25, l)'1.3-14, p,.,. /t2)-30 suC_eSt, - 
that thik, verse is a Later addi7ti-on to the textýý,, arid titat the w-e 
of this phrase ia i- k- 4.23 and '1 : 1.6 is ba6ed upon Vie ori,., i. lal 
LISe i" ý k- 4: 9. It has boen roted that on three occasions wherv. 
this sa, JnLý occurs in !., k. it is part of the ev@. j traditiolý 
ajid part of the parables zection at that. Also, the OC3U2ý,, m. r, Ce of 
the phrase in bit. 13: 9,11: 15,13: 4. ý and ik. 13-03 wid 14*35 bet, 'inwith y EA4)V(4-9) whkh difrcrs, 'frm', t1'6 Alkri. (4: 23 9 7: 16). The Stero- 
typed introductions cua, -, est this r, ayin- as an inLW71,11 part of the 
tradition. 
1) Also cf .k-7; . 1.4 
2) ii.. A. A. Kei-wedy, op- cit t P-305 
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sayiriLs parallel to j. atthew, does have a section sl, -iilar to nrIC 

4: 21-5 at Luke 8: 10-18. Althou., h three out ol' foitr of the 

are recorded in the -wa-; ýe order, it muý, t ijot be auto-nat-ically 

ass-u,,, ed that ;, uke is follo-i-iiine, the nrican jxýrallel. ' Orl the 

contrary, there iv rew. ot. to -. uj,,. o.,: e J. uke liad knowledt e of 'a 

source which re. lied jeither on Marknorlql. 

The ideotical -ýayinj, to .. uke P: 16 irk . 1-1-33 co, tet) -ývitl-dn t 

section which contai;: s a I-, reat deal of special !, ij. kan material 

ai, d i, ennedy su, ýLeL; tý,, that tlieE!. e two sa, -, liiý6s are ilot indepei, dent 

of one another. This is evident in the simil, arities betv,, eeli the 

fir"A a-ad last phrase in both -iikan sa, ints (1) w1iich is -lot found 

iii the 
-arkan or ; atthaean parall. els (j, 'k. 4: 21, ýA- 5: 15)- Al. though 

;. ennedy (2) sulg_ests that both sayin-s are druir, froi-ii, or ý)ifluenced 

by, a special bukan source, lie thiiilzri tliat the parn. 1101 u,: e of 

8: 16f with i-lark 421f indicates a knowled,, e of thip - irkan material. 

Lowever, he does not assuriie a detailed krioviled,, e of ark 4.21-5 

by 41, uke, for it is inconceivable why the third S8744; (of 
, k. 4: 24) 

is left out. In the preseiitation of the four sayi-ij,,.,. by 
-. ark, the 

third sayin,, - or sLidle ir iriterprc!. ed by the fourth , ayiiiý; - 4-. 24,5), 

buke has completely -ýiolated thi- by rotainiiýi, the interprfRive 
A 

sayin,,, -; (l. k. 8: 16) but riot the sindle which it n. hould be i', Aerpretino. 

A is possible that t4e passaUe in Ve reprecents a conpletely 

different tradition Am that preserved ir ýark. The first Mile 

in 8: 16, as has been wg6ested, is, probably "ot : arkan but is from 

1) Lk. 8: 16 
// 1, k- 11: 33 ', '(S 0"1 
2) II. A. i... Xemiedy*, bid., P-303 

_L_ 
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another source. The use of as a liiddiig- conjunction Letvie, m 

the si,,, ile and interpre; Lve 
sayiriC; ic riot only I-ept in 8: 37 but 

also in G: 18 and it is feas. ible to arjýue that 1307-1.0 represeritý; 

two interpretations of 8.16. n1l evide, ice Lhat : arl, and 

.. uke retain two --epara. Le collections of sayinfs. 

It is at once noticeable, frorq the use of the individual 

sayings in j.. at thew and iuke that the arkan ure of the,, -e saying ,s 

, ts si-Ales or Literpre, ive sa. yinL, s ir- disreý, arded bj thern. 'Iie 

si;, iile of the lamp is aiven a co,,. I-)letelj different interpretation 

(,, t- 5: 15, IJ', - J-1: 33) and its iiterprýLive saying ( k. 4-: 22) 

stands as a separate saying ('At- 5: 15, Lk. 12: 2). The si jile 

of 'measure for measure' is usod as w explanatory saying to the 

sajin, - on Jud,, inj in the Creab ' ermon (T-Ilt. '1: 2, Lk. 6: 38) and 

its interprfftive sayinE; (-i;, k. 4: 25) is added as a concludini. - corulecit A. 

-to the I-arable of the ýou. uds (1,, it. 25: 2), 
. 1, k. 19: 26). 

There api, ears to be litUe evidence from the use of there 

saýin6s ilt , jat-6liew and -xilce, either individuall.;. - or in the parallel 

context, to ý-uL: 6est that eithor ý'- attlievi or 'iul<e k, ew of the 

I sayinas as set out in the Larkan E-, ectio, L. Jt is --iore probable 

frofa the artificially cons-;, ructed tradition in 
, aric, that tile 

separate use of the, correspondiniS -ayjtjC,, S in ! attliew and. ! -uke 

represents. a more C; eneral tradition, wlicreas the idea of a 

collection i., 4 more specific. 

In the t, ar. mn ýasisaue, the layout of the,; e ray. irl, a indicatev 

the use of' a sayintý of Jesus to interpret a parable ý.. Jver by him. 
ý 

A similar tei, denc,,, to use a sayin, of Jeaus to interpret his own 

parables ha., ý been tioticed in : ark 4: 3-?, 11 and 7: 15,20-3- 

. tpre, too, can a quasi-cai, oaica'l u,. e of the words of .. Iesur, be seen 
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which is not evident in Lhe 'ýyyoptic PRra, llelsit ' 

b) 'i,.. FLrk 4 : 26-32 

The larables of ' eed GroviinL; Secretly and tilc ; ustard beed 

are gerieral-ly thought of' as siwilar to the Jarable of the 

in bo Lh content aj, d pi-e.,,, entatior. (I. ), a-d that thef-. e threr, j, arable.,. 

form the basis for the ,. arabl. es sectip--j. it i,, A]-. 1doillite'lly 

true that these three parables do represent vi-ilax tl-enes of seed 

alid. j.; rowth, theý- neither forIn a basic triad tior reflect the Ca-e 

interpre tation. 

The I'arables of the ; eed Growiri, -- ., -. ecretly and the '. ustard 

Seed form a pair of parables which are closely linked by. a similar 

application of each parable to the jinaom of Qod. These 

interpretive clauses constituivpart of tlie bel�inniri, ý., - of each A 
parable. che I-arable of the . '-, ower, or) the other haiiel, standr by 

itself, arid nas no applicati, )n withiit the framci. -vork of the pai-alole 

but a detailed interpretation appended to it. It is port, ible that 

the j-jvai1j_; e1ist rearranjýed his source, contaiý)in,,, three se arate 

parable -iaits, into a siogle parable at, d a parable doliblet; however, 

a study of the parables will indicate that the 1,,, ýir of' paral-les 

were . 1iniked prior to the arkan u-, e of the materiat. '-,, 'vej, althou,, ji 

the liarkan fonri of the p, -rable of the Govier vat, - t! ot, ori4j-, Ially 

attached to the interpretatioýi L; iveT, t in i ark'n, Cospel, the idea 

of a coheveiice, be-tweon parable and interjjreLatioýi at ruch a; i early 

sta,,, e (2) doer, sug,.. est that tnir, p-arable Stood on it.,,. ovin wid (lid 

not necd to be supl-orted by other parables. 

J. Jereinia,. i, op. cit-, p-3.4 ? ill, If o2. cit., pp. 162-66 
2) B. GerharKson, ý&., pp. 165-93- jet study 1). 101" 
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The pait of parables i! ap, j; ied to the idn doin ot' : 'o(l. This 

iS in.,. a. ri,: Is Gospel for nowhere el., ýe are I)iLrablex applied 

to thi,. theme. j. ), Jack (1) no, tices thaL the jarablen, ivlleri translated 

into . ra. iaic, form -variou: ý word-plays, and the double que., ýAion in 

the introdiictioi, to the i arable of t; 1o ý, ustard ., e(! d b-tray,; si, ns 

of an oritjnal , emitic poetic forriula (2). 'Chese foroL; cuG,; (-ý. t 

techsniques used for eacy memori%ation, but this theory iý, even 

further enhance'd by an almost ideritical constiuction used for both 

parables. 

I. ark 4: 26-9 

1) oayin&s Fonaula 

2) App. lication of Yarable 

4q , ̂r) 

,. ark 30-2 

? c/t 

; 
-r. r' L' 

(/(V »-; ' I"( 

3) The blabject of i. arable is lritroduced. The ceod is sowa. or) the . -. arth. 

'7ýx OS 

rni PTS KIS 17. 

4) I-eads to first, Climax 

tvi; 
4 
if 

no 

Referenco a3ain to Sowing and Earth 

beCOILd climax of Growth 
el c 4)T 01Tev ("- r, "A uv 

ri r. -v 7PY'llii m !,, (7! / (v 

;. » (' 

Vif fret Tiii vi 0)v 

1) -: j. Nack, op. ciL , pp. i64-6 
2) J. 4ellhausen, op. cit-, P-37- A. d. ',; arocli, 
Uberse'liene ' iticruni; der JXX in f.: ark 4: 301, T,,, 15,1959, pp. 126-8 
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Scriptural jippendices 

Td 

0, 
Oýe(, 

ýr. 
4jr 

'i iri 70Q o; - IAO y 

Clearly, these two parablez; fora a pair of p-irables. They 

were developed in this way for diaantic purpor: es a, id indicate a 

traditional. rather than a redactional construe. tion. 

The interestina point is that in the -*atLliaean aricl Tu-1-can 

parallels, the I aralble of the '-ur,, tar: t ccu forms one of a pair of 

iarabler, with the la-rable of tic and ijowhere, i, i eitlier 

(jospel, is the larable of the '-, eed Growing becretly re, ý, orded (1). 

Thd twin parables in Patthew and Wke are usually ascribed to 

The position of the twin parables in Lark and Me is very 

sic,. Par. Luke Is parables appear to be inserted into the text 

between the story of the woman with the eiijiteen year irifir,,: )ity, 

(13: 10-17)7 and teachind on the condeýrinatioii of' Tsrael, (1.3: 22-30), 

., 
Irom the previous the latter openinC with a completely jew sý, ettinp, 

incidents. The ýarkan parables similarly vxe attached to no 

specigl context and can be take" out without any da. nagc done to 

the flow of the text. This would sunest that both Luke and Knrk 

are retaii., ing twin pýirables which at one time reprevented two 

over-lappinG, floatin parablez traditions. 

The Piattliaean use of the twin parabler, reveals ;., cmipletely 

different use and application, -. Gorhardr-ron (2) secs the . 

seven v, atthaean parables, which for., i the basis for -the ý'nrables 

Section in ; 'atthew *13: 1-52 correspojidinc to 4: 1-34 constituting 

1) Reasons for the ab, 5ence of this larable in : atthew and f, iLke aro 
usually thought to be due to delibýrate omission beeýause the 
parable does not sulrbest a need for i,, ratchfiilness o, the part of 
the uvan&elist Wriich the nissioriary Church wished to fosten cf. J. C. 

liavik: ns, ]Lorae -'6ynoT)tjcae, Oxford, CL. rendon Pros. -, p. 1239or 
that the parable recorded in Eark is a later addition, cf ., J. Sellhallsen, 

P-36-7. 
2), Gerhardsson, 'The Seven ParaNes in Matthew 13'ý MTS-., 19y]972, PP. 16-37 
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traditional material on which i.. 'atthew drew. The Parable of the 

Sower is interprcted by three setsýof twin. parables. The first 

pair, the Parable, of the Tares and of the Drag-net are separated 

to form the first and third interpretation of types of soil 

described in the Parable of the Sower, ýnd the other two sets of 

Win parables are inserted inbetween them. Of these, tile Farables 

of the I'lustard See, 4, 
- and of the Leaven form the second interpretation. 

Gerhardsson (1) says that this material which Latthew uses as 

, the basis of his chapter is not ., arkan. iffiether ý%'atthc-:; knev; 

the J. arkari larables section or not does not detract from the con- 

clusion that the Iiatthaean source wqs non-ILarkan. 'Bimilarly, 

. 
the twin parables, as fomd in Týatthewj are definitely part of 

a tradition of which hu)ce betrays no knowledt; e, and, it cannot be 

assumed that Luke knew the twin parables CAC-C; 'Pt ara. 

an isolated tradition. These conclusims maIrto it difficult to 

accept that the I(JI and JýLarlc theory widerlies the use of the sources 

'illu, strated in the use of the twin parablps. 
)l 11 

The Lulcan use of CA( PV OLY' in the' introduction to 

the : Pvtrable of the Mustard 1; eed suu. rýests - QQ2F-Iali; s!; R+! a, R44y 4hat 
Alar& and ZUK-c 

beim; QQ14 tl-JGý traditiowaiA %4a recorded in t4eee two "espegs 

do have a certain affinity with one anotlier (2). Also, Li. ýkels 

introduction coilipri6es a double question whereas 1,,, atthew 

does not record such a forn. Tile Iýatthaean introduction :I 

Ifm7v TI-ý00OA; )v 1-1ý46711rrv tým-fs ýrv 

1) B. Gerhardsson, ibid p. 19. 
2) cf. Study, p. BO. 
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introduceo the p-rables eiblic-, -r 'i'le- 91, tile of tile I! wAjr(i 

-eed and could poE., sibly be a leature of hiv traditimi (1), b,,. it 

there is no reason for the doulde-questioned iotroductionif 

At known to atthow. It would apear that Luke'& use. of hic traditiol 

, hows evidence of the tradition repro-uced in ark's Otpel, but 

aot necei Wri. 1y the . ., ýrkan -Lýettiný, of the i; arablei . 

Lactly, it is noted that both parnhles in ý ark's Cospel 

have an .. ld Testament allusion apperideo to the ). lit the LUkan 

-ustard Sced tradition, the climax of the 1)ý4rable come,: with the 

birds ikestint; iyj the branche., - of the . ui-tNrd t?. ee &A tIoerefore 

the Old Testanent allusion is es,. etitial to trie parable. In ark 

however, the sig-nificance of the porable is the suprisinitly lar, e 

biv. e of plant which was Ixoduced from ýuch a, small seed and the 

quotation here is art addition which is esmzejitially superfJa)us -to 

the parable. 6imi1arly, in the Parable of the ':. -deed GrowiniS 1, e(-retly 

it is worider at the 6rowth of the seed rather tha'a the hsrve. -Airi; 

which is e,,, sexitial to the il, -arlcan account. ln both the.,, e vates 

the old Tectartient allusions are incidental ii , 'ark. 

These parables, (Y. k. 4: 21-32) ,, differ from the precectivig 

sectioii of parableýý G. k. 4: 1-20) io Lhat they ire rot con ecfcd 

with a 5pecific co, t. e A, but. are attached by the introductory 

formulae to the precerdinb section. The uc-e of flie sayir:, - in 

!, ark 4.21-5 j. dveq a further exa, -! I)le of a quat. i-cailotdcal ur--e of 

the-worde of Jef-us, the .., eneral layout of the rectio- in douldets 

4: 21-2,24-5,26-32) reveals techniques to Pimourstre TIIP-moriý-, ation 

of the sayingi,. lAirthermore, a brief f4tudy of the ure of there 

parableý, - in %, atthew aild Lu-ke tends to undermine the wideJý-held 

13. Gerhards-on, ihid., p. 27 
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view that 'ý, ' výas used in this instance, and sut; ý-, e., At; that a more 

co-aplex tradition I ies behirld the Synoptic make-up. buke appears 

to have closer affinity to the tradition recorded in r. ýark than does 

-'.,, -jttliew, even thou--h he does tend to rcproeluce his owii rource. 

X, ) Two Further Y-qrzýbles. 

'These two sayin, ý, s are similar in thpt they nxe found within 

. -t narrative uettim, but in their pre. -erit form in ;. 'ark's "; oFpel. 

are ea. Alj isoluteit -ince they de%-troy the ori6irial 

of the narrative which iv probably -, iore faithfully recorded il. 

!,. atthew and Luke. 

I. -ark, 2: 27-8 

Thir, two-part maplial (1) forms the climax to the i'ericope 

of the I luckiý-i,: of the Coril o. o the *,; L',.,, i ath. It is u:, lilally aLreod 

however, that 2: 2'1-0 are additiorial to tiie pericope, which orivil. ally 

ended at 2: 26 with the analo, ý-y from the Cld Testarent of David a. -! d 

the shew-bread (2). The oricinal end of this poricope doeF; riot 

Co undisputed. Leare (3) su6jests that 2: 2'1-6 formF, the oril. -Jra]. 

basis of the pericope and the ariýývier Lu 2: 25-6 is r3ecomiary. '.; 'be 

reproduction oi the pericope i.., the ', yi. optic parallelu, however 
) 

does iridicRte, that týie first'an.,. ýwer i! ý, more e-ibcdded in the narrative 

tradition than are verE, er, !, 'atthew and iAke rtre tiot s. o'iritent 

on preEýcrvin,; the riayin, ý, in 2: 2j-8, althoul. ji the firrýt 1.11E. -Vier 

about David a,, id the shew-bread is much jrioi,., e faithfully recorded. 

4hether J"Atthew and ijuke are usinc, the - arkan troditiov ar., a ba, 
ýA. q 

for their ri,. trratives or r-ot, it would' -, ee-m that looth viritt-rv fitid, 

1) It. ix. itmal-Irl, 01). cit., P. 81 
2) J. 

, 
dellhaunen, op. ci ., p. 22 V. Taylor, op. cit., p. 21.0 

3. ) Y. 4. heare,. 'The , ab. t., ath was made for many 'ig*, 1960 
1--3-30-6 
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it esmitial to preserve the anýwer in !, ýark 2: 2'i-( , i,, tact ribl)er 

than , ýark 2: 2'1-8. 

It is apparent. that two distinct answert; to the que, t. io. 1 

I, vt by the Ifiarizees in 2: 24 arp recor(Ind by ýark as ; Iiov; n tolow. 

'lattliew 12: 1-8 
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6 �'Lrio 
Iy 

vo, VIC foli 

j 7 

pv 
wl* 

Chri"r, -le 

((FT(V TOU 

27 r, /'ý IAIIV TO 

Tý 
28 ,ýi *'-, ( 

IT. Ij 

4 -ou, 
'4ý07TO? j v.. ' 

5 r/' I 

CY /Ij 
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I. the firr-t part of the 6ecorid ., ýe i thErMa t thew 4). r Luke record 

answer (lilk. 2: 2'1-8 liar. ) found in xi, ar*. c (ie. Rk. 2: 27), but only 

the coccludina statc, nent (t, k. 2: 28 par. ). T he re&L of the co)ýcludin, -., - 

statement contained in hl, atthew -and luke is dif fcrent fmm ihe s-htment 

in 11mRsaccourit. L "lie forin of the an., %vipr &ivau in i'attliew and Luke 

- preseijts an intere8tinG study. 

J: attliew. presents -two areumentg. Vattliew 120-4 I, arallelc. 

the f'irF: t an, 3wer ý, iven in Park but hi,. n becond ari-Xinent 12: 5-7, is 

j different. It be&ims with the same phrose av the firr-t answer. e7c, x 

R Vý ,v CO which introducep a secorid Uld 'Vesta)iPiA illustration t 

from , ýizfibers 26: 9-10 and a specific q. -otation from Ilo,. ea 6: 0. 

ý, atthevi 12: 8, which is parallel to the vayiuG in i, ark 2: 28, is 

appended to the second argiameut as a kind. of concludinC; comnitic-at 

with jo reneved introductory formu"la im- fou d ii, the othýrn, two 

orio1c 
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Luke 6: 3-4, similarly, records thp first-ansiver of - ark 2: 25-6. C 

As in Lark, also, the second answer, (ý, k. 2: 2'1-8,1 1-7c. 1;: 5), is 

introduned with the idei-. -tical introditotory formula: 

which immediately su(, 5_eqts the pozsibi. lity tlj,,, tt T-utte vior- in 

I; o,,, ses, ioii of' the same trauitio-i aý. tiraL rpcorded in ark. , ul-, e 

however, procceds to follow !, atthevils cxclusion of' the firrt part 

of I. ark's arisiver (ie. j, iark 2: 2'1). 

Another point of compari, ý-. on ic that atthaw and Luke both 

record the 2ane word order: Aj 

as op.. -., o, ý: ed to the ',,,! ar3, -an order; 

-rav '2 ieref ore , the only part of the second answer whinh 

-axk -ha., -- in com,, )on with the paral. 1 el ra(., counts haPpen,, ý to record 

an ideittical word order opposed. to a2. -, -Is. 

ri., he u-c of i ark 2: 28 in the ýZyj., optic porallel. - reflecl. - an 

interestinj, - situation. Altilou, (, h it appears that Patthew and buke 

preserve two arGments as loes j. -ark, they are not brolken up i-ito 

-two separate answers. wke preservets the same iritroductory formula 

byl&rk, in a _, imillar situation (', k. A,: 30 par. Lk. 13: 18) (1. ). This 

does cot ner: essarily indicate tluat followed Uic . _vrkan tra.: itioij 

arid layout but rather, impliec- a knowleu, -p of the ti-nditiwi recorded 

in -ark without explicitly Eýta'do, * it. Jt iL por, 5ýible l. hm, t the 

inclusion of r"" in Luke 6: 5 i-s not to ii-troduce a 

second answer but reflects '-. novv. I. edp, (-, of thp special. traditiow, 

fouad in ark. 

,. atthew sii-iilarly bears. witnar's to the cO.. cej, t of' a, 

, atthew 12.5-7, wIlich cojistitute. iý the bulk of tlie recond 

Study P. 116 

4 
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arL, "unarit'is e6pocially Ma-ttha. ea! i material 1% 
(1). If thin roo. terial. 

is oýAtted from the i, atthaean iiarrative, a. similnr nr-rver to that 

ejven in buke appearr: with a direct ar, aloý, -f betweeii 'David alid 

alio or whtct the ', o! -i of t-.,! ayj represent- im "5 

this i, *: f, *tanc(-., is open to a nu, riber of sur, 3! -tionv. 'iellh, -iren (2) 

sees the close liuk bo, t1wee, i David aid tfie 'So, i of : arl in . '-attherl 

and L'Uke rejýrerentinrý the actions of 1, avid as the ' or-sianic 

prototype in co-atrast to the 'ýIoii of an as a ilessianic title. lt 

is true that the on of . 'An here could represent the communitý, rls 

actions played out by the disciples Li this accoLint (3), or simply 

iiiean ':,, an' (4). Ifowever, in ! %atthew and Luke, there appý. ýars to be 

a strong corij, ection between the Davidic reference and the : ')on of 

; -: an sayiiq; Although it is Jesus I disciples who are breakinc: 

the ýiabbath rule, the answer 6iven by Jesiis 1, -ra(lually moves away 

from the defence of the disciples by Ve Davidic analoj.,,, Y. 'Iiis 

refers directly to David as the central fi, ýure in the. exa, ipln 

(although his followers also participate in 1)reaýin, - the ýrule 

concernint; the fliewbread). It is therefore ruUj-, eFt. ed that- tot 

o'nly are the areumeat, 4 found iii f,,! attficw and buke co, itadl., ed in a 

. sinije answer, but alfo learl a,., vi. y fma the i. rdtia- que-tion, anO 

the rew, oris v., hich pro; opted -nich a din. nuý. ýion, to a, or-iar. ic 

pronouncement: if i)avid as the prototype of' the 1 (, rsial,, vin Iýreak 

rules, how much more can the true 
. eE; s! -, 1. h whon lie comes. 

Turnim, to the layout of the Larkan ppricoloz, ; -Lt oi, cc a 

1) ,,. . Dibeliuo, op. cit., p. 14.3 
2) J. ýýelllla. wsen, op. cit., p. 22 
3) v'ov. ý, eare, op. nit-, P-132 conccrni-týhlansonlrj theory 

cf. G. Vermes, in . black, op. eit , 310-30 
cf. R. leweýýtad-, '),, 'xj,, t tho iýron. lyptic oon of Lan', 18 

. 
19'(2, p. 25t- ile(ilrcs a previm- artio. lp I), -, hinue if vildph tF, 
the 'oon of j. an coald te ured to sugý;. e, '. -L a, d co-A3ýtul 

Wtr 
st,: )on of lavi, i.. 
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similarity to the ij- '--J "1: 14 t ark 4: 3-20, -23 j. -', llo'dnell lie 

l'ir, -, t answer iý, introduced by the introdil-tory forpil)-la: 

and the second by- rvýt Vvl]lcreaýu in 4: 3-20, "J: 14-23 

the two ralrin- of' ic. -. us ate ixed in'both to cooi-iont 01) a 

I)arable or pronourceiaeat made initially by Je,:. ur, here the 

repre, ýent aw-viers luo a qucrýtion of' baw po-, ed by the J-hari-, Pcs. 

Taylor (1) suý,, ieits tbat tfierle two ans, ývers- have (liff'erent chararter 
,- 

is-ties: 2: 25f reprepents a polemic rayiný-, viherparý 2: 2 '(f is -, ý)ýOmic. 

Dibelius (2) Ioi: i-t,, out that the Davidic analo, y reprc! ýcnt7z- a 

haLý-, adlc answer. It does appear fro-1 the siihrtayice of P_,,: Lch-ai, ý, swer 

that the first i- haGUadic arid the second hal-akic. The sa, yimý of 

JesUs reprc_, entý, -, a letal rulixiLr which rios adhered. to by the i. 'arly 

, Aiurch -and which over-rode any previously formulatel ýound 

in the t3lld 'zeLta,, eiA. 'i: ark, thei. -efore, h;, -, pro, -lented thir- Fýayin,, ý. ý 

ru, havilij, , criptural. authority cqual to the 1-aw ol' Lhe (, I(. 1 To-tament. 

;t clear-cut divipion between the finit and Fecon(t in 

Mark throvis j'ý; Ark 2: 2'If into relief. The sayinc,,, i.,, given a zpecial 

authority by bark which is apparently over by Vie, other 

two ... oý--pel. writer. -, The ab, ý,, eiice oC the iii 

2: 2'j: n/ &i 7 ýte(O, 'XI 61T VO'1'0,1V 1 

in Latuhew and . 
'ýWýe itzlives the que.,: tion vilteLher thir, v-, 3yin(, w, ), g 

kilown to the other If 2: 2'j cloov. repro! -, crit T)., jrl: of the 

speqial xiarkan traditi6n, can any A. Cht be thrown upon the nature 

of thiG sayin, -, and its relationship to 2: 28? 

It iu, obvious from the, u, r. e of 1,,, arlz 2: 20 by 1--atthow aiid laike 

and tho similar interpretation imposed on it by, thela op. týosed to 

-, Lhat two saý)arate traditioii are hero. that in !, 'arl, 

'jj, -, iylor, ou. uit., p. -218 
Dibeý. lus ov. cit. 9 1)-143 
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Therefore, it is q-uiLo- reaso; jable to -uppo: e Viat 2: 2'( ir, a 

le&itimate pna-t of -L)ie rqt tradition. Ale'rea-, in mAti)(m 

'aild Wke, Lhe parallel ýayiný.. of 'arl- 2: 28 v ai-i. indepe-rideit 

SaYL-1, , L-L , ark it forms a cf. )mment or iritrýrpre tat i. oýý Lo 2: 2'1 

.. atfficvr'ý and jukcil u%e of only -tho in ar1c 2.27 

the ý5ayi. _, jý vraz; ori., J_ually itideperideii'U. hirý at once, dramý atte tJ-o- 

to a similar ý--ituation already otcJ L) 
. arl: 9: 3.1 - the E; eco. -d 

cassion I rcdiction. Loth tJ., e i i. s,,, ioil aiid the ; ýenUrv-ýntion sayLiLs 

fou, id Leparately on a nizabor of occa,, iions, are joi. jeA toL. cther -to 

lorm a two-ix: ixt 1,, he ne,, es, -; F. iry Iiii. -cin, voxd or l-, rete i: - 

easily provided for in 'ark 2.2'1-8. j'ark 2: 27 uses the ter, -q 

,fr 
104ýo -, TO, 3 and 2: 2B v. 05 r-dý In 

_. 
', ra; maic, these term,; 

may be sy,, -, onomous and therefore ijiterchan,:; eable. It is vur, c!: ted 

that the,,, ý, e two Eayinp,,; are used in uuch a way to i-Aerpret oxie 

sayinC; of lesus by aiiother (1). 'i, l'ic method Of eXOý. 'CSis, it will. 

be remembered, is u, -, ed in ",,, rk 4: 21-5- ' ark 2: 2'*t coiit, %. i,, i,, - ,o 

implicit chrilstoloý6ical or eschatoloiical titie: )14140,70S is 

man1cind and caiut6t be anythinCý elr, e. - Thp interpretitioi-i o. f. ' t1iiF: 

f3ayin, by 2; 28, could however indicate a, davelojviort ol' the : reanini; 

1wix :, iram"l-ic. of 2: 27- . 111i'; iý; - not - coaclu-ive if the ori-, ina] 

Jýat 2: 27' jcal c: itoificarico. vuller (2) thi-Aco t has an eschatolo, 

ItA3 possible that the ý'arkan-v. ayiri, ýs retaiii a! ý o-, chatolofdcal 

implication whereas the use of the ! 'arlmn, sayinj (2: 28) is 

t; hristolodical in ý' attliew and o0c. e. 

Indications fro: i this invosti,, ation tlv, ý-t arlc 2-2'1-0 

1) lt Tnust I)c ; ýoted. that, 2: 2'1 i. - very reodoiscei)t ofrt rabbinic 
P, ax, i'll, , trac; c- .. J. II Prbeck Iýol. 11 -L'- 5, but the ý ayi; iý, recoivcfý a 
apocific nea-LiL; 2:; )f3 which Us i-. ot inthý interest ot . the : 'hureh. 

E. Faller, The Fouliclations of New Testament ChristoloL-1, I, OfldOtl 
WIlins, 196", P-14) 
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has si, nijaritie., with the becond J as-, ion ; rediction, iirk 9: 31. 

ark 2.27-28 is a S&yi7joS 'pdi-r, beiii6- joined by linki: ij woras. 
0 

The sayinL,,, ý have lost what was apparently iirun. h of their orij; inal 

rýieaidji-ý, by their innlu, ýion in Lhe ;, arkari iccou. nt. evertheless, the 

r-ayi. -.,,.. Lheiuýelves are left intacL a, id are only appended to tyle 

coý. text., ý,. 

b) ark 3: 23-'t 

, eark j: 20-1 forms the fra-me-work for an extended discussion 

(3: 22-30) ac. d a pronOLincement story (3: 31-5). 'J"he ., iotif7 as 
Taylor (1) points out, is used to ititroduce on isoMted frFL,, iqcntar, - 

tradition (3: 19b-21). In ',, atLhew and J, uke, the ., -eelzebui co. ýArover,:; y 

is Ixececied by a short healiriLý story of a blind and dumb ipan in 

, atthew 12: 22 or'a dumb man in i. uke 11: 14. It ir. this incident which 

i, parx, n olf the discussion. lt would appear that 
. 411AILew a--d 

;, W-, e could be preý. erving a coia oo context for this Lii,,. cuý;,,: iorictiffp. )., O. 17t 

from that p iyeserved in Mark. 

ihis assumption is further E. ubý-tantiated bj the i, cident 

recorded vdiich follow, 
-ý 

the controversy. In JýIiatthevi atid Luke, the 

discussion i,. 1 followed by a discourse on sitns and the return of 

the ývil ISpirit 
(fA. 12: 36-45,1, k. 11: 24-32, order reverEied). In 

mark, however, the crisgussion ic, followe. -I I)y the 
.1 ericope of . 

Jesus' Real FarUly (3: 31-5). Thiý-, pericol-e' in ý att. havi aiA Luke 

is-ii1dependent of the iýeelvebul diecussion. In IiAtthevi 12: 46-50 

the pericope ie appended to the diEcoi)r,, e oti ai-A Wle 1,; vil 

L3pirit, and in ',., uke 8: 19-21, it is an entirely independent imit. 

lt will be seen that not only i. - the setting for the j. cel-. -elml 

Controversy diflerent frout that In the -; qrkan account, but also 

1) V. Taylor, opocitz, p. 255 
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the actual discussion in hatthew and buke is more developed and 

expanded. 

;A first sight this would ru&,,, e. -; t that the licel,, 7ýehul controversy 

was known in at least two differerit fix. ed context,,; ie. t. atthew and 

Luke recordiii6 a different one to 
.. ark. 'ifie j, arkan context, however 

appears to be a traditional urAt, which does zurett tViat the 

in 
... ark 3.23-30, (the Eeý; Izebul controversy), were tramillitted 

in a tradition ii. olated from the context. 

'i'lie ia-iediate introduction to the , eel-,, ebu-1 -ontrover. y 

in ': ý-, rk 3.22 is prerented ar a double accmýatiort. :. -he first 

accusation is that Jesus is pos,, ýessed by j., eel-.,. ebul; erl 
v 

Thiýs reiterates in another form tne view elcpm, sed in 

j... ark 3: 21 by Jesus' associates. Uý- ý6VPI: l ý177. and could 

su6best a pos, -ible reason for. lirA-dii6 thel-e two uni-LE: of tradition 

to6ether. The second accusation in that . 'esin, c4st- out dwioriý,. 

by -the authurity of the l7rince of I)e-mons: rAt MI (j, -rcý) 

10"llov (.,,; 60wT fA' 
'AýIlljoVx. 

-bultmann 
(1) spe8 these'two E-tatements 

as paralýel expressions of the same accusation that Jesus' power 

to heal comes from an evil týource. ot o, jly Ioe, -, -. ark 3: 22 Euý,, C, e,,, t 

two accmations, i! oviever, but alfl'o tile an6wer j, iven by Jesutý 

su66ests that it has* ta: ýeli into account theL3e two accu.,, atioxi!. ý,. 

Lark 3: 25-7 is' concerned with tile ac(, u-_,, -Atio-n of Jesufll authority 

whezeau 3: 28-30 indicates the consequence5 of rýut; eestiao, Lhat 

Jesus is pos6med. This ib reiterated in 3: 30 which directly 

relateb the preceeding 6ayinU to this accusation. ý, arlc 3: 20 

be,, -ir, 8 with th e phrase: ý41,1ý11y )7ý'() 
... which the i/. 

be, Ui,,,, i,, U of a new statement de Llached fro, ii the previou.,; -,; enIe)lcc 

it. bultmami, 
. 9c. -vit-, 1)-13 

jdEo tho sayinýj in 
. 1, ark 3: 20-9 iL2. found in the (. orl, el of 

LOC. 44 as a sejerate saying. 
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"! he disciussion, therefore, br(.,,, L, -, s ur; itito two sectionE, 

3: 23-'t, and 26-ýO. It ib also fouim that each EecLiui Etn, iotei-E; *one 

of the accusations Iýut forward by the bcribeý, z. ; --Ark 3: 23-7 

couritcractb the view that jesus' ýowcr of healine, come.,; froirl an 

evil source, (cf 3: 22b) and 5: 28-30 answerE- the fir, -t accusation 

that jesus is ýos,, es-ed by a devil (ý, k. 3-. 22a). T9ylor (1) 

Cýubr, estE that 3: 28-30 is linked to the question of de: jio, poý_-, cEcion 

raised in 3: 20-1 but the accu.,, ation is posi ibly found %, ore 

clo. ý-ely con, iected with tae viordký of the *. cribe., --, 3: 22. 

'2"he byrLo,.; tic ýtrallels of the act-u. -L-tion ii, itiatint; tilo 

conttoveruy (j-, it. 12: 25, Lk. 11: 15) reveal an intere, -, tinG _ýituaLion. 

ln both Iýosjpels, ,, eelzebul isý explicitly paralleled to the Irince 

of jemurj.,;, iaKin, both terias 8yrionoirious, and thus, xeducind the 

ac=ý, atiuiis, to oi)e; iianel- that Jesus heals by the authority of 

The questlion ari-, ies whether the accucations in ',, rk 3.22 

are part of the controversy or not. I. L'aylor (2) ,. -ees ark 3-22 

as editorial and presumably this ic used ar, a ba. -i- for the forms 

uf the accusatio,, in i: atthqw and !, uke. TI)is opinio. -i firc.,. 111ts 

two problems. In the first place, it apý. P_ar--4 very sitraTlý, O that 

both V; atthew and I. uk-; independently recurd only one of tho tý'4o 

j', ýarkan accuzations, arid -that it i6 the i.,, utie in each cabe; namely 

that Jecus is possessed by heelv-ebul. ý)econdly, if i! ark did compile 

an inty-oductio-t to st)it the rourcc, ho did ýuo vo-r,, y 

badly, for the name of Beelzebul nover occurs in thets-e sayin,,. x 

1) V. Taylor, 
_aLL. 

cit., p. 25'( 
2) V. 'J. a. yl. or, ibid., p. 237 
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(ie. !. k. 3: 23-30), whereas in ; *. attliew and luke refereriep Jr. made to 

him in the controversy ittelf (fit. 12.2'1, Nc. 11.18-9). Tbe riame 

r CA CA V'/ýS which aj)j: ears in :.! ark 3: 23, is no t found arjy4m e, in 

the oynoptic parallel. - or in the ýarkan intrO(ILICtion. '.! -his 

substantiate3 the earlier claim that the wid introI. JcLioll 

in I. ark are rot totally compatible with one another. 

j'he actual sayint,, F in Mark must be briefly considered. 

Althou6h the furthest. extent of the ýýJY (-i, ' vayins [,, roul) 

has been put at the 3. -2'1, the incluEio, -, of 3: 27 itself in the 

(j/ tradition must be dim. LSSr. d. It has bee- sut, GeSted 

that 3: 27 was attached at a later sta8e than 3: 2U-30 to the 

original corpus of sayings (1). dr-Ularity of rwzbject matter (d. 

contents and a continuation of the same parabolic methods 

used in 3: 23-6, sua6ests a consistency between 3: 23-6 and 3: 27 

which would as,, -ure the sayingo, cohesion by the time Caxlc drew 

theoi from hL, ti-adition, if not before. The form of the owtyinL6 

in ark 3: 24-Y of four parallel clauses arid parataxis, not only, 

suj-,,, -_-, ests an early Aramaic form (3) but also an aid for easy 

memori"ation. 

Generally, it must be concluded that T. 'ark 3: 23 ixe. sent-, 

similar characteristics to those ,,, ayini; -. -, in the parable sectim) 

already discussed. "lie contextual settinc: (3: 20-1) is linked to 

the'introduction of the controversy (3: 22) by the similarity of 

cojuients on Jesus' sanitý by associates or friejjds (ie. 6ýt Aý0'04, :, Ou 

1)R. Bulti, ianri, 2j2L. _cit., pp. 13-14. )evelopment! 3: 22-0,20-jO, 2't. 
2) J. ; jellfiausen, op. cit , p. 28 
3) ýi. JAack, op. cit., p. 109 



and. the !. cribes. L, oth these elements aj, pear to be traditional 

not redactional. '-: 'he disciiý, sion it-elf i.,, made up oj. ' two 6Toup,,; 

of sayinds which attempt to answer the two accusation-, levied 

aj, ainst Jecus. It appears j, robaL)le frzom the unpasy correlatiori 

bet; ye(ýri the introduction in 3: 22 an(I the , ayin, ý, that the Latter 

do riot properly belong to thir, coijtavt and were ori. iiially flo: l. tine, 

sayiný; s. Therefore, it would seem that waric has atte: iptee) to 

recoricile t2: aditioLial frajieworzk arid sayirq,, - with limUeo svc,., eij! 

ý`ropi what can be ascortai; jcd, it iE- probable that , Prý had 

some --ort of krioviled, e of theý ý eelzebul (, ýontroversy prel, erved ill 

j.. atthew and J, uke. Ohe introduction to the controversy in I-ar", 

3: 22 iti not wlidly the invention of iý ark, but has been developed 

by him from a form of introduction akiii to t1-at-recorded in I-atthew 

and Luke. '.! 'he first accuration reiterate8 the charjýes in the 

context settiiiL; (3: 20-1), foretijib- a, livik betv., ecri them, while the 

introductiory of a second accusation is u. -ed to initiate 1110 answer 

6iven in 3: 23-7 which embodies the j<p sayii)is, thereby 

keePilla 3; 23-7 -eparate from the reCt of the discuFýsion. 

i,, oth theEe P, /'f c)ý-'l sayiný,, s (ýAz. 2: 27-0,3.23-7) have 

been used as answerv. -in polemical discussio-vm. 'In eich carre the 

sayings have been ejipliasi. ýed in - ark's Gorpel by dividin, Jesus' 

answer to the quesýion into two partsp one of which containF: the 

C/1 fri'l sayinj; s. In nark 2: 2'1-8, the second answer 

appears to be appended to the pericope, Wid does noL neces. -arily 

constitute an essential part of it. 11, MRrk 3: 23-7 the r'lf" 

EayinCE and the accmationE. 'MACh precipitate OLe di, -cu. --c,: L, )r) do 

riot colipletely correEq, ond to each other. The 11 theory (Ion, ilot 

P,,, -pladn tj, e Markan contradic Lion. in boLh instajice., i, Lhen, it 
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would ý-ppear . that 1., *e. rk has some knowle, IE; e of the account prererved 

in I atthew and Iuke, and has altered the material to Dicilita(-c 

iriclu3ion of the KAý fý( V tradition. 

vi) '-ýWIA (, 

ý: jeveral conclusions mgy be draviri fro.,, q thiv c:, aj)ter. k 

"I study of the t(14 ; ýIr. l Parable material liar, led to a nurber of 

ilitero. - ting pov., Al-ilities, riot only concerning the nature of' the 

source iti-elf, but alco its application in .. a, rk'r, Gospel. 
.1n 

the 

firot place, it hasý been. noted -uhat thece ivi-rables pre. ý, ent -F. axly 

of the chaxa, Aeris. tic& of the tradition ; et out in the conclusionc, 

of ! he study of iuark In a nwrib%*? 3' of instances, jesus' words 

are used as , cripture (ie. ýýk- 4: 3-9,11,7.15,20-3, /1,21-5) 

or form the bacis to a le6al proclamation (ie. , k. 2: 2'1-Ei). 

Aramaic word play, 3 consist4ntlyrom. cur in the el, ' fA *, -/ sayill6s. y 

Althouý; -h this is only a minor factor in tselectin6 authen Lie m, ) I, erial 

these , xamaisins must be E-een in relation with theoriý, inal meanina 

sonmetime, s noted, (of 2-. 0-8), &PA have not been quite understood 

by., ark when l. reserviril; his m4tevial. 11.1 t he ", yrioptic parallels 

to ,,.. ark 4*30-2,2: 2'1-8, it is (1-aite posr-lble that' tfic i-ulcai 41 form 

vuGi, e- t5 , ome kiiowledue of the tradition pi e,,, 4ervqd it) Mark, albeit 

continuing ota to record another traditio, i. The ', FLyj. ltg-> 
_erierallý 

refiect catechetical or didactic Liflueiiues with an emphasis ori 

methodr. to aid mer, toriýý-, atiori. Un a . 4u, iiber of occasions, Aramaic 

word-pjayri ap I; ear to form, the ba. %-. is of theve 

'-econdly, -in i-ark 4: 13,1: 1'j, and 2: 25, the Uýýe of anoUler 

introductory foriýl. 
-Ia, jjl, r:! 5 has bepj brie: V. I. y noteu arA 

coalliteAcd upoil. Cin three occasirm., -tlic formula liv: been u,, ed, 
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to introduce a cophriej, tary or intexpi.. etatioti. ft could be 1)0,,,,,; il. le 

tkiat Kl'i h-PI, mi0it indicate the i. -e6inmirils of' ai, other 

otereotyped fomula, not thi.,, iiine for introaucinp,, trac. itionh. 1 

Lialuerialbý-. ta developed )-idrashic interpreta-6ion. T. "IiF would be V 

(luite differe-A from the r/.., tradition which al, pears to 

have beeit foraulated ws a. tradition to rcoord Lhe word-s of -3esits 

as scripture. 
v 

an increa-, ed uriderstan6int; of the u, e of the rP. 

tradition by , ark has led to an intere-,,, iný, and important iiI. Aisht 

into the '-,, y-noptic probleirt. lt is becoi. iitiE; incrcasinýjy obvious 

that . arlk is reproducin6 a , ýaýints tradition either unknown IA 

ii, mored by, the other two ý'vangelic-, ts. !,, ý, re. ement, bctv; een ,,, Itthew 

and Jjuke aainst ? ý, ark are not ea&ily explLi,. ed awAy by the 

hypotheý, i.! ý,. Oithout one of two conc. lusions mu-t be drawn. 

un the one hand, j, art-, is to be c. ated later thax, ,. atthew and Lvke 

aud deperids on them for his ba,,; ic 'Iospel outliiie, upoii which he 

,. _uperDn,,, oF_es his own 
.,., 

ources; Oral the other ha. nd, no , )yroptic 

ittdependence as we have come* to accept it existed. Rather 

interdependeribe a, iondst the ., yzioptic ir,; irt the forn, of a 

coinilmnon : Azpel trauition which no Synoptic (, o,, 11)el e. itirely rej)rc,,. -ent,, 3. 

YhiýQ problem i! iu-, t be -dealt ýiith in de'tail at. a later vtza -e. 
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V 
Before makirg a detailpd study of the Kac sayines which at^c 

found within narrative contexts, it will probably be useful to note 

anythinG of interest resultinp from any previously discus: ted sayings 

found in narrative contexts. 3111ark 2: 27-6 ruid 3: 23-7 miVýit be of sorne 

help in as, -essing the results of the study of sirnile. r sayings. 

The most important conclusion drawn from the preceeting investigation 

is that, al. thouEh these sayings are Given in a narrative context, this 

does riot constitute part of the oriC; irial franework of the saying 

itself. In Mark, 2: 23-8, the KAs'- sayine, is far from being subject 

to the pericope. ' The narrative quite prob3bly finishes at 2: 26 arid the 

more original meaning of the McM saying does not suit the development 
,r 

of the areument preýiented. by Jesus (19c 2: 25-6). A similar situation 

is found in Tlark 3: 20-30. Jesus' arj;: urient is built up from a 

niziber of sayin6z. Unlike the saying in 2: 23-8, the Vt ýýI/sayinrs 

found in this disQussion, 3: 23-7, cannot be omitted from the argum'ert 

without affecting its development. These sayings, hoviever, are obviously 

substituted for a certain corpus-of. salrings, similar to, but not 
\ '0 

identical with, the ML CA7W tradition (1). Conscquently, there 

apT, ear a number of discrepancies between the sayinas and. their contexts. 

The conclusion that these sayings are not an essential part of their 

narrative settings supports the concept that t his tradi t ion. concentra tes 

only on sayings material. The two, previously discussed sayings 

illustrate two pos, -Able methods used to incorporate them into a 

narrative. On the one hand Mark 2: 27-8 is unod as ;! ý proijounCeTilent sayinc 

in the pericope and is supplementary to the development of the story. 

On the other hand, Ilark 3: 23-7 appears to be a more integral part in 

1) cf. Mt. 2: 25fq Ik. 11: 17f. Also see Study p. 127 
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the development of both discussion and narrative. Pevertheles-, 

in this instance two points reveal t]-at the sayinps and narratives 

are not homoaeneous. In t'-: e first place, it is obvious that the 

pericopes are composite works, quite possibly developed from 

traditonal units (1). secondly, the s-mall contradictory ale; nents 

between the Kh T ý, V sayings and the context further suC, ', e. sts Viat 

the sayin6s were not originally connected with this incident. 

These two examples will form the broad dividing categories 

into which the #,, 1.1 ýA C, yr sayings to be studied in this chapter V, 

will be divided i. e., Pronouncement narrative sayinGs and Intý, ", *ral 

narrative saSin,, s. 

One further point must be mentioned. The use of ; V, 
-. t (X(, p11jt)7()jS 

in narrative settirgs in a number of cases has. been excluded from 

this study. It would apnear in these cases that the phrz-sa is 

,, r, '. uq. ýatically correct in-the context and is used as a developnent 

to the storj, and seems unlikely to inply a sayings trýdition lies 

behind the use of the phrase. The reasons for the exclusion of these 

texts from the sayin&s corpus is dealt with fully at an etirlier 

sta6, e (2). ' 

PHONLOUPOCK. 114T NAMRATIVE SikYI',. -GS 

a) 'Mt- 13: 54-8, TAk. 6: 1-6-, Lk4-'16-30 

This present investigation must include the isolated saying 

found in John 4: 44 which is very similax-to th,, at recorded in Uark6: 4 par. 

Furthermore, the 'Gospel of Thomas lou-31 Pl-87: 5-7 also records a 

1) of. Study p. t; Cconcerning the possibility that at least two sayinas 
unit make up the arpument. 
2) See Introduction. pf,. '31-34- 
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similarly isolated saying. It would appear, therefore, that 

the saying found in Mark 6: 4 is nQt entirely dependent upon the 

context in which it is now found. Comparision of these five sayinUm 

reveals at least two different traditions of the same logion. 

Ilt-13: 57 

covv rpoý, jj7p 

olym; ý, rilml) Cl/ -rq 

l7eý- 
ýK eez , 

i0c c (V Tlf 

b) Lk-4: 24(23) 

ý, lty OIL 

ajý 
(AfTt VFr 4"T co 

11 

1,5c. Jn-4: 44 
I" 77,1 it 0A 67"Ctr 7T/; Ot'/, fTý'J 0 ltýj 01ý5 Týý m' 

q605 (P, * Till rinpli(ft. -rm"I/ Outý 

70tS 1*tx 

t 7,.., / O(Mif /t UTO 

Gospel of Thomas L-31, pl-87: 5-7 

Tio prophet is. acceptable in-his 

village, no physician heals those who 

know him. 

It would appear that whereas llatthew, I'lark and to sor. -e 

extent John retain one form, the Gospel of Thomas and LiAe record 

another form of the saying. Despite the fact that John and the 

Gospel of Thomas present different forms of the sayin, -, they both 

isolate the saying from a narrative context. John's Gospel 

su, r, -.,,, ests a narrative similar to thesyrý! lViCauctirb surrounding the 

saying, but it is-secondary to the saying. On the other hand, the 

saying in the Synoptic Gospels does not hold such a primary position 

in the narrative. Therefore, it, appears evident that neither 

form of the saying relies upon a narrative context (1). 

1) cf. C. 11. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Foiirth Gospel, Cambridge, 
U. P., 1963, p. 239, who sugaests this sayingr is not confined to the 

corresponding narvative in the, Synoptic accounts. 
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At f irot sight Luke seeris to be recording- a variant ý 

tradition. The setting of the event is chronologically 

different"atthew and Mark; the saying is presented in a 

different form, and the narrative is much more developed. Thisq 

however, does rot necessarky indicate a completely diveront 

tradition (1). 

The differmt chronological settings of narratives in the 

Gospels suglest tMt they were not an essential part of some 

traditional pericopes; e. g. the Cleatsing of the Temple (2). 

Arthemore, the imposition of a vwianz saying on a context 

is far from difficult to accept; not only in this case where a 

certain interplay between saying and context is observed (3); but 

as a noticeable feature of pericopen already investigated W- 

As to the Juký'. nnax. Tative itself, the -development of the story 

follows closely the outline recor(led in'llark. The expansion 

of this basic narrative helps clarify the chanGe of mood that 

comes over the crowd during the course of synaCo&e debate, mainly 

givinG an account of Jesus, ' teachinG. This isrot to suCUestthat the 

narrative is due to the Evane; eMsýs attempt to the situtition, 

-but rather that the-account in Luý-e, at what ever time 4t vins 

expanded, finds its bas is in a sinilar tradition to t! 
_, a. t recorded 

in Mark. 

cf. R. Iýultmann, Eke History of thoSynoptic Tradition, Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1972, PP-31-2. M. Dibelius, From TraKition to Gospel, Lo"don, 
Nicholson and 'Watson, 1934, PP-110-1 
2) cf. Jn. 2: 13-22, at the beginning of Jesus' Ministry and VU1115-19 
par, durina Holy Rek. 

3) C. H. Dodd, ýcit., >239 says 'all three Gospels draw the saying from varinnt etmins of tradition'. 
4) From r4n '(11ilf1l' sayings found in narrativcb alreMy looked at, it is ev dent that Mark preserves a sayings tradAtion different from 
the other two Synoptic Wspels, althoujbe Wv. sthr., sa. me narrative tradition. 
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Mark 6: 1-6 contains a basically inadjquate tradition. 

The reason for this could be that Mark warted to draw attention 

to the saying of Jesus whilst still preserving the marrative. By 

giving such a scant outline, Mark succeeds in his purpose. In Luke, 

however, the force of the saying is muted. This is due not only to the 

added narrative detail but also to the insertion of extended teaching 

material (Lk, 4: 25-27), delivered by Jesus. Whereas Luke appears to 

be more concerned tith the rejection, Mark's priority lies with the 

saying, his narrative forming an extended-introductory context to 

the saying. 

Msser's (1) fairly recent study of the reActional and 

theological elements in this Liarkan pericope contains a different 

view. He concludes that much of this account is due to redactinnal 

influences propour-ding a certain theological attitude. A number of 

phrases, Nasser (2) suaestsq are redactidnal, elements indicating a 

new and important point w: ýýicht-ie aut'ior wishes to stress. Amongst 

these, at least two could relate to the introduction of the M4 

material. The introduction of the disciples into the account, 

dVr&I OC 71,4 (4-06: v. 1), although notpart /W. 
0/1 , 

'Pt 
,, 

of the actual narrative, a? pears to be quite an essential element in 
-% I, 

the Klt material. The sayings are usually witnewýed 

by the disciples, even if not spoken specifically to them (3). 

1) E. GrUsser, Jesus in Ilazareth (Mk. 6: 1-6a)', NTý, 16,1969, pp. 1-23 
2) E. Grttsser, ibid., pp. 18 
3) Sayings to disciples: 4: 21-32? 7: 20-3,4: 21-32 Sayings witnessed 

by disciples: 3: 23-7? 4: 3-8,9,2: 27-8 
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Similarly, the reference to tcaching .... ý; 
, 
W... (v. 2)9 ýý06 117 

as will be argued further on in this study, miEht also mirgest a feature 

of this sayines tradition. 

GrPloser (1) puts forward another reason for believing that the 

account is a Markan construction, namely, the absence of any specific 

teaching. The scarcity of teaching material recorded by ITark is 

well known (2), but such an Omission in this instance clearly mOkes 

the development of the story'difficult to understand. Rather than 

construct ail inadequate narrative, it seems more probable that ?. Iarklo 

account is based upon'a pre-Markan pericope, which either cortaired 

teachinC'material which lie excluded or was already corrupted. 

Turning to the saying of Jesus in Mark 6: 4, par., GrAsser (3) 

sue; Lests that the addition of tcaL ('V jjiýS ýV 
'Vj1oý! 

VE1'C1jjj1 4"It C11 T; 11 (UM, f 

to the phrase W is redactional, but finds little 

evidence in the narrative itself to warrint such a development. In 

both the 11arkan and Matthaean accounts the mention ok Jesus' family 

in the synagogue, (Ivlk. 6: 3, Mt-13: 55), would explain the use of either 

or 0' ' but a double reference is pointless. ky 

It is only I-Aark who re'cords both aZTditional phrases (4). 

1) E. GrtLsser, op. cit., p. 12- 
2) cf. I. I. Dibelius, op. cit., pp. 233-8 
3) E'. GrIEssert 

'op. 
it., 

'. 
16 

4) rvýýh ýAýWO) Mt. Ilk. Ik. Jn. Gospel of Thomas 
- Mt. M. 

LCv v-tryevf-'Jdlv - Mk. 
0ý 
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It would appear that the influence of the sayiny tra&ion 

recorded by Luke and the Gospel -of Thomas is not totally absent 

from the i,,, 'ar. ', -, an account. Dibelius (1), has seen'a similarity 

between Mark 6: 5a: (the inability of Jesuoto heal anyone, 

t( and the phrases in Luke 4: 2; 

Oe 77, q1, f-()V ýrgT(ýrOV atid the Gospel of Thomas: 'Eo physician heals 

those who know him. ' It would seem that Mark's G6spel contaizis 

some reminiscence 'of these' proverbs in the form of an ?. ctuj. 1 

incident. Mlatthew, on the other hand, not apparently aware of th e 

significance of this episode, glosses over the embarramLng 

situation (1-Alt-13: 58) 

So, I'llark, preserving a scant narrative outline in order to 

accentuate the saying of Jesus in Mark 6: 4, also indicates influence 

or knowledge of the form of saying recorded by Luke and the Gospel 

of Thomas. Furthermore, the use of both and 

0 1,11, tý in Markis unnecessary to the narrative, IvIAch sug, -csts 

Unat Mark did not corlstruct t1le narrative for the saying nor vice 

versa, but intetaated two traditions. Itthew is probably nearer the 

original complete narrative and sayings unit, whereas Vark reveals 

a complex knowledge of at least two traOitions, if not tý=(-e (2). 

1) M. Dibelius, op. cit , p. 110 
2) Mark knew at least the basic narrative recorded'in Matthew 
plus the M4_ tradition. He also was pos: - ibly 
influenced by tIYS'ayings tradition recorded in both Luke and the 
Gospel of Thomas. 
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b) hit-15: 21-8, Mk-7: 24-30 

The Pericone of the Healing of the Syrophoenician Woman's 

Daut; hter is recorded only by Matthew arid Yark. It is noticeable 

from the start that the place of contact between these t. WO 

accounts comeartin the words of Jesus (Mark 7: 27,1,11atthew 15: 26). 

Both the events precec-Ling, this saying ard the subsequent dialo'E. ue 

are prerrýented in different forms by each Axiter. 

The settirg to this pericope is interestinE. Burkill (1) 

thinks that the choice of the reC-ion of Tyre as a settirg for this 

narrative corresponds with the plan cot ont in Yark 3: 7-12, although 

there is no reason to asciLne a foreiEn lMttion because of the 

woman's nationality (2). Another opinion put forvii.. -rd 'by 1,11arxsen (3) 

is that this setting is part of the narrative, and althouch fAark js 

reluctant to include it, neverthelesshtdOnot wish to violate the 

text. Although any conclusion concerninC the originality of the 

location is speculativet the ow<q motif in Mark (not found in 

Matthew, althou&h he retains the Tyre setting) sug_, ests that the 

setting to the pericope is traditional. 

A study of the form of the pericope yields most promising 

results. It has been claimed Viet this story corresponds more 

to a pronouncement ihan a iriracle story (4)- Burkill (5) accentuates 

this idea by suggesting that the oriCiTial story finished with the 

1) T. A. Burkill, 'The Syrophoenician Woman: The Cont: ruence of York 
7: 24-3l'- Z1,71,57,1966, Pj--33,37- 
2) cf. The Pericope of the Centurion's rjervant,. Mt-8: 5-X, LIC-7: 1-10 
the centurion is a Gentile. 
3ý -W. Marxsen, cited by T. A. Purkillp OP- cit-, r. P-35-7 
4 V. Taylor, on- cit , PP-347 also of. R. Bultmarin, op- nit , P-38 
5) T. A. Lurkill I Th 

*e 
Historical Developirent of thn, Stoyy of the. 

Sy: rophpenician %voran, NT, 9,1967,1)ý()-175-6 
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pronouncement of Jesus in Yark 7: 27 - the answer and 

recomendotion being added later. Dibelius (1) took this line of 

thouQt one Mae Mther by suGoestirg that the orluinal trans- 

mission of this tradition is to be found amorigst the sayirgs r, -Aher 

than the paradijý, ms. 

This is an interesting view in relation to the Pericope of the 

Centurion's servant, (Mt-8: 5-13P Vc-7: 1-10). The assumption is 

that this narrative is part of the IQ, ' source which is primarily a 

sayings tradition. It is difficult to understand the irclusion 

of this narrative into the 1-0,1 source unless it is seen ns an 

example of a saying of Jesus and. recorded as such. It would 

appear from the Pericopes of the Healing of the Centurion's ' 

Servant and the Syrophoenician '. Ioman's Daurhter, that in incidents of 

narratives trRnsmitted as sayings material, the narrative is augmented 

and supplemented at will. The saying, however, is found rif; idly intact 

and constitutes the link between the various differing Synoptic accounts. 

So it would appear that the saying in 14ark 7: 27 was attached to 

a narrative at one stage as a climax to a paradigm which was 

subsequently modified to become a TUracle story. 

Despite the fact that the accounts of !. Iat'vhew and 'ý, ark are 

linked by a saying of-Jesus, there is an addition in Mark of the phrase: 

TA Tý-KVA at the beginiiing of the saying. 

It has been sugUested that at least the tcrm 7 (1) To C/ if not 

the whole phrase, is a Markan addition. The inclusion of the 
0ý1 

phrase, especially rrV(1JCoV 

v 

, implies that although the Jews 

1) II. Dibelius, op. cit v p. 261 
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must have priority, the Gentiles will get their turn; 

whereas the exclusion of it in Matthew stresses the unwilling- 

ness to help the Gentiles altogether (1). This theme is continued 

by 1,4atthew into the reply of the woman (Iflt. 15: 27) by the use of the 

dero, r7ative term: r(5v KýItwv' 
(Cf M10: 23, TCOV IT4? (, 

Y(, 
Iv'). 

The reluctance of Jesus initially to assist the wo-tan in Mark, 

although not quite so adanant as in Matthew's account, is neverthe- 

less evident. There is no reason'why Mark should have portrayed 

a'hostile Jesus whilst preserving a modified saying. It is 

therefore, possible that the phrase is original rather than 

editorial. 

As the saying of Jesus originally held a prominent position in 

the tradition, - developments to the narrative should be soen as 

n mt', ciipt to adapt the events to the saying. The embellishment ,a 

to the basic tradition would not be for any arbi-Vary reason but for 

a purpose, 

In Matthew's account, the woman's faithq like that of the 

Centurion in the oti-er pe3? ýcope. (Mt.. 8.: 10), moves Jesus to healinf; 

and compassion. The faith of' th6 woyna"n *hiQh Jebu6. `cOM*i*tiendB (1,, It-15: 28)9 

not only refers to the immediate conver . sation (15: 26-7) but also h3r 

persistence aLainst Jesus' silence (15: 22-3a) and the requeqt of 

the disciples to send her away'(15: 23b). Ift such'a context it would 

ap., re, 'lr that Jesus' saying in 15: 26 is seen as a test of her 

steadfastness in her faith. 

1) cf. Rom. 1: 16,2: 9-10, where Paul states the Jcws aro first. tg 
be informed of the Gospel messace, and then the Gentilos. 
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The reason for Jesus showing compassion eventually in Mark's 

account is due to the reply the woman gives to Jesus: Xt. 
Ij 

Of TOjUor 70'V k-7: 29). The words of the woman are 

seen as an interpretation of the saying of Jesus, so suo,; estinC 

the reasonableness of Civing aid to the Gentile community. In 

connection with this idea, it may be worth noting the use of 

()/C-L 4 to introducL- the woman's interpretive words. 

Could this possibly be reminiscent of the use of this formula 

already noted in 11k. 013 and 7: 16 where a saying of Jesus is 

interpreted immediately by another to meet the requirenents of the 

Christian comunity? This clear distinction between saying and 

interpretation in Mark is not recorded in Matthew. 

saying in I. -lark and its parallel saying The ? AL eAý, 

in Yiatthew&IV used by both authors for different purposes; -they co,. ). ý 

Sequently arrange their narrative material to comply vvith the 

interpretation. It would seem that Mark lkao subs titu tvcil the 

saying in this basic narrative with a slightly variftnt form. The 

interpretation of the saying given in the words of the woman is not 

to identify the children and dop, -s, for this would seernJmnediately 

obvious to the reader (1)t but forms a modification to the 

original saying-. This form of modification of a ruling or law 

by addition to the wording rather than altering the original 

phrcýsing is a noticeable feature of the development of the Torah 

in Judaism (2) and in the early Church (3)- 

1) W. Storch, 'ý, ur Pericope von der Syroph8nizierin, ' RZ, 14,1970, p. 257 
2) An example of the modificatidn of the Torah is even mentioried in 
Mark 10; 2-9 where Jesus says the Law of Divorce was given by Moses to 
modif -lie existing Law established at the Creation, that man 8. nd wife .Vt 

carmot divorce. 
3) cf. Didache VI: 2-3 
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1., It. 16: 5-12, I'Lk-8: 14-21 

AGain, this narrative is found only in Matthew and Yarkq 

althou&h Luke does record the, sayinE. in Mark 8: 15: E'C Y 

651 allo -rvý ()/, I It is used in Luke 7, - 

to initiate a string of sayines fomirg teaching'material specifically 

for the disciples, whom Jesus calls aside from the crowd. AlthouGh 

Luke's setting for this saying is completely different from that of 

the other two Gospels, he does restrict his audience to the 

disciples. Similarly, Matthew's and Ilark's account takes place in 

a boat with only Jesus and his disciples. 

An attempt has been made to interpret'this saying ard the term 

in Matthew 16: 8f and Mark 6: 17f (1). Matthew sees the 

leaven in terms of the teaching and hypocrisy of the FharlseeEý, 

whichis expressed after the discussion of the feeding stories in 

Matthew 16: 11-12. In Mark, however, the interpretation is centred 

- around the Feeding Stories themselves (Nk. 8: 19-20) and is followed 

by an abrupt concludinE; exclamation: m-1,06'er(; 
The saying does riot appear in the form of a question in Matthew - 

but is part of the explanation 

concerning leaven. The phrase beL; inning the j,, arI--, r 

(8: 17f)-4r, &. 3 ilo[M ou(ýý crUA'(-r( could be related to the 

t<, 4(, saying concluding the discussior; -the 

discussion is introduced by ACýet, t,;,! A ý, wclS could 7-V 

represent a development of the words in 8: 21. 

The isolation from any other explanatJon and a specific 

introductory formula setting, the saying, set apart from the 

D. H. Smith, 'The Exposition of Mark 8: 14-211, ET9 1947-8t pp. 125-6 
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I precect. ing discussion, all brine, to mind P. similar call-line 

t 1ý C% )I in Mark 4: 9, where .; V, ý 
jkýttl 0,,, rAq 

Lr*f AKOU(tj, ' tan. 16'r(A) 

is isolated from the Parable of the Sovie'r (1). It has been 

sug, Lested that the form of the Parables --ection has been 

influenced by catechetical motifs. Here, also, 12Sylor (2), sees 

catechetical influences at work ir. the substance ard form of the 

discourse. It is possible to assume that call-lines, ' the same 
\ 1, 

tradition, or similar to these two preserved in the KII 

were used freely in such catechetical traditions and blocks. T4e 

( ;, I rIx of 8: 17 could possibly introduce an interpretation of the W" 

saying. 

Mt. 21: 12-13,. Fk. 11: 15-19, Ik-19: 45-8 

An'account of the Cleayjý-irig of the Temple and a related saying 

found in John 2: 13-17 must also be taken into account. The 

Johannine narrative records some details not found in the Synoptic 

accounts. Nevertheless, in other respects, the JohaiLnine and Markan 

accounts have similarities which are riot recorded in Matthew 

and Luke (3)- The different chronological settirg in John causes 

no basic problem, for there is no reason to assume that this 

pericope was specifically fixed to the passion week or, for tl, at 

matter, any period in Jesus' life. Rather it belongs to a specific 

setting: i. e., the Temple, rather thaui to a chronological setting, 

In the Synoptic Gospels, any tradition with a Temple setting has 

to be placed within Holy Week as it is the only time Jesus is in 

1) Could have the addition -bliark: 4: 9: iAZ 0* (rvV1tC-. IdT/I(T4) , in Codex 
Bezae be due to an influence of this call-line! 
2) V. Taylor, Op-cit , P-363 
3) I. Buse, 'The Cleansir3c of the Templp in the Synoptics ard in John, ' 
ET., 70,1956-9, pp22-4 goes further on to say that Ilark was used by John, 
and katthew and Luke could even have used a different source. 
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Jerusalem, hut in John, ý Jesus frequents the city on ruary occasions; 

_T0711), 
therefore., has a choice as to where he places this pericope. 

The original extent of tl-, e pericope was probobly veri-es 

l5b-17 (1). 1arkan editorial expansions, &iving a i-ioly aeok setting 

are found, in 15a and 19. It would seem that vcrse 18 recalls similar 

references to the authorities' reacti-, n to Jesus found in Mark 3: 6, 

12: 12, and coul. d be an editorial corment, to illustrbte a' O. eveloprert 

in the authorities' plot to arrest and kill Jesus. 

Bultnaarm (2) su6Lested that the caying was a secondary imsertion 

to a primarily narrative tradition.. The idea is accepted by 

I Buchanan (3) who sees the saying formulated after the (". Pstri:. ct. Lon 

of Jerusalem. The reference to, 60ý, 05 ýMTOýýIlle Hamilton 

sugLests, really refers to a synaL,, oLqie not the Temple; but this 

phrase forms part of a quotation from Isaiah 56: 7 which could 

oniy have originally referred to the Temple. Dibelius (5), on- 

the other hand, suf,, L; ests this pericope is a paradigm. of a less pure 

t ype; but if the original storyis. to be found in the verses 15b-17, 

it would. appear to confirm muc. n more the outline of a true paradigm 

than Dibelius (6) sug, ý,, ests. 

1ý V. Taylor, 
_2L). 

cit. t p-461 
2 R. Bultmann, op. cit-, P-36 
3) G. d. Buchanan, Mark 11: 15-19: 'Brie-ands in the Temple' ITebrew Union 
College Anrual, 30,1959, pp. 169-77 
4) B. q. tiamilton, 'Temple Cleansina and Temple BanIc', J1.11-, 839 1964, 
PP-365-72 
5) M. Dibelius,. 2p- cit., P-43 
6) cf. M. Dibelius, Lbid-9 PP-37-69 where he explains the balient 
features of a paradi6m. 
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The saying, nevertheless, however much an intregal Tjkq. rt of tile 

narrative, is not subject to it. Variant sayings traditiors can be 

re-corded within the same narrative framework (1). 

Before looking at ard comparing the saying found in each Gospel, 

it must be noted that. the pericope is irterpreted in the lit; ht of the 

surroundinE events. In Vatthew, the account of the Temple Cleansing 

is followed by the authorities' rebWce of the crord's acclaim of Jesus 

as Son of David (Mt. 21: 15-16). The Temple Cleansint; aplarently ins1dres 

such a claim and must tberefore be spen as e Mnssianic 3ct. In LW-, e, 

the Temple Cleat)sing is imm. ediately preceded by the Prediction of 

the Destruction of Jerusalem. The Cleansing in this case would seem 

to illustrate the corruptneEs of the aGe which would initiate its 

own destruction. The account in John is understood in terms of the 

Resurrection of Jesus (Jn. 2: 18-19). Mark sandwiches t1be event 

between the cursing of the fiVtree and its significance. Thus, the 

. pericope is seen in relativ e isolation, with no obvious interpr! ive 

incidents attached. 

%ming to the saying, it will be at once noticeable Wat it 

is largely composed of two Old Testament quotations: Isaiah 56: 7 

and Jeremiah 7: 11. It is usually assumed that the quot, -Aions 

correspond to the Septuagint. This, however, may not be the case if 

Black's (2) suggestion is taken into account. It would appear that a 

certain Aramaic word-play can be seen between 17,0,7- -S ýo t UM, 
Wlutlia) 

and /ýjjolro)v (d e leslin). 

ý) The use Ilark makeo of cxistin6' narrative to frme b. is ; V. t\ 
ýIfjpv 

sayirgs, has been noted. 
2) M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospolr, rra. Acts, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1967, P-176 
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If this is so, not only does it sdEj; est that at one'timp the 

texts quoted were originally in Aramaic, but alco that the two quotptions 

are-linked primarily because of this verbal tie. It is quite possible 

that this saying preserves a sample of Midrashic teaching by 

Jesus (1). 
- 

Ilark contains the additional phrmse: 7'ol, - (-PVeTCv which j 

is part of Isaiah 56: 7 , but is omitted by Matthew and Luke 6 By 

the inclusion of the phrase in the saying, Mark presents a 

different interpretation to the one implied without the phr-se. 

In Matthew and Luke the otK, ýý, z (Wele-e is compared with 

6 UO., 11,70 John's saying, although phrased 

differently, also suegests a similar comparison: T-OV 

compared. with O1,. &(-q, ý41i-, Oecov This would imply t1kat the -sayin6 tras 

aimed dC; ainst the unnecessary trading in the Temple preciricts. In 

Mark, the comparison lies between triviv ('ýaj-ý, V and 

fj; 1 (2). In certain instancer, can be 

understocd as 'Zealots' or 'nationalists' (3)- In such a. 

circumstance, the Temple, which was originally designed for a. place 

for all nationalities to ather Wther, is seer as a broedirg aound 

for nationalists. This meaning does not seem to reflbct the 

situation sho,, nin the pericopet and could possibly be another 

Z I/ 
example of the use of KAA sayines imposed upon a narrative 

frambwork. 

11 Note the phrase which introduces this saying: W COMM' 
2 C. Roth, 'The CleansiSU of the Temple and Zechariah XIV: 211, 
NT, 4,1960, PP-174-61- 
3) Josephus, The Warsof The Jews, IV, ch. IIIf. 
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ii) II-THEGAL IM. IdUTIVE SAYlbGS I 

Mt-10: 11-14,1&. 6: 10-11, Lk. Q,: 4-5 

l, 'kark. 6: 10-11 is the second part of a missionary address 

given by Jesus to the '11.7elve. The rarrative settino in 6: 7 and 12-13, 

so Taylor (1) points out, is a redactiorAl construction. Dibelius (2) 

substantiates this view by pointing out a similarity in the use of a 

brief narrative'framework found in Ilark 3: 7f and 3: 13-19. There are 

noticeably strong links between 'the framework in 3: 14-5: V-, ý 

I%P IF 
OWOCTUiýl al, '? O'C5 Kj Cj'rtI; "AA qoi, ' ifoujilw, and 6: 7,12: 

V 

... KAA- ý)OW-i U ftpýO(; §O IM 

Tt would appear that a direct reference is made in the francv., ork 

material to the Appointing of the Twelve. Yark probably realises 

a connection between these two incidents. Matthew, in fact, fully 

k0cognises this link by placing the two pericopes next to each 

other in 9: 35-10: 16. The Matthaean account would seem far from just 

an attempt to resolve the Markan separation, however, for the Account 

of the Sending differs drastically. It is found that the verses 

relatinG to the Sending of the Twelve in Matthew are similarly 

recorded in Luke 10: r-16 as a different missionary pharEe, this 

time to a larcer 1; roup of disciples. Luke 9: 1-5 also records the 

Sending of the Twelve parallel to the Markan incident, but connects 

neither accounts with the Appointing of the Twelve. 

1ý V. Taylor, op. cit., P-302 
2 TA. Dibelius, op. cit , p. 224 
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It would seem from the use of theSp missionary charý,, -es in 

the Synoptic records that these sayings had no fixed chronoloCical 

or narrative settint:, except*a natural association-with a mission 

of some kind. The missionary charý--, es in Matthew 10: 9f and Luke 

10: 4f reflect a variai, t form of the sayini. s in I-Jark and are much more 

developed. 

In Mark, the frpmework introduces just two sayings and is the 

simplest in form of all the Synoptics with the possible exception 

of the Lukan parallel, (Lk. 9: 1-6). Taylor (1) says thaýt the 

narrative was constructed by Mark purely to form a framework for 

the qayings preserved in 6: 8f and 10f. Taylor differs from 

Dibelius (2), who acknowledges that the sayings were isolated 

pre-11', ClXkan units; the ecant narrative friniework does not form a 

frame for these sayings. Rather, he holds that the sa-vings are uscd to 

augment the narrative. This, Dibelius saýs, is sho-vnby the fact that 

Ahe first saying is reproduced in reported speech. 

Looking at the problem of the relationship between the narrative 

and sayings, two points must be taken irto account. In the first 

place, the Karkan missionary charees aplarently fall into two sayines: 

6: 8f, concerned with the apparel ard possessions of the missioraries 

and 6: 10f with their conduct durind their mission. In the sayings 

recorded :h Matthew 10; 4-11 Which are produced in a different form 

from the Parkan sayings, thecharCes are found togetherin the -. are 

order, but are riot separated by an introductory formula and the second 

theme-is r-mch more developed. The Lukan account in 9: 4-5, simiiarly, 

1) V. Taylor, op. cit , P-302 
2) II. Dibelius, op. cit., p. 224 
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makes no division between the two charges. Secondly, although 

the first saying in Mark 6: 8 is given in reported speech, as 

Dibelius (1). arnes, this is not totally consistent in 6: 9 

where the sentence lapses into direct spopch, 
ýrn ý'O ýCr&JVM (2). The corres pond ii)g so-ý-inrs in ý! atthew 

and Luke are corisistcntly direct speech t1iroughout. 

It would appear that the 6eneral unity of the miosionary 

char6r-s as found in the Synoptic Gospels hnf been broken by Mark 

with the addition of an introductory formula in 6: 10 and the use 

of different forms of speech. The adaptation of the first saying 

to indirect speoch in Mark's Gospel is probýLbly due to the Evangelist. 

The inconsistency of style in 6: 9b. is no doubt a fault of the 

author in tranvmitting this saying jr) indirect speech (3). It 

would then seem Dibelius is correct in as far as Mark wanted the 

fixst saying to auo-mert his-cditcd narrative. The direct forrii of the 

second saying, especially with an introductory fonriula, stands out 

in contrast to tho ret; t of the pericope. It would appear that Mark's 

purpose for presentinC the first sayint- indirectly was to throw 

into strong relief the second-saying, and not to diminish the 

importance of the sayings and accentuate the narrative aspect. 

The first nissiýnary char&e in Mark, including the words, 

lhýccept a staff and sa. 1,. dals' would appear a. more developed theme than 

the'totally negative commands given in Matthew and LiLke 

1) 14'. Dibelius, op. cit., p. 225n. 1 
VA f the subjunctive could also be a purpose 

clause therefore makirg 6: 8 entirely direct spcech. 
3) cf. Acts 1: 4f, where similar shift from reported to direct speech 
is found. 
4) V. Taylor, op. ci , P-304, cf. J.,, 'ellhausen, JOZ 

fierlin, (I. Reincr, llý could be P. 1-listranslation. 
Of xA for . 103, P-46, F-L/, qtj 
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The second sayinG, however, preserts a different picture. It must 

be noted that the missionary chart. e concerned with the conduct of 

the mis:. ionaries apl., earsto have had more inpact upon the actions 

of tbe Christian missionaries than did the first charLe. In 

Act 13: 51, reference is made to Paul and Barnabas le: ýving a 

hostile corimunity and performing the ritual prescribed in Park 6: 11 (1). 

The conduct of a nissionary whilst resident in a town is dcveloped 

irt the Didache 11: 4f. It is quite reasorable to assume that the 

charge found in Matthew 10: 9-14 and Luke 10: 4-11 is also a development 

of the teachirg given on this important issue. 

The Lukan parallel account in 9: 1-6 is in many respectssirilar 

to Vark. The simplicity of'form and similexity in recordii. g two 

themes closely correspond to Yark. There is a noticeable lack of 

understanding of the sayings which Luke is presenting, however. 

Both sayings are in direct speech and no division between the first ard 

second char6e is visible. It would sý---em that the IxOkan account 

shows a knowledt; e of a simpler form of the Sending pericope akin to 

the Markan account, but his sayings tradition records only a single 

unit. Mark may have used a similar tradition to that in Li&els 

Gospel as a. basis for the sayirg. 

b) 14t. 26: 39, I-A-14: 36, bk. 22: 42 

The scene in the Garden of Gethsemane is recorded by all 

three Synoptic Gospels. The Lukan account, however, irdicates a 

special developiaent of the pericope by the Evangelist. The link 

between the Lukan account and that in Matthew and Vark comes in the 

Also cf. r. Vlilcox, The Semitisms of Abts, Oxford, Clarezidon Press, 
1965 P-176. Acts 13: 51 has strikinc verbal similarities to the 
Matthacan char6e in 10: 14b aCairst LuIcce and rJark. Wilcox says that this 
could reflect the preservation of an alternative tradition. 
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Prayer of Jesus. The basic theme in ihe Markan passage, 

Kelber (1) points-out, is not concerned with the doubts of Jesus, 

but rathcr, with the ultimate failure of the disciples, epitomised 

by the three favourite disciples. In Luke, however, the role of the 

disciples ir considerably weakened (2) and the a6ony of Jesus is 

'-eightened 

The main thesis of Kelber's (4) article is the suf,, ýýest-lcn th. -A 

the Larkan pericope is a developed redactional composition. The 

Gethsemane tradition, however primitive or brief, appears to be an 

essential part of the Passion Ac, count, probably because it was the 

traditional place of Jesus' arrest (5). Each Fvan,,. elist has develol-)ed 

or received a deve3oped form, of this pericole v. 1lich suits the individual 

theoloeical motifs of each Gospel (6). In a sense this is simlar to 

Kelber's Position. He (7) sugGests that Markan redactional 

motifs are brouGht clearly into play in this pericope. 

1ý W. H. Kelber, 114P. rk 14: 32-42: Gethsemane' , ZIN, 63,1972, P-Cl-4 
tie reference is riade to the disciples in the Account, and 2 Very litU 

thq-three disciples singled out in Matthew and Parkfor special 
attention are omittea. . 

-3) 
The three-fold disciple motif is absent, and additional naterial 

concerning Jesus' suffering is inserted in 22: 43-4 
4) 4. H. Kelber, or. cit., P-176 
5) cf. John 1ý=-- -1, -Iw-hýre the Cethsemane tradition is Puxely a 
narrative account of Jesus' arrest. 
6) M. dilcox, 'The Composition of John 13: 21-30'9 -Veotestar: ertica 
et Sem. itica, 'Zdir. bur&, T. & T. Clark -, 1969, P-155-6) cf. Alk-14: 42 - 
the. betr. -yer therne with Jzl-13: 21-30, where the sayinf's are part of the 
Lucharistic theme. 
7) W. H. Relber, or. cit , pr. 169-176 presents an analysis of 
Markan redaction. 
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He does not definitely state that Vark has invented such a 

pericope and therefore implies some traditional býisis for this 

s tory. 

An even more interestine observation of Kelber's (1) for 

this preýeat rt, ). dy is the fact that he singles out Iflark 14: 35-6, 

from the whole of the pericope, as preser-tirZ. fewer editorial 

insertions or comments. The role of the discii,, les is completely 

absent from these two verses and Jesus stands as the central and 

only figure. 

The flatthaean account does rot i-ýF-intain so constantly the 

role of the disciples as does Mark, but he echoes in 26: 42 a similar 

prayer to the one in 26: 39- The three-fold motif of prayer and return 

to the disciples, implied in Mark, is more methodically narrated in 

Matthew. It would seem that Matthew's concern. is a coritrast 

between the faithful obedience of Jesus and the failure of the 

disciples to understand and resist Ilemptation. 

The fourth Gospel presents an interesting comparison. The 

account of this tradition in 18: lf is directly related to the 

arrest. A saying similar to the prayers uttered in the Garden is 

found earlier in the Holy deek chronoloi-, -y- at the Triumphal 

Entry into Jerusalem (Jn'. 12: 27). In John's Gospel the time for 

indecision comes before the night of the Last Supper, but John still 

includes this prayer. in the chronicles of Holy -W, ý-ek. 

Despite similarities in presentation of the pericope between 

Matthew wid Mark, they differ coijsiderably in the prayer c-equerces. 

It will be helpful at this'point to compare the prayer forms in each 

Gospel. 

1) W. H. Kelber, ibid., P-175 
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- Mark records two forms of the prayer, an indirect form 

in 14: 35 and a spoken form in 14: 36. Matthew also records the 

prayer tivice, but in this case, the forrICTFAC prayers on two separate 

occasions are identical (lit. 26: 39,42). Luke and John record- the 

prayer only once. A comparison of the relationsh3p and actual 

contents reproduced within the various accounts appearsnecessary 

at this point. 
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The l4larkan prayer unit is nearcr in presentation to Luke 

and John than to Matthew, for althou&-h Mark records two for, ýs of 

the pr, -,. yer, they are concentrated within the first episode of Jesus 

leaving the disciples to pray. In Matthew, however, the two prayer 

units are separated into the first and second timeSJesus prays. 

Mark puts more emphasis on the first time Jesus prays whereas 

Ilatthew concentrates more upon fitting the prayer sequanceinto the 

tizee fold motif. J)espite the fact Mark has sue;, -, ested this notif 

in this narrative, it apý. ears less defined than in Matthew. The 

second time Jesus goes to pray, the phrase: ; oyl 4, ý,, ml 

describes the incident, and the thijd time it is only suggested by 

the fact that Jesus comes back to the disciples, although no 

reference is made to his goint; to pray. It camiot be denied that 1,: ark 

was aware of this motif but it appears that its presence is to stress 

the disciples' continuing failure and not to emphasise the prayer 

Jesus uttered. Therefore, the motif is an essential part of the 

Parrative upon which the prayer uzLit hzis been imposed. 6 

In Matthew, the relationship between Jesus' prayer and his 

repeated conversations withthe disciples appears more consistent. 

'The prayer is recorded twice and the third time reference is made to 

it. The possibilitj arises that Mark imposed this prayer unit upon 

the narrative, as Kelber (2) implies, but in such a way to form an 

isolated nucleas within the pericopet whereas Yattliew's account 

diversifies the material to develop further the three-fold motif in 

the narrative. 

1) It is interesting tonote that this identical pl, rasc ir. used by Mattliew 
to describe Jesus' prayer on the third occasion, 26: 44 
2) W. H. Kelbor, on. cit-, P-170-9. The prayer of Jesus appears cecordary 
to the theme of the narrative except as a cortrast, end it io riot so 
Markan. - 
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The spoken form of the prayer in each Gospel beeins with the title 

TrPI Matthew recordinU The Markan 

prayer, however, has an apparently developed f orm: 0 IV C1 

III c Casland (1) says that the difficulties*of the phrase in Mark lead 

to the omission of by P., atthevi and Luke, and it must be 

supposed, John. This may possibly be true if Mark forms the 

basis of the other Gospels, *and especially, if the saying -recorded 

in Mark 14: 36 is primarily identical to the other prPyer sayi., Cs. 

The fact is, however, that the prayer recorded in Mark 14: 35: ft 'h; 1ý1, "o. 1 

11 11 ( r, relates. anlý to the first part of the (C, 'C(v 

prayer actually spoken in 14: 36: UAvT1 F 

Toozo e rr'ý000 It is immediately obvious that these two 

phrases are fcr fxopi syrioiynous. A more significant similarity 

to Eark 14: 35 is not found else-ahere in Vark but rettlier in the two 

re& corded prayers in Matthew: r,, hl(. "rov 41-utý 

. ro Y73 tjAa(, A,, 1' r jqeaning to In essence Mark. 14: 35 is closer in 

14, f/71,01ý than Luke 22: 42: r, ý -iV'c'170 rd tjorjsj, -V 'rr' 

is Yark 14: 36. A further link with another non-Markan version of this 

prayer is foui d. in the coirimon reference to if 4. ý.; A in Mark 14: 35 and John I 
It is possible -that the prayer 12: 27 instead of ro 

represented by reportled speech in Yark 14: 35 is part of the prayer 

form found in the other Gospels. The preservation of this particalar 

part of the prayer could be due to the fact that It rl-*. verces here 

from the prayer Piark chose to be tbe orm Jesus actually spoke. 

1) S. V. 1d c Caslaridt 'Abbaq Fatherlo JBI-, 72,1953, P-30 



it would seem therefore, that 1,:, ark knew of' two vk! rsioi l of 

this prayer. Instead of using therq to develop the thrre-fold motif 

presert in Matthew, they have been put toeether to interxify a I)rnyer 

unit almost divorced from the everts in the pericope. The 

composition of this prayer unit is interesting as it reflects a 

similar use of dir,;: ct and irdirect speeých to that found in '!, -. rk 6: 8-12 (1). 

In this case, the two sayings are linked, not throiiCh similar subject 

matter, but iý traditional varipwats of the swre saying. * The 

indirect presentation of the prayer forms a preci. s of the prayer 

which follows. The prayer Mark singles out for atterition by 

recording it in full and in direct vpecch, bee-ins with the 

introductory formula. r,, 4A, ý1, t IV 

. The use of the Ilarkan prayer in 14: 36 serves to isolate and 

[; ive importance to the sayirg within this primarily narrative 

pericope. Despite this, there is a, strikinU featwrc ir Vie prayer 

itself, which further isolates it from the saZ, ine.., traditions found 

in the other Gospels. 'The introductory title: /Jý, j & r, - 

mentioned earlier, is unique to the Yarkan prayer. A general 

impression is -that I IT AZ it '. I is a direct translation of (2). 

C Ad Casland (3) notes tI)at 11ý1&4 should literally be tr, -vslated. 

as 'my Father', not I -the Father' and suCests the use of ITA 

ort a number of occasionb in the Epistles should be translated as 

V 1) The use of iVA and subjunctive in 14935 jul4similar construction 
to 6: a. In 14: 35, the phrase is definitely interided as reported speech. 
This possibly indicates thzit use of corstruction in 6: B is also reported 
speech. c 2) b. V. Al Casland, ibid., p. 81. citers variolm atter., ipts, not only by 
scholars but also textual critics to SCA, -n JTA-' 0 as an 

roll-10, ifall: il t dn4a t i0l 

3) S. V. 14cCas land, 'or. cit , 111). 86-8 gives the full extcnt of the ucc 
of the definite article to exprecs v pronoun in tlie hevi Testament. 
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'my Father'. This seems implicit in the Yarkan use of*0 
( 

K's 0 .19 ilo 

thereby Giving the correct translation. It is interestirg to 

note Yatthew 26: 39,42 has il-A(F,, which does not necctssarily 

illustrate a ?, nowledce of II but rep2ýesents a logical 

conclusion of the urx of 0 7, PTqP ir. the Epistles. 

The simple explanation that eý VT is a tronslation of (1,1,41 

ho-ýýeve2. -, even ,, 1 0 Caslanrl is notbtýilly satisiffed Wllt'l. T1, P term 

is only found three times in the Lew Testament and each time it- is 

uithin the identical phrase: 0/>' 0 rl. ýK(14 . Besides 14: 36, the 

other occasions are Romans 8: 15 and G*alatiaris 4: 6 where ti-c P'x. asc 

stands alone as a confessional statement (1). It would seen 

feasible to sujE;, -, est, as TACCasland (2) does, that in such a' case, 
)/I A/ A is no longer seen as an jkram, 'Ac vord needing translation, 

but as a title for God. - It appears that embodied in the T. Liiirkan 

prayer is the basis for a liturgical utterance which was at soaetime 

used by the Early Church 

iii) CONCLUDDIG ROTARKS 
%. PI 

The study of the prosence- of M-t &j I rt, ' sayine; s in narrfitive 

- material not only improves our kr., owl6dý. e of t4is SayiytTs Tradition 

but also helps to throw liCht on the role of the nmrratives in the 

Gospel 111radition. 

... V61ri'liv ýý4' ý. 1) Romans 8: 15 
Galatians 4: 6 ge; A,: r V, 2) S. V. McCasland-, op. *clt., p., 90 

3) J. Jeremias, The Problem of 
-V,, 

e 1-listor-4. cal Jesus, Philadelphia, 
Fortress 1)rcss, 1971, p. 18 points out as oiie of the 
distinguishizir, features of the oriainal Jesus. 

It mu -t be noted that a similar use of an Aramaic p1hrase is found in 
I-Cor. 16: 22: lfl, 4 very early Its Aramaic origin sug,., est*S a 
formulation, but no doubt it became used by a Church that did not know 
this la. i6w. (, e. Therefore, it gai6ed litttrCical com-otations at a very 
early stage. The use of in Romans ari, -, Galatians does 
sug&est this also. 
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A comparison of the narrativcs and sayintý-, im the various- 

gospels indicates that, whereas the narrative material is basically 

similar, not only has it been varied to re±lect the theolo6y of 

each Evar8-elist. but, especially in Yark, Vie alteratlion to the 

narrative is also due t'o the srAper-imposing of a voriant scyings 

tradition. The reason for textual alterationj how-6ver, is not an 

attempt to reconcile arry contradictions between the saying and 

narrative that may occur, but rather it is an atLempt by tho 

redactor to draw attention to the authoritative character of Vne 

saying bein, 3 Ixeserved. It is evident that a. certain amount of 

contradiction within the narrative still remains. 

Both-&roups of sayings are given prominence within narrative 

sections. The sayings in the first Croup are seen as pronouncement 

sayings, and ther, -ýfore, the purpose of the narratives in these instances 

is to form a framework for the sayin,, ý; s. It in apparent that the Ra. rkan 

mt sayings are not always suited to the framework. 

This would suggest that the fraxinejork was developed for a saýing 

which was not identical in fom to the. present one. In the second 

category of sayings, traditional frnatework units are developed in 

- order to accentuate the sayinGs and not justawarbitary development. 

of nzarrative tradition. Similarly, it is found that the framevrork 

I/ 
and V,, L f (I/ sayint,,: are uneasy partners. 

-The sayings found within narrative frameworks reflect 

the pretience of two traditions which Iflark has linked, sorietimes 

deliberately, in uneasy harmony. Although the narratives are vantly 

different in each Gospel, the basic account is identical. It is possible 
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to see the build up of material thus: a basic narrative tnidition is 

uved by the Evangelists upon which are placed theological and specific 

themes. The lin, - between all accounts is usually the words of Jesus- 

However, the MI. t14j1t', Y' sayin6s *in Mzk indicate a deviation from 

this by superimposing a sa. -ing, which is essentially an isoloted u-ýit, 

over a saying whose meaning is developed by the surroundine cot)text. 

The RAj sayin3s in this chapter continue to reveal the 

charactey: iE-tics already noted in the previous sayings. The sayings 

continue to reflect primitive qualities. The teachine aspect of the 

saying is still very noticeable, and it is Lecoming evident that the 

disciples figure lar6ely as the recipients of the teaching (6: 10-11, 

8: 21) or are singled out as being witnesses (6: 4,7: 27,14: 36). The 

formula in 7: 213 and 8: 17 would be recorded on purpose os 

a commentary form on the IeM rb V sayint, -s. Luke 9: 1-6 apreprs t6 r 

have some knowledge of toe Larkan misAonary charges. The sayings in 

-6: 10-11,14: 36 especially, appear to have repercussions on later 

Church thinking. 



THE STUDY: 

FURTILER SAYIEGS 
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SAYIIIGS CLOSELY CONNECTET WITH TH& MUM 

Three examples of the use of Cr(j; ()((, ) in relatIonship, 

I t0 M'G W Irol sayings have already beeninvestigated. The introduction 

to the Parable of the Sower, if not to the whole of the parables in Mark 4, 

is introduced by: Similarly',. 

the second Passion Prediction i s itaught' to the 

disciples. 
. 

The saying concerned with the cleansing of the Temple is also 

introduced with the 'phrase: p-, Al' r' 
11.4 01 

. 
U, 4, w-V W fijr A, U-, F5- 

Before moving on to look at the remaining two sayings using these 

t erms, it would be of value to qualify the meaning of the words Y 

to the Evanrelist inMark's Gospel. 

The use of Fj&L7-Kco/j( in Mark biinj.; s to light an 

interestirW,, situation. It would appear that the primary use of 

and (2) is as a ceneral term, and not tointroduce specific ýx I 
teaching material. In a number of cases, the terms are used in a gefieral 

framework to a narrative (3)- The few occasions, liowever, -where these 

terms are applied to specific words of Jesus are in the introductions of 

certain sayinas y 

1) Vik. 1: 21,22,2: 13,4: 1,2,6: 2,6,30,34,7: 7j 8: 319 9: 31t 10: 1,11: 179 
12: 35,38,14: 49. 
2) ldk. 1: 22,27 4: 2,11: 18,1208 
ý) cf. 1ýk. 1: 21-2,27-8,2: 13,6: 2,6934,10: 1 Other uses: 6: 30 - disciples 
tell Jesus all they have done and taught on their return from their mis7ýion. 
7: 7 - part of a quotation from Isaiah 29: 13- 14: 49 - at Jenus' arrest, he 
says why did they not arrest him asýhe taught daily in the Temple. 
4) cf. Mk, 4: 2,9: 31,11: 18,12: 35,36. The use 'of in Mark 8: 31 
is probably due to the influence of 9: 31 which forms tlebasis for the first 
passion prediction. 
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Kuhn (1) su&ýests that the use of these terms indicate: a Yarkan 

formulation'and it would appear that, especially in these'cascs, this 

arGwrient is justif ied. Mark uses these terns as a general. indication 

of Jesus' teaching with the exception, of certnin (/V)riv sayinus 

where r Gql# may reflect the nature of the tridition 01 fi 6 r, Cc/ iff 

preserved. 

Matthew and Luke similarly useL. as a eencral tcrm 

except in one instance Wft-5: 2, Lk. 11: 1). In this case, both Gospels are 

introducing the teaching material of the Great Sermon and could be 

justified in using iri<ýo anyway, 

a) Tolt. 22: 41-6, I-Ak. 12: 35-7, I. R. 20: 41-44 

It is necessary in dealing with the two sayings, to look at their 

setting jointly. These two sayings are placed at. the very end of the 

queotioning in the Temple in Holy Week. Taylor (2) says that it would 

appear Mark 12: 35-7 constitutes little more t', an a. saying introduced by 

a brief statement. The context, given in 12: 35a, is editorial. This 

view is supi. orted by -GaUg (3) who also cites 12: 37C as ?!, irkan. In this 

case, any narrative falls away to reveal two K1,4', r/1, ( raýyings unconi, ected 

by any traditional setting. 

Gagg (4) points out that the phrase ITQ5 Vdlov, (7c, sed by ýu 

Jesus to initiate his argulnent sugr, -esto tlld-t a comment or question from 

the Scribes originally enGendered this discussion. The introduction in 

1) ll. W. Kuhn, Ahtere SawlunCen 
_im 

T-larkusovaimlitun, G13ttingen, Vandenhoeck 
und huprectit, 1971, P-138 
2) V. Taylor, The Gospel Accordin, -- to SaiftTlarkl London, I. -Tacmillan & Co. Ltd., 
1ý69, P-490 
3 R. P. Ga&G, 'Jesus und die Davidssolinfracel, TZ, 7,1951, p. 20 

4 R. P. Gagg',. jbid., pp. 19 
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Mark 12: 35a, however, doesnot even hint at this, but su p g. ests that 

the discourse is soleýy initiated by Jesus himself. This is furtlier 

supported in Daube's (1) theory that the questioning in the Temple 

represents the four hag,. adic questions. lie proposee that this 

Messianic saying corresponds to the fourth question which is 

initiated by the father on behalf of the son who does not k4-ýow how 

to ask. This is further attested in IIark 12: 34 which s. tates, r. A/t 

ý11S c -, ýVrc W VA AWOV' disconnectine 12: 35-7 1ý 

from the preceeding questioning (2). A contradiction between the 

limited context and saying in Mark. becomes at once ap-ý, arent. 

In Platthew's account, the discourse has strorg links with the 

preceding question concerning the Greatest Connandment (Mt. 22: 34-40). 

In Miatthew, the question is seen as a trick question put by the 

Riarisecs. Now, in, llatthew 22: 41-6, ith time for Jesus to put a qucstion 

to the Qarisees. The first phrase in the Markan saying, which causes 

difficulty in the text, is incorporated by Matthew into narrative. Jesus 

asks the Pharisees, 'whose Son is the Christ, ' to which they reply, 

Wavid's'. Apparently, Matthew 2201-6 is seen as-part of the preceeding 

1) D. Daube, The lNevi Testament and Rabbinic Judaicm, London, Athlone 
Press, 1956, p. 166f, on the four questions on the i'asr-over -13eder. 2) D. Daube, ibid., p. 167, nees this phrase belonging to the Davidic 
discusoion rather than the previous question. Whether it is to be related 
to'one question or another is not so essential to our problem. The fact 
that it comes just before the Davidic discuszion means that Vie Scribes did 
not ask any question at all aridjtherefore, the phrase in the vming irr 
still at variance with the context. 



pericope, for it is not until 22: 46 that Yatthew concludes the 

questioning with the sentence that no-one dared ask any more 

questions. In Markand Luke, it has been noted, this statement 

precer)ns the discourse. 

The saying recorded in Luke is much more &eneral: -#T cis AvOC/CrIV-0) 

and therefore escapes any contextual difficulties. As in the Markan 

context, this saying of Jesus is apparently not motivated by any 

questionine. Therefore, the Matthaean and Lukan settings appear to 

obscure the I'Arkan Passover har%adic settine as well as the awk-ward 

presence of 'the Scribes'in the sayinG itself. 

. 
'Taylor (2) says that the language and content of the Tiarkan 

saying suggests that its origins are in the Palestinian tradition. 

The quotation of Psalm 110, GaGO (3) says, could have no meaning in 

non-Jewish discussions M- Strack-Bill erbeck (5) also sul. -, I,, est th, -, i. t 

the phrase Cv 74ý3 sMG1 is not ChriGtian but 

j1abbinic terminol. ocy. Psalm 110: 1 occurs a nomber of times in the 

f. ew Testament (6), but only inMark 12: 35 does the quotation relate to a 

1) and pos:. ibly Aramaic. 
2) V. Taylor, OP. cit P-490 
3ý R. P. Gagg, op. cit pp. 21 
4 cf. J. A. Fitzmeyer 'The C. tr bution ofQur, =an Aramaic to the Study 
of the 141ew Testariient', SNTST44tffiSt who sur(--sts unI'PrIykrt.,,, T', -. 110: 1. 

u 

i, r, an Aramaic pun. 
5ý Strack-Billerbeck, Vol II, P-30-1 
6 cf. lik. 14: 62f, Ac. 2: 34, I Cor. 15: 25, Eph. l12O, Col-3: 1t tic. ' 
1: 3,12,10: 13,12: 2 
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'Son of David' 11, essiah. This -Utle never scemed to be -verj 

popular with the Barly Church,. so the argument in the Synoptic 

Gospels c. ould be of litLle iiiterest to the Church unlcsn it was an 

authentic reflection by Jesus. 

So it appears that the Marl: an sayirL, - retains ýkno wlcdý,, c of uorc 

oriCii-r, l confrontation with the Scribes which is neithor developed 

in the editorial context por, probably, was attached to ore in the 

form Mark received it. He to a desire to keep the saying intact 

and isolated, no attempt has been made either W omit the offeiding 

phrase in the saying or develop the context (1). Gaga (2) suaests 

that the reason for preuenting this saying in isolation was to 

hijlibht the saying, especially alludinG to Jesus himself as the 

Yessiah. This saying, originally spoken in a polemic aninst a stnnJard 

Massiarin concept, is possibly used by Mark, and even preserved in the 

traditiont as a coviment upon the nature ana person of Jesus. Dodd (3) 

says that this quotation became an essential article of the C1, ristian 

Church. Dearing this in mind, it iu pousible to suGf-, est that this 

saying, which was orieinally didactict hos become in the course of 

time, a part of the Church's Kerygma. The) presentation of the saying 

-in Ilark would suaý-, est a Icnowledk; e of both didactic and kerygm, -Aic 

connotations. 

1) cf. the wnbicuous and sketchy narrative six-croundinu the saying in 
Dlark 6: 4. 
2) R. P. GagG, op, ci. t , p. 29-30 
3) C. H. Doddq According , to the Script=cs, Londong Fontana, 19659 pp. 120-1 

f 
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b) 1,3.23: 1-36, LTR. 12: 38-40t 1. k. 20: 45-7 

Ilo Markan context is Civen. The saying is attached to the 

preceeling discourse. It is introduced by the simple . ýhrase: 

Dibelius (1) ". lrý 

points out that this form of strivaing sayings 

to8et1jer with little or no contextual setting is similar to the 

forn found in the parables of Chapter 4. The lih1-, between the 

Son of David cayinG (Ilk. 12: 35-7) and this attack on the scribes 

(Ek. 12: 38-40) would appear to be the common subject: 0 

Whether this link ic editorial or traditional, can. only be a mat'Uer 

ol. conjecture. 

Plattheiv does not record the section found in Mark. Instead, 

he records a much more developed attack (hlt. 23: lf) which is not found 

anywhere in 1,! ark. This longer attack aEainst the Scribes and 

Pharisees is reproduced earlier in Luke 11: 30ff thich Luke attaches 

. 
to the Pericope of Eating with Pharisees. Luke 20: 45-7 also records 

the shorter woes, of lic. 12: 38-40- R%tthew 23: 1 and Luke 20: 45 

introduce the attack with Jesus calling together both t1-)e crowd and 

his disciples. This is entirely missing in the 1, arkanintroduction. 

Taylor (2) questions the intE, (, rity of Mark 12: 38-40. Ile says 

this attack appears tý coml. rise of a doLible extract, ani that 12: 40 is a 

separate extract attached to 12: 38-9 for topical masorn. There is 

nothing in the text to su&gest a Ilarkan adclition, howevor, and it must 

be assu-ned that the section 12: 30-40 was received by Mark intact. 

1) M. Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, London, Nicholson and Watson, 
1934, p. 236 
2) V. Taylor, op. cit t P-4-93 
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Taylor (1) aaces with Dibelius (2 ) that Mark mly intended to quote 

an extract from his tradition. It is Taylor's (3) suCGestion that the 

A tradition of the 11arkan section could have 

been a similar compilation to that found in Matthe-v and LW,, e. Butler 

(4) extends this ar6auaen-t by statini; positively that Mark relied upon the 

I-Jatthaaan attcack. Although an overlap of c6ntents between Matthew 

23: 6-7a and 111ý7ark 12: 38-39b is'apparent, thus suo estire the possibility* 

of a basically similar tradition, the. 1.1atthaean passage has been 

developed into a Christian homily on humility. It is easier to 

-ume 
that Matthew 'christianL; nd' a passat; e rL -is: ath-r than Mark 

Ide-Christianized' it. Luke 20: 45-7 would appear to maintain a closer 

link with Mark in this case. 

This waying in IvIark is no doubt only part of a much longer 

attack upon the Scribes, but cannot be dssociated. with the loný. -7er 

attacks found in Matthew and Luke. 

C) Concluding Iternarks. 

One further point must be dealt with. Dibelius arid Taylor 

afgree that the use of was to indicate an extre. ct ta7cen from 

., er section. It caniiot be doubtel that the &1A (Xý1, / trodition -a larL 

is riot completely roprosented by Mark and in this reopect llark is no 

doubt 3elective. 

1) V. Taylor, op. cit , P. 493-4 
2 M. Dibeliusp op. cit., -p. 236 
3 V. Tay'lort op, cit., P-493 
4 B. C.. Vutler, The Originality of StJlatthew, Cambridge, U. P., 1951, 
pp-73-6 
5) M. Dibelius, op. cit., p. 2ý6 and V-']. 'rlylor, oT). cit t P. 493 in 
the case of Mk. 12: 38f. Also B. C. 'BubLer's theory, op.. cit-, Pp. 72-106, 
OsP- PP-73-6,85-93. 
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Dibolius, (1) also points *out that the use of if 

used to indicate specific teachinG material for all, only appears to 

Give exampies. The use of K, 4, t' (-I/ however, cannot 

specifically claim to introduce only ex6racts, for it is used to 

introduce pronouncement sayings which are in essence limited short 
N 11 , sayings. Therefore, although there are cases where Klt: (Ai 1j, ' 

introduces extracts, it is not the only reason for ucing such a 

formula. It is possible, however, that the conbination of 

with K/, t 
i'Atr(-11 indicates that the quotation 

is a selection from, a. lart. -,, er section found in the tradition. The use 

of in Mark 4: 2 and 12: 38 definitely indicates 

a selection of material. Also, it is possible that Yark 9: 31 and 12: 38, 

both being sayinUs relating to Jesus. himself, come from a block of 

material devoted to the purpose and person of the 3'. 'essiah. The use 
I r-I 0 

of 6,0 1 Cr q-?, l in ýIark 11: 17 may indicate that a section of 

. 
proof-texts lies behind this sayina and quotation. This is purely 

hypothetical, but the use of exclusively with 

R64 sayings cannot be disputed, although the reasoning 

behind it can only be conjecture. Oftkit is evident, however, is that 

the use of A& HIPIV to introduce sayinC; s no doubt indicates 

that much moreI3 concýaled than is revealed by Mark. 

1) I. I. Dibelius, op. cit , pp. 236-238 
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The two remaining sayings to be looked at nort are found air-ended to 

composite discourses or-discussions. Mark 7: 9-13 is an isolated unit 

attached to a Discus.,: ion on Ritual fland-Jashing (1). A further 

isolated unit is appended to ", ', 'Lark 7: 14- This unit is similarly pirt 

of the 1<, 4t tradition and has been investit; ated thoroughly 

in the chapter on the Parables (2). It would seem that neither of these 

sections appended to the original discussion develops the initial 

theme of ritual cleansing but picksup a secondary concept found in 

the original text and enlarGes upon that. Mark 7*9-13 is concerned with 

the impropriety of the oral tradition and 7: 14-23 Pick's up the t1heme of 

spiritual cleanliness as opposed to ritual cle,,. nliness. 

The saying in I'lark 9: 1 completes a Discou-se on the Conditions of 

Discipleship starting at 8: 34, It would seem that the basis of this 

teaching is a number of sayings strung toCTethsr forming a composite 

speech. 

Wellhausen (3) singles out these two sayings amongst such ra,, -in,!; s 

as Mark 2: 27,4: 11,7: 20 and 8: 21 as examples of isolated sayinjs used 

in. 6onstructed teaching material. It is intorostinýý to note that all 

the exwiples cited aýe part of the VvL tradition. 

1) V. Taylor, op. cit , P-339 
2ý Study pp. I rj. 

J, Vlellhausenq Das Evangelium Marci, Berlin, (Y. ReiTor, 19099 P-57 
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lAt-15: 3-6, Wc-7: 9-13 
The discussion on ritual hand washirv, - and subsequent material 

is recorded. ofilý by Matthew and'Mark. Examination of the teAt (III[W 

material in Mark 7: 14f has already revealed'the use Mark makes of 

general gospel material upon which the special IýA* 
I' 

( r/7, (77-/ material 

is imposed. The re-arrangement. of blocks of material(l) and the 

isolation of the sayings tradition (2) haw already been noted in - 

respect to Mark 7: 14f- It would appear a possibility, considering 
" 7, the extent of the K& ( material in this discussion, to 

assume that this traditi. on contained a similar section to that under- 

lyine, the Synoptic account in llk7: 4f par. 

A re-arrangement of the material is also noticeable in this 

present unit. Both Gospel accounts begin with a question from the 

Scribes and Pharisees concerning the lack of observance on the part 

of Jesus' disciples of the hand-washing laws laid down by Oral 

tradition. Mark 7: 3-4 includes an elaborate explanation of this 

'observation. 
7: 5 uses the term 17 

In 

, 
f, 0c rrl Co't) crt V to relate 

to the Tradition of the Elders which reflects a technical Jewish 

term for the' observation of the Law. Matthew uses qývý 

Ito transgress'. 

Matthew 15: 3f immediately picks up the Korban theme. This 

development of the discussion appears to follow naturally on from the 

question in 15: 2; for in -retaliation to the accusation of the Scribes 

e ,. U. Matthaean insertion into the text from 15: 11-14 and the absence of 
the dý'KLIS motif. V 
2) eg. the use of ýkreV Jý dl: L in Mark 7: 20 to distinguish a new 
saying is absent in Matthew. The Matthaean saying tends to be a 
continuation of the previous discussion. 
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and Pharisees: 'ITA (mv 

It IOV f, , rýjV Jesus answers pe, 15 rIA /I rp 
rýV 177, V W71V V. This, rhetorical vcvý r1i tv7,, ) pl 

question would seem to take its form from the initial question of the 

Jewish authorities by the identical form of question and use of the 

same verb T0111110,14 t 11 Y*W f It is, thereforet very noticeable that a 

link is established between the question concerning ritual cleansing 

observances in 15: 1-2-and Jesus' following discussion (15: 3f)- 

The quotation from Isaiah 29: 13 continues on from the Korban question 

as a conclusion to the present discussion (Nt-15: 7-9). Matthew's 

account of the discussion up to 15: 10, where a new section begins, 

indicates a naturdl development from the original question. 

Vlark's account reveals a different use of his material. The 

discussion set out in Mark to answer the extended introduction and 

question in 7: 1-5 is givenin a reverse order to Matthew's Gospel. 

The quotation from Isaiah is followed bY 7: 8 which is hot represented 
"1 0' in Matthew's account 

ý(1): 
Tr/V iv-, 0411 

T Y' Av(0-. 1,6 Y/ blark 7: 9f, the KOrban question, begins with the 

t 61VI introductory formula which severgs its unity with the 

. Isaiah quotation. Bultmann (2) amonust others (3), ' has sug6ested that 

the original discussion finishes at 7: 8 and that 7: 9f and 14f were 

later additions to the discussion. In Matthew, however, the Korban 

discussion cannot be isol6ted from the original LUnit. 

Iý Mark 7: 8 is also omitted from the Syriac manuscripts. 
2ý R. Bultmannq The History of the Synoptic Tradition, Oxford, Blackwell, 
19729'P-17 
3) cf. V. Taylor, op. cit., P-334 
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Although the introductory formula in 7: 9 tends to sutZest a 

break from the previous discussion, it would appear'that 7: 8, which 

strongly echoes the beginning of the Korban question, forms a link 

b6tween 7: 6f aiid 9f. The similarity between these(7: 8 and 7: 9) 

siig6ests a doublet is recorded. The question arises, for what 

reason is this doublet fonned here and what is the relationship between 

these two sayingst ', 'ffiereas Mark 7: 9 forms the introduction to the 

Korban question, 7: 8concludes the quotation from Isaiah. Therefore, 

neither saying stands quite in isolation.. The use of 

ro() 
&6TI in both sayings possibly sugC; ests that one saying is 

an editorially constructed verse based upon the-other-(l). T. everthelesst 

the -dse of dif ferent verbs, iPllreý (7: 8) and (7: 9) 

and the phrase rq#1 17ýw'foszvl A'Yý11, -r-, j77CjV (7: 8) diffe. rine from 

rlie" ITOýOnýl llcv M&Z (7: 3t5) (2) and 711")l AýVý&O-v- 

'ýX, C'O 2/ (7: 9,13) rather sug6: -ests that Vark records two varizAnts I 

of the same saying rather than one sayine has influenced the formation 

of the other. 

dhether the saying in 7: 8 is redactional or -traditional is 

not so important to the present study as is the reason for its 

. 
preservation with the Isaiah quotation. An alternative to'the view 

that 7: 8 is an attempý to link the Isaiah quotation to the Korban 

Question, is that the presence of the doublet helps rather to separate 

the two sections. The Isaiah quotation in Natthew is appended to 

the Korban discussion and forms a unity representing a single train 

of thought. 
. The rhetorical question 15: 3 gives rise to both the 

C. r,.. Durneyq The Poetry of Our Lord, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
1925, P-74 sug, ýýests these two verses correspond to antithetic parallels 
not found in Matthew 
2) J. 4ellhausen, P-57 sees this phrase in Mark 7: 8-more likely 

related to a formal phrase in 7: 3,5- 

A 
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Xorban Question and the Isaiah quotation. In Mark's account, however, 

this statement comes at 7: 9 after the Isaiah quotation, thus sep-rating 

the quotation from the Korban Question. Rather t-tan the original 

discussion ending at Mark 7: 8, withthe Isaiah quotation as Dibelius 

sue: &ests, it seems feasible that the Matthaean account preserves 

the original discussion incorporating both the Isaiah quotation 

and the-Korban Question. In mark's attempt to isolate his 

tradition, only the Isaiah quotation as the initial 

answer to the authorities' question remains. Mark 7: 8 makes the 

Isaiah quotation even more independent from the following Korban 

Question (1). 

Turning to the interpretation of the saying found inboth 

Matthew and Mark, very little difference between the texts of Mark 

7: 9-13 and Matthew 15: 3-6 is noticeable. Even the qbotatlon CC Exodus 

21: 17 in Matthew and Mark both side with the Ykassorttic text, and the 

Targumi-Am against the Septuagijjt (2). It would seem that the 

-presentation, rather than the actual contents, reveals a difference 

between the two sayings units. One difference, however, must be 

mentioned. Where'Mark 7: 11 records the Aramaic term ý-ry 
14) v and 

then translates it: hl? " Matthew 15: 5 only records 

the Greek. Fitzmyer (3) has pointed out a similarity between an 

inscription'found on an ossuary and the reference to Korban infilattliew 

and Mark. - The Mishnaic referencesto Korban in 11.14edarim 1: 2-4, 

1) J. vVellha, usen, jbid-9 P-57 suggests 'that Ifark 7: 9-13 is not a contintlation 
but a parallel phrase to 7: 6-0; thereby strenethening the view that 7: 6-8 
is not reliant in Mark's account upon the Korban qucstion. 
2) T. W. Manson 'The Old Testament and the Teaching of Jesiisl, Bulletin 
of John Hylands Library, 1951,34, P-315- 
3) J: Pitzmyer, 'The Aramaic qorban inscription from Jebel Hallet et-Turi 
and Mark 7: 11/1, Aatthew 15: 5, Esnays on the Semitic Back.!., -round of the New 
Testament, London, G. Chapruvi, 1971, i)P. 93-100. 
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2: 1-2,5 etc., refer to the use of Korban as a gift of God date back 

to the pre-christian period (1). He therefore s'uC,; ests that T. Tatthew 

and Mark preserve a dedicatory formula which was in common use around 

the first few decades of the Christian era and before. This formula 

is by no means' stereotyped but a variety of, f6rmulae existed side by 

side at an early period (2). It is possible that the slight variations 

in the presentation of the Korban formula by Matthew and 111ark indicate 

a variation of tradition. 

Another point of difference between the Tylatthaean and Mlarkan 

texts mu., --t be noted in the saying that initiates the Korban Question 

(Mt-15: 3, Mk-7: 9)- In Matthew's account it is a rhetorical question 

being directly linked with the . prece ding accusation of the authorities. 

Therefore, the Korban Question is firmly attached tothe Matthaean 

context. laark, onthe other hand, begins his Korban question with 

the saying in the form of a statementv or raýher, an exclamation, which 

need not necessarily relate totlie authorities' question. 

Therefore, it would appearg defini, tely on the use Mark makes of 

his material, arid, to some extent, o., ithe contents of the saying, that Mark 

is preserving a saying-tradition known to him which he imposes upon 

a-framework similar to that used by Matthew. 

b) Yit. 16: 28, Mk. 9: 1, Lk. 9: 27 

This saying, recorded by all three Synoptic Gospels comes at the 

end of teaching material about the Conditions of Discipleship. The 

teaching material itself is constructed from sayings which probably. 

1) J. A. Fitzmyer, Ll-)id-o PP-99#97 
2) J. A. Pitzmyer, ýbid., PF-97-8 
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were at one time isolated. from one another but had been brought 

together at one stage to form this teaching block. 

The view that these sayings were independent. of each other is 

sug6ested to a certain pxtent within the Synoptic Gospels themselves. 

The Markan material apparently preserves four sayings., Mark 8: 34-5 

seems to be a highly developed Christian sayine, using such 

vocabulary as P'til. ý00 / '1 C; ri-V and -rdýu OAý14AIOV . Mark 

8: 36 represents a poetic rhetorical question (1), 8: 37-8, a Son of 

blan saying, and 9: 1, the tW saying-. Mark 8: 34-5 par. 

is found also in a variant form recorded in Mlatthew 10: 38-9- Luke, 

however, reproduces the two verses separately at 14: 27'and 17: 33- 

Similarities to Mark 8: 38 and Luke 9: 26 can be found in Matthew 10: 33 

and Luke 12: 9 but the later sayings deal both with those who accept 

Jesus as well as those who reject him. By the use of the introductory 

formula, Mark'9: 1 is the only saying recorded in the Yarkan teaching 

block, as well as in Matthew arid Luke, which retains its identity as 

an isolated saying. 

Perrin (2), however, raises strong objections to the pre-T. Tarkan 

origins of 9: 1. Rather, he sug8ests, it is a completely redac. tiorial 

verse, the first half drawing its form from Mark 13: 30 and the second 

half-from 8: 38, thereby linking it to the preceeding material. Against 

such scholars as Jeremias (3), Perrin'(4) sug&ests that, the formula 

does not necessarily indicate an early origin 

1ý cf. the use of this form in Mark 4: 26 
2 N. Perrin, Rediscovering- the Teaching, of Jesus, London, SaT Press, 1967, 
p-200 
3) J. Jeremias, The Problem of the Historical Jesus, Philaaelphia, 
Fortress Press, 1971, P-18 
4) R. Perrin, op. cit , p. 200 
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of the saying, but rather 'in such cases as this, where an. early 

Christian prophet is certainly offering to his Church an apocalyptic 

discourse in the name of the Risen Lord, the imitation of the 

dominical style would be natural'. In the first-placet it must be 

questioned whether the imitation of Jesus' style to give such sayings 

equal status with original pronouncements was really the case in the 

early Church. 
, 

There is no evidence that the role of the prophets was 

to imitate Idominical sayings'. It would appear from Acts 11: 28, 

21: 10-11 that their role was to prophesy (1). Secondly, Ferrin (2) 

states that the 'Amen' formula is the only evidence to sugfest it was 

an isolated saying and in doing so overlooks the 1,11arkan inclusion of 

the introductory formula., Whereas Perrin's argument could logically 

relate to the saying found in either Ilattheiv or Luke, it is not 

sufficient evidence to sugý, est Mark 9: 1 is an independent saying. 

A comparison of the text of Ilark 9: 1 and 13: 30 reveals to Perrin (3) 

that 13: 30 is a Christian Apocalyptic saying which forms the basis for 

9: 1a. The main argument for this statement centres around the 

V0 Markan use of ((,, 6 in 9: 1 and the equivalent use oflf', (X415 in 

13: 30. The rare use of in Mark shows that 13: 30 must be 

a. pre-ldarkan saying whereas the use of in 9: 1 is a 

distinctively Markan feature which betrays the redactional natUre 

of the verse. Developing Perrin's line of thought, it would seem 

logicrkl to assume that the use of (cAjS instead ofl(q4jS in Matthew 

24: 34 and Luke 21: 32 (par. M-13: 30) is due to a simUltaneous adaptation 

1) D. Ifill 'On the Evidence for the Creative Role-of the Christian 
Prophets', NTIS 20,1974, pp. 262-74. 
2) N. Perrin, Lbid., p. 200 
3) N. Perrin, Lbid., p. 200 
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of thellarkan tradition and therefore must be redactional, or that 

Matthew and Luke are using a slightly variant form of the Markan 

saying. It is worth noting that not only does Mark appear to use 

much more frequently -than VIYIS (1) but the same applies 3 

to Matthew and Luke (2). Therefore, the use of V. -Ir 
in 

Mark 9: 1 does not necessarily involve rejecting this saying as a pre- 

Markan tradition. 

Lastly, Perrin's argument that Mark 9: lb is based on 8: 38 is 

no doubt centred around the phrase ýAovlý4114,11V-(V This 

phrase does not appear in either the Matthaean or Lukan sayings. 

The closest parallel to 

Besides'this phrase, no 

evidence of a link betw 

shaky. 

The saying in 9: 1, 

this phrase found in 8: 38 is W rif JO. 

other similarities can be found, and the 

een 8: 38 and 9: 1 on this one issue seems vory 

being detached from 8: 38 lofr--.. S. anY SOO i-f i'vIOA 

eschatological colouring that might have otherwise overlapped from 

this Son of Man saying. Whereas it can not be doubted that 13: 30 

is an eschatological saying, 9: 1 does not fall into this category. 

The saying is more concerned with the Kingdom of God and, although it 

cannot'be denied that its juxtaposition to 8: 38 may sugt. -est the possibility 

of some influence, its isolation here preserves it from such obvious 

attachment to the Son of Man eschatology. 

The Kinedom of God saying in Matthew's Gospel, however, has been 

complptely absorbed into the preceeding saying. This Son of Man 

(Mt. 16: 27) to begin with is diffevent from the parallel saYing in 

1) cf. 11ark uses fi-ON 10 times and 1jfcVij only once. 
2) Matthew uses r-CAX 27 times andX14I, (A. 1 3 times. 

r Luke uses 15 times and IM 1/5 only once* 
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Mark and Luke. The use of C-4 (1)'and the quotation from 

Psalm 61: 13 indicates a scriptural basis lacking in the other two 

Gospels. The essence of the saying, however, is the sarqe, and it 

would seem feasible that this saying in 1-4atthew oriCinated from the 

same tradition as found in Kark and Luke, but either prior to Matthew 

or due to redaction (2)9 has been given a scriptural orientation. 

Matthew 16: 28 speaks of the Son of Man being seen coming into his 
% 

Kinadom. The addition of 101' 1/(Oi/ M. -I A'Výpe, j, 77U echoes 

0 Wq; rou ýJ- O/T in 16: 27 and forms a verbal link 

between these two verses. 

. 
The link between the 444 saying and the rest of 

the teaching block is not so strong as in Matthew, but neVertheless is 

hinted at in Luke. The 'Amen' formula of Matthew 16: 28, Mark 9: 1, 

s, fin has been replaced in Luke (1: 27 by the words /1', 0 til 0 6ýý (; 4 

which appear only twice more in the Lukan Gospel; 12: 44 and 21: 3. In 

both cases, the construction of the phrase resembles the 'Amen' 

formula more closely: CV 0*0 Also, 

the use of this phrase in both places does indicate a break but fits 

into the context as a method*of expression (3)- It would seem, there- 

fore, that the opening phrase in Luke 9: 27 is a considerably weakened 

form of the 'Anen' formula and does not form such a breah betwb. %, n the 

preceý(ding teaching material'and this saying. 

1) cf. the use of A104ft in Matthew 17: 22, the second Passion 
Nediction, More the term refers to scriptural necessity. 
2) cf. W. B. Hinins, Jesus and the Son of Man,. London, Lutterworth 
Ness, 1964, P-58 
3) U. 12: 44 is part of an explained parable and 21: 3 concludes the 
Pericope of the Widow's Mite. In both cases the saying seems to be 
part of the context and not imposed upon B. 
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Kereas Mark 9: 1 would seem to be an isoWted addition 

to the teachirig material on Disciple,, ihip, the N! atthae-,,, n and Lukan 

accounts illu-trrAe the sayinds inclusion into the material and rxke 

it an intanim-l part of the teachine block. 

iii) Concluding Remarks. 
k 7" 1 

fffiereas, in the Markan accounts, the two jVA sayines 

7: 9-13,9: 1 are isolated in some way from the rest of the section as a 

separate entity, Mlatthew and Luke contain the sayinf. -s within the 

body of the - teaching material and in no way draw specific attention 
I 

to them. 

The owl.. tj, ' saying in Mark 7: 9-13 is Part of a block of 

tA Ir V sayings (also. 7: 14p 20) which makes up the extended 

discourse beginning at 7: 1- Another group of MA jIIIrL1 sayings 

jS found in chapter 4, the parable section, and similarities between 

these two sections have been noted already in the par-., ble chapter of 

this study. 

, 1,1 The use of the m(cl. ( 1( formula to isolate a specific saying 

within a composite group of teaching material in 9: 1 finds pirallels 

in other X/A 'CA, jj/ sayinCs already mentioned: 2: 27-8,3: 23-7, 

6: 10,8: 21. It woufd appear from this study, of the Mi' 

tradition that the sayings are not an inte-Cwal part of even these 

composite discussions and teaching blocks. In some cases, 

discrepancies between teachine material and the /"/t (Afri(v sayines 

are to be found in Mark which are notfowgin the Synoptic parallels. 



III. 

A 61JUVEY OF TILL-, ' MAIII CIIARACTERISTlCS OF Tfflý TRADITION. ýv 
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The criteria uned in the preceding Study not only isolated a 

sayin&, s tradition but also distinCuished certain of its ch. t. ýracteristics. 

i'urthermore, the Study revealed the w, e to i,, hich Mark put theze --. tiyinl,, s 

in his Gospel. The next two chapters will be concerned with assessing 

the 'r(, 51,1(t: sof the Study. The first chapter will conc, ýtntrate upon the 

main characteristics of the sayings. The primitive form of the F-At 

r; Af,, K saýings [, -enerally sugLests that they were preserved from 

arbiViry development at an early staGe in Goopel development. It is 

hoped that this chapter may suE-7,: est a reason for preserving, these 

sayinab, and preserving them in such a form. 
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1) SAYINGS VOIJ, JING Tll!,, ' BASIS F01( ClIURCH TEAC! iIN'G. T%IATv, 'RIA1,. 

'This feature of the sa. yin,,, -s Tractition has a1rw). dy presented itself 

in the study. It is possible that a defini. tion of the. relationship of 

the sayinL; s to Church teaching may emert, -e from a further look at Vie 

sayings concerned. From the start, the possibility th-3. t the sayings 

were formulated to support the Church's'teaching seems an unlikely 

link between saying and Church formulation for two reaýons. 

In the first place, the primitiveness of the sayings has been 

established. Althou&h Perrin (1) has sugested that prinitiv-nesp 

may cýccasionally be due to Christian prophets imitatinC; the style of 

Jesus to give an authority to their pronouncemeats, tfiere a-PI ears to 

be little foundation for such a claim (2). Therefore, it can be stated 

that the primitive form of the sayinj; 's precludes any reliance on Church 

formulations. 

becondly, if a saying were a development from a Church ntatemejit, 

then it would be formulated precisely to fit the requirements of that 

statement. However, a primitive saying which is subsequently connectei 

with an ecclesiastical pronouncement will retain differences if not 

smoothed over. A number of inconstericies between the sayinds. 

and Church formulations were noted in the study. 

The priority of the sayings does not define the precise relationsViip- 

between these sayinGs and the Church teachin&,. There are two possibilities. 

On-the one hdnd, the Church delivers a rulinl,, - and then applies a suitable 

sayin, g to the teaching to Vive it an aVed 'authority. On the other 

1) iý. Ierrin, Redisco'vering tfie Teaching of Jesus, London, SC , 1967, p. 200 
2) see 'I; tudy, p. 17s 
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hand, the sayi, YIC, itself forms the startin, -.. point for the Church's 

teacl, ing. In both instances, inconsiste. i: cdes may arise. It is hoped 

to clarify the position at the end of this chapter. 

It is possible that Yatthew and buke Yriay be worthy as point-P of 

comparison. The sayiný, s in Oatthew and Whe which parallel the ;. arkan 

0, ( r sayings may prove to be the mid-point between the authentic 

saying and the Church's, teaching. Thus, it may be derionstrated that a 

'conforming' influence was at work even within the trans-miseion of 

Gospel material. While attemptS were made to bring some, sayings 

into line with Church teaching, other sayings, such an those in the 

vift Ir r tradition, remained free froin development. 

It is apparent fr om the study that five 6ayings'reveal certain 

similarities with Church teaching. These five sayings will now be 

looked at a little more closely. 

i) Mark 6: 10-11. 

This sayinj is the second of the missionary char(-, es given to the 

disciples. Matthew and Luke record a more developed account which is 

usually assumed to be a 1ý41 passa&, P.. Besides this, Luke also reproduces 

a simplar account of the incident, more akin to that found in Mark 

than the IQ' passage. 

A number of developments in tKe passage of Matthew and Luke 

-are evident. In the first part of the charae, Mlark 6: 10, the disciples 

are told to enter ýLKOS and remain there. In. Matthew 10: 11, the house T 

is to be found within nAtiS or Whereas f, ýIatthew developo the 

extent of the mission field,, Mark contemplates only a small household 

1- 01 unit. Later, in 11atthew 10: 14, both and are used, but 
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.1 
flark u-,. cs the vaC, -ue term Tc-, roý which, in this instance, could only 

refor to C)IK jiý of the previous. verse. lt is ap, are, it that the Vattha-an 

a: cco,. nt sees a nuch more developed evaný,, elisint; policy t1jinthat found 

in Yark's accowit. 

The Lul-can account tends to specify more precisely than aýiy of the 

accounts. the role of the missionary di: ciples. The finding of a 

suitable house where to stay (A 
. 10: 6) is also recorded in 7atthew 

10: 13. Luke continues this theme. The missionaries are workers of 

God and, therefore, should be kept by the household as deserving 

labourers (10: 9). These instructions seen hiChly deve3oped and would 

appear to reglect a period ih*which the misvionary activity of the 

Church was well-defined and accepted (1). 

The rejection of missionaries from a tovn-i in ý., atthev; and Luke 

concludes with a condemnation of the place. The Sodom 3. n(I Cori, -vvah 

theme 0-It-10: 15, Lk. 10: 12) is foi; nd also in later i-uiniv-cripts of il, ýarlc (2) 

. 
but there can be no doubt that its presence iFý due to hrýrmonising 

tendencies. 

An interesting phrase to note is found in the ae'scril)tion of 

the disciples shakinl; * the dust of an unreceptive town from th6ir feet. 

'(, tvr(-, 7o,; r kcývup, ýv -0; - rol -,,.! cývqý, ý, -'(TIVA 1*1 The phrase in Latthew 10: 14 1' U 
is literally closer to Acts 13: 51a, where Paul and 'uarnabas perform 

this ac-t after their rejection in Antioch, than ihe phrase Jescribint; 

1) It is evident that even during the period when j aul wLis eveiif.,, el i silia, 
miszionaries still worked for their keep in some plicea, cf. Act. "' 18: 3- 
Didache 11: 4f - 6ives the precise rillina oxi th,., conduct of misr, ionaries. 
hivin(, off 1-i. is host i'or three LID. YS Or more iiidicited P false mis. -donary. 
2) cf. A, fl, f-L3, etc. 
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the sameact in 1,;, ark 6: 11, Luke 9: 15,10: 11- lt. is 1ýos! dbl(3. tilat V, e 

action d, ýscribed by Jesus in 1.. ark's Gost. el ý, qcame JL ý: Yfftbolic action 

:, erforme(i by Christi, n missionaries, and :. atthow it, refiectini 

conformint,! teniency to bring. the wording in line with more official 

I; hraseolo, f; y. Luke 10.11 cou)d poslibly refect this a)uo , by 

transf orming the action from narrative status to a s, V-, en proclaimati ýn. 

It is .. ossible that the Gospel Tradition i,. j i,. atthe, -, - and Luke represents 

the developmejA of a primitive tradition into-a sy--, bolic act of rejection 

which wa. - used by the early Christian missionaries. 

The other Lukan account (9; 1-6), havinU similaritier, to the 1'arkan 

narrative, records no signs of'developmeri. t. It is po. sible that I. Wkels 

knowledge of the r.,? 4 (Ar V' trarlition has leA him to recorJ two accounts 

of the missionary chart; es to enable him to retain a less primitive 

form of the narrative. 

ji) Vark 7: 15. 

This sayinj is found in the discussion of the Tradition of the 

Elders. Lecause of the surroundig- context, it is usually assumed 

that this saying is concerned with the food laws. devertheless, a 

careful readinL of the s; tying reveals no connection -rith t!: is topic. 

A. similar saying in Yaýtthew 15: 11, 'however, does refer specifically 

to the food re6ulations by the addition of' the words in 

Mattliew's saying is interpreted as a declaration t1hat food laxis are 

irrelevant for food cannot harm. a man, but that a 1-ood moral conduct 

is rath-r to be desired. Similarly, both intorpretations are preF-ent 

in Mark. It has already been artued that the interpretation that 

all fo3do are clean in the 11arkan accowit is a Church interpretation 
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,q (7: 18-19), whereas the moral interpretation (7: 20-23) is fron the 

same rAt tradition as the sayinG (7: 15) (1). Nowhere in, T 
the Ilarkan saying is there any su&e.,, ti-; n that refers to 

food, but the original meaning and interpretation is ob=red by 

its present context. The only indication of its meaning is that 

it may have ori6inally been connected with noral issues similar 

to those involved in the second part of the saying. 

It would seem that although tll-ie interpretation 

of the saL? ing has been kept, the saying itself in the tradition 

recoraed in Mattheiv has been altered to re, resent anotirier meaning. 

it. more oblique reference to the interpretation of the 

tradition might be seen in Galations 5. The Council of Jerusalem 

(Acts 15: 6-29) concluded that-Gentiles did not h,, jve to be circumcised 

or obey the Jewish Laws but had to submit to a few moral rceulations. 

This opinion is upheld in Galatians 5- In this instance, the 

. 
moral reCulations are found in tbe form of vice and virtue lists 

(Gal-5: 19-23). It is possible that the General moral relpilations 

bindina both Gentile and Jejv sten *from the original interpretation 

f ound in the kA, "; Later, the saying, became 
_. 
At y tradition. 

iinked specifically'with the relaxing of food re, ýulations. In 

Romans 14: 14, Paul cchýýs the first part of Nvrk 7: 15 which is 

frequen. tly linked to the food laws (2). 

1) see Study, p-r. qSj. 
ý 2) C. H. Dodd, 'The Primitive Catechism and the Sayings of Je. --us', 

Plore ý'ew Testament Studiesq kAnchester, MUP., 1968, p. 25 n-3 
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iii) Mark 9: 31- 

The second lussion Prediction is part of a complex Gospel 

Tradition (1). T6dt (2) has pointed out'that the terms 'Christ/ 

died' and 'Son of Man/to suffer' constitutes a word formula present 

in the eaxly Church. There is evidence of the selective use 

of these terms in the Epistles. Although the title 13on of Man' 

is found nowhere (3) outside-the Gospels, the use of 'to suffer' is 

found in conjunction with early christoloGical titles: His Orvant 

(child) Jesus (Ac, 3: 31), Jesup our Lord (Rom-405), Lord Jesus 

(I Cor. 11: 23), His Own Son (ROM-8: 32). It is possible that the 

basi; of the; e statements stem from the original use of the terms 

'Son of Man' with 'to suffer' (4). 

The j)hra. E; e/, jf-jj1 TO(ýS , ý, VROJOTTAC in the Markan s, -ying 

is consisto-ntly used in all 111arican I'assion Predictions which 

include a Resurrection clause (ie. 8: 31,10: 34). In the Ntatthaean 

, parallel and other Hesurrection clause., -. in Mlattheyi and Luke, this 

phrase is constantly changed to tO TOiTr., '701 

Twice outside the Gospels ()`x-10: 40, I Cor-15: 4) s'tatements are 

found referring to the time between Jesus' death and Resurrection. 

In both these instaric*es, the -same phrase as that fouiid in J'-iatthew 

and Luke -jS used. It is possible that the r,, tranr,, e combiiiation 

01 of Oil ej, e ; y, 1ý4as in Matthew 27: 63 indicates a 

midway development between the primitive tradition and a more 

1) see Study, pp53ý- 
2) 11.1e,. TBdt, IJIJ, e ,; on of !;, an in. the ýiynoT)tic Tra, lition, London, 
SCIA., 1965, PP-156ff. 
3) Except Ac-7: 56, Rev. 1: 13,14: 14 whichrcII-lers Daniel 7: 13 and do 
not reflect a popular use of the title, but rather a popular use 
of Dan. 7: 13. 
4) Mt. 16: 21,. preserits a sliGht inconsistai, cy in this formula. 
ho-wever, "hJfC',,, 1,, OtC-4(ý5 is not part of tl-i. e sayine itself but 
appearr; in juxtaposition to the saying. 
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precise keryB)aatic fonaula. 

iv) tiark 12: 35- 

It has been previously suU6ested that Uje original quotation 

from Psalm 110: 1 and A; us I comment ms not senn as a thristological 

reference concerning Jesus himself, but part of a theological 

dispute with the 6cribes over a point of interpretation (1). 

However, even in the Larkan setting one lecoves-aware that the 

sayinf, is seen in the light of Jeý. usl claim to IL, essiahship 

11o definite development of this t. --eme is evident in i. ', ittheir 

or Luke. Nevertheless, the fact that Jesus is a direct dacendant 

of Davidis made clear in the birth narratives. lWthermore, the 

title 'Son of David' is applied to Jesus in the account of Blind 

Bartimaess (3) and the Entry into Jerusalem (4) in all three Gospels. 

It would appear that tie title is usedlin these instancesq christoloGically 

. 
However, the title does not appear in the Aw Testament outside the .. 

Gospel material, arid, although many references are made to a link 

between Jesus and David (6) it is never in a strictly christological 

sense. The use of Psalm 110: 1 also accurs in Acts 2: 34,1 Corinthians 

1ý see Study, P-16Y 
2 With the omission of a context, the saying appears to refer to Jesus. 
3) Alark 10: 47,48, par. 
4) R. H. Puller, Yhe Foundations of Plew Testament Cliristol2a, London, 
Fontana, 1969, p-113 says Mt. 21: 9,15 inake the indirect illusion to 
Davidic sonship in 1.1ark 10: 10. par., directly. 
5) R. H. Fuller, ibid., pp. lllf. 
6) Of the twenty aýeferences to David outside the Gospels, only four 
cot-2iect Jesus to David. On all ocoasions, ", on of David' is never . 
used. ROM-1: 3, II Tim. 2: 8 refer to Jesus as the descendwit of David 
and hev. 5: 5,22: 16 as the root of David. It is evident that no 
defined Davidic title uas attached to Jesus by the Church- Yo doubt 
the historic con, -ection with David recorded in the Gospel '11radition 
forms the ba,; is for these references but this has not been da-veloped 
by the Church. 
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1.5: 25,1,, 'I)he., -iaris 1: 20, Colosians 3: 1, Ilebrews 1: 3,13,10: 13,22 

wid it is in these instances that a cl ristoloC,; ical applicati, )n is 

f ound. 

It wOuld seem that the quotation from Isa)m 110: 1 was (leveloped 

as o. christolo6ri6al text in the Early Church (1) but the ý. elief 

that Jeý, us was the bon of David Nvas not. The i, ýarkari ý: ciyirg pose,, 

the problem of the T,. essiah's Davidic ooship. The Church tcct-; -ts 

this pronouncement and at the same time takes over týic quotation as 

a messianic l. roof text. 

MýLrk 14: 36. 

The unusual Aramaic phrase 6 T-, rT' found in the prýiyer 

of Jesus in Mark 14: 36 is reproduced in Romans 8: 15b and Galatiatis 

4: 6b ai, liturgical statements. It is'unusual to fin(] a direct Pnd 

verbal link with the primitive tradition in 11.! ark and its presermtion 

In Church formulations. This is even more true when it is noted 

that both the I-, latthaean and bukan sayinut- contain an apparently JjtC-rjj 

tremsiati-on oi-, v'r The use ofjý,, AT; 11ý in the 1ýe-, Testanent as 

an epithet for God is quite com-ion. 11atthew and buke may be 

recording the title which was in frequent use. Oij the other hand, 

*Ie-,, jC is a primitive title which hap, ens to be recorded as 

a secondary tradition-on two occasions in the Epistles. 

lt would seem evident from the precedinn, study Viat 1',, rk recýrds 

sayin, gs which do not directly aL, -ree with the diddctic material of 

1) cf. C. 11.1)odd, Accordiný, -to 
the ScrirAures, London, risbet atid Co. l, td., 

1953, pp-34-35. 
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the Church, as recorded in the Epistle'o. 7, 'atthew and. ). uke appear 

to introduce a confonling tendency into thoir versions, of the 

s, iyinf, -s and a progression from the primitive soying preserved in 

Lark to Church teachin,,,, can be seen in therl. 

It is, therefore, sugeested that sayinýs such as these selected 

from kark's Gospel, are very close in origin*to , if not authentic, 

sayinLs of Jesus which have' initiated interpretation and dovelopment 

to became useful elements of Ecc?., 3siastical teaching. 
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2) THE, USý, ' OF PAA A Ir I SAYII,; GS 'TO TIEE' 

'111ADITIOll. 

oo repre It is not prol, osed that 11/1 eit- sents a foriiila 

introducinj, - a sayinjs tradition as does ?p /W It 

is self-evident froili the Abundait use of 1,, r" -(L thro,, Ghout the 

i, "arkan Gospel (1) thzt the, form is used to intro, lue. - sayitiý, -s. t* at 

are a necessary part of nezrative sections (ý). The sayinUs 

introduced by rAl as opposed to those introduced by , rlf 

(Ar-Iril, at first jLlartce indicate a less precise preservation of 

authentic w. )rds of Jesus. On a number of occasions, thn WA 

sayings a. re in the for, ii of an aiýswer to questions raiSed Irr, 

by Jesus' opponents on legal matters (3). It would seem that 

the sayings rePreE--ent arr, 'uments and oyinions -ahich 

would be put forward by the Early Church to consolidate the position 

a6ainst opponents' attacks. Mau of tkese sayings are concerned 

with Jewish customs and beliefs which-suggest that the sayings 

wete developed or formulated in the Talestinian stratum of the 

Goopel Tradition. It is possible that som sayinas are oriabal 

Ot hAve been extensively devoloped. 

on a mwber of ocLsipna in the 'ýAudy of the e, "I "byl-l" 

sayintýs, it was noted that a 1ý/k 
V 
tttfy(;, ' sayinc was f ound in juxta- 

.0 
1) Introductions to sa,, inj--s C fl using d, Y4 I ar--ý found 61 times in . "ark. 
2) A number of kiii lie :L introduced bayinjýs are spoken by peoi le 
excluditig Jesus; 4:, 

45,5: 
7,9,7: 28,8: 29, '9: 5,11: 21, -13: 3-t 14: 45, 

61,67,16: 6. There are also a number of occasions wherp worda of 
Jesus are just part of the narrative and cannot be intelliLibly 
extracted from the context; 1: 41,44,2: 5910,3: 395,5: 1906,39, 
6: 31,30,50,7: 34,8: 19339 11: 3o 14: 10,32,34,37,41. 
3) cf. 2: 8,17,25,. 3: 4,33-34,7: 18,6: 12,10: 11,11: 33,12: 16. 
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position to a 'Výt saying (1). In these cases, it doeFý appear 

, j/ that the A, 1-4 Pl. " f, saying acts as an interl-rlýfA6', V Pilspage on tlhe 

I/ saying. This could possibly represent an attempt on 

the part of the Evarigelist, in these iristar)ccr,, to use the 

sayings as interpretations of the P/1 c1l sayinur.: t-! -, -i, rlitior, 

thus meetint; the Church's requiremcnts without altering the act-uLl 

sa. yine itself. 

,krv a) On two occasions it luas founrl that a V' "At"rif 
PA-rable r", qs 

interFreted by botli a and a kA 0t 
passage. ' qlh; 3 first 

example is to be found in the Parabjles Section, wl. nre the Parable 

of the bower (4: 3-8) is interpreted by a j saying at 4-: 10-12 

and a tvIA passage at 4: 13-20. It has already been hoted in 

the btudy that this interpretation showsit Lrnd(- ncy towards 

the Jewish form of interpretation rathei- thran Crcek iijf'luerice. It 

is, nevertheless, evident the interpretation is for the 

edification of a conmunity under pres3uy-E- and pnrsecution. The 

(114 
ýAl 

fli/ sayin, -ý in 4: 10-12 would imply that the Parable of the 

Sower was'about peoplell reactions to the parables ahd teachinp. - 

of Jesus. Yhe preconceived attitude of some listeners led them to 

reject Jesus' teaching (2). This does not at once an 

intcrpretation given by the Cliurch to help its present needs as 

does the <1,4 A. (, interpretation. 

The second occunence of the two interi)retations of' a Pe, 'f 

parable is fowid ill the Discussion on Defilement, 7: 1-23- 

The 'parable' in 7: 15 is interpreted by a statoment at 

,ýj/ that the VA PýZ((, saying acts as on inte-y'. ý, rlýfA6', V T)Rspage on tlhe 

1) see Study on T o. rk 4: 3-20,7: 15-23, p. q: ')I. , 2: 27-8, P-IZO - 
.?. 

) see Study, p. IOZ. 
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7: 18-19 and the W4 statemont at 7: 20-23. In Matthew 15: 11, Y% 

the equivalent saying to lldrk 7: 15, thý, viorl fo avy, ýl is introduced 

-twice, which directly relates the saying to the subject of dietary 

observariCe. 5. The Earkaii saying, ho-mever, does not sur, -; est such 
%y 

a sj; ecific meaning. The Wl 6ify4" saying, in 7. i20-23 interPretz the 

sayini-, a.,, aI parable I on -.; orality. The , /f /As explanation, on 

the other hand, is more closely related to the inter,. )retation 

found in the , iatthaean version of the sayinf,, 15: 11. 'ali. ereas 7: 18-19 

7: 20f. emphasises food laws but in passing, mentions 

/v ýC&I V. It has a. lre,, 3., Ly been noted in the is centred around 

precedind Study that the phrase in M-rk 7: 19b.: iv (Iýo +ýi 7w rre 

1A , .' which is peculiar to the Markan account, is either a 

Church interl, retation used by IRA, or else the words are of the 

Evangelist himself. The dif ficultier, of expecting non-Je,. -fish Chri. -tians 

to accept the strict dietary laws of Judaism was a v, ry impqrtpnt 

isz--ue in the Early Church (1) but would have not, in all probability, 

arisen in the life-time of Jesus. Here, aj,, -ain, the k, 4j fj 

interpretation would make the teP 'parable' nore relevant 

to the Christian reader. 

In both the above cases, the r/, A Ayt sayiiii, s are used to 

interpriet a I, /I. sayini., which has its own interpretation 

included within the tradition itself in t1he fom of anotlier sayinp; (2). 

The +-t, explanations would ap. pear to be a way of interpr eting 

1) cf. Acts 15: 19-20 
2) The iarable of the Sower (4: 3-8) is inteVreted by tho saying on 
the Right use of Parablen YQU-12) and the 11hrablel on Defiloment 
(7: 15) iu interpreted by 7: 20-23. This use of interpretation 
within the tradition is discussed in a separate section. 
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I the r-A citt sayine to Comply with the needs of a. j.: -, rovdnr; Church, 

I" 
without altering the VI, ( e4fý(V sa, yinU itself. The saying in 'atthew 

15: 11 couid reveal that the Evangelist was less pedantic about 

preserving thp originality of thl saying. 

The two MAI Ajr"-ý interprp. tAtiw passager, mentioned need to have 

the fAff / parables to make sense. Whereas the P 

interpretations of the parables take the form of Vyings which stand 

quite ajai-t from the present context and make sense as self-contained 

sayin6s, the P/A Jti(t passabes are only intellig-ible in relation to ýK 

the parable Vey are interpreting. 

b) There are instances, however, where i</t . -r sayings, as 

MCI self-contained units, are used in juxtaposition to rAl Ci(.. ( I 

sayings, thus viodifying or qualifying -their meanizil, -. 

The question of Sabbath breziking in "'ark 2: 23-28 is posed 

by the Pharisees, (2: 24). This question receives two ansi-., ers in 

fý. fiark, a j<, oll A11ej explaination in 2: 25-6 and a ?, 4A statement r 

in 2: 27-8- In the TPatthaean and Lukan accounts, the two answers 

become one (1). In the. k-ý, A AIJ4-j., saying in Yark, David breaks the 

Sabbath regulations. I'his hag, -, adic interpretation is continued 

ihrouchout the whole explanation in i0atth, ýw rind Luke. The W., ,I 

formula in I-lark, howev er,, produces a new factor in the 

arLwqent. The prenence of 7ý 100170; el 
ýW -in"" "*'VýO("' (IrTo ým 

4, f.. \\ 
0771 OS 1 44 -173 V in 2: 27, in neither Matthew 

nor Luke, interprets the 0 UIOS\, 7o 'J" AI 0ý. )TCU of the next verse 

as lrýankindl, 'and gives Mian arbitary power to brnak the Sabbath 

1) see btudy, p, 13A' - 
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obs, -, rvances. The Early Church would tend to accept tho view thar the 

Sabbath had been broken by them because of the dawn of the Messianic 

Age rather than it being a natural rij,, ht of '. "an to invalidate the 

Jewish laws. - The ýj explomation in !,,, rk qualifies the 

explanation in 2: 27-8 by relatihg the Son of i: an, by impli-ýmtion, 

to the Yessianic role. Athout' this <, t1t explanation, the 

m( i/ statement viould be seen to allow wholesale abandonment 

of Sabbath rej: ulations as a natural prero, ý-, -ative of Man. It has 

been pointed out. already (1) that the ?, 14 ("Af, V sayinf-, would apl-ear 

to- be a halakic rule but this has been qualified by the hag. -adic 

explanation of 2: 25-26. 

In the Pericope of the Syrophoenician Woman's Daughter, Mark 

7: 24-30, the reply of the Syrppoenician l, iom,, -), n, introduced by 

(7: 28) is used to modify tho r? i C? kI r saying in 7: 27. 

y The r1t formula introduces a saying of Jesus. The 1--larkan 

. saying begins with the phrase: TIA 11 (Y 

which is missilig in Mattheiv 15: 26, alth6ugh the rist of the saying 

is preserved. The Larkan phrase suaC; ests that the missi. -n to tbe 

Jews should be completed before the Gentiles werQ allowed any 

attention. This may have been true in Jesus' ministry, but it is 

evident that the Early C hur ch carried out a mission amongst both 

(, -roups simultaneously (2). The reply of tho Syropýoenician Woman 

in bark 7: 28 tends to act as a modifyinG influence wn the sayinr, of 

Jesus allowing a certain amount of missionary activity amonrst the 

1)' cf. M. Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, London, Vicholson and 
Watson, 1934, P-143- 
2) cf. Acts 10, the Conversion of Cornelius. 
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Gentiles at the same tin, e at, thc- Jewish min-sion was continuing. 

In these two cases, the "AA Alyll saying-s would appen. r to be 

an integral part of the narrative tv tdition, and the vjA'A r"Alr(il 
saying has been imposed upon the framework-in order to mo, lify it 

by implication in the narrative and interpretation in tl-! e'!, A. A 

Al I sayin6s. 

C) The last example of the'por; Eible use of r/. f sz. tyin; p to 

re-interpret qt r)/-Y sayinjs is to be found in the discourse, on 

Leaven, J., Iark 8: 14-21. The jeAA fýfjli saying in 8: 21 stands as a' 

call-line to the previous discussion in 8: 17-2.0. At 

least tivice (1) the call-line: oS eAft has 

been used to i. titroducc interpretat;, te passaGes to parables (2). 

It has been noted-that there is a similarity between 8: 21 and. tbe 

other call-lines. Piýrthermore, the Isaiah 6: 9 quotcation in 8: lP 

is a- recu3rence of a' similar quotation in J. '4ark 4: 11, which is 

. part of the K41 '1*411V 
saying on parables. In 8: 18, the stubborness 

of heart is ex! )licitly linked to the disciples. The saying in 4: 11f-, 

containing the quotation, also has connections with a call-line 

in 4: 9. It is possible that the k/,. t A If interpretation, of the 

Feeding Stories has made use. of traditimal call-line on which to 

hang its interpretation; (cf. pt)rjo (8: 21) and r. "t- 

14, (8: 17); and also to Cive the explanation an autboritative 

basis. 

%I/ 

It is evident thdt the use- of t-/, ( /tl t styin, -, s 

1ý Liark 4: 9,23 and possiblY 7: 16. 
2 It is also possible that the call-lines were used as a rýiminder 
of the interpretation. 
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."d in these incidents are attemptsto re-interpret, r., 4-1 Ptyril 
sayinc; s. 

%P As they stand, the KAI rA(r(", l sayinCs are not totally consistent 

with the teaching or worX of the Early Mirch. Therefore, the elt 

interpretations stand as modifying phrases to bring, the 

r/A sayings into line with later dove lopipents . The r,; jj 

/Va interpretations tend to illuý. trate problems that arose in 

the Jewish Christian community rather than the Gentile community. 
V/ - 

Furthermore, this form of interpretinLr the rA'ý orAll? ll sayines is 

due to a redactional technique of the Evan,. elist. It must be noted 

that this method of interpretation does not affect the form of-the 

saying itself. The presence-of the K/,, t interpretations 71 

indicates the need of the Church to re-intery, ret sayings originating 

with Jesus in order to apply them to their present needs. It is 

a method by which these. particular sa',, ýtinLý, 's were interpreted without 

touching the actual sayin3s themselves. Instead of re-interpreting 

. sayings of Jesus by affecting the meaning of the saying itself, 

as can be found in the parallel sayinrs in Yatthew and Luke in some 

instances, the 
, 
/I (i/ sayings appear to have am ore srecial status. 
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k 11 

jnlTiiO. D3 OF IlITERi RATATION U! ýPd) 4ITIlIh Tll. -, ' 
. 
WA C tYRADITION. 

" 71 t 
The interpretation of certain r/, t eAIYPV sayinEs by 6ý1 

pa: ýsages introduceE, a nethod of interpretitg th- sayinus outside 

of the tradition itself. A procel--s of interpretation is evident 

within the sayinEs tradition also, and it is proposed to make a. 

short survey of this subject. 

a) The most obvious starting point, as was found with the precedin, -, 

section, is the F/4 C-P, (1/4" interpretations of the P-r-'able of the 

Sower (4: 3-8) and the Parable on Defilement (7: 15)- It is at once 

noticeable that the ý1,1ý111ýVtl interpretations if'the Parables consist 

of self-contained sayings, whereas the Z interpretationsin 

these instances, are purely interpretative 1), q. ssq. (; es which rely 

on the presence of the Parables to make sense. In the : -,, /i 

interpretation of the Yarable of the Sower, it is obvious thnt 

-this explanation is seen as a self-contained saying, as tlark (,, -ives 

it a sep6, rate context. It has also been commented in the Study 

that the Saying on thfý Reason for Parables (4: 10f-) was not originally 

uttered in association with the larable of the Sower (1). Levertheless, 

it: would appear that in the sayings tradition, Zark 4: 10f - was 

used to interpret the Parable of the bower. The Evangelist introduced 

a context for the sayinf.; to isolate it from the Parable of tile 

Sower, once more. This immediately Uives prominence to the 

interpretati, -)n, (blark 4: 13-20). Sin, ilarly, the. t, /Lý At I ýrf, intoi-pretation 

of the Parable of Defilement in 7: 16-19 ends with a specific decree. 

1) see Study, P. 101 
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\ )1 
'14 This reduces the I-At interpre-tive saying (Mark 7: 20-23) 

to an after-thou, ht in its IýIarka. n context. 

This artificial mathod of interpretinvone sayinLý by another 

in the tradition is noticeable in at least two other 

instances. 

b) The rýý (ýrV saying on Sabbath observance (2: 27-28) at 
, 

'-ine Corn on the Sabbath (Mark the climax of the ýericope of Pluc% 

2: 23-28 par. ) contains two separate sayings. In the 1%', atthaean 

and Lukan accounts of this Pericope, only the second of these 

two sayinds is recorded. Although it might be assumed that the 

'b 
saying in Mark 2: 28 was an interpretive clause formulated to 

comment upon the saying in 2: 27, the presence of this second saying 

without the first in both parallel Gbspel accounts does suL;., tjest 

that it -, is seen as a self-contained unit. It is obvious, however, 

that in 1.1ark, the second saying is seen in the capacity of an 

-interpretation of the first saying. The two sayings are linked 

lot$ toLether by the terms PýLý,,,, Tor (2: 27) and 6 . 4vi!; Cý, ITTOU '(2: 28). 

In Aramaic, these two terms are synonymous. It has already been 

observed that the technique of linking two'sayings togetherý is 

evident in the sayinUs tradition (cf-9: 31). Furthen. iore, the use 

of a similar technique in Mark 11: 17, where two Old Testament 

quotations aro linked to&ther by a word-play in an interpreRive A 

capacity, suEt,, -ests that the linking of the two sayings in 2: 27-28 

could be an imitaiion of a method of interpretation whereby one 

piece of scripture is interpreted by a second. The two sayinu-s in 

Mark 2: 27-28 are connected by the use of coamon terms and therein 
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lies the interpretation. In both 1.1atthew and Luke, nothing stops 

000 as a Messianic the Evangelists from seeing (1 (1105 TO A V11; 1141 

title. In Mark, however, the title cannot escape thelink formed 

with 0 P0011wITOSof 2: 2'1, thereby indicating that the term is used 

in a non-Messianic sense. The use of' one sajing to interpret another 

is similar to that of scripture interpreting scripture. 

C) A sirailar layout is to be found in the preservation of a 

group of four sayings in 10ark 4: 21-25. The. form of the sayings 

in the Goppels of Matthew and Luke reveals a very complex tradition (1). 

The Elarkan sayines are divided. into two pairs by the call-line 

in 4: 23- In turn, each pair of sayings consists of a saying 

(a similitude in 4: 21) dnd an adjoining saying forming an interpretation 

introduced by the conjunction It is noted that the use of 
4 

these interpre-Niv& sayings in Mattheiv and Luk, ý? as self-explanatory (2) 

reveals that the interpretive clauses used in the j, tradition 

are infact sayings in their own ri6ht. 

The sulgestion that interpretation within the rA' 

sayin&. -s tradition took the form 6f. saying interpreting saying, 
II ýot only indicates that both the EvanGelist and-d', e e/jijA, ý: /tradition 

itself reveal a great ýespect for the antiquity of the sayings. 

The respect for these sayings is demonstrated by the methods of 

interýretation used in the formation of the sayings tradition and then 

in its use by Mark. 

1) see Study,. p. 110 
2) cf. the individual use of the sayings: Lk. 8: '18,12: 2,19: 26, 
Mt-13: 2,10: 26,25: 29 
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'XCORDED 114 MARK, * THE EXTEIR 011' THE rlof F1 Tlffk. DIYIOj.; 

The sayings under investigation belong to a tradition rather 

than a fixed sayings source. Therefore, it is impossible to 

reconstruct the original order of the sayings and to determine 

if the introduction and conclusion of this tradition are incorporated 

into the Klarkan text. However, thi, ý, does not mean that the sayings 

tradition was not subject to certain principles in its formulation 

and transmission. In the first place, there, is evidence-that 

sayings have been joined together by connecting words, which 

indiqates an elementary attempt to lirk sayings together in a 

fixed order. Secondly, there are larger units comprising 

number of sayings, each introduced by the Mt (14'fV formula. These 

groupings could indicate attempts to preserve the order found in 

the sayings tradition. Lastly, it is probdble that Plark has not 

. recorded all the sayings belonging to the traditiori in his G, )spel (1). 

It is possible that certain Mi 0-1/ sayings indicate only 

excerpts from a larGer passage in the tradition. 

It is these three topics which will be investigated in the 

following section to illustrate the possibility of some. form of 

guiding principles in the transmission of the traditiont which is 

still evident in Mark's use of the sayings, and the probability 

that Aark tended to select from his tradition rather than incorporate 

it in its entir; ty. 

'A V 

1) Luke appears to record som? sayings introduced by the K. 01 ClIt fv' 

, 
formula which do not appear in Vark. See, VI The Tradition of 

Crk 

and its Relation to Alatthow ancl Luke-Some Problems. 
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i) Sayings Lirdked Together. 
1. )ý 

There are a number of instances where a /,, /tA introductory 

formula introduces two or more sayings strun(r, together. 16'ark 

3: 23-7 is an instance of a string of sh, )rt sayings which all hanC 

on a t/, t ... CA(rll ý")TO-f( formula in 3: 23a. AlthouL,, h it is 1, Pnerally 

asswaed that the three parallel sayinCs in 3: 24-6 appý7ar to represent 

a unit, the saying in 3: 27 does seem at once to have been an 

isolated saying joined on to the preceding unit. It has already 

been suLuested in the Study (1) that tiis link was initiated by 

the Markan source and is not editorial. 
%V 

. 
There are further occasions where a (4(pl/ formula appears 

at first si&M to introduce just one sayingt but an investigation of 

the material reveals a closely linked double saying. The necond 

Passion Prediction in Nark 9: 31 is an obvious example of this 

technique, as the Synoptic Tradition'records both Passion and 

. 
Resurrection sayinas in isolation. Despite the apl; arent ease 

with which the two sayinas read as one, it is possible to see that 

the sayinfs were iinked by a word common to both: wfUch 

Mark still maintains. 

A similar word link between two sajings is found in Mark 2: 27-28. 

The link is apparent in the Aramaic ýVj -): I which underlies the 

terms O'A'1P0, ToS (2: 27) and (1105 Ty-v (2.20). Only 

the second of the sayings is reproduced in 11%, 'atthev; and Luke which 

indi, cated that the Ie4! A' O. "'Aril unit in 1.1, ark 2: 27-27 does contain T 

two separate sa. vinUs; 

1) see Study, p, i3o n. 1 
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The last noticeable instance of this technique is found in 

the attachment of two old Testament quotations to one another to 

form a teaching of Jesus after the Temple cleansing. in 11: 17. 

Here again, a possible ujaderlying Aramaic word play forms the link 

between the two quotations (1). 

It would seem that the il, & formula introduces, on some 

occasions in výark, more than one saying. There are occasions 

where a string of*sayings, each introduced by aY., ' in troductory 

formula iS! recorded in Mark's Gospel. These must be pointed out. 

ii) Extended Blocks of fw (A( Sayings. 

, 
r(t,,, material are apparent in the Three blocks of elj Cýj 

I )j 
1,,. Iarkan text. The most obvious block of r. 4t V sayings is found 

in the Parables'section in Mark 4. Apart from the 

explanation of the Parable of the Sower in Mark 4: 13-20, the rest 

of the chapter, which consists entirely of parables and similitudes, 

V i. s. introduced by Vt (X YIV (ie., 4: 3,9911,21,24,26,29). 

\ 11 rlq/ A similar block of KAC (4 k material is found in 7: 9-23- 

Again, the only sayinL; not introduced by )v, (' ('Aityv in this section 

is a MA interpr4'qotive passage in 7: 18-19. The /, /, (' (o 

sayings are concerned with the necesiity to follow a moral rather 

than legal code. 
\p 

-The final indication of an extended block of Cýirill 

material is the presence of two jrj, '4 C', 'Iýrl sayings found in 12: 35-10. 

It is possible that these two sayings form a section in the tradition 

devoted to a polemic against the Scribes (cf. 12: 35,38)- 

Each block of Mt r/f sayines appears to follow throuch 

a particular theme. This could indicate that these blocks of 

See Study, p. 149 n. 2 
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k. ýc material recorded by Mark Preserve the orJer of the 

tradition. It would appear that although similar themes and s"ayirgs 

are re corded in both the M. 1 blocks arid their Synoptic 

parallels, the order is not identical (1). Therefore, the 

tradition used'by Mark may retdin, sayinL-s grouped under 

topics similar to those recorded in the Natthaean and Lukan sections. 

However, the presentation of this M,, j material differs from 

the sayi-tgs found in the Synoptic parallels.. 

iii) Evidence for Limited Recording of the Tradition.. 

It does not seen likely that Mark would have recorded in total 

all the r4c Mf I qy tradition. It appears from the use of this tradition 

in Mark's Gospel that it was superimposed upon an existing tradition. 

Therefore, it seems probable that the Evangelist would use material 

only appiopriate to his existing framework. Also, it is evident 

. 
from the supposed use of Yark by Matthew aiid Luke, or even the use 

of a common tradition by all three, that each Evangelist was 

selective in the use of his material. There is no reason why Mark 

should not have been selective in the use of his rAl tradition. 

1) Parables section: Mt. adds many p-arablps throug-hout the section. 
Ile does not include a section on the Right use of Parables but the 
third simile is found in the saying on the Reason for Parables. 
Lk. has abbreviated his section and the Parable of the Vustard 
seed is attached to another section. In the section on the Right 
Use of Parables, the third simile is missinC. 
In 14k., the Parable of the Seed Growin6 Secretly is missing in 
Mt. and Lk. 
lilk-7: 9-27.7: 6-8,9-13, is in the reverse order in Mt. lit. also 
a' dds extra teaching, 15: 12-14. 
Woes a6aiianst the Scribes: I-At. and Lk. have longer sectiond than 
Ilk. Luke preserves much of his material in a separate section. 
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There may be external evidence for Lark's Selective use of his 

material in the presence of Klt (A -r, / sayinj,, s in the Gospel of 

Luke. 

horeover, there are two pointers in Mark's Gospel which 

possibly illustrate-a selective tendency. 

The use of ? A'( ("/, ji rl, sayings within a narrative context 7 

may represent just one saying which has been lifted out of a section 

of sayinUs. 8uch r,, 4 elm -I, sayings as the misnionary charge in 7 

6: 11 may have been part of a larger section of misrionary command s 

in the tradition. Also, the r/. ( saying in 11: 17, concerning 

the Cleansing of the Temple, consists entirely of two Old Testiunent 

quotations and it is likely that in 'the Mlarkan tradition these 

would have stood' as a teachint; of Jesus -; --aeoe io, 4. e+ dissociated. 

from any other teaching material. On its own, the saying does not 

make sense, but Civen a context or comptenentary saying, it is 

intelligible. 

A specific incident suSgested by both Dibelius (1) and Taylor (2) 

is that Of the does against 
'the- 

Scribes. in Lark- 1ý08-40, which they - 

say is a limited extract from a lar6er b6etion, '' similar in 

proportion to that recorded in Llatthew and Lýke. 

It would appear, from the preceding investigation that the 

". 4 
N 

material recorded in Mark is subject to the present' tion " It 0,113, 
. 

and order of a Markan framework. This does riot seem very cuT. xisind 

considering that the order and framework in Mark is narrative 

1) see Study, p. 169 
2) see Study, p. jýq n. 1 
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tradition basically, rather than a sayings tradition. However, where 

larger groups of M,, t sayings are found, there is a suel. -estion 

that the VC (At V tradition arranged sayings in oc so ma erip 

which are similar to teaching material found in Matthew and Luke. 

The inte8Tation of the tradition into the Markan framework ic so 

complete. that the original order of the saying tradition is totally 

obaured. What has been established , however, is that the sayings 

tradition was subject to a framework in IIark which in many cases is 

consistent with that found in Matthew and/or Luke. This adds weight 

to the proposed view that Vark devidtes from the framework used 

by hým and found in the, other Gospels. to include his own sayings. 
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COIXIMEAG Rl, =RKS. 

This survey has led to the conclusion that the M' 

sayings have a qu!,. si-carionical standing or, at least, are held in 

very high esteem. This is evident from all sides. dithin the 

sayings tradition itsel-f, the sayings are presented as scripture. 

The use of introduced sayings to act a, - interpretitive comments 

on the sayin,,, s rather than violate the actual sayings 

themselvesý, - indicates lylark's apparent respect of the tradition. 

Mark was O-mploying his sayings within the confines of a Gospel 

framqwork which limited his use to a certain extent? Nevertheless, 

those sa*[p. lBdid include were carefully recorded. 



IV. 

THE RBLATIOIýMIP BENFEE14 THE Kht Olyll, "TRADITION AND THE NIARKAN 

CONTEXT. 
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The problem to be considered now is the relationship of tý, e 

, KA( , fl/ sayings to their surrounding contexts. Already, various 

asl, ects'of this problem have arisen in the Study. 'It is the 

purpose of this chapter to reveal the methods used by the 

Evangelist. to incorporate'the MI (A. Y11 sayinr,, s into his Gospel 

framework. 

It is, therefore, intended to divide the chapter into Viree 

sections, each dealine- with a specific aspect of the relationship 

between the sayings tradition and the larkan tradition. 
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1) SAYLiGS AT VARIANCE WITH TdE MIARKAN COINTEXT. 

It has been found that on a number of occasions a 

saying contradicts ip some way-the information. recorded- in the 

surrounding narra. tive. This is quite an obvious result of incorporating 

an originally isolated saying into any form of context. llevertkýeless, 

it raises the qu6stion. ' why did the Evangelist not see fit to 

alter either the context or the saying to resolve the contradictions?. 

It has been sug6ested in tiie previous chapter that the 

sayings have a quasi-canonical status which preserves such sayings 

from the process of alteration. However, it would still be possible, 

then, to alter the narrative. It does not seem very likely that 

narrative tradition was transmitted under such strict rules regarding 

form and content as were the sayings (1). The Evangelist would be 

able to alter the narrative tradition if lie wished. It would, 

therefore, seem that he, chose to leave the contradiction between 

saying and narrative in order to stress that two traditions are 

present within the pericopel thereby allowing the saying to retain 

some degree bf'former independence within 6. narrative setting. 

Before looking at the ind'ividual texts, the difference between 

the terms Inarrativelahd 'framework' *ist be considered. Iýarrative 

tradition, as sugb , e-sted previously,. was-transmitted yery freely. 

The narratives are stories which frequently include sayings. 

1) cf. T. R. Rosche, 'The gords of Jesus and the Future of the IQ, 
Hypothesis', JBW 79,1960, pp. 212,213. R. H. Lightfoot, The Gospel 
Message of St. Mark, Oxford, Clarendon Presq 1950, p. 28. 
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These sayings act as a pivot within narratives, whereas the surrounding 

events greatly fluctuate (1). Framework materialý however, gives 

a context to sayin8s and teaching blocks. Infact, framework 

material is meaningless on its own, whereas the sayings in the 

narratives, however important, are not always essential. The 

narrative itself is a complete form. Dodd (2) sugk; ested that 

certain framework material in LArk shows evidence of a short 

historical outline of Jesus' life which was used in the Keryjý, -ma of 

the Early Church and formed the basis for the Gospel tradition. 

Besides the 1)urpose of some of-the framework material to represent a 

purely historical outline, other frdmework units are topical and 

form a framework on which to hang sayings. Such locations as the 

house (3), the seaside (4) and the mountain (5) repeatedly occur in 

Mark. Framework material, such as these, would be fairly stereotyped. 

This difference between narrative and framework tradition should be 

*noted. when reviewing the KA sayings and their surrounding 

contexts. 

i) Mark 4 

Th6 first'text i's concerned with the layout of the Parables 

Section. The scene is set by a framework unit. The mention of 

1) M. Ubtlius, From Tradition to Gospel, London, I. -ficholson and 
Watson, 19349 P-31, also, B. Gerhardsson, Tradition and Transmission 
in Early ChristianijZ, Lund, C. W. K. Gleerup, 19649 P-44- 
2) C. H. Dodd, 'The -11'ramework of the Gospel Narrative', ET., 439 
1931-2, p. 399. 
3) cf. 2: 1,3: 20,7: 17,9: 28. 
4) cf- 1: 16,2: 139 3: 79 4: 1. 
5) cf- 3: 13,6: 46,9: 2. 
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- 191, AAVI, and 7-, Ail-(; v, (4: 1) c. ertainly suggests the use of traditional 

motifs mentioned above. The summary given in Mark 4: 1-2 forms the 

introduction to the parables and this is where the differences 

begin to apjýear. Mark 4: 2 says Jesus tauGht 0/ 

but then only one parable, that of the Sower, is Cited. 

The next section of the summary framework can be found in 

4: 10. denham (1) thinks that the context to the saying in 4: 11-12 

was 0-1444ýýr originally a continuation of the Parnble of the Sower 

which was altered to include 4: 11-12, whereas Maritsen (2) suggests 

the context was a redactionally constructed introduction to the 

sayipg. Both theories arebased upon the use of -,, AS 11ý4ý1-40A AS 

which is incompatible with the surrounding setting. It is possible 

that Yark may have altered the framework to make it applicable 

to the saying, although conclusions drawn in the recent discussion 

make. this unlikely. What does seem more probablC in this case 

. is that 4: 1-2,10 form a unit which has been separated by the 

Parable of the Sower, vkh a suitable comment added to qualify the 

general statement in 4: 10- Mark 4: 10 is a general statement as 

is 4: 1-2. Wenham (3) points out the use of the verb in Mark 
60 

indicates an interruption in the text. This certainly appears to 

be the case. Wenham, however, is selective in his analysis of the 

use offýjýW , for the Parable of the Sower is also introduced by 

the same verb but he does not suCeest this Parable has been super- 

imposed upon the Markan framework. 

1) b. 'Wenham, 'The Synoptic Problem Revisited: Some New Succestions 
about the Composition of Mark 4: 1-34', Tyndale Bull. 9 23,1972, P. lB 
2) W. Varxsen, 'Redaktionsgeschichtliche Erklitrung der sogenannten 
Parabeltheorie des Markus', ZTX., 52,19559 p. 260 
3) D. 4enham, op. cit , p. 19 
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Again, f. 11ark 4-33-34 reveals c--ýrtain inconsiste. nces. with the 

-preceding events. From Mark 4: 10f., the explahation of the Parable 

of the bower and further parables are spoken to the disciples. 

Suddenly, in 4: 33, the scene reverts back to a public settiriC. 

Wenham (1) assumes 4: 34b to be ari interruption in V, e text as it 

refers back to 4: 10, which he claims is redactional. However, 

reading through the framework material in 4: 1-2,10,33-34 only 

reiterates what has already been stated, that the framework itself 

appears consistant. The parables have ýeen fitted around the 

framework and there is evidence that neither the framework nor the 

parable sayings were modified in this process. It would seem strange, 

otherwise, that Mark should have made such an unintentionally bad 

job of amalgamating two traditions. 

Therefore, the Parables Section of 111ark 4 reveals evidence of 

two traditions, one framework and the other sayines, which kept 

-their original form and identity. Mark placed them side by side 

and made no noticeable attempt to merge the traditions. 

ii) Mark 3: 20f. 

Certain similarities between the Beelzebul Controversy and the 

Parables Section can be seen. The Beelzebul Controversy is not 

basically a narrative, but it is a teaching discourse, to which 

a scene has been appended, giving it some semblance of historicity. 

Taylor (2) suggests that 3: 2"0-1 is 'an independent fragment of early 

tradition'. Appended to this is another introductory verse, 3: 22, 

1) D. Wenham, J. ý ; p. 23- 
2) V. Taylor, The Gospel According to'St. Mark, London, fiacmillang 
1966, p. 235. 
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the actual discourse beginning in 3: 23. Taylor (1) distinguishes 

between 3: 20-21, which is an independent tradition freely reworked 

by Mark and 3: 22, a completely redactional verse. However, it 

would seem pointless hark reworking the framework if he does not 

directly apply it to the immediate controversy. If anything, 3: 20-21 

relates closely to 3: 31-35, the Pericope concerning Jesus' Family 

rather than the Controversy in 3: 23-30. Also, the use of the 

motif further suggests that the unit is an independent traditional 

framework (2). 

The development of the setting in 3: 22, Taylor attrtbutes 

completely to Mark., As with Mark 4, if the Evangelist constructed 

this verse to complement the Discourse, he made a very inadequdte 

attempt. The name ý60()/I is only mentioned in 3: 22 and although 

the discourse is referred to as the Beelzebul Controversy, Yark 

never records the name in Jesus' sayings. Infact, the name 

is found in 3: 23. To construct an introductory verse which does 

not bear much resemblance to the suceeding d, iscussion appears 

pointless. 

If 3: 22 is neither part of the introductory framework tradition 

hor redactional then it is possible that it records the beginnings 

of a Beelzebul controvýrsy which may have been similar to Mlatthew 

or Luke (3), but for which Alark, has substituted the rAl r), /. `/ 

sayings. There is no reason to think Vark was hindered by the 

transmission of this narrative tradition as he may have been with 

1) V. Taylor, ibid , p. 237. 
2ý cf. recent discussion on framework material. in this chapter, p. 212 
3 cf. Study, p. W 
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framework tradition. Therefore, Mark 3: 22f. is the first evidence 

that the Evangelist deliberately left unaltered. a narrative setting 

when he inserted the c/ -Y sayin[-, -s. 

iii') Mark 12: 35f - 
The Saying about David's Son is introduced very briefly by 

15. the phrase: rt 9-HOK(JI PC' -O(js 

However, the saying commences with 1,76Y, X Ir aw CT ýA mi 

which suggests a more detailed context than that given in Mark. 

Both Matthew and Luke appear to have overcome the inconsistancies 

between the context and sayings (1), which Mark retains.. There does 

not appear anything to suggest the introduction was a stereotyped 

framework unit. It fits well into the surrounding context of a 
I 

Temple setting, ýand links well with 12: 34, where it states that no-one 

dared to ask Jesu* any more questions. However, according to 

-Daube (2),, Mark 12: 35-37 constitutes the fourth question of the 

Passover Hagdadah. ' Mark may have been recording a predeterrOin-ýd 

plan which he did not wish toýalter. 

Here, again, it seems that Mark is placing side by side two 

fixed traditions and makes no attei:,. pt to resolve any differences. 

iv) Mark 7: 24f- 

Of all the sayings discussed in this sectiono 7: 24f- is the 

only proper narrative which includes a i-Ak th saying. In the 

1) see Study, pp-163. 
2) D. Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, London, 
Althone Press, 1956, PP-158-69. 
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saying, a clear-cut division is made between evangelising and 

ministering to the Jews first and then possibly to the Gentiles. 

This immediately sug6ests that. the time for helping the Syrophoenician 

woman had not yet come. The woman's answer, 7: 28, in reality tends 

to answer the second part of the saying common to both Iflatthew and 

Alark. She sugdests that the Gentiles can still be given some 

assistance over and above that given to the Jewsj whereas the 

le 
saying explicitly states this can not, be. The woman's ans,, -ier 

to Jesus' saying, ignoring the first part of the saying, is a good 

arbument, but her answer to the saying as present in Mark jU*St 

appea: rs to be a blatant contradiction rather than a clever statement. 

It is obvious from the drastic changes in the Matthaean 

narrative that 1,1ark would have been j"tified Io'alter his account, 

but here again, it is evident that he deliberately chose-not to 

do so. 

The use of two traditions within one account is not a new 

concept. It is evident from-the stilted style, and awkward Greek (1), 

and. also from a doubling up of the.. event so that'it is-narrated 

twice within the account (2). The use of the t-, 1, Z C'ý, frfýl tradition 

in Mark, however, reveals a different method to incorrerate anaýien 

tr, ), diti-)n into a narrative. The saying originally attached to the 

narrative is substituted for the ý N41 0TV sayinf-, -. It was very 

unlikely that Mark constructed narratives and framework units to 

contra('iict the sayings he was preserving. An example Qf a redacted 

S/I 1) cf. Mk-3: 1-ý6,2: 1-12 where the recurr, ýnde of AAA A(rtl AUT(--) 
interrupts the flow of the narrative. 
2) cf-Ilk-9: 14-29 where two Accounts of the fiealing ot the Epileptic 
Boy seem Apparent. Also, the presentation of possible doublets: 
The Feeding of the 5,000 (lik. 6: 30-44) and the 4,000 (114k-8: 1-10), the 
Healing if the Deaf Mute '(Mk. 7: 31-, 37) and the Blind Yan (ýM. 6: 22-6). 
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Ip framework for a rAl, ' saying in 9: 31 illustrates that the 

Evangelist could construct an adequate context if he wished so to 

do. Therefore, it can only be concluded that Nlark used narratives and 

framework units already known to him to act as the background to 

some of tne r., q't C'1'[yV sayings. Ile preoerved their identity to 

a certain extent by leaving both setting and snying in their 

original form. It would seem that any contradictions arising 

from these settings were deliberately left to draw attention to 

the different traditi, )ns present. 
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2) ORIGIJAL ll-, 'ANINGS 01' T, -T,.: 3AYIII IGS UTEl'U',, D 13Y TILM'Di COLTEXTS. 

Again, the contexts ixf-, cd in I'lark's Gosj, el to surround the 

V sayirl,,! -, s Give a clue to his knowledge ard attitude to the 

tradition. 4hereaý in the previous section it was indicated that 

neat respect for the indepeMent nature of the sayings was 

shovm by Mark in the deliberate preservation of the inconsistercies 

between sayines and adopted contexts, this section is concerned 

with Mark's awarene., ze of the meaniiig of the sayinas he 1-. r, serves. 

i) Nlark 2: 23-28. 

The sayings in 2: 27-23 draw to in end the Discusrýion of the 

Sabbath BreakinZ;. The cross reference bdtiveen in 2: 27 

(%-I 
and ULOý TOL) P#. (ý, ITO() in 2: 28 seems to indicate that thr-, ". 1on of !. Tan 

in this contont is used in a eencric. sonse and has not christological 

eschatological or ecclesigstical comotations (1). 

However, the context sottin for the sayingm in Mark's account 

does start to hirit at the interpretation Fuller sees present in -the 

sayings themselves (2). mark 2: 27-28 is sein in jwtaposition, to the first 

1) H. H. Ful-ler, Thp Voundations of T'lew Tertament Ch i to rr 12LY- 
London, Collins, 1969, suGr. ýests that 2: 28 is a developed esd*ological 
s,,,, yinCv P-i49 
2) R. H. Puller, ibid., P-149 
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arGument in 2: 25-26. This arGument does have slight cliristolo. -ical 

overtones which could be thought to continue into the second 

interpretation. If 2: 27-28 was the only answer given to the question 

concerning the dicciples' action, these sayings could be seen as 

a direct answer that 14an has authority over sabbath laws. Instead, 

the ar8ument in 2: 25-26 draws an analogy explicitly with Jesus 

and not the disciples. The pericope shows Jesus arv-. werin'E-; for the 

actions of the Church (1). Therefore, the second argument in 2: 27-28 

is immediately related to Jesus in the present setting. 

Rlark uses, the introduction VK (/ir, tVI as a conscious pin-poiftting 

of týe tradition within his text. The introduction seems to have 

a further purpose here. Mark isolates the second argument fro*m-the 

first in an attempt to draw attention to the initial question it 

seeks to answer rather than just a continuation of 2: 25-26. it is 

n. ot possible to decide whether Nark realised the original meaning of 

. the saying and tried to protect it by using the introductory formula, oil 

whethe'r he only knew the interpretation applied to it by the Church 

and used the introduction merely to present the sayings tradition. 

ii) Mark 9: l.. 

This saying ends a teaching section about the Conditions of 

Discipleship. It has already been noted that the sayings were at 

one time isolated units which have been joined together to make 

this teaching discourse (2). 

1) R. Bultmann, The History of the Synoptin Tradition, Oxford, 
Blackwell, 1972, p. 16. 
2) see study, pp 10. 
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Dowliere in this section is the independence of any saying 

4v)- 
more pronounced than in the introductory v, 4 C-AV (If ýWO15 for the 

last saying. In the Plarkan saying and a similar saying in the 

para. 1lel Gospel accounts, the phrase ý/V/ Iv ýruj, occurs 

This is in itself enough to indicate the independence of the saying (2). 

Therefore, it does appear that the rlA introductory formula is 

used in this case, primarily to introduce the sayings tradition and 

not to isolate it from the previous teaching block, as the first 

phrase of the saying does this adequittely. 
I 

The linking of the sayings into a teaching block does suggest, 

that a certain amount of interpretation and reinterpretation of 

sayings within this new framework was necessary to harmpnise the 

unit. In both Matthew and Luke, the last saying is more closely 

linked to the preceding saying on the coming of the Son of 7,1an M- 

However, Nark neither adapts the sayings nor softens the break between 

them. The eschatological implications of the preceding verse ein, -. 

not carried over into 9: 1. 

Again, it is difficult to state categorically the tV, (' t'ý'brjl 

here serves to isolate the saying from, the previous interpretation 

iis well as to indicate the presence of a new tradition. 

iii) Mark 9: 31 

This saying is framed by a short introductory framework which 

1) cf. bk. 8: 27 where Ve formula is weakened. See the Study, p. 1go 
2) eg. the us; of this formula in Mark 3: 28 indicates the presentat. ion 
of a new tradition. 
3)' See the Study, pp '7q - 
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shows signs of karkan redac. tion (1). It is quite feasible to suppose 

that the Evangelist compiled the framework for the sole purpose 

of introducing the r,, s. t rA r, sayin[;. It has already been. suggested (2) 

that this saying does not reflect the messianic interpretations found 

in the other Passion Predictions. The limited introductory comments 

leave the saying free from any interpretations that may have been 

implied from a different setting. 

The presentation of the other Passion Predictions, however, 

does indicate that-Miark saw such sayings as christoloCical statements 

The Resurrection sayings attached to the Passion Predictions on all. 

three occasions are the same. Mark 9: 31b has christological 

connotations, but it is possible that in 8: 31b and 10: 34 the saying 

is reinterprpted by the context and also the Passion sayine, itself. 

The two other Passion sayings are found within the Passion 

mirrative itself, 14: 21,41, and are interpreted in the light of 

the Church's view of Jesus' Passion as expressed in the Gospel 

account. 

Therefore, alth6ugh the Passion Predictions in T. I, ark reflect 

a christological interpretation, Mark 9: 31 escapes by a summary 

introduction which dimciates it from any such possible interpretation. 

It is possible that Mark just wanted to highlight the tradition 

by giviný it a short intr6duction of its own. This, however, does 

1) see the Btudy, p. 5,3 
2) The Passion saying has eschatological implications in connection 
with the Resurrection saying in Mark. The Passion saying itself 
is non-commital. 
3) Mark 8: 31 is linked to early christolocical proof-texts and 10: 33 
is part of a more developed, but still early, kerygmatic view of 
Jesus' Passion. 
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seem a bit extreme, as usually the Iwo. 4 (Aly(, V formula suffices. 

It seems more likely that Mark attempted to preserve the original 

meaning'of the saying over against the christological interpretations 

of the other Passion Predictions. 

iv) Mark 11: 17. 
This saying is attached to the )ý--ricope of the Gleansing of 

the Temple. The saying itself deals with the tendency of the Jews 

. to see the Temple as the symbol for nationalist aspirations rather 

than an international house of prayer. The incident, however, 

is concerned with the removal of the traders from the Temple precincts 

which does not suggest any immediate connection with the saying 
in its present form. 

In the Vlarkan pericope, the saying is not so closely linked 

with the saying as mif,; -ht be expected. The phrase, 

could almost be seen as introducing the saying in a new context 

of just teaching in the Templeg and not directly connected with 

the previous incident. blark may have introduced this clause to 

dissociate the saying to some extent from the interpretation implied 

in the Cleansing of the Temple Fericope. 

V) j'uark 12: 35f- 
Gagg (1) has sugbested that this saying about David's Son 

was originally part of. a polemic discussion. The reference to the 

Scribes in the saying certainly does suggest this. The new setting 

of this saying appears ýo turn the meaning of the saying into a 

comment upon Jesus' opinion of his own messianic role. 

However, matters are complicated by the wider context of this 

1) R. P. Gagg, 'Jesus und die . Davidssohnfrao, -el, TZ, 7,19519 pp. 19-20 
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saying suGaested by jaube (1). 1.11ark 12: 35f. is the 1, -. rt of the four 

lassover questions. Therefore, to alter the context of the sayirf, 

would be to destroy the setting of the Passover questions. 

This complication makes it even more difficult to discern 

whether '! ý-ark was aware of the original application of the saying 

or not. 

No possitive conclusion has emerged as a result of this investigation. 

it has been noted that the Sk f''; V introduction could serve a 

double purpose. On the positive side, it is used to draw attention 

to the sayin6s tradition within its setting in the Gospel. The 

negative use of the introductory formula is to divorce the sayinu 

from its present settinG. The saying is isloated not only 

from the narrative or frwevork, but also from any interpretation 

1 11 
which mirht be_suggested from the context. The pres-ence of Wt fý91N, 

alone does not confirm this second use. Uark 9: 1, - 9: 31 and 11: 17 

seem to supply additional information suogesting T. Ark wished to 

keep the sayintp. free fron the interpretation present in the 

context. Eilark 2: 27-28 gave no positive evidence and 12: 35-37 is 

complicated by the use. of a complex framework. Although no unanimous 

conclusions can be drawn there appears a tendency todissociRte 

sayings from reinterpretative contexts. ]Iark Ma, have heen av,, are 

of the original meaning of the sayings which would have been altered 

by the settinas he imposed on them. 

. 
LLd., p. 166. 1) D. baube, Ll- 
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METHOW USED TO DRAW ATTEAMi TO SAYI1, GS. 

The first two sections of this chapter indicate that Mark 

had a great respect for his sayings tradition and endeavoured to 

preserve its identity and original meaning where it differed from 

the newly assumed contexts. This last section now attempts to 

indicate further methods that were used by Mark to draw attention to 

the preservation of this tradition within the present Markan Gospel. 

i) The Use of the Introductory Formula. 

-From the presence of the K/, ( introductory formula 

two uses of this phrase have been discerned in the Yarkan text. 

First, the formula highlights-the saying and secondly, the saying 

becomes detached from its surrounding context thus isolating it 

from any interpretation present in the narrative. It is necessary 

-at this point to indicate yet another use of*the introductory 

formula. 

Some form of introduction is necessary when a sayingis to 

be indicated. On a number of occasions, Ahe t, -At' introductory 

formula fulfils this role, and although it does indicate a sayings 

tradition which is not native to the present text, it forms a 

necessary link between narrative and saying. However, three instances 

are noted where the introductory formula interrupts the 

flow of a discussion or teaching block. In 2: 27-28, an entirely 

separate argument is made out of the KA4 (it(pil saying; 8: 21 acts 

as a call-line to a preceding discussion and 9: 1 is the concluding 

verse of a teaching block. 
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On all three occasions, the sayings have been imposed upon a 

harmonious block of material (1). The introduction of the new 

tradition bream the continuity of the ori6inal utterances. This, 

however, is not an obvious feature of the other sayings. In the 

. beelzebul Controversy, 3: 23-27 is the . 141. ( Pý114 ýV tradition. The intro- 

ductory fonnula, not only introduced the tradition but also the whole 

discussion. Therefore it forms a natural link betw6en the narrative 

and*sayin6s. however, the re-introduction of the original dimussion. 

ill 3: 28f. (2) continues on from the VVA 1ý' 
(-/ sayinGs without an 

introduction. It is the first phrase of the saying, W. '/ . 411,11 

tiiat indicates new teaching material. The use of a similar C; 41CV, 

phrase to be8in Mark 9: 1 is not a sufficient introduction for the 

tradition, however. A new formula prececýs the si. yin, -. 

Therefore, it is evident that a redundant use of 

is pre. sent on a few occasions. 

ii) The lresence of Indirect and Direct Discourse. 

It is interesting to note that on two occasions in ý'. Ark, where 

sayinr,, s are present, the use of Eayings in indireut 

speech is found. dithin the lericope of the Sending out of the 

Twelve (6: 6-13), two comiands -are given to the missionaries. In 

both the acdounts of Matthew and Luke (3), these charces are intro- 

duced by introductory phrases (4) and the sayings are found 'in direct 

1) cf. -tik. 2: 25(27) and I. A. 12: 3, Lk. 6-3 
ll,, fk. 8: 15(21) and ýAt. 16: 6 
I"dc-6: 34(9: 1) and Mt. 16: 24, Lk. q:. 23 

2) see the Study, p. 128 
3) Nt-9: 35-10: 16, Lk. 9: 1-6,10: 1-16 
4)cf-Y, t- 10 :5dW 14 111. 

Lk. q: 3 kA( V,; ITOEIS 
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slyech. In oark, 0 different presentation of the charos is to 

be found. The first charge is indirectly given, whereas the 

, 'i )I second charEe is specifically introduced by r,, M. t (111'1ýV (. f/TOIS I 

Two alternative views could possibly explain this situation. 

On the one izrid, ; Iurk may have beezi using a tradition iv-,, ich presentecl 

j ., both charges in an indirect form and superimposed the rZt 4- 

saying upon this. On the other hand, the use of ii; direct speech in 

the first charge was a technique used by Mark to threw into relief 

the W rý(r-y sayinu. 

The second alternative seem the more probable for two reasons. 

j4rsý, none of the charges recorded in Diatthew or Luke are given 

in an indirect form and secondly, the first charge in Park is totally 

consistant with tile rules of reported speech, but lapses at the end 

into a direct fjrm (1). This would suf, 6est that lark attempted to 

transpose the originpl direct form of the saying-into reported speech 

.f orm. 

'Therefore, the use of thehiirect form forthis first charCe 

is in order to give prominntice to 'ti. e 1, /C fA. ( ' /saying and has Yl"" 

been adapted for this purpose. 

A different use of the indirect form of a saying is to be 

found in hark 14: 25-26. In the, 14arkan account ol Gethsemane, these 

verses represent the prayer of Jesus which forms a unit within 

the narrative. !, 'atthew, however, si, aces the prayers out into three 

separate events (2). In the Narkan unit, two forms of the prayer 

1) F. Blass, G. A.. Debruuner, (R. d. Funk), A Greek Grammar if the I: ew 
Testoment and other Early Christian Literature, Conbridee, CUP., 
1961, p. 247(l), sayiý that it was difficult to sustain reported 
speech in Koine Greek. However, one verse is not as such-a sustained 
effort. 
2) see the Study, pJ57 
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are presented side by side. The firstýprayer, of whichoTay 1)ý,, rt is 

iised, is presented as a precis of the prayer, in direct speech 

and is followed by the exact words of the prayer. In essence, the 

part of the prayer recorded in reported speech is closer to those in 

tl, latthew and Luke, than in Mark 14: 36 (1). Thus, it would aple. ). r 

that J-11ark kept part of the prayer which was griginal to, the narrative 

rather than substitute it entirely for the tý& sayine. 

Is there any possible reason why ! -ark wpLntr-, d to retain the 

saying that was originally part of the naxrative as this is not a 

usual technique of the Evaiigelist'ý It is possib3e that a clue 

r (" 

may ýe found in !, ', ark 14: 35, where the phrase I c,; xj, is present in 

the reported prayer. Only in the prayer in John 17: 1 does the prayer 
El I 

also refer to CVA , .. iýoth Patthew and Luke, and also 

the saying, refer to -rO' -rjo-, 14' It would appear that 

Mark did not originally preserve the prayer in a. form similar to 

. 
the Tlatthaean-and Lukan prayers, but is*closer, in this instance, to 

the Johannine tradition. Furthermore, although In presentation 

the saying appears closer to Matthew and Luke than to the ?A 
71 

(/[7rj/ saying, the lentrth of the saying corresponds closer to John 

than any other prayer recorded. 

Usually, ru sayings are found in pasSages where the 

original saying was probably quite close to those recorded by 

Matthew and Luke. However, it would seem that Mark has imposed 

the prayer upon a narrative that he already realiced 

contained a deviant prayer tradition (2). In the tay the prayers 

1) see the Study, p. M 
2) 1A deviant tradition' in this case only means that the sayinig 
differed from that recorded in 14attheiv and Luke. This nay suGCest 
yet another instaýce where Mark deviates from the accounts in [Jatthew 
and Luke. The K& C"/( t` sayings are not the only instances. ' 
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are. presented in Park, both traditions are preserved but the 1<., O. ( 
I/ 

saying is highlighted by the* other prayer which is r. ecorded 

as an introductory precis. 

It must be noted that this device is used by Illark very sparinGly, 

but is nevertheless a method by which he attempts to highlight the 

-tradition aGainst the Gospel backý ; round. 

iii) 'The eAi Ar, -ýt Interpretations. 

Although the subject of the r,, O. f ýt ) AT interpretations has been 

dealt with (1), it is necessary to refer back briefly to the 

diecussion. It was toand that the KO. passaf; es represented 

interpretations of the lv" ,t 0/ saying. A method such as this 

appeared riecessa-ry as it seems Mark was loath to alter the content 

of the saying itself. It is possible, from, tt, e view put forward 

in the second section of this chapter, to believe 1, Tark was also 

. conscious tkiat some of the N, sajine; F orie,, 'inally meant 

somethin& different from the interpretations present in the contexts. 

He sought to save the original meaning of the sayings from bein6n 

completely lost by the later interpretation. The use of' the r/. #. 

interpretations is a similar meth6d of preservinc, both'the 

original identity of the saying by placing the later interpretation 

standing alongside. 

Furthermore, the rM A(ICý interpretatiorsure another indication 

, ark wanted to hii--,, hlif, that Ir ht the sayings tradition. The interpretation 

gives an importance to the sayings in the. present contexts. Therefore, 

1) see Chapter III,, pp. 192f. 



. 
-2 2 (9 - 

the W interpretations serve the dual purpose of interpreting J4 

V 1ý 
and highliptina the Ut C tradition., 
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COI, 'C; 14UIJI.. G REI-, IARKS. 

It is noticeable t1liat Fark seeks to distinguish the 

I, 
rlt(tTV sayint; s from their surroundinU contexts. He does. not always 

attempt to smooth over the resulting contradictions between saying 

and narrative that arise.. from the superimposing of one tradition 

upon another. Isolation of the saying from its iTTPediate surroundings 

also ensures isolation from the interpretation readily available 

in the setting. 

Retainint, inconsistence-s is a negative attempt to indicate 

the presence of the sayin8s tradition. Mark makes % more poszitive 

stand with his use of the introductory formula on the most aAward 

occasions, Ne use of indirect speech and the J'Q! interprAive 

sayin8s. 



V. 

T a, ' 1( niADDION AhD TiY, MOBLEPT OF T: LE ST. O. I, TIC TRADITION. 
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Repercussions from the presence of a pre-Yarkarl sayings 

collection are to be found in the complex problem of the Synoptic 

tradition. The sayings tradition hi6hlights a number of minor 

aareements noted bctl-deen Watthew arid luke afainst Ilark. 

Streeter (1) proposed to explain texts containing certain 

Matthaean and Man aaeements'with the theory of the Mark/q over- 

laps. Four rl, C, 4T(ý passages are included within this catagory 

(Tolk-3: 20-30 par., 4: 21-25 par., 4: 30-32 par., 6: 6-11 par. ) but 

III 
a further five are single rot 6114' soyines where minor agreemen. ts 

are present (2:. 27-28,4: 11,9: 31a, 11: 17,14: 36). 

. 
These sayings containing minor agreements must be studied in 

the light of various salLitions that have been put forward to explain 

the Synoptic relationship by literary interdependence. Such theories 

which advocate the process of selecting phrases or even individual 

words from alternating suurces to produce a conflated tradition 

. are viewed with scepticism. It is not to I: e assumed, however, 

that no Passage can reflect more than one tradition, but that a 

continuous and ruthless arbitary dissection of material appears 

an artificial solution. 

Three possible solutions must be considered in this inquiry: 

a) 1, iark knew 0. 

This would suggest that the sayinGs tradition may be a revised 

or corrupted form of Q as it appears in Allatthew and Luke (2). The 

1) B. H. Streeter, Oxford Studies in the Synol. tic Problem, (ed. v/. Sanday), 
Oxfordq Clarendon Press, 1911, pp. 166-78 
2) J. P. Brown, 'Mark as a Witness to an Edited Form of Q, ', JBL., 
80t 19619 pp. 29-44. 
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possibility of Yark knowing a torn of Q does rather weaken the two 

document hypothesis, for to follow this theory to its na. tur,,, l con- 

clusion, Q becomes an Ur-Gospel from which all draw, thus destbying 

the probability of. literary dependence. 

b) Mark used watthew. 

This makes the (ý document an obsolete factor (1) and suEgests 

that the 1, Aarkan sayin6s tradition is a development from-the Piatthaean 

sayings. 

c) -, 'atthew conflates his sources of Vark and Q. 

0 represents a purer form of the two sources (2). Although 

it has been suggested that conflation of texts is an artifical 

solution, it cannot be -ignored in this cam as the theory that 

katthew conflated Llark and Q has been a widely accepted one for 

quite a while. 

1) li, C&Biitleiý, -The Originality of St, Matthew, Cambridge, CUP., 
1951, passim. 
2) This opinion is found in BALStreeter, The Four Gospels; London, 
Iviacmillan and Co., 1924, pp. 293-331, when he realised that the IvIark/Q 
overlap theory was a weak link in the two document hypothesis. 
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1) IIARK/Q OVERLAPS. 

It is convenient to subdivide the four rýrtk passages 

into two cataLories: 

i),,, ark-3: 20-30 and 6: 6-13. Both contain narrative material as 

well as sayinGs within the Dlark/q overlap units. This at. once suE; Gests 

a weakeninU, of the view that Q represents a sayines source (1). 

ii) Y. arx 4: 21-25 and. 4: 30-32 are purely sayings-material and 

depend on no immediate narrative tradition. 

i) hilgrk 3: 20-30. 

Ikeferring back to the study of this pet &t(- I/ saying (2) it 

is noted that the framework to the controversy (3: 20-21) and the 

introductory context (3: 22) are both traditional elements which 

Mark used, and not're'dactional. The contexts found in Matthew 12: 22-24 

'and Luke 11: 14-16 agree against Mark. It is interesting to note 

that a healing similar to the 1Atthaean and Lukan controversy context 

appears in a Matthaean doublet (9: 32-34). This suggests that the 

knaterial Matthew and Luke used to introduce-the Beelzebul Controversy 

was also traditional material and not originally a necessary part 

of tile contr6versy. If this is so, it means that Q can still be 

acknowledged as a sayings document, but if the narrative is not to 

be attributed to Q, what other explanation is there to resolve the 

agreements between Matthew and Luke? 

1) B. Petrie, IQ is only what you make W, 
-IN-, 

3,1969, pp. 28-33, 
illustrates Q as a document is still an amevp4eia- te-m ýUanf ltd. 
2) see the Study, p. 127f. 



It is evident, alsog that Mark did not use Jý, atthew in this 

instance. Therefore, it can only be assumed, on the basis of 

literary dependence, that Luke muot have known Matthew or that they 

were using a common source which cannot be assiwied to be C,. 

To move on to the sayin6s themselves, it is interesting to 

note that :3i 23-27 appearsAo beý a p: ýe-!. 'arkan. unit (1) 
-. 

and although the sayings may have originally been-. sep-irate, they 

were brou&ht to8ether before Mark used them. lf these sayings do 

form a pre-ýýarkan unit, it presents the possibility that i'lark 

used a revised of' mutilated form of'Q. 

-However, the Markan sayings unit is 'brolcen up in both Matthew 

and Luke. The discussion at Mark 3: 26 is interrupted to introduce 

the Bee'lzebul sayinsýs (Mt. 12: 27f., Ik-11: 19f#). Tt is evident 

that Saark had no knowledge of such a passage a. s he would have included 

it to balance the accusation: rU ý6*c, (#ýIAWU(3: 22). Luke continues 

*to present a different form of the saying found in Liark 3: 27 (par. 

Ivit. 12: 29, cf. Lk. 11: 21). A further saying is added after the saying 

of the 8tron6 man (cf. 111t. 12: 309 Lk. 11: 22). In Luke, it forms a 

conclusion to the discussion, but in 11atthew it forms a link with 

the 6dyinj. -s on blasphemy (12: 31f-) (2). 

The completion of the Lukan Beelzebul Controversy more or less 

coincides with the Markan WA. e-A(7rY material. This may indicate 

that Luke had some knowledLre of the Markan sayings material although 

did not quote it. 

1) For further discussion see the Study, p. 130 
2) J. P.. brown, OP-cit-, P, 35-36 
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Both l4atthew 12: 31f. and blark 3: 28f. continue the argument 

by introducing the Baying on Blasphemy. Viark gives the appearance cj 

that ttie discussion now falls into a preconceived pattern. possibly 

akin to the , atthaean account. There is a possibility that f-latthew 

relies on Mark for the form the discussion takes, but this would 

clash with the evident lack of knowledee concerning the previous 
\I 

material. -Furthermore, the, opinion that Luke was uZingy 

]ýIatthew, thus explaining the similarity of form between the two 

accounts is difficult to accept as it appears that Luke had some 

knowled[; e of the Markan discussion. In the first place, it would 

seem. strange to find Luke, who is more faithful in his preservation 

of (ý, conflatk, ýYatthew-afid Mark, and secondly, the concept of con- 

flating material unnecessarily has already been sudgested to be 

artificial. 

The use of 70' UU Pt -(, ), TOU in P', atthew 12: 32 arid -rat 

", ý&)-mr-)l in J,, ark 3: 28 indicFtes thit j. -rk is preserving a morc 

primitive form of the saying tbanthe more Chris tologi cally orientated 

form preserved in Matthew (also cf. Lk. 12: 10). Again, this indicates 

that the Ylarkan account seems unlikply to have been based upon the 

Yatthaea-n record of the controversy. 

AI'Latthew 12: 33-35 contains sayinEs developing the Saying on 

Blasphemy. These sayings are: found dispersed throujout the Man 

Gospel (1). The process of making up a collection of sayinLn by 

seiecting sayings from an existing collection appears Orange . 

1) cf. B. C. Butler, OP-cit , P15 
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Therefore, on the basis of the q hypothesis, 1'lti. tthew once more 

preserves the q tradition whereas Luke diversifies the material in 

his Gospel.. If T. atthew is preserving (Z, he cannot be seen to have 

based the sayin6s on the Týlarkan sayiný; I-s. 

It is evident from týe above investig-ation thýt one consistent 

theory cannot be upheld throuCý, hout the Beelzebul Controversy. ! "lark 

3: 20-22, par. seems to indicate a comirion nori-Q, source linking 

Katthey and Luke, or possibly Luke's reliance on the 1,11atthaean 

Gospel. T.. ark 3: 23-27 par. shows a link between 1., Iatthew and Luke, and 

blark and Luke, but the obvious conclusion that Luke selected at 

random from Latthew and Mark seems inprobable. Mark 3: 28-30 

(IjIt. 12: 31f-) sugGests that neither Matthew used Marknor vice versa 

if Q is to be assumed, but if Q is not accepted, iAtthei-, r may have 

used i, ark. 

It can be seen that no satisfactory solution to the Synoptic 

-1-roblera in this investiEation is evident. 

iiark 6: 7-11. 

dith the Missionary charges, a more complex situation appears. 

It is evident that the so-called Q passages in natthew 10: 1-14 

and Me 10: 1-12 are similar but more developed accounts of the 

missionary charas in Eark 6: 7-11- In addition, a further account 

of IN incident appears in Me 9: 1-6, which at first sight seems 

to be a parallel account of the Markan narrative. This led Butler (1) 

Q initially. di Wss*the Man account from any part of the subsequent 

B. C. Blitler, oo-cit , P-15 
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discussion on the missionary charCes. It is believed, however, 

that -the prez-ence of Luke 9: 1-6 cannot be dismissed sim-ly as a 

I'larkan parallel. In fact, Streeter (1) pointed out that Luke 9: 1-6 

contains a number of al'lusioris to the Q material fdund in M". ttthew 

10: 1-14, thus su&6esting th, ýt Luke has conflateq. T,, 'ark and Q. "'his 

is yet another, occasion where Luke does not pre: ýent the. purer 0, 

f or. n. 

Yhe introductory verses to the missionary charCes reveRl a 

number of minor agreements between .. atthe,. v and Luke. Luke 10: 1f., 

the Q passa'Ge , has no similarities with the I'Atthaean Q setting 

(10: lf. ) (2), whereas Luke 9: 1f., the Markan parallel, is closer 

to the Matthaean than the Karkan setting. The 'sending out' motif, 

present in Rark 6: 7 is not recorded in either IAtthew or Luke (3), 

who both continue to give further instructions to heal the sick 

(i. lt. 10: 19 Lk. 9: 2) and preach the KinýýAom (Tvit-10: 7, Lk. 9: 2). 

. 
The Matthaean context included the Naming -of the Twelve as well as 

the missionary commandments. AlthouGh neither 14ark nor Luke connect 

these two incidents, Mark's introduction containý verbal agreements 

with his account of thellaming of the Twelve foLind in I., iark 3: 13f- 

It has been sugi,, ested in the Study of this r. 1A saying- (4) 

that the context in I-lark is redactional. Therefore, there are no 

indications in the text to suegest any literaV relationship 

between Dlatthevr and Mark. 

1)* B. H. btreeter, Oxford Studies in the ', -, ynol)tic Problem, ed W. ', "anday, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1911, P-73 
2) - however, it is possible that a reference in Lk. 10: 1 to send the 
disciple in, 6-roups of two has sliCht con,, ections with MLCI - s r1c 7: 
3) The word A-VT tý)Iýortv does appear. in 1, Wce 9: 2 but th , stress is 
on the preaching of the Kingdom rather than the Sendinf,. 
4) see the : 3tudy, p. 150 
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Also, if LIfic similarities between Matthew and Luke ind L(,; i tt, 

the pre: 3ence of the Q source, then the extent of Q. 'nust again bo 

questioned. Similarities between the Matthap. an and Lulkan context 

of the Eeelzebul Coniroversy seemed to form a part. of the Q source 

and the concept of q as a sayings source is being rapidly destroyed. 

It would seem that Q is rapidly becominp, an Ur-Gospel. 

Yurthermore, it is interesting to note tMt Luke. g: l represents 

the Q material or at least the material also found in T. Iatthew 10: 1. 

dhat does the introduction in LWýe 10: 1 represent if not the purer 

form of 1,1? Does Luke 9: 1f. represent a conflati6n of 0, (or 1-. 1htthew) 

and 1, ark? It is possible that Matthew's and Luke's introduction 

does not represent Q at all but then no satisfactory Synoptic 

relationship can bxplaih the minor agreements. 

The actual contents of the missionary charf; es have been discussed 

in the Study of these sayings (1). The presentation of the sayines 

*in the four accounts illustrates a very complex situation. The 

hiarkan saying (6: 8-9) appears to be a developed form of the nej, -tive 

lists found in Matthew 10: 9-10 and LWce 10: 4 and could possibly 

be seen as a revised form of Q. This could only be feasible if 

compared with the possible original form of q but the q sayings 

in Latthew 10: 9-10 and LW-, e 10: 4 bear no close relationship to 

eachother. The saying in Me 9: 3. is closer in the order of-the 

list to Park than Matthew, although Luke 9: 3 agrees with 1,, Iatthew 10: 10 

aainst Mark that no staff should be taken. As no basic Q form 

can be constructed it would seem probable. that each saying represents 

see the Study, p. 150j. 
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an independently constructed sayiijU based ort a co. mrion tr, -tditi, )n. 

The cecond mis. ionary chary, however, falls into two broad 

categories. Matthew 10: 11f. and Luke 10: 5f. appear to be preservinr 

a similar saying, whereas Vark 6: 10f. and Me 9: 4f- record a simpler 

form. The 11arkan sayin, is more primiWe in structure to t7atthewls (1) 

which mak. es it improbable that Mark used the Vatthaean sayinc. 

Purthermore, the primitiveness of the , arkan -commandment rules out 

the possibility that it records a currupted or revised form of Z.. 

As with the Beelzebul Controversy,. no, satisfactory solution can 

be found to explain the construction of the Gospel material within 

the confines of Synoptic dependence. 

The. context to the missionary charges suggest that Vatthew 10: 1 

and Luk(-., 9: 1 may not be recordinC, Q but another common source 

or possiblk that Luke used I. Tatthew. In the first mipsionary chaxe-e 

no relationship between any sayin& is visible. The second missionary 

" 7' 
-charee, the 1</. t (/(I' V saying in 11ark, reveals no relationship 

between 1,, Iatthew and Eark but a link between 1.1attliew 10: 11f. and 

Luke 10: 5f -, and Alark and LW,, e 9: 4f - 

It is eyident tMt no consistent middle term can be proposed 

andM attempt to introduce a unifying factor from within the present 

Synoptic Gospels has proved fruitless. 

ii) Mark 4: 21-25. 

This Viarkan unit differs from-the preceding two sayinas. 

These sayinSs, to begin with, stand in isolation from any context 

pf. the more stereotl, 7ped phrasing in Matthew, see the Study, p. 15Z 
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settinU. Also, there is no parallel collection of sayines found 

in Tilatthew but they appear as individual sayinUs in separatc 

contexts. Luke similarly records each sayinf; separate-ly but 

also has a paral-I-el passa6e recordingr three out of four of the 

Markan sayings. 

The stylised formation of the sayings and careful construction 

does not su6t, est that the sayinGs were haphazardly put together 

but that they form a definite collection of sayizLs (1). Butler (2) 

I' 
sayb that the use of Of (in the ý, arkan text- indicates a diversior 

fron, his sourpe, (in i3utlerls case this would be Matthew), thus 

sugýlostin, - that even Butlep sees these sayinjs as a special collection 

inserted by A? z--rk into the text. 

Because lelark 4: 21-25 is a pre-, ý,, arkan sayings co. 1lection 

it miGht be possible to as,, iune the material co, nes from some form 

of Q. However, the precise presentation and form of tlýe sayings 

'hardly sugbests a porrupted or poorly memorised form of Q. 

A brief look at each Markan saying and its parallels will 

clarify the position of the sayings within the Synoptic context. 

The first sayina, irl Mark 4: 21, is found in fiatthpw 5: 15, linked 

closely -i--ith the Salt Similitude. This similitude is se. parately 

preserved in Piark 9: 50 and Luke 14: 34. The context in 

Matthew is the Sermon on the Mount. In Luke, the saying is found at 

the end of Vie Discourse on the'Sign of Jonah (11: 24-32). Although 

both sayings are found in non-Markan contexts, it does not aplear 
I 

1) see the Study, p. 111, 
2) B. C. Butler, oT)-. cit., pp. 89-90. 
3) see the Study, p. 1fl, 
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that either sayine, has a fixed context but that the ro. yings were 

isolated iLdts given a context by each Blvanfmlist. Furthermore, 

the Wan saying is different in form from the Matthaean ( or Markan) (1) 

(or 
saying, butresponds with the saying in Luke 8: 16, par. T-11ark 4: 21. 

'This further'adds weight : to the opinion that the sayirus viere once 

floatina units and thatthe Q hypothesis raises more problems than 

it solves. It has been suL-gested that J, uke had knowledge of a 

collection of sayin&s similar to Mark, but arranGed them into a 

different form (2). It was from these sayings that he drew the 

version found in Luke 11: 33 and not from J'. atthew or 

saying in 1.1ark 4: 22 is found allain in two entirely different 

contexts in R; atthew 10: 26 and Luke 12: 2 although in both cases'the 

saying is part of a common teaching block. It would seem, at least, 

that the saying in one form was closely associated with the subject, 

of revelation which Matthew and Luke both knew and used independently. 

'AlthouL-h it is possible that Luke used lKatthew it would seem more 

probable that a common Eource was known to both. 

Mark 4: 24 is the only saying Luke omits from his parallel unit. 

The saying, as found in 1,11atthew 7: 2 and Luke 6: 38, comps from the 

Gre, at Sermon, the Iýiectýon on Judgement. A(, -ain, it appears that 

this saying was known by each EvaniSelist, and incorporated into a 

larger unit. The ;,. -arkan saying concludes with the phrase KIA 

FýO(r7eOjjaiý, r/k GpIV , which is absent in the other parallel sayine; s. 

Streeter (3) says that the phrase is due to the conflation of the 

sayinGs of Idatthe-et 6: 33b and Luke 12: 31b. As Honey (4) points out, 

1) cf. a possible L: arkan irýfluence in tle phrase ý170r-. 'PT63 rv411"(15 
v6 DIV ML, I (" PIC 

-v 
(Lk. 8: 16 and ij, "'r, 'ý' p' (I'l-4: 21). I 

2) see the Study, p. 112f. 
.'- 3) B. H. Streeter, OD-cit-, P-172. 

4) T. B. Floyd Honey, lb-id Mark use Q? ' JBL., 60,1943, P-325. 
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this does seem a very unnatural conflation of texts. The 1, arkan 

phrase probably indicates that Nark represents a complete? y different 

tradition from l. Atthew or Luke. 

It is interesting to note that the last sayinG in Mark 4: 25, 

occurs twice in flatthew, 25: 29, which is appended to the I'arable 

of the Talents and 13: 12, which is part of the 1, -. C,. tthaean IarebleS - 

Section. Both Matthaean sayings include the additional phrase 

The Lukan sayiný; - in 19: 26 concludes the larable of 

the Pounds and might possibly be seen as aQ saying in a parallel. 

laatiiean context. Considering the vast diffý-rences between the 

presentation of the parables (1) in Matthew and Luke, it is evident 

that Iuke did not draw his material directly from 11ý! atthew, but th. it 

a common tradition underlies them. In fact, LW-, e 19: 26 is closer 

in meaning to J-Jark 4: 25 (2). Also, the additional Tiatthaean phrase 

in his saYings could indicate a special 14, atthaaari version of the 

saying and confirm the view that the sayin&s had --to fixed context, 

*other than that which they received from the various traditi, )ns. 

It is evident from the above investigation of the sayings 

that Itatthow and Larx recorLbitwo COMpletely different devel-ojments 

of the sayings and. have no relationship to one anotlier. 

The LuIcan parallel passaLe cannnot be assumed to be a straight- 

forward Earkan copy. In the Study of the ';,,, o, rkan sayinj; s (3), it 

was noted that the bukan saying in 3: 16 was very similar in form 

to Luke 11: 33 and differed from both J.,; atthew 5: 33 and IArk 4: 21. 

Furthermore, the context setting of Luke 11: 33, the supposed Q 

1) cf. 1-A. Black, An Ar, 'MlRic Approach to Vie Gospels andActs, Oxford, l-, 
' 
467, 

Clarendon Iress, p. 2 which seeks to explain some of the differences. 
2) In Lk. 8: 18, tile subject and Joki-c smoot1ri out the difficulties in 19: 26. 
3) see the Study, p. 113rtl 
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saying differed from the Matthaean context. It would seem reasonable 

to conclude that the Luk;, n context and saying of 11: 33 does not 

sug6; est the Q hypothesis as a solution. Also, the entire form 

of the sayings collection in Luke 8: 16-18, reflects a different 

presentation of the saying found in Mlark (1). It is possible that 

Luke 8: 10-18 represents another form of the sayin8s co-klection 

fouL2 in Mark and not a copy. 

Eesides the fact that Lizke 8: 16/11: 33 indicates a special form 

of tfie saying peculiar to Luke, a similar situation presents 

itself in the case of Natthew 13: 12 arid 25: 29, where the additional 

phrase W1 appears. Here ai. --Ain, there may be 

evidence that NattIrDiv is recordin& a s;: )yint.,, '-form not known to either 

IvIark or Luke. 

Therefore, the conclusions would run as follows: little relation- 

ship between the sayin6s in, P. atthew and tie parallel tott (A 7 (L" 

sayinj, s in 1.1ark iE. evident. 

The collection in J,, ark is too well-defined and regulated to 

be the result of a poo; rly memorised Q passage, esrýecially if it 

is as--umed that (j is represented by the sayinUs found ia j,, Iatthew and 

Luke. 

The sayin. Gýs found in Matthew 13: 12 and 25: 29 and in Luk- 8: 1.6 and 

11: 33 do not suLLest that Luke used r%; atthow or that both used a 

corrwioi, roUr(Le . The, other two remaining sayings could be a result 

of literary dependence of some kind. 

The Lukan collection of cayinGs paralleled iT) T, ark iS essentially 

cf. the Study, p. 11.31. 
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not a copy of Mark but a special Lukan collection, c. l. lthou8h complete 

rejection of any Mýirkan influence carmot be ruled out. 

It is apparent that no one thý-ory cý,. n -, a, -ily explain the 

relationship of these sayinGs within the Synoptic framework. Again, 

a consistCnt middle term is missing. 

I'ark 4: 30-32. 

The Parable of the I-lustard seýýd in ijark 4: 30-32 is pt-ý. rallelecl 

boLh in Matthew 13: 31-32 and LWce 13: 16-19- liesides the number of 

verbal aL-reements between 1,11atthew and Iju; ze found in this parable, 

it iiý also part'of a twin parable unit, being followed by the Parable 

of the Leaven. This has inevitably led Streeter (1) to assume that 

Matthew and Luke are recording Q material and th-at Mark's sin, 7. le 

parable is a mutilation of the Q parable unit. 

Stmtw(Ilf) cuoics that the Gospel Tradition transmits a number 

-of parables in pairs. It must b6 noted that the Parable of the Seed 

(kovine "Secretly could form the-first part of a double parable unit 

in Mark. Butler (3) says that the double parables were not constructed 

simply by appending one parable to another, but ty compleiventing and 

recalling eachother in both form and content. He says that this 

definition applies to the-Parables of the Mustard Seed and leaven 

in Matthew and Luke, but not the Farables of the Seed Growing Secretly 

and the Mustard Seed in Mlark. It is not proposed to reiterate the 

arguments for assuming that the M'arkan parables form a double parable 

unit (4) but there is a strong indication that the definition of 

1) B. H. Streeter, o-p. cit , P-173- 
2) B. H. Streeter, Lb-id-, P-173- 
3) B. C. Butler, oD. cit., P-115- 
4) see the Study, p. fl5j. 
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a double parable unit, as given by Butler suits the 11, qrkan p, -trable 

unit equally as well as the Matthaean and Lukan parable units. 

It may be concluded that Mark is recording a fixed do-oble 

parable tradition differin, -, from 111atthew and Luke and cannot be 

ascribed to a mutilated Q form. Honey (1) suegests that in comparine 

the 1, iarkan Parable of the 141ustard Seed with Luke, (Luke being the 

purer form of Q), Mark contains a couple of superfluous-statements 

concerninG the contrast between the smallness of the seed and. the 

vastness of the end product. These stafrem'ents in j,. ark, Honey concludes (2)9 

represent an expanded form of Q. However, the earlier study of the 

parable has indicated that the meaning of the parable differs from 

that represented in Luke, and these phrases, not present in Luke, are 

just the st&&r. ents, that give emphasis to the Markan interpretation M- 

Therefore, there does not appear to be any reason to assume any 

relationship between Q and J1.1ark in this case. 

ýAreeter (4) states that the numerous points of detailed 

agreements in the Parable of the Mustard Seed in Vatthea and 1'ark 

can only indicate that tlatthew conflated his two sources, Tlark and 

Ile admits that the parallel phrases in 11atthew and ! '-arl' represent 

irrelevant details. 13ý this admission, Streeter-almost invalidates 

his argument, for it would seem pointless to extr_ýct unimportant 

details from the 11arkan account just for an exercise in conflation. 

It would seem a more appropriate argument that T,., faark was 1ýased upon 

the Matthaean parable and extracted the irrelevances (5), rather 

than- the conclusion Streeter draws. 

1) T. F. Floyd Iloney, op-cit 9 PP-325-6. 
2) T. E. Floyd Honey, i Lbýid , P-326 
3) see tht-, Study, pjfq 
4ý B-H. btreeter, The Four Gospels, T. ', acmillan and Co., London, 1924, pp. 247-8. 
5 cf. B. C. Butler, op. cit , P-4. 
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fioý. wever, this alternative to btreeter's theory does not seem ' 

very probable as it is evident that Vark's parable is constructod to 

form one of a double parable section end its form. is primarily 

due to this factor. It is pr9bable that tho Parable of the Pustard 

beed in both 114thew Lind Eark are not reliant upon eachather. 

low, the possibility that Yatthew and Luke are using com,, lon 

source Q is hindered by the fact that the double partible unit in 

Mlatthew ap. ýears to be an integral part of a. non-fAark,, n parable section (1). 

Althouj, h Luke records these parables, he appears to have no knoviled6a 

of thiu wider parable unit, placing the two parables between the 

Pericope of the Woman with an Eighteen Year infirmity (l. k. 13: 10-17), 

and teaching material (l, k. 13: 22-30). This would in-. 1icate that Luke 

knew the pai-ables in the form of an isolated unit independently of 

IN-atthevi or, knowing the Eatiacan parable, for some rp. -Ison 
took these 

two parables and placed them in a different context. 

iiowever, further evidence su8gests that Luke's parables are 

independent of Matthew,. Luke cannot be seen as preservinC the purer 

form of Q or Yatthew for the parable begins with a double introduction 

1, aralleled to T-11ark 4: 30 (2), and the word Butlor (3) suC, -ests 

may be an influence of'Yark 4: 26. Again, this comparision only 

reveals unnatural dissection of sources by LuIze which is totally 

unacceptable. Facts sug&est that Luke preserves an isolated form 

of the parable unit independent of the Yatthi. ean paribles. 

1) see the Stody, p. 118 where Gerhardsson's theory of ýýatth, ýw's 
parable section as t non-M, rkan com, )osition is revievied. 
2) cf. the Lukan introuluctury phrase: 
3) B. C. Lutler, OP-cit , P-3 
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The investioltion of the Parable of the 1--lustard Seed seriously 

impairs any of the usual proposed Synoptic theories. Týo satiFýfactory 

hypothesis, based upon Synoptic relationships, cý3n be cleveloped. 

Thp study of the above sayings Ims soaE; ht to raise a problem. 

In the instances conccrned, no consistent ; Addle term has been 

established. Within just one section, a number of possible Synoptic 

solutions sugE; est themselves, rapidly followinCr, one after thýý 

other. Purtherniore, on a number of occasions, it is completely 

impoosible even to sugGest a possible relationship between the 

Gospdls. It would, therefore, sepm. necessary to look outside the 

Gospels for a common denominator. 
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2) I601jiTED SfiXIkG6 MdAI! dlýG 1', 1L. 'ClIt AGIO, ý. '. 3. "W3. 

In this section, the sayirifs u, -)dpr revi(,, w are individua. 1 

units usually assumed to be part of the Larkan cont, ý, xt. Therefore, 

the theory of the Fark/Q overlaps does not sug(, est itself (1). 

These minor agreements alone'are too limited to be suitable texts 

for SynoAic analysis. However, they must not be tfnored. These 

texts may reve-il further evidence to su., %cst't! UtVLcom. -ion tradition 

links the Gospels I rather than any Synoptic dep3ndence in the more 

usually accepted form. 

In Niark 4: 10f- the short context includes some minor a[, -reements. 

The wider context of this saying, T, ýark 4: 1-20, is paralleled in 

both ilatthew and Luke. However, it has been noted before th,? t 

this section forms just one part of a. parable unit in ilatthew which 

is non-11arkan in origin (2). On th-ý? other hand, the layout in 

%alark 4: 1-20 par. is a feature of neither Markan redaction nor the 

Nf, atthacan unit. The presentation of this parables unit is riot an 

unusual form, corresponding to Yark 7: 14f. Paybe there are other 

sections, outside the scope of this inquiry, which indicate a similar 

plan. The probability-that Mark 4: 1-20 preserves a pre-conceived 

form further weakens any link with the l,, atthaean unit. 

Btreeter (3) suG,, ests that the minor agreement in Matthew and 

Luke duri nG the introductory contextof, 14,41-rn oppose-i to 

the loneer Plarkan phrase O't' -Ul VL5 is due to 6? t oorov 0 

1) Ii. IT. S tree ter newr attempts to explain these i-ayinf, -s as "ark/Q 
overlaps in Thp 'itudies in the Synopic Problem, but in The Four 
Gospels, pp. 293-331 he tackles a nwqber of minor a6re6ments by 
explaining them away by other criteria. 
2) see the Study, p. 118 
3) see V, e Study, p. 100 tI-2 
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coincidental attempts to alter the difficult Yarkan rpnJering. It 

is evident that i. ', ark did not use I.. Atthew in this instance as he 

would not have entered into a mofe difficult readin, -. Furthermore, 

I the identical section in' 7: 17 uses the termllApti-, ) % f. It is more I 

likely that J'ark would have been influenced to use this term as he 

does in 7: 17. unless his context settine is se.; n to be based upon 

pre-T, 'arkan traditional material. 

btreeter (1) explains the additional term p1,, -, )v1t in Ilatthcw and 

Luke as an easier reading to the 1,11arkan sayinC. Even if this is 

feasible, it is still necessary to explain the chang-e of the I'arkan 

-%I 1014WTV, &OV to the plural form and the re-arranC-nent of the structure 

of the sentence (2). The saying is given a different meaning which 

bothgapparently independently, preferred to the Markan. rendering. 

If 1,11ark was using Matthew, he would not have introduced a harder 

reading-. 

No direct link- between the Gospels can be ascertained. Vark's 

sayings appears the more original of the accýounts. It is possible 

that Mark preserves a. deviation from the tradition found in T'atthew 

and Luke. 

The Pericope of the PluckinG Corn on the Sabbath, 11-ark 2: 23-28, 

is primarily similar in all the three Gospels although there are 

certain deve1opments peculiar to each account. 'Whilst ",, atthev; and 

Luke(3) retain just ono argument culninating in the second part of 

the Ilarkan saying in 2: 27-8, Yark breaks off at 2: 26 to introduce a 

1) B. It. Streeter, OP-cit-, P-302. 
2) cf. Mk-4: 11 tXav T-CC-10r, 00 MI. 13, 'Il; I-K. 1?. '10 (/, 441- v (4m 

J(IT, o .f It7) Vitt 7")/, Gf (v 11 

3) see the Study, p. 193indicates 4)rýt )/-l"V in Luke 6: 5 does 
not necessari. l. y. suC[; est the introduction of a second arCument. 
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second argument (1). The harmonious treatment of the discus6ion in 

I,, atthew and Luke could indicate that I'lirk's form of the discussion 

is secondary. 

It is in the, 6oncluding s, -ying in l, atthew and. lafirce (j. k. 2: 27-13), 

that the minor a6, reemints occur (2). hoth jlatthevi and Luke. omit the 

first part of the saying preserved in Ylark 2: 27. Hawkins (3) arGues 

the reason for its cnAssion is that the sayinp was too difficult 

for the Jewish Christians to accept. However, the harmonious 

arranGment of material in I.: atthew and LW: e would sug[,, est a process 

of addition to the Yarkan text rather than an omi. -sion by 1,11atthew and 
Luket Furthermore, the part of the sayinG recorded in all three 

accounts preservE-- identical grammatical variations in TTatthew and 
Luke. In fact, the Yarkari reading is the more difficult. 

It is evident that Tark cannot be based on the Ma T tthaean par, --, Ilel 

saying as the additional saying and different word formation both 

. 
indicate original, rather than secondary, tradition. 

Villereas the Varkan account is usu, ýlly assumed to be the basis 

for parallel accounts in Matthew and Luke, it is much easier in 

At instance to assume no literary dependence but look to the presence 

of a tradition comon to all three. 

C) A minor aneement of omission appears in the parallel sayinas 

to Man 11117, fro; the Pericope of the Temple Cleansing. Whereas 

the saying in ', 'Aark could be independent of the Temple Cleansing (4) 

1ý see the Study, j). j; Z0 
2 'The rqinor a[, -recrients in the narrative noted by StreAcr, op. cit., 
I)P-311-312, possibly reflect a common T! Ltn. /ldcn. tradition within 
the pe. ricope. 
3) J. C. Rawkins, Horae Synopticae, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1968, p. 122. 
4) see p. 1-f 6 
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in Matthew and Luke it definitely forms the climax to the pericope. 

It would appeir that the introductory clause in TAark 11: 17,611A 

is redactional. A&ain, it is 

possible that in this pericope, as in 2: 23-28'par., ?., ark interrupts 

the narrative which icý harmoniously presented in '-', atthew a, -. d Luke. 

Therefore, it would appear that Ilark wa. s not the basic material used 

by the other. t-wo Evangelists. The omission of the phrase i-iAotW 

T015 Eýv; 4t'ý' in 14atthew and Luke seems stranj_O. The omission of 

the phrase not only opposes the Markan saying but also the Old 

Testament quotation (Isaiah 56: 7) where the words' occur. Luke also 

alters the first few words of the quotation. It certainly appears 

likely that Matthew and Luke preserve a saying not based upon the 

i,, iarkan form. 

The most probable solution to the lacl'- of connection between the 

accounts can only be the presence of a. common tradition used by 

-all three. 

l. i. Brown (1) points out that the Resurrection sayinf-,, in the 

second Passion Prediction in Luke 9: 44 is absent. He supposes that 

Luke is recording. q and concludes that Q did not have any Resurrection 

formulae. It must be noted, however, that Matthew preserves the 

Resurrection saying-in all t)lxee Passion Predictions (16: 21,17: 23, 

20: 19) and Luke in the first and third Passion Predictions (9: 22, 

. 18: 34). The Yatthaean and Lukan Resurrection sayings arree every 

time at; ainst 1,11ark. It has already been noted that the Passion and 

Resurrection sayings were at one time individual isolated sayings (2). ' 

1) J. P. Browm, 0 -cit-, P-34. 
2) see the Study, P-3q 
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Therefore, the omission of the Resurrection saying from Ju%e could 

could be due to a. tradition he used which did not have a Resurrection 

formula attached (cf. llk. 9: 12). 

The use of the wor9f;, kitt in the (,. atthaean ond Lukan rassion 

Predictions (1) also reflects a non-1,1arkan basis. It is a. possibility 

that Liatthew developed the sayind-in Marl-, into a more liturgical form. 

The absence of any Resýarrection formula in Luke seems to suCCest 

that Nllatthew- and juke were using a common source which in Luke's 

case was minus the Resurrection formula. However, the similar, 

but not identical, Lukan Passion Prediction reveals that the 

Matthaean sayings'is not a developed Markan saying. 

No satisfactory conclusion can be drawn from the limited 

imformation gleaned from the text. The basis for the second Passion 

Prediction seems unlikely to be Eark for there appCars to be a 

strong non-l'Arkan link between Natthew and Luke. 'However, the 

Matthaean and Lukan productions am by no means identical. 

C) The saying in Mark 14: 36 is the prayer of Jesus in the Carden 

of Gethsemane. The narrative material has been vastly altered by 

dach Evangelist, and a great deal of redaction is evident in 1.1ark's 

account (2). The pray6r in Mark 14: 36 beEins with the name 

which is not prt-&ent in the prayers recorded in Matthew or Luke. 

There-is no obvious reason why the term should be excluded. Paul's 

use of in Galatians 4: 6 and Rom ans 8: 15 sug-Cests the term is 

used in a literal way and its orit; inal meaning is not understood. 

Therefore, the inability to interpret the phrase would not be 

sufficient reason to leave out the expression. Therefore it seems 

1) see the Study, p. 61 
2) cf. d. H. Kelber, 'Mark 14: 32-42: Gethsemanel, 63,1972, pp. 166-87- 
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unlikely that the iý'Arkan saying formed the basic siiying for Eatthe,. 'I. 

It'would appear that underlying the whole narrative, and not just 

the prayer, a cormqon but much developed tradition is present. 

These isolated sayings certaiinly sur, -gcst the possiblity of 

a common tradition behind the Synoptic Gospels upon which the 

2', vangelists individually drew and wbich-they re4sr-d- 
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GO-4CLUDII-IG 10, J-dIX8. 

In the first section an attempt was m,, -tde to f-65t the more 

prevaLlent solutions of the Synoptic problem based on literary 

dependence. The second section is an attempt to be a little more 

constructive and develop a solution which was already presenting itself; 

namely, a non-liter4ry solution. It must be stressed that these texts 

discussed do not justify a statýment concerning the -whole Gospel 

frame-work, but that in these instances a middle term could not be 

adequately diptinSuished. Instead, a common tradition independently 

used viould appear. to be the necessary linking factor. The importance 

of such a conclusion is two-fold. In the fi-rst place, the position 

of the r*f( 01? 111" sayinE-s tradition representing pre-ý'arkan material 

which has been imposed upon an existinG framerork is strengthened. 

Secoýidly, a non-literary solution to the Synoptic problem -will lead 

-to a more lively, unhindered look at Mark and his tradition which 

hitherto hao generally been the prerogative of Matthew and Liz: e. 



Vi. 

" if THE ilPt bkfýTRADITION OF T&IRK A14D ITS RELATION TO MATTIU! "N AND 

LUKE. r- SOME 17110BLETAS. 
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THE USE OF IN LUKE. 

A number of scholars have expressed the opinion that the 

use of in blarK indicates the introduction of a new tradition (1). 

In the' case of Niark, not only is this-evidant, but the use of the 

" I/ stereotyped formula ýet 6AEy(v- (11,1670tS ) to introduce the new 

material, and similarities between the sayings introduced, have 

led to the conclusion that Mt in Mark indicates the introductio n 

of a pre-VArkan sayings tradition. 

Conclusions drawn from the use of in k: ark, however, 

cannot be automatically applied to its use in Luke. It is essential 

to begin again with theopinion that the use of might be an 

occasion for introducing new material into the Lukan text. 

The corpus of 'j, ' sayings in Luke has already been briefly 

reviewed in the Introduction (2). It was concluded that a number 

-of tinies was used in a purely grammatical sense. A similar 

fact was also established with some of the Ylarkan MeV sayings. 

However, a corpus of Lukan sayings remain, twelve in all, which 

are introduced by the verb From the introductory phrases, 

it is evident that no single introductory formula emer,.,,, es as was 

found in j-, iark. 

Only once does the stereotyped phrase kq. t 
ýJ(. r, v Avrotz, occur 

\ )I in Luke 6: 5 and this is a direct parallel of the M. t saying 

in VArk 2: 27-8, where an identical formula is used. The Beatitudes 

1) of. R. Bultmann, The History of the tynoptic Tradition, Oxford, 
Blackwell,, 1963, p. 16, and also W. Marysen, 'Redaktionsgeschichtliche 
Erkl9rung der sogenannten Parabeltheorie-des TarKus', ATK, 82,1955, 

py. 255-271. Their conclusions are different from those m2nd in 
this inquiry, however. 
2) see Introduction, p. 5ff, 
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in Luke 6: 20f. are introduced byP/A ... 
ýýAr V. However, the 

other examples are introduced Ty (Lk-1.3: 18)9 -, ýt6 

ýA(Jrv' (Lk. 21: 10) or ýAryj),, lt, 11) (Lk. 9: 2 3,10 - 2,12: 54, 

13: 6,14: 7,12,16: 1,18: 1). The frequent occuiftnce of (Al 

Irl, 'A ), (ei6ht out of twelve sayinas to be discussed), pDobibly 

points to the beginning of a trend which may develop with further 

investigationg for both the use of Mt and rer with a verb of 

speech are Lukani sms (1), These Lukanisms are found In conjunction 

with other forms of speech so they can only be' assumed to reflect 

general redactional techniques. The presence. of Lukanisms makes 

it impossible to argue for a stereotyped introductory 

formula.. 

Nevertheless, the reason for* the presence of the verb to 

introduce the sayings still remains. Therefore, although Luke 

does not use ýJJýpl as a formula for introducing a specific sayin, --. s 

. tradition, it is still a possibility that the sayings material 

does, indicate the introduction of a separate introduced by e)At 

tradition into the Lukan text. The first set of sayings to be 

considered will betYiose which are found within 'special' Lukan 

pasE. ages. 

a) The Parable of the Wedding Guest (Lk. 14: 7-11) and the following 

saying (Lk. 14: 12-14) are appended to the Pericope of the Healing 

of theMlan with Dropsy (Lk. 14: 1-6). The setting of this narrative 

and subsequent teaching is a meal at a Pharisee's house. Another 

1) J. C. hawkins, Horae Synopticae, Oxford, Clarendon Press 1968, 
pp. 21,17 
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teachir, b block, the tarable of the Great L; upf)er, 

also hangs on this setting (14: 15-21). Each teaching block is 

related to the setting in 14: 1f. by a small introductory clause 

(14: 7,12 ana 15)*and it is probable that these. introductory mmarks 

areýredacted into the teaching material to give Viem an anchor 

in the Gospel account. It is evident that Luke has exploited the 

original story, usint it as a foundation to build up a teaching 

block of. separate, unconnected units which has a common theme 

linking them. Therefore, the two iý( blocks represent new 

material. 

bimilarly, the Parable of the Unjust Steward (Lk. 16: 1-12,13) 

is also found within a string of teaching units. It is evident 

from 16: 1 that' the Parable is loosely attached to the context 

established in 15: 1-2. The coaDnent about-Jebus' relationship 

with publicans and sinners gives a basic framework for the Parables 

of the Lost Sheep (Lk. 15: 4-7), the Lost Coin (Lk. 15: 8-10) and the 

Rrodigal. Son M-15: 11-32). A common theme would nppea. r to be 

the reason for the presence of these three )? arables. However, 

-aý further teaching block is appended a-t 16: 1f. by the simple 

f (I phrase: 
'VY ic 

rz ýea5 antI514,10iJTA, ý which introduces the r 

Parable of-the Unjust Steward. Again, it would appear probable 

that-Luke is using a small introductory framework on which to 

hang a number of teaching units. In this case, the material 

introduces the theme of wordly riches and is not consistant with 

the preceding parables in Chapter 15, which are more concerned 

with the repentance of sinners. This could be a farther indication 

that the illf 4ýr verb introduces a separate tradition. - 
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Again, it is noticeable in Chapter 18 that both the Parable 

of the Unjust Steward (18: 1-6), introduced by the verb, 

and the Parable of the Publican and the Pharisee (18: 9-14) -are 

appended to the PhariseeS que, -tion concerninISthe Kingdom of 

God (17: 20-1). The subsequent discussion on the Day of the Son 

ofl,,, Ian (17: 22f. ) appears to be a comment upon the setting in 17: 20-1. 

(There are verbal similarities between 17: 21, afad 23,17: 25 containing 

a Passion Prediction logion and 17: 31 wýich has parallels with 

K, ark 13: 15,16). The two Parables contain additional sayings which 

also seem to-be commentary,, 'statements linking the Parables to the 

general theme of the Coming of the Kingdom (Lk. 18: 8,14)- 

The sayings on the Signs for This Age (Lk. 12: 54-9) and the 

Parable ofthe Barrpn Fig-Tree (Lk. 13: 6-9) conclude; a string of 

teaching units possibly hinging on the events in Luke 11: 53-12: 1. 

Some of the teaching blocks are quite extensive (cf. Lk. 12: 22-40). 

. 
It would seem that Luke does not find it necessary to introduce 

each saying or parable individually. The introductory formulae 

jj, y(ýl introduction to the must indicate something else. The -, 
jr 

Parable of the Fig-Tree (Lk. 13: 6-9) contains no context reference. 

Therefore, it is evident that the introduction has no role in the 

account except to introduce a new tradition. The context in 12: 54 

introduced the However, this is appended to the discussion 

of Jesus' disciples on the same subject of the Signs. of This Age. 

It is possible that this section is reintroduced, not necessarily 

to indicate a shift of audience, but to introduce new material. 

It would apýear from the Lukan passages looked at, that the 

Evangelist shows a tendency to build up teaching blocks by appending 
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sayings to a short context in string formation. These sayings 

units are primarily isolated teaching blocks which are sometimes 

linked together because of similarities in theme, or more 6enerally, 

by relating each unit back to the original short framework. The 

repetitive introductions to saijinfzs and, perables emphasir-ean attempt 

to introduce material which has no fixed context. 
/I There is no obvious reason why Luke should use r; t-r(il for one 

unit and Olcrl' for another. Tile. apparent interchange of both forms 

of , 
ir"10 V could indicate that the Evang 

., elist is motivated by traditional 

changesv however, It may be noted that there is an interchange of 

introductory form: 4ITrýl 64, (1) 
. The Lukari 

construction remains consistent b-gt the verb changes. Tho question 

arises, why Luke should use these forms ap'parently arbiLrarily, 

especially when the (-/ý(-, Av' form appears ill suited to the, contexts (2)7 

One possible solution to this probi. em is that although the introductory 

. 
form is Lukan, the choice of the verb is governed by the introduction 

of specific tradLtions. 

It can be concluded from the passages already studied, tho. t 

Luke uses to intr6duce new material. Luke's use of 01-4-il 

appears to differ from the Markan use in that no sterectýped introductory 

formula based on f/j(p- has emerged and that the t-AIP", vayings are 

not confined to the disciples as happene in Mark (cf. 12: 54). The 

)I 
jAq4V material in Mark is presented in such a way as to highl. ight 

the tradition whereas to Luke, his material is part of a teaching. 

1), cf. Lk. 15: 3,17: 22,18: 9,12: 21, where the phrase 
G' Tr/dcý" ... consistantly appears slonG with the material. 

see Introduction, P-341. 
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complek. Also, Mark attempts to isolate his traditioq and redactional 

tendencies are at a minimum. Luke, on the other hand, appears 

to work his material ýnto the general framework so the tradition 

shows great signs of redaction. Up until now, only jassages 

with no Parallel in Llattheyi and Llark have been looked at. It is 

probable that'the relationship between the Lukan and Markan 

sayings tradition will be revealed by further, passages to. be 

considered. 

b) The sayings preserved in the specialý Lukan material 

have. indicated that the Evangelist used this verb to introduce 

new material. It must be seen whether (I(( I/ sayings in Luke, 

which correspond with similar sayings in Matthew and/or Mark, 

similarly indicate the presence of a new tradition,, or whether it 

appears that Luke is just continuing in the tradition present in 

the parallel Gospels. The sayings, which will probably reveal the 

*most information concerning the Lukan (I'Ll sayings, are those P11 

which coincide with Markan Wk sayings. 

Infact, on two occasions, sayings introduced by in 

Luke correspond with Markan tl,, (, &II)4V sayings (Lk. 6: 5, Mk. 2: 27-289 

Lk-13: 18f., ]Wk. 4: 30f. ). An overlap, of Mfyl/ sayings in DArk and 

Luke raises a number of queries. Are these Lukan sayings purely 

due to copying Mark? If they'are similarg could it indicate that 

the material in Special Luke already discussed is an extension Yr 

of the sayings tradition. reproduced in Varlý? However, if the sayings 

do appear different and Luke's sayings are independent of Ilark 

(and Matthew), then the sayings would, represent a special 

tradition, although not the actual Markan sayings tradition. Why, 

then, do overlaps occur which are not connected with one another in 

any way, although using the same introductory formula? Could 

a link be behind the Synoptic texts that are before us, during the 
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period of the formation of the Synoptic Tradition? 

The first occu3mnce of a possible overlap of sayinus 

is in tije conclusion to the Pericope of Plucking Corn on the 

Sabbath (111k. 2: 23-28). It is not necessary, here, to repeat the 

arguments for the. view týat. the. introductory phrase, IV 

P, V-, aj5 in LiLke 6: 5, although corresponding exactly to the Markan 

phrase (14k. 2: 27), is quite unnecessary to the order of dimussion in 

Luke (1). Therefore, it can only be supposed that 1, -uke, also wished 

to introduce a new tradition. The saying in Luke, however, corresponds 

to the Platthaean saying (2). It would seem unnecessary and pointless 

for Luke -to have conflated both Matthew (Q? ) and Mark in order to 

have arrived at the present reading. Thus, *a strange situation 

presents itself in Luke where he uses an, introductory formulaq 

indicating the presence of a new saying, although appearing to 

continue with theoriginal narrative. 

Luke uses the phrase: ýjt111,1, V rbV to introduce the Parable of 

The Mustard seed (Lk. 13: 18-19)- It 6an be seen that this introduction 

is not in such a fixed form as the Mlarkan introductory formula 

_or 
that used in LWce 6: 5- It has been sugi,, rested that the Lukan 

larables of ttie IIustird ýqed and the Leaven (13: 26-21) are neither 

reliant on the Matthaean nor Mlarkan sayings 
v r) Therefore, it is probable'that the introductory C '1/ OjV in Lulke 

is also not directly taken from the Markan introduction, but it 

is used independently to indicate the presence of a new tradition. 

1) see Study, p. 123 
2)Chapter V indicates that Luke's account could not be reliant on 
Natthew, however. Bee, p., 249 
3) see Chapter V, p. 244f 
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The Farables in Luke are appended to the Pericope of the 'Uoman 

with an Eighteen Year Infirmity, and illustrate,. another example 

of attaching isolated traditional material to a self-contained 

narrative context. 

Before drawing any possible conclusions from. the overlaping 

jA(7j4/ sayings, it is worth recalling two cases where Luke 'seems 

to be recording doublets, and where in each case, one of the 
%V. 

accounts appears to bear some parallel with MO. rkls V,. f 

sayings, without actually using the iAIrjV form. 

C) The sayings comprising the Section on the Right Use of Parables 

(Alk-4: 21-25) is paralleled in a Lukan block (8: 16-18) and also 

individually (Lk. 11: 33,12: 2,6: 38,19: 26). A'study of the relationship 
I 

between the Markan and Lukan units reveals that Luke did nqt use 

Mark (1). The independent collection of sayings in Luke 8: 16-18, 

although evidently not the same, seems to be reminiscent of a 

collection similar to the Markan sayings. 

A lukan passage, parallel to the Idarkan Pericol. e of the 

Sending of the Twelve (Ikk. 6: 7-11, Lk. 9: 1-6) indicates a similar 

relationship. Again, it has become evident that any direct literary 

link between the two a. ccounts is unlikely. (2). S. evertheless, 

Luke does produce sayings which are very similar to the Yarkan 

tjj(; AK sayings in Mark 6: 10-11. 

The (-ItfW overlalfLng sayings have revealed. that the sayings 

preserved by Luke are not directly the result of using Mark, nor 

can they, with the exception of Luke 6: 5 in any way be attributed 

see Study, p. IL3 
Chapter V, p. 956 
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to a dependence on the Platthaean parallel sayings (1). Therefore, 

it would appear th,,. 3-t the use of C)ý(j'I; Y by MArk and Luke, although 

in some respects is linked, is very teniAotLs , 

The remaining Lukan sayings which find similar non 

(ýJtpy sayings paralleled in Matthew and 1,1, ark, or I, atthew, give 

weight to the argument that Luke's material is independent Y 

of Natthew and Mark. 

d) Luk e begins the Beatitudes with p/'( ... r'ý, Yl/ 0 &. 6: 20f. tfýlt-5: 2f. ). 

The Lukan arrangement. of the section into'four'blessings and four 

woes is different from the Iýfatthaean form of nine blessings. The 

11 t%I ýla& ý(, veos 4,, VTOCI. f in Luke 10: 2, which introduces the missionary 

charges appears to be relying on a traditi-)n which is not altin to 

the parallel Matthaean passage (9: 37f. ) (2). It is interestinG 

y4. 
to note that two passages relating to the missionary charges 11 

occur in Pjark 6: 10-11 and Luke 10: 2f. 

On two other occasions, Lukan &r1l passages have parallel 

material in both 10atthew and Jý. ark. In Luke 9: 23f-, the discussion 

on the Conditions of Discipleship, the introduction covers the 

whole of the discussion, whereas Mark 9: 1 introduces only the' 

last saying by In Luke 21: 10f., part of the Apocalyritic ý 
ly"If 

. 
ý(JTY This new introduction Discourse is introduced by 70j( )c 

into a continuous discourse would be completely pointless if it 

were not to indicate the presence of a new tradition. 

It must be noted thaýt even in the Lukan material which 

is paralleled in both Matthew and liark, there appear to be certain 

1), Chapter V, p. 7.50. 
2) Chapter V, P. 23*7 
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links between Luke and Yark. 

Conclusions thot can be drawn from this brief study of the 

use of in Luke can only be tentativP as the material 

available is not extensive enough to justify any working 

hypothesis. Elevertheless, it can be stated that luke used 

EA(yýv/ to introduce new material into the Gospel framcnv; ork 

on occasions. It also appears that there are links between the 

11 v (. A(YEV material in Iuke and the* Mt E/414p' sayinas tradition in 

Liark, although it does riot seem that Mark forms the literary basic, 

for Luke. 

Lu'ýe Is use of 
&'ý, 

Vr , however, dif f ers vastly from 111ark Is 

use of the introductory formula'. The melhorL of distinLuishing the 

introduction of new material in 1, W,, e is by the presence of redaction 

rather than the absence of it. Luke sought to integrate his 

. material into his Gospel rather than preserve it. hevertiteless, 

the strangely situated ýIly W form still rO. Triains, and draws attention 

to the possibility of a link between the Mt ýA-(YýV' tradition in 

Mark and the material in Dike. 

V 
An extensive amotint of Special Mikah C 6, 'Jl/ material and a 

very limited overlap of sayings with Mark illustrates the point that 

Luke does not rely on the 1, iarkan sayings. In fac. b, the occasions 

whe"re the sayinas in llark and Luke coincide, Luke Is s,,,. yin(rs 

appear to be closer in form to the Matthaean paral? -? l sciyinp,, q. This 

stranE; e situation reveals just the tip of a very complicated iceberg. 

It is evident that the iý-VV r. -iaterial in J, u, -, e does not 

reveal a sayings tradition of the type prcser, ý. t in ark. ilevertbeless, 
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)i 
it would appear 'that the ýItfr(ll f orm is some kind of link to 

introduce traditional material., It is evident that the form 

this material takes is at least one step removed from the tradition 

prekiervcd in tArk. It is possibly a modified edition, or preserved 

in a compound form (ie. includinL- arnon_rý-st other traditions the 

sayings). This possibility, aloný,, ivith other theories, ' can 1A7W 

only be4nassumption, . 
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2) ARA ', AIS! ý, b 114 P. ATTHEa AND LUKE NOT FOIJ1,11) L. 4 TAE' VARKAH IWADITION. 

The problems of the presence of Semitisms ill tile T attha. -, rin 

and Lukan parallels to Gospel is vast. It is beyond the 

sco. ýe of this inquiry to present a competent and detailed analysiE 

of theproblem. It is intended in this section, however,. to pin-point 

occasions where Semitisms occur in Patthew and Luke which are 
%. 11 

paralleted b) the 1, -; arkairi ', gA C/tyl/ sayings, and to assess tM, 

implications of these Semitisms. 

Before turning to the texts themselves, it must be decidedl 

where does the question of Semitisms in Ilatthew and Luke fit into 

the present theds? Infact, the reas6ns are two-fold, Semitisms in 

1,,, atthew and Ltike, which are not present in the J%'arkan Kak EA9ýr; l 

sayings suggest that, in these instances, TvIark was not the basis for 

the other Synoptic Gospels. Similarly, if Mark was based upon 

ýklatthew, it would seem equally irrational generally to maintAin 

6ross semitisms, and. even introduce new ones, but within the jAA 

C-AW-11 sectionstchange the Matthaean Semitisms into idiomatic 7 

Greek. 

Therefore, in the first place, the presence of Semitisms in 

Matthew and Luke miE; ht substantiate the claim already discussed (1) 

that the 1,, larkan Mt (ACTril sayings have no direct link with the 

parallel sayings and secondly, 'e- poiriý to the dilemma these 

Semitisms imply when applied to the Synoptic Itoblem. This point 

This is reiterated throughout the course of. the Study. 
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was* raised by Sparks (1) who rioted the number of times where 

bemitisms were ObServed in sections which run contrary to accepted 

bynoptic theories. The implications of such finds, however, have 

generally been passed over. Although this problem would require 

a thesis in its own right, it -is of great interest to recall. 

Sparks' statement in the light of the conclusions drawn on the 

bynoptic Problem from the development of the 'Parkan r, ýqý 61c, 
j/ 

corpus (2). 

a) nirning to the televant texts, it would be of some interest 

to note the introductory forms used by Matthew and Luke instead 

%VI- 
of i-eAl, Ofeil (AA/TOIS ). The similarities bet; yeen a few Lukan 

sayin&s and the Markan rA( (IýW sayings sug-est that the formula 

i-, iay not be such a vital part of the sayings tradition as it would 

appear in 1.1ark (3)- 1ýow, if Natthew and buke wished to substitute for, 

-, III the M4. (All CK introductory formula ýx different and less stereo- f 

typed form, it would seem probable that the new introduction would 

be improved stylistically andkmore appropriate to the context. 

'The use of the introductory form (t, 171 )AC'Ft in 

41atthew 21: 13 and 22: 43 raiseEl some interesting'poinýs. In an 

earlier chapter, the close relationship between sayings introduced 

" 11 11 '(4) 
- by J,, jtt and p;, tt in -Mark was noted On Výese 

11 11 occasions, it would appear that K/, ( Aept indicates a stereotyped 

1) H. P. D. Sparks, 'Some Observations on the Semitic BackgTound of 
the New Testament, SNTSAýull., II, PP-39- 
2) see, C4hpter V, The r. A ý C-1ý11 Tradition and the Synoptic 
Problem. Also, cf. C. C. Torrey, Our Translated Gospels, Londong, 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1937, p. lvii, who does not ascribe the differences 
to the restylin6, of the Vlarkan Greek. 
3) cf. Study on 1,1ark 4: 21f., (Lk. 8:: L6f. ), Nk. 6: 8f., (Lk. 9: lf. ), 
Mk-9: 31, (Lk-9: 44) 
4) see, Chapter III, A Survey of the Main Characteristics, p. 192, f- 
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commentary form introducing developed Jesus-sayings. Only twipe 

outside the Markan contexts is a r4PA' A' / saying found in juxta- 

position to a Markan 71ý11 saying. Both are found in Matthew. 

-1 It is impossible to decide whether the tVAJ( 
/ 
rLintroductions ih 

these instances stand as commentary forms on the C'/I, ( j/ sayings 

in Mark. Although in previous comparisons of the Matthaean and 

10arkan texts no direct relationship emerges, the use of as 

a traditional rather than a redactioný)l feature cannot be completely 

excluded. 

If the form represents a substitute formula for the 

y Markan kA, (' then we might expect. 'At to be an improvemený. 

The use of the historic present in Mark and John is sometimes 

seen as a redactional feature of those Gospels rather than evidence 

of a Semitism. nowever, Fýatthew uses the historic present on a i7uaj1TrCf 

occasions where none appears in the Markan parallels, ? 4atthew 

-21*13 and 22: 43 being two such instances ý1). Fuy+harmore, the 

introduction in T-latthew 22: 43 is asyndetic. It is. evident that the 

I. latthaean introductory forms do not improve the Markan ;.,, At -F 

forj! j, ulA in tý)ese instanceso 

The introductory form Orr( (TfloryOOOO C(r(v occurs three 

times in Matthew 13: 11,15: 3 and 15: 26. Wellhausen (2) poinýs 

out that the verb 'Ti'" c; " A Cýo 'c, ) corresponds to the Hebrew and Aramaic 

verbtUý, /. The construction 0[7oýof&-(, ý 
jareV (A(F'CL ) is very common 

amon6st all the Evangelists (3), so it is'obvious that the presence 
1ý 

1) Use of Ac'; xrs in non-ivfkn. parallels: 4: 6,16,19, a: 7,20,22,9: 28937, 
12: 44P 14: 41,17: 20,25,18: 22,32,21: 16,31,22: 8912,26; 25t52,28: 10. 
kkn. parallels with other forms of speech: 8: 20,15: 349 16: 15,19: 8, 
18,2-0,20: 6,7,8,21,23,21: 13,19,42t45,22: 21943,26: 35,64,71,27: 13,22. 
2) J. Viellhausen, Einleitung in die cirei Licsten Evalgelient Berl'int 
Georg Reimer, 1911, P-14 
3). V. Taylor, The Gospel Accordinr to St. Mark, Lonaon, Macmillan, 
1966, p. 246. 
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0f ýOLOýTS does not reflect the redactional style of any one 

Evangelist. Wellhausen (1) indicates that the construction Jrlo-ý41 

fi, T(-V is a later refinement of 
Aj(r1w'10; j k4i In the semitic 

construction, gTldrýO(Gclý is a redundant verb, but on all three 

occasions in Matthew the form o is used to 

introduce replies to questioning. Therefore, from the Matthaean 

evidence no firm conclusion can be drawn. 

Other variant introductory forms include W (Ilt-13: 3,319 
/r 22: 419 U-19: 40 'which is evidently a Septuagintism and c(M(V 

rS (Lk. 9-43,20: 41) which may be a characteristic redactional 

form of Luke. On a number of occasions sayings found in MatView 

and/or Lae which parallel the Markan Kk't fAtpl sayings have no 

introductory form whatsoever. 

Except for the use of rAt AV710iS , the introductory forms 

in Matthew and Luke reflect no obvious Semitisms. On the other 

hand, the forms are not obvious improvements on the r/. 
'( ('11 

I. Tarkan formula. One possible exception could be the introdudtiin 

f) 
Se ; 

Moýot PIýIj tt T-,; V which f its'pref ectly into the Matthaean 

context but even this can be explained away as a Semitic construction. 

The only evidence of redaction is the Poj of Luke which 
Y 

may indicate 8; reworkiýg of the rM CA 1/71" formula (2). 

b) A brief survey of the sayings parallel to 'the I-larkan x/; ', f"/I( ý-T/ 

sayings reveals more substantial e xamples. 

1,, It. 12: 25/Lk-11: 17 (The Beelzebul Controversy) 

Both Evangelists begin the discourse by Jesus with the phrase, 

1) J. Wellhausen, op. ci , P-14 1, k, 2) cf. the number of times Luke uses )rý 9: 239 10: 29 
14: 7,16: 1. 

r- 
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reflects the Aramaic ý: )(1), and is not found 

in the Markan parallel (3: 24 cf- K-Oýf 
ýý V/1), 11ý1ejoA llatthý, w, 

again, repeats this form: PA, ý in contrast to the 

A )% ), 

Vlarkan oir/cA . This I)hra,; e is totally absent in the Lukan 

parallel. It is evident that ! lark represents a more polished form 

than I'latthew and Luke. 

1,, It-13: 31/Lk. 13: 19 (The Parable of the 1,1ustard Seed). 

Both j',. atthew and Luke record the Semitic construction 

V&)llö (2). 

Mt-15: 11 (The Discussion on Ritual Cleanliness).. 

,, The blatthaean account contains an example of casus penden- 

which is absent in the Ilarkan account. 

l, k. 20: 41 (The question about David's Son)'. 

ý(,, 73tV could reflect the impersonal third person plural 

frequently noted in Aramaic. It is possible that the Semitism is 

due to an omission of the subject of the verb which is found in 

, Mark (cf. O'C VA although it is hard to see why Luke (lid 

not record the subject. It it impossible to arguo from the context 

whether jlt. ýOopý/ is due to redaction of ll. -ýarkls text or Semitic 

influence, but in both-ca-ses, Luke's wording cannot be seen as 

an improvement on the Markan text. 

Ilt-13: 13 (The Reason for Parables). 

The use of in Mark (Luke) and ((lit in Platthew has often been 

1) cf., E. P. Sanders, The Teý-idercies of the Synolitic Tradition, 
Cambrid4ýe, CUII., 1969, pp. 247, also see, K. Beyer, Semitische Syntax 
irn Neuen Testamont, Gdttin6en, Vandenhoeck and Ruprechtq 1962, p. 227- 
ý7 see-discussion on this parable in Chapter V, p. 24+. Similarity of 

4 onii in IvIatthew and Luke c,, nnot be explained by IQI. 
, i. Black, An Aramaic Appro, -ých to the Gospels and Acts, Oxfordt 
Clarendon Press, 19679 P-53- 
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described as the end result of different Greek translations of an 

Aramaic tradition (1). It was such Imistranslations' of Aramaic 

originals that Sparks found so inexplicable within a two document 

framework. The use of in 11atthew does not remove the difficult 

C 
readint; of the Markan LVIk . In Matthew's account, the parabolic 

teaching is used 'because' (rrL ) it is unintelligible to his audience (2). 

C, Therefore, Matthew's use of M, cannot be seen as an improvement. 

1.1ark's (ig can only be translated as a consequence clause 

The opinion that Mark's saying reflects a Hellenistic attitude 

towards the Jews (4), raises the problem that the saying is a 

Mark. an or late development. Could the Matthaean saying be the 

basis for Mark's developedýsaying? The quotation of Isaiah 6: 9-10 

inIviark is obviously targumic (5). This is not so in Matthew. 

Therefore, it is unlikely that Matthew is the source for the 

(t 
IJ'arkan aA . 

Of the five Semitisms that have been claimed for the Matthaean 

and Lukan parallels to the Markan IAA sayings, only one, 

the use of (,, jjv in Luke 20: 41 (par. ta. 12: 35), is not conclusive. 

Although the evidence is limited, certain inferences can be 

1) cf. Pi. Blacic, ibid., p. 212. Also C. C. Torrey, op. cit , P. 10-11. 
2) M. Black, op. cit , p. 213 
3) W. Ilauer, I. Arndt, F. Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament arid 

-- 
other Early Christian Literature, Cambrid., e, CUJ ., 

1952, p. 378 (2ý-. F. Blass, A. Debrunner, (R. W. Funk), A Greek GvImmar of 
the New Testament and other Early Chrisitian Literature, Cambridr; e, 
CUP., 1961, P-167 (2). J. Jeremias, The lurablbs of Jesua, London, 
SCM., 1963, P-17 complicates the meaning of 11A by making it an 
introductiop to the Isaiah quotation, ie. 1in order that (as it is 
written)f. 
4) N. Black, op. cit., p. 214 
5) M. Black, ibid., p. 214. T. W. Manson, The TeachinZ of Jesua, 
Cambridge, CUP., 1956, P-77. 
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drawn. These Semitisms substantiate. the claims already made in 

this inquiry. It would be hard to agrue that these changes mentioned 

are wholly redactional reworking' of the harkan text. Therefore, 

it must be concluded that, on these occasions, 1,! ark was not the 

basis for the parallel Synoptic accounts. 



Vii. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIOES. 
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It is now time to draw together the strands of this 

inquiry. 

The reasons wýy the M4 sayings were such an obvious 

choice for this inquiry of a pre-lAarkan sayin[,, s tradition have been 

touched on in the Introduction. 

These sayings have been subject to a certain amount of sWdy 

prior to this investigation, although the full extent of these sayings, 

both in uumber and content, has never been realised:. The problems 

posed by an investigation into pre-t'hrkan traditions have been 

Enumerated and, to a larL; e extent, neL-ated by the list, ed criteria. 

However, it was left to the study, in the first place, to 

establish the r4A (tý4 sayings as a viable tradition by impleM'enting 

the crit&3, ia stated in the Introduction and, secondly, to dra,,, 7 out 

any overall features of this tradition which miCht appe, ý, r during, 

the the course of a close investijaU tion. Thorefore, thi StudY 

de, ýrelopel into an extensive commentary on these sayings and is the 

central pivot of this thesis from which certain points hive been 

raised. 

The Study highlighted an interesting dichotomy. The sayiný; s 

themselves all appear to be very primitve and, in some cases, it 

would not be ambitious to say, represented an authentic Jesus 

tradition. However, the subject matter of many of these slyings 

could be considered didactic, sometimes even kerytiaý3tic as,. thouj, ýh 

Church development is evident. The example that immediately spriným, 

to mind is 1.1ark 9: 31, the Second Passion Prediction, which was used 

as the test case. P-ýark 9: 31 combines possibly authentic material 

with a kerylmatic statement that would riot shame a church statement. 
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Besides the subject matter of these sayings, we find the foria in 

which they are presentedindicates a systematically devel. op(, d teachinc 

form-as if set out as a catechetical statement. 

ThQ use of these sayinijs within the tradition itself, (ie. saying, 

interpreting saying as if canonical) and the sersitivity with which 

Mark uses the tradition to preserve the full impact of the sayings, 

certainly appeal to the view that this tradition records sacred 

teaching material. 

How far behind the -arkan Gospel do we have to look for tI)e 

inspiration of this tradition? 

. 
The logical explanation of the origirr of a sayir4: rs tradition 

which combines pure Jesus material in a developed form can only be 

that it was initiated at the first moment the sayifilrs. were uttered. 

So how much did Jesus have to ao'with the formation of a 

sayings tradition akin to the Q,, ýt tradition preserved in llark? 

It is possible that the WA 64t ) AW tradition meets Gerhardsson's theory 

from the other direction. Instead of fitting a theory for transmitting 

certain sayine, -s in a strictly stereotyped form onto various Gospel 

sayings, a sayings tradiLion has been found that fits the theory 

-of transmitting certain sayinC, -s in a stereotyped form. 

A larGe part of Jesus I ministry was coi-icernod with teachirg. 

1ý10 doubt, repetition of his teaching to different audiences led to 

a certain amount of standardisation which could have been taken up 

by the Early Church and passed on orally in mtjch the same way that 

Jesus spoke the words. 

The distribution of sayings introduced by &' throughout the 

Gospels is not the sole prerogative of Mark. Luke appar,, -, ntly uses it to 
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indicate the%beginning of traditional material. Overlaps bntwe6n 

the liarkah and Man (AVY sayings indicate that the Man sayirgs 

tradition has similarities to the Markan tradition but is by-no 

means presented in the same form. 

Is the difference due to Luke radically chant; ing his "material? 

If so, why is he less careful with a tradition which Mark evidently 

respects as canonical? Could the Lukan 
Arv 

tradition reflect a 

different dating or recension of the tradition? These are questions 

which have to be left unanswered as evidence is lacking, but the 

absence of any obvioiqs direct-link- bdtween. 
-the 

MaftýLrf. ancl Lukan 
Y 

tradi: tions suggests that the Lukan f/t( V sayings reflect traditional r 

rather than redactional elements. 
if 

Finally, the existence of the Wý ý11-1y.,, v tradition has become an 

embarrasment to the two document hypothesis. The problem of 

fitting the W. ( ýA? -W sayings into any preconceived literary 

'scheine has only highlighted a similar problem existing with many more 

" 3" 
Synoptic parallels. Thereforet the qxj/tr sayings of I'ark 

have helped to call into qUestion the methodolog y and pre-conception 

of such theories. 



Vill. 

A LIST OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 4A( 4.1 MATERIAL Y. 

IN THESYNOPTIC GOSPELS. 
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